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Abstract

The Web has continuously developed towards a sophisticated platform for
user-centric applications characterized by a rich graphical presentation and a
high degree of user interactivity. This trend has been fueled by the increasing
importance and heterogeneity of mobile user devices such as smartphones,
PDAs and netbooks. In this case, the Web browser constitutes the unified
platform that provides a high degree of independence from the underlying
hardware and operating systems.

Mashups are composed Web applications that combine multiple services
stemming from different 3rd party providers into a custom Web application.
Web mashups can thus be considered as the Web’s service compositions.
However, such mashups are created by software developers by gluing together
open APIs via scripting languages, so that Web mashups expose considerable
shortcomings with regard to readability and reusability of code, dynamic in-
tegration of services, and methods for a user-centric creation beyond explicit
programming techniques.

In this thesis, an underlay system for Web applications is introduced that
features a resource-oriented view on services and data and thereby combines
the advantages of classic service composition languages with the rich graphi-
cal presentation and user-centric nature of Web mashups. Here, the underlay
system abstracts from concrete services and thereby can be dynamically de-
ployed on different sets of heterogeneous devices.

The underlay system possesses two key properties that will enhance dy-
namicity within today’s mashups. First, it can be dynamically distributed,
so that each involved device is in control of its local services. This decoupling
of devices increases the mashup’s offline capabilities and provides a means
for a private processing of user data. Second, the underlay system can be
automatically created by common end-users, so that underlay systems can be
employed for the rapid creation of Web mashups on top of end-user devices
in a spontaneous manner.

The work on the underlay system for Web applications was a joint project
of the TU Berlin and Fraunhofer FOKUS. The results have been employed
within the scope of multiple national and international research projects
funded by the BMBF (UST+), the European Commission (BIONETS), and
industry partners (uMASH, LCAI). Parts of the work have also been patented.
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Zusammenfassung

Das Web hat sich in den letzten Jahren zu einer Plattform für Applikationen
entwickelt, die sich durch einen besonders hohen Grad an Benutzerinter-
aktivität und Medienreichtum auszeichnen. Die Bedeutung des Webs hat
besonders durch die zunehmende Anzahl mobiler Endgeräte mit stetig steigen-
der Leistungsfähigkeit wie z.B. Smartphones oder Netbooks zugenommen,
für die der Web Browser einen einheitlichen Zugang zu Applikationen unab-
hängig von ihrer Hardwareausstattung und ihrem Betriebssystem darstellt.

Mashups sind Webapplikationen, die sich aus mehreren von Drittanbietern
bereitgestellten Diensten zusammensetzen, so dass Mashups als Dienstkom-
positionen innerhalb des Webs verstanden werden können. Solche Mashups
werden jedoch von Softwareentwicklern erzeugt, indem offene APIs anhand
von Skriptsprachen miteinander verbunden werden. Diese statische Kom-
bination von Diensten und die Verwendung von Skriptsprachen führt zu er-
heblichen Nachteilen von Mashups in Bezug auf die Lesbarkeit und Wiederver-
wendbarkeit des Programmcodes, der dynamischen Integration von Diensten
und der Erzeugbarkeit solcher Applikationen durch Endbenutzer abseits von
klassischen Programmiersprachen.

Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wird ein Underlay System für Webapplikationen
eingeführt, das sich durch seine ressourcenorientierte Sicht auf Dienste und
Daten auszeichnet und dadurch die Vorteile von klassischen Dienstkompo-
sitionsansätzen mit denen von benutzer- und medienorientierten Web Mashups
verbindet. Das Underlay System abstrahiert dazu von konkreten Diensten
und ermöglicht so die Instantiierung von Mashups auf verschiedenen Gruppen
unterschiedlicher Geräte.

Darüber hinaus besitzt das Underlay System zwei zentrale Eigenschaften.
Zum einen kann es automatisch auf mehrere Endgeräte verteilt werden, so
dass jedes Gerät genau diejenigen Dienste kontrolliert, die es lokal ausführt.
Diese Entkopplung von Geräten erhöht die Fähigkeit von Mashups, auch
ohne kontinuierliche Verbindung zum Web partiell ausgeführt zu werden und
eröffnet die Möglichkeit, sensible Daten nur auf vordefinierten Benutzergeräten
zu halten, ohne sie über das Netzwerk zu übermitteln. Zum zweiten kann
das Underlay System über eine spezielle Anfrage von Endbenutzern automa-
tisch erstellt werden, so dass Benutzer Web Mashups spontan erzeugen und
verwenden können.
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vi Zusammenfassung

Die vorliegende Arbeit zur Thematik von Underlay Systems stellt das
Ergebnis von Forschungsarbeiten sowohl im Rahmen der TU Berlin als auch
des Fraunhofer Instituts FOKUS dar. Die Resultate wurden im Kontext
von mehreren nationalen und internationalen Projekten, gefördert durch das
BMBF (UST+), die Europäische Kommission (BIONETS) sowie Industrie-
partner (uMASH, LCAI), erarbeitet und verwendet. Teile der Arbeit wurden
patentiert.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

During the last couple of years, the Web has emerged as a sophisticated plat-
form for user-centric, highly interactive applications. This development has
been fueled by both technological and social factors. While technologies like
Ajax have revolutionized the responsiveness and interactivity of Web appli-
cations by enabling asynchronous client-server communications that virtually
break the limitations of the Web’s sequential request/response pattern, the
increasing willingness of end-users to contribute data and information to so-
cial platforms within the Web has led to more personalized, user-centric, and
presentation-enriched Web applications.

Mashups are composed Web applications that integrate data and services
from multiple sources to create custom Web applications. These kind of Web
applications have recently gathered considerable interest, since they enable
the rapid creation of value-added applications without needing to develop
the larger parts of the application logic itself.

Mashups also have a couple of serious limitations. First, they are created
by combining dataflow between services via client and server side scripting
languages. These languages are not designed to express combinations of and
dataflow among services, but are rather tailored for specific concerns such
as DOM scripting. Thereby, the code of mashups tends to be unclear and
fails to provide a high degree of reusability. In addition, services cannot be
integrated dynamically, since they are incorporated via concrete APIs. An
abstraction layer, which supports the integration of a service on a conceptual
basis, so they can be replaced by a matching service during deployment or
runtime, is not available. Including multiple services that provide the same
functionality in order to make an application responsive to user preferences
or potential failures of single services thus requires an additional amount of
effort, which corresponds in a linear fashion to the number of added services.

Above all, mashups are only capable of accessing server-sided Web ser-
vices exposed by 3rd party providers via open APIs. Mashups cannot in-
tegrate services residing on common user devices and thereby haven’t kept
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2 Introduction

up with the development of mobile computing devices in the user’s everyday
life. Today’s mobile devices not only have advanced computing capabili-
ties, but also feature hardware and related services not available on classic
workstations. Integrated photo and video cameras, GPS devices for location
retrieval, advanced acceleration sensors, and legacy telecommunication ser-
vices for setting up a call or sending image-enriched messages are only a few
examples of sophisticated services offered by modern mobile devices, which
also make them important for service provisioning.

In addition, mashups cannot be executed in an offline mode, but rely on a
continuous connection to the Web. Existing approaches to developing offline
capabilities focus on caching online content to make it accessible during times
of disconnection. However, there are no existing methods that overcome the
necessity of calling on a remote Web service to perform a certain functionality
since local services are not considered.

Although the exposure of open APIs is already the largest parts of ap-
plication logic, there is still no method for common end-users to request the
automatic creation of mashups.

1.2 Objectives

This thesis aims to define an underlay system that paves the way towards
more dynamic and distributable Web applications. The proposed underlay
system enables the paradigm of “programming in the large” for composed
Web applications while retaining its capabilities with regard to graphical
presentation and support of user-interactions.

There are multiple ways of creating an underlay system. Within the scope
of this thesis, a method is highlighted that supports the automatic creation
of underlay systems based on the set of effects that should be generated
by the mashup. The algorithm leads to the creation of an underlay system
that abstracts implementations from the actual service and then integrates
services based on their functionality. Thereby, the same underlay system
can be dynamically deployed on different sets of heterogeneous user devices,
where the services are allocated on the various devices based on additional
knowledge such as user preferences. Finally, the underlay system can be
partitioned into multiple sub-underlay systems, so that every device is in
control of its local services. The respective partitioning algorithm extends the
single sub-underlay in such a way that their coherent distributed execution is
ensured by a synchronization mechanism, which controls the execution order
and data consistency within the single partitions of the underlay system.
This distribution of underlay systems decouples the dependencies between
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the single devices, so that a user’s device can execute its local services in an
offline mode as long as no communication is required with services running
on remote devices.

1.3 Contribution

The contribution of this thesis to the current state of research is threefold.
First, the definition of an underlay system for Web mashups is novel with
regard to its ability to combine a structured execution with presentation
of services. The core of the underlay system is built on a workflow based
services composition. Although the representation of service compositions
by means of workflow graphs is not new in itself, the formal modeling of
workflows by means of automata theory proposed in this thesis abstracts
from language specific concerns and thus provides a basis for the instantiation
of the found results within different application domains. Moreover, the
proposed model provides a resource oriented view on services and data and
thus allows a mapping from the current state of a service composition to a
respective graphical presentation in form of a Web mashup.

Second, a user-centric algorithm for the automatic creation of underlay
systems is presented. Here, the novelty lies within the definition of an adap-
tive algorithm that supports the consideration of a time boundary given by a
user, which denotes the maximum amount of time the user is willing to wait
for the creation of the Web application. During the creation process, the
algorithm adapts to the remaining time and thereby measurably increases
the chances of finding an appropriate underlay system within the given time
span.

Third, the partitioning algorithm for underlay systems denotes a novel
way to create sub-underlay systems that contain automatically generated
synchronization messages. A respective communication protocol, referred to
as the Orchestration Synchronization Protocol (OSP), ensures the coherent
execution of a distributed underlay system –and thus mashup– independently
of the allocation of services to devices.

1.4 Structure

The thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the concept of
composability. Special emphasis is put on the discussion of the concept’s
realization within the domains of the Web and Service Oriented Architectures
(SOA). Chapter 3 discusses the different, already existing approaches to the
enhancement of dynamicity and distribution of Web mashups. It is concluded
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with the proposition of an underlay system and its architectural embedding,
which promises to overcome the previously identified shortcomings.

The relation between the main chapters is depicted in Figure 1.1. Chapter
4 introduces the underlay system for Web mashups, which builds upon a for-
mal model in order to describe service compositions, and provides a resource-
oriented view on services in order to map an underlay system’s state onto a
graphical presentation. In addition, the underlay system is defined in such a
way so that it complies with two key requirements. First, the underlay system
is automatically producible based on a given user request; an algorithm for
this automated creation of underlay systems and thus Web mashups is subse-
quently discussed in Chapter 5. Second, the underlay system is distributable,
so that services residing on different heterogeneous devices can be dynami-
cally integrated and controlled by partial underlay systems executed on the
respective devices. An algorithm for the distribution of underlay systems is
given in Chapter 6.

Figure 1.1: Relation between the thesis’s main chapters.

Chapter 7 deals with the specification of the single components required
for the realization of the underlay system, as well as its respective communi-
cation primitives. Special emphasis is placed on the specification of a protocol
for the communication between parts of a distributed underlay system in or-
der to ensure its coherent execution. Chapter 8 grounds the specification
given in the previous chapter in the Web domain, in order to demonstrate
the application of underlay systems to the control and representation of Web
mashups.



Chapter 2

Composability

This chapter deals with state of the art of software and service composabil-
ity. Therefore, the notion of composability is briefly introduced in section
2.1; definitions of the most important terms in this thesis are also provided.
Section 2.2 then discusses the application and realization of composability
within the Web, while section 2.3 focuses on the importance and role of
service composability within business processes. Concludingly, section 2.4
discusses the differences between present realizations of composability with
regard to Web applications and business processes.

2.1 The Principle of Composability

Composability is a system design principle that deals with the integration of
and relations among multiple software components [154]. Systems featuring
a high degree of composability operate on a (commonly large) set of combin-
able software components, which can be aggregated, selected, and combined
in order to meet a given system requirement. Combinable software com-
ponents are characterized by being self-contained and stateless. Here, self-
contained means that the deployment of a single component is independent
from the other components, which makes the components easily replaceable.
Statelessness means that each request is handled as an independent trans-
action. Thus, within the scope of a classic request/response pattern, where
a transaction consists of a request and a corresponding response, there is
no fixed relation between multiple requests, i.e. every request can be pro-
cessed without any knowledge of previous requests or responses. Of course,
statelessness is not a mandatory requirement for software components to be
composable. However, the composition of stateful software components is
much more difficult, since it requires the management of intermediate states
for every involved software component.

Bergmans et al. Provide the very general definition for composability fol-
lowed within the scope of this thesis [8]. The authors identify two major fac-
tors that determine the composability of components, namely concerns and
a composition scheme. Here, the authors use the term concern to describe
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6 Composability

a certain functionality, while abstracting from the realization by means of a
software component or a service. A composition scheme defines the way con-
cerns are composed. Therefore, it is possible that concerns can be composed
on a logical level, while the applied composition scheme does not support
their actual composability.

Two given concerns χ1 and χ2 may be composed to a concern χ3 by means
of the composition scheme ⊗, such that χ3 = χ1 ⊗ χ2. The composition
scheme can therefore be considered as a function ⊗ operating on concerns,
i.e. ⊗ : χ × χ → χ. Within the remainder of this section, concerns are
identified with software components or services, while a general definition of
service compositions instantiates the notion of composability.

Within the scope of this thesis, a service is considered as a function that
is well-defined, self-contained, and does not depend on the context or state of
other services. In addition, it is the endpoint of a connection and has some
type of underlying computer system that supports the connection. Services
may either be concrete services, i.e. implementations of a certain function-
ality, or abstract services, which describe a service’s functionality on a meta-
level. These abstract services serve as placeholders and can be substituted
during multiple phases of a service’s life-cycle with concrete services.

The term service composition is used rather loosely to denote a set of
services combined by a certain set of control structures. Here, it is abstracted
from the type of control structures and their capabilities. Analogously to
single services, a service composition may either be abstract or not, i.e. may
consist of a set of abstract services or a set of concrete services.

Figure 2.1 illustrates the relationship between abstract and concrete ser-
vices and the services compositions they can build. Thus, a service composi-
tion may either consist of concrete services as shown in Figure 2.1 (a), or of
abstract services as depicted in Figure 2.1 (b). In the latter case, the result-
ing abstract service composition is not executable, since it only encompasses
meta-data on the general functionality of services, instead of real services
itself. Therefore, an abstract service composition may be instantiated by
one or more concrete service compositions by matching every abstract ser-
vice against a concrete one. Since this second step does not necessarily have
to be completed during the design time of service composition, but can be
performed shortly before the deployment of the composition, this technique
is referred to as late binding. A concrete service composition is also referred
to as an instance of an abstract service composition.

A service request is considered as a description of a desired behavior that
can potentially be met. In the case that a service request cannot be fulfilled
by a single service, a composition of services may be capable of providing the
requested functionality. Since a service request resembles the description of
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Figure 2.1: Late binding: The difference between abstract services (AS) and concrete
services (CS).

a job that must be performed by some application logic, service requests are
sometimes referred to as tasks.

Within the following sections, the role and influence of service compos-
ability is discussed for the Web and the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
domain.
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2.2 Mashups: Composed Applications within the Web

2.2.1 The Architectural Style of the Web

REpresentational State Transfer (REST) is an architecture style for dis-
tributed systems in general. The REST style was initially described by
Fielding in 2000 [62], where he developed REST as an architectural style
for hypermedia systems such as the World Wide Web (WWW). REST is
a resource-oriented architectural style, where every object is considered a
resource. REST is based upon five principles. Addressability allows every re-
source to be uniquely identified via an ID, while the property of well-defined
operations implies the usage of standard operations to access and modify the
available resources via a resource identifier. Resources possess multiple rep-
resentations that represent the resource’s current state, while representations
can contain links that connect resources. Statelessness denotes communica-
tion that is stateless, i.e. every request is independent from the resources
state and prior requests.

There are two roles housed within the Web [87]. A provider hosts infor-
mation, i.e. resources, which are accessed by a requestor 1. Communication
between two instances of these roles complies to the request/response pat-
tern, i.e. every request is answered with a single response as illustrated in
Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Request/response pattern as communication principle for provider and re-
questor.

The most prominent implementation of the REST architectural style is
the Web itself, where the Hypertext Transport Protocol (HTTP)[61] is is
used for communication while Unified Resource Identifiers (URI) [21] are
used for addressing resources. Resource manipulations are realized with

1Requestors are sometimes also referred to as consumer in order to match the termi-
nology with regard to the provider. Against a more physical background, these two roles
are sometimes called client and server, respectively.
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the HTTP methods, also called HTTP-verbs. HTTP-GET and HTTP-POST are
widely known, but REST also makes use of HTTP-PUT and HTTP-DELETE for
resource manipulation. HTTP-GET is used to request a resource, HTTP-POST to
create one, HTTP-PUT for updates and HTTP-DELETE to destroy a resource [63].
An application therefore only needs the URI and the method to interact with
a remote server that holds the information it uses [33]. Interfaces that follow
the REST concept are referred to as RESTful interfaces. Several advantages
over other communication protocols result from this simple approach: REST
is independent from programming languages, it usually provides better re-
sponse times compared to other protocols due to the support of caching, it
avoids huge overheads due to its simplicity and HTTP authentication mecha-
nisms, and allows the use of HTTPS connections. Moreover, server scaling is
easy because common scaling technologies can be used. As representations of
resources can hold links to other resources, additional discovery mechanisms
are unnecessary [157].
Nevertheless, many of the so-called RESTful APIs in the Web follow the
concept only partially. A more precise term would often be XML (or others)
over HTTP. The HTTP-GET method to request data is used most often, while
HTTP-PUT, HTTP-DELETE and HTTP-POST are not supported. Other APIs use
HTTP for communication purposes, but do not deliberately use its methods
[214].

2.2.2 Towards Composed Web Applications

A definition of mashups that can be considered as the least common denom-
inator of today’s definitions is that mashups are composed Web applications
that integrate and combine data stemming from multiple service providers at
runtime to create custom, value-added Web applications [90]. Ort, Brydon
and Basler use this definition in their articles [135], [136]. Merril [115] adds
that mashups are usually “unusual or innovative compositions” that are “en-
tirely new and innovative services” and “made for human (rather than com-
puterized) consumption”. Here, Merril puts special emphasis on a mashup’s
ability to be spread across the Web and integrate data that lies outside of its
organizational boundaries. The Gartner Research group refers to mashups
as “a lightweight tactical integration of multi-sourced applications or con-
tent into a single offering” [143]. Xuanzhe et al. define Mashups as “ad hoc
composition technology of Web applications that allows users to draw upon
content retrieved from external data sources to create entirely new services”
[211, p. 1].
The term mashup itself originates from the music domain. Here, mashups are
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two or more entirely different tracks that are remixed into a new recording.
The first well-known example ist the Grey Album, a remix of The Beat-
les’ White Album and Jay-Z’s Black Album [211, p. 2]. In the web domain,
mashups aggregate third party data in order to create new applications. This
is achieved by the combination of several known technologies discussed later
in Section 2.2.4. Eventually, web pages are organized in a more componen-
tized manner, where some business logic can be implemented in the browser
[211, p. 2]. The core features of mashups can be summarized as follows [211,
p. 4]:

• Mashups are Web-based, i.e. JavaScript and Web services from other
sites are leveraged and JSON or other data formats are used for data
retrieval and remixing.

• Mashups are lightweight. They integrate data from publicly available
sources (Application Programming Interfaces (API), Web services, Web
sites, web applications, and others) and are built with as little code as
possible.

• Mashups are user-centric, i.e. they are supposed to support easy pro-
gramming for end-users.

• Mashups are more reusable compared to common SOA composition
technologies because each building block is a combination of data, pro-
cess and graphical representation.

A mashup therefore is a relatively new and lightweight kind of web appli-
cation. Best-known are consumer mashups which are based on Web technolo-
gies, consumer-centric and strongly linked to the Web 2.0 paradigm defined
by Tim O’Reilly. He identified seven core competencies that define Web 2.0
companies in 2007, among them cost-effective scalability, and “lightweight
user interfaces, development models and business models” that allow for
loosely coupled services [133, pp. 18 - 33]. Meanwhile, the RIA News Desk
[85] already builds the bridge to service-oriented computing in 2006:

“Yet not only is Web 2.0 still very misunderstood, it’s actually
part of an even larger way of thinking about software in a fully
service-oriented manner. This includes building composite appli-
cations, remixing data, building ad hoc supply chains, harnessing
user involvement, aggregating knowledge, and more. Web 2.0 is
becoming embodied in best practice sets such as service-oriented
architecture (SOA).”

While consumer mashups get most of the attention, naturally businesses try
to utilize Mashup advantages as well. A second category, the enterprise
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mashups (also known as data mashups) cover a wider range of functionality.
Consumer mashups focus on web-technologies (see 2.2.4), enterprise mashups,
however, mash-up a broader range of data including databases, text-files,
CSV data (Character/Comma Seperated Values) and other data formats
such as PDF, Excel and others [130].

In their attempt to extend SOA with mashups, Jin and Lee describe the
relationship between SOA-style web services and mashups as “essentially a
service composition style from SOA perspective” [90]. Xuanzhe et. al. point
out that mashups provide an easy and flexible way for the composition of
services compared to traditional web service composition technologies (e.g.
BPEL and WSCI) used for corporate service composition. The increasing
availability of APIs and web services that allow for remote invocation of ser-
vices using standard Web protocols, mostly HTTP as communication proto-
col and XML for data delivery, led to an increase of web applications that
utilize these possibilities [90].

Reasons for the quick spread of mashups are numerous. Merrill believes
that “their popularity stems from the the emphasis on interactive user par-
ticipation and the [...] manner in which they aggregate and stitch together
third-party data” [115]. Easy and quick implementation and extensive data
availability are reasons for developers to use mashups instead of proprietary
solutions. The development of mashups can be directly linked to the im-
portance of data for the future of the Web that O’Reilly identified [133, p.
27]. Developers can use a huge amount of data and sophisticated, already
implemented and tested source code to experiment and create new web ap-
plications with much less effort as earlier. The sophisticated computations
that may be necessary can be retrieved and executed externally, letting the
developer concentrate on core features of an application. In business applica-
tions, service composition based on relatively complex WS-* standards can
be observed. In the Web, however, “complex standards can get in the way,
reduce interoperability, and stifle connectivity. [...] This has lead to simpler
services such as REST and RSS instead of SOAP and WS-* standards” [85].

ProgrammableWeb2 is the largest public directory of mashups and APIs.
APIs enable developers to access data from providers in a standardized way,
i.e. external access to data and systems is made possible in a specified way.
Whether authentication is necessary and how authentication is handled as
well as the extensiveness data is made available is at the provider’s discretion
[33, pp. 17 sqq.]. Most APIs support different protocols and data formats.

2http://www.programmableweb.com
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Today, REST is the favoured protocol and XML the most popular data for-
mat supported. 60% of all APIs registered on programmableweb.com support
REST, only about 23% support SOAP and only 8% JavaScript. Other oft
cited protocols are XML-RPC, which is supported by 3,8% of all listed APIs,
ATOM (2,7%) and RSS (1,4%) and GData (2,1%). At first sight, this data
can seem to say thatthe adjudicated importance of ATOM and RSS is over-
stated, but it must be kept in mind that GData is essentially RSS or ATOM
and that ProgrammableWeb lists APIs, not data sources in general. While
ATOM and RSS are obviously not important as data format for APIs, many
mashups use RSS and ATOM feeds offered by other web sites as sources.

As mashups became popular, many tools for their creation were made
available. The functional range differs vastly: some seem to be more like
data filters with a new name (e.g. Yahoo! Pipes), others are sophisticated
programming languages attached to (or built on top of) other languages
(IBM’s Sharable Code,formerly known as Swashup [114]). Other examples
are Microsoft’s Popfly3, IBM’s QEDWiki4, Dapper5, and SUN’s jMaki6.

2.2.3 Mashup Roles

Mashups architectures feature three elementary roles, as illustrated in Figure
2.3. The content provider is a source of data that can be accessed through
open APIs over various Web protocols such as REST, RSS or SOAP. The
Mashup site is the new Web application that requests content and services
from various data sources and combines them in order to provide a value-
added application to the user. The client is the user interface and presented
within a Web browser. The user can interact with the mashup through
client-side scripting languages like JavaScript.

In the following section, basic mashup styles are discussed, highlight-
ing the varying responsibilities of clients and mashup sites in different ap-
proaches.

2.2.4 Mashup Technologies

Within the following section, the key technologies required for the develop-
ment of mashups are outlined [211, 90, 135, 136, 115, 143, 133, 189, 77].

3http://www.popfly.com/
4http://services.alphaworks.ibm.com/qedwiki/
5http://www.dapper.net/
6https://ajax.dev.java.net/
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Figure 2.3: General roles of mashups.

Here, section 2.2.4.1 focuses on Ajax, a JavaScript-based technology for
asynchronous communication between the client and the server, while section
2.2.4.3 introduces the most prominent data types returned as results from
today’s open APIs.

2.2.4.1 AJAX - Asynchronous JavaScript and XML

AJAX is not a specific technology, but rather a concept that comprises several
technologies in order to achieve a seamless and interactive Web experience.
These are XHTML and CSS for presentation and style, the Document Object
Model (DOM) browsers for interaction and dynamic manipulation of data,
the XMLHttpRequest API JavaScript for asynchronous data exchange [115],
and JavaScript as client-sided scripting language. In general, Ajax can be
used to implement asynchronous communication between the client and the
server, which enables developers, for instance, to reload just the smaller parts
of a website that have recently been changed instead of reloading the complete
page. This asynchronous communication has sped up the capability for fast
user interaction, and therefore the responsiveness of Web applications.

Figure 2.4 depicts the general model for the usage of Ajax within the Web.
The left hand side of the figure shows the classic request/response pattern
used within the Web, where a HTTP GET request is sent to a server, which,
in turn, sends a representation of the requested resource in the form of an
HTML document back to the client.

On the right hand side, the integration of Ajax is shown. Here, the client
makes a JavaScript call to a client-side Ajax engine; today, this engine is
realized by the XMLHttpRequest object, which is available in every browser
less than four years old. This Ajax engine (i.e. the XMLHttpRequest object)
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Figure 2.4: General Ajax model.

then transmits HTTP requests to the server and recieves the respective re-
sponses. Through a callback functionality (realized through a property of
the XMLHttpRequest object called onreadystatechange, which is assigned a
callback function when transmitting a request to the server), asynchronous
communication between client and server can be established.

This feature works well as long as the content that is requested asyn-
chronously by the Ajax engine resides on the same server as the website that
was originally requested. Letting a script making requests to servers other
than the one from which it was originally obtained is forbidden by the so-
called same origin policy of the Web browser, which thereby tries to prevent
malicious behavior of scripts. This phenomenon, referred to as cross-site
scripting (XSS), is illustrated in Figure 2.5.

This restriction is a considerable handicap when developing Web mashups,
since data is commonly integrated from multiple 3rd party providers whose
data does not reside at the same server as the mashup site. The same origin
policy can be circumvented by installing a proxy on the mashups site that
relies on the requests of top 3rd party providers. This approach is illustrated
in Figure 2.6.

However, the installation of a proxy entails security threats, since the
origin policy preventing the malicious behavior of JavaScript code is explicitly
disabled. Therefore, the proxy should be configured in such a way that
only hard-coded remote URLs can be accessed by the scripts via the proxy.
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Figure 2.5: Cross site scripting: Violating the same origin policy.

Figure 2.6: Cross site scripting: Usage of a proxy server.

There are some alternatives to the installation of a proxy, such as JSON
with Padding (JSONP), an extension of JSON where the name of a callback
function can be embedded as input argument into a function call. When data
is returned, the passed callback function is invoked. The discussion of these
techniques, however, would exceed the scope of this thesis.

2.2.4.2 Server Side Scripting Languages

Scripting languages have become increasingly important to the rapid devel-
opment of Web applications. There is no approved definition of scripting
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languages, and their advantages and shortcomings are never discussed with-
out controversy. Different authors point out different, specific definciencies
of scripting languages, such as the fact that they usually lack an explicit
compilation step and posses automatic memory management and powerful
operations instead of relying on additional libraries [149].

In contrast to client-side scripting languages such as JavaScript that are
executed within a user’s Web browser, server-side scripts are deployed and
executed on Web servers to generate Web pages dynamically and support
user-interactivity. One of their main purposes is the server-side management
of data, i.e. the integration of and access to databases. This consideration
of user-centric data enables server-side scripts to generate highly-customized
Web pages and applications based on the user’s specific requirements and
access rights [179].

Server-side scripting languages can be used to access services from 3rd
party providers and combine their content on the server side, before trans-
mitting it to the client. While classic scripting languages such as PHP, Perl,
and Python [108] still play a major role, other languages such as Ruby have
emerged and broadened the spectrum of server-side scripting languages.

2.2.4.3 Data Types of the Web

RSS and ATOM are both syndication formats based on XML. Clients sub-
scribe to websites that provide RSS or ATOM feeds. The client can then
check the feed for changes and present these appropriately. While RSS 1.0
was RDF based, version 2.0 is not anymore. ATOM is the newer standard
created by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) that provides more
comprehensive documentation and allegedly maintains better metadata than
the older RSS [115]. Both formats are widely used by blogs, developers that
publish changelogs, news sites and Wikis, just to name a few.

JSON is neither a markup-language, a document format nor a general
serialization format. It is a built-in feature of JavaScript that allows the
literal notation of objects in programs. Parsers for many other languages
are also available. It aims at similar needs as XML, namely the expression
of structured data and its storage in a human-readable form, but the ratio
between markup and content is better in JSON [36, p. 177].

YAML (YAML Ain’t a Markup Language) is a superset of JSON. There-
fore, each YAML decoder is also a JSON decoder. It is a “human-friendly,
cross language, Unicode based data serialization language designed around
the common native data structures of agile programming languages” [17].
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GData is a simple protocol designed by Google for reading and writing on
the web. The Google APIs using GData use either ATOM 1.0 and RSS 2.0
and a feed-publishing system based on the Atom publishing protocol with
some extensions realized through Atom’s standard extension model [69].

2.2.4.4 Local Service APIs

Access to client-sided services has become more important because of the
increasing availability of mobile devices featuring considerable hardware and
software resources. Under the umbrella of the Open Mobile Terminal Plat-
form (OMTP), key telecommunication providers, device manufacturers, and
research institutes have joined forces to define unified access interfaces to ser-
vices and hardware resources of mobile devices. These activities have been
developed within the scope of the BONDI project, which released its first
approved version of the BONDI API specification on May 28th 2009 [132].

The specification encompasses descriptions of JavaScript interfaces in or-
der to access the camera, file system, GPS module, or acceleration sensor of
a mobile device. The reference implementation has already been developed
for Windows Mobile™, but alternative implementations for other operating
systems are planned.

2.2.5 Mashup Styles

Two basic styles of creating and executing mashups can be distinguished,
both entailing different responsibilities for the client and the mashup site
in order to execute the actual mashup. Both styles have significant advan-
tages and disadvantages with regard to their performance, load distribution
and security, and thus have to be considered carefully with regard to the
requirements of the respective mashup application.

2.2.5.1 Server-side Mashups: Architecture

Within server-side mashups, services and content are integrated on a server,
which plays the role of a proxy between the Web application on the client
and other Web sites that are integrated into the mashup.

Every request or event originating from the client is forwarded to this
proxy server, which then makes the calls on the respective Web sites. Because
of this central server role acting as a proxy, server-side mashups are often
referred to as Proxy Mashups. Figure 2.7 shows the general setting of a
server-side mashup.
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Figure 2.7: Server-side mashups: Architecture.

Whenever a user generates an event at the client Web browser, e.g. pushes
a button or clicks on a map, the event triggers a JavaScript function (#1).
This Java Script function makes a HTTP request to the mashup site (#2).
Commonly, this request is an Ajax request; the specific nature of this request
will be discussed in greater detail later. The request is then received by a
Web component like a Servlet or Java Server Page (JSP) on the mashup
site. Based on the received request, the component calls on one or multi-
ple methods, within a class or multiple classes containing the application
logic, to make calls on 3rd party APIs (#3). Because they act as a proxy be-
tween the client’s request and the request to the actual mashup servers, these
classes are often referred to as Proxy Classes. Note that proxy classes are
not restricted in the way they are realized, thus, they can be implemented as
plain Java classes or large-scale J2EE components. Thus, the Proxy classes
connect to the addressed mashup servers and request the respective services
(#4). In turn, the mashup servers process the request and respond with the
resulting data (#5). The proxy classes then receive the response and process
the data before forwarding it to the Web component (#6). This option of
processing data on the server side encapsulates most of the advantages of
server-side mashups. For instance, data can be transformed into a format
like JSON that is easier to process by the client, it can integrate different
data sources and only send the integrated piece of data to the client, or data
can be buffered or cached in order to improve the performance of later re-
quests. Finally, the Web component sends the response to the client (#7).
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Here, the view of the page at the client side is updated according to the re-
sponse. In the event that the initial request has been an Ajax request in the
form of an XMLHttpRequest object, this page update is excecuted through
the callback function within the XMLHttpRequest, which manipulates the
Document Object Model (DOM) accordingly.

2.2.5.2 Client-side Mashups: Architecture

Within client-side mashups, the integration of single services and data sources
is performed at the client instead of using an additional proxy server. Thus,
clients connect directly to 3rd party APIs in order to request services; a
client-side mashup is abstractly depicted in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Client-side mashups: Architecture.

Initially, the client’s browser makes a request to the Mashup site (#1),
initiating the request for the server to load the requested Web page into
the client (#2). This Web page provides access to JavaScript libraries that
enable the client to directly call services at 3rd party APIs later, without
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consulting the mashup site beforehand. There are three common ways to
provide access to JavaScript libraries. First, the Web page may reference the
JavaScript library from the respective 3rd party service provider, like Google
Maps; here, referencing the library by a valid URL is sufficient. When the 3rd
party provider does not expose an appropriate JavaScript library, the mashup
developer can provide one of his own and make it available on the mashup
site. Alternatively, other 3rd party libraries may be referenced in order to
ease the mashup’s creation. Specific actions on the Web page trigger the
browser to call a function in the JavaScript library integrated within the
Web page. This function dynamically creates a <script> tag in the Web
site that points to the corresponding 3rd party server (#3). Afterwards, the
client initiates an HTTP request based on the <script> tag, including the
desired format of the response (#4). As discussed above, the format of the
response provided by a service usually varies, ranging from XML to YAML
or JSON. For client-side mashups, JSONP (JSON with Padding) is the most
common response format since it can be easily evaluated (by the JavaScript
function eval()) at the client. JSONP extends JSON by adding the capability
of appending the name of a local callback function to the JSON object. Thus,
in the case that the server provides the response in JSONP, a call is made to
the callback function with the JSON object as parameter (#6). Finally, the
DOM of the page is manipulated by the JavaScript function and the page is
updated accordingly.

2.2.5.3 Comparison of Mashup Styles

Proxy-style mashups (PM) and client-side mashups (CM) are compared within
Table 2.1 with regard to their advantages and respective shortcomings. Here,
’+’ indicates that a specific aspect is supported, ’-’ that it is not.

The implementation of client-side mashups is much easier, since develop-
ers only have to reference and include JavaScript libraries provided by 3rd
parties. Server-side mashups on the contrary require the development of ap-
propriate mashup classes at the mashup site. Moreover, client-side mashups
commonly perform better since messages (request/response) are directly ex-
changed between the client and respective servers. Server-side mashups style
can lead to significant delays, since every request and response is transmitted
to the proxy first and then sent to the client or server, respectively. Thus,
there are four steps in a classic request/response instead of two. In addition,
client-side mashups cause less strain on the mashup site since messages are
directly passed to the 3rd party providers.
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Aspect PM CM

Easy Implementation - +

High Performance - +

Low Server Processing Load - +

Unlimited Asynchronous Calls + -

Buffering + +

Caching + -

Data Transformation + -

Data Transmission Optimization + +

Data Manipulation + +/-

Security Handling + -

Table 2.1: Comparison of proxy mashups (PM) and client-side mashups (CM).

However, these advantages of client-side mashups come at the expanse of
integration and aggregation capabilities provided by a mashup proxy. First,
client-side mashups typically allow only two to three connections to 3rd party
servers (i.e. XMLHttpRequests), while server-side mashups can establish a
(nearly) unlimited number of asynchronous communication channels. More-
over, the proxy may serve as a buffer for incoming data from 3rd party
services. Also the caching capabilities of a proxy are much more advanced
than the limited cache size of clients. A proxy can also process data effec-
tively before passing it on to the client. Thus, a proxy can transform data
into a different format before it is transmitted to the client, may split up the
data in smaller chunks to optimize the data size for transmission, and can
manipulate data or combine it with other data sources before sending it to
the client. Security handling is also easier on the server side. However, the
proxy has to be secured against unauthorized access. Client-side mashups
on the contrary, have to trust the 3rd party providers, since they execute the
provisioned scripts directly at the client.

2.2.6 Drawbacks of Mashups

2.2.6.1 General Drawbacks

Mashups come with some technical drawbacks already identified by D. Mer-
rill [115] in 2006. Data integration challenges are among the most important
ones, i.e. drawbacks due to shared semantic meaning between heterogenous
data sets, for which translation systems need to be developed. The archi-
tecture explained in section 2.2.5 is also fault prone. As Gartner Reseach
states, mashups are relatively vulnerable to failure as they often depend on
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external logic sources [211]. Therefore, Gartner sees mashups as useful for
small and relatively simple application logic, while complex business process
integration should not be realized with mashup technologies [143].

Other features yet to be addressed are single sign-on, several security con-
cerns related to cross-domain applications, authorization and authentication
features likely to be employed by content providers, and encryption to ensure
data integrity apart from HTTPS connections.
Some of the characteristics of mashups, especially their quick and easy im-
plementation, are rooted in the lack of complex standards. A drawback of
this is that each service might use a different data format for its services.
While this means that each service provider can use the format that fits its
needs best, mashup developers cannot switch between different API and con-
tent providers easily. SOAP web services use complex standards that lead
to a weak adoption, but switchting between different services that use these
standards is easier. The RIA New desk put it this way: “Web 2.0 seems to
call out for discipline, while SOA seems mute and autistic” [85].

Component limitations can cause serious problems. Because client-side
and server-side mashups are relatively different in their structure, this evalua-
tion is split in two parts in order to go into detail on the involved components.

2.2.6.2 Drawbacks of Client-side Mashups

As AJAX uses the browser’s scripting possibilities together with its DOM or
innerHTML properties to manipulate rendered pages, browser compatibility
issues arise.
Another technical challenge related to the asynchronous update of content
of already rendered pages are the URLs. Since the content is not directly
linked to the called URL anymore, the ‘Bookmark’ and ‘Back’ Buttons of
the browser do not work as expected by the user [115].
Although the client-side mashup style can increase performance because the
Web application does not need to contact the host server for requests to
remote sources, performance can also be limited [136]. First, the security
sandbox of browsers limits the execution of XMLHttpRequests to two or
three. Mashups often depend on more than two or three different sources,
therefore this limitation can lead to performance constraints. Second, the
browser needs to handle data in whatever format it is received. While JSON
and JSONP can lead to increased performance, XML may decrease it. Servers
may cache oft requested data or data from sources with long response times,
but client-side caching is very limited. Moreover, the web application has to
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handle any errors that occur during data retrieval from external sources.
To use any AJAX-based functionality, JavaScript has to be enabled within
the browser. Although only a few users have JavaScript disabled today,
at least an emergency solution for them must be implemented. Moreover,
security requirements are more difficult to manage client-sided [136].

2.2.6.3 Drawbacks of Server-side Mashups

All problems that arise with AJAX apply to server-side mashups as well.
They are attributed to for client-side mashups because those mashups de-
pend on AJAX and asynchronous updates. Server-side mashups may well
use AJAX to achieve a more seamless user experience, but usually a Web
application with similar features could be realized without excessive use of
AJAX.
The biggest issue with server-side mashups is the increased response time.
As explained above, the server undertakes all communication with external
services and functions as proxy. That means that, unlike client-side mashups,
each time the user invokes a task that requires an external service, it has to
communicate with the host server, which in turn calls the external service.
Eventually, the communication process has at least one more step unless some
kind of server-side caching mechanism can fulfill the request by the client.
Solid security measures have to be applied to the servers. Although security
requirements should surely be applied to all servers and not only those that
host mashups, additional precautions should be taken. Error-prone servers
might lead to misuse of external services [136].

2.3 Business Processes: Composed Web Services

2.3.1 Service Oriented Architectures: The Basis for Business Processes

A service-oriented architecture (SOA) is an information technology architec-
tural style that utilizes the advantages that result from distributed services
available in a network. OASIS7 defines SOA as follows [129]:

[SOA is a] paradigm for organizing and utilizing distributed ca-
pabilities that may be under the control of different ownership
domains. It provides uniform means to offer, discover, interact
with and use capabilities to produce desired effects consistent
with measurable preconditions and expectations.

7More about OASIS can be found at http://www.oasis-open.org
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SOA emphasizes the implementation of software components as modular
services. While service-orientation is mostly used for distributed systems,
SOA can also refer to a single system where services might also be processes.
More precisely, SOA refers to the design of a system, not its implementation.
For reasons of simplicity, in this thesis the term SOA also refers to imple-
mentations in a service-oriented style.
Services, usually grouped by functionality around a business process, are
shared in flexible way in a network and constitute the basic constructs of a
SOA’s implementation. Three different roles are introduced: service providers,
service requesters-also called clients-and service registries or brokers. The
main benefit of SOA is its loose coupling of services. Loose coupling means
that clients are independent from the services’ implementation. Clients com-
municate with services according to an interface description, i.e. the im-
plementation of the services is unknown to the client and can be changed
without the client’s knowledge. Other key concepts that SOA fulfills are im-
plementation neutrality, flexibility, persistence and granularity. These SOA
specific characteristics are discussed in greater depth in section 2.3.1.3.

SOA is based on service-oriented computing – a“new computing paradigm
that utilizes services as the basic constructs to support the development of
rapid, low-cost and easily composed distributed applications even in heteroge-
neous environments” [139]. Applications following the service-oriented com-
puting paradigm use services by composing them. Huhns and Singh explain
that “[s]ervice-oriented computing provides a way to create a new architec-
ture that reflects components’ trends towards autonomy and heterogeneity”
[81, p. 2]. The first implementation of SOA in a broader sense, although the
term SOA did not exist then, was CORBA, the Common Object Request
Broker. But due to its high-level of complexity and security issues, CORBA
failed to gain prominence [130].

2.3.1.1 From Component-Based Development to Service Oriented Architec-
tures

A special branch of software engineering focuses on the separation of con-
cerns within software systems. Therefore, a software platform is considered
to consist of a set of software components, where each component constitutes
a module or software package encompassing a set of functions. According to
Szyperski et al., those components are characterized by its interfaces and
context dependencies, where an interface is a set of operations that can be
invoked by clients, and context dependencies specify the components’ re-
quirements on the deployment environment to function [122]. Such software
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engineering approaches that base on the notion of components are referred to
as component-based development (CBD) or component-based software engi-
neering (CBSE). As the paradigm of object oriented programming (OOP),
CBD targets software economics that require a high degree of reusability in
software development.

According to Crnkovic, those approaches’ main goals are the support of
systems that are built by assembling multiple components, where each com-
ponent constitutes a reusable entity. The component orientation should facili-
tate the maintenance and upgrading of systems by providing means to replace
single components [42]. CORBA [131], Sun’s Enterprise Java Beans [137],
and Microsoft’s Component Object Model [71] are three of the most promi-
nent technologies for component-oriented systems. Communication among
components is realized via programmatic interfaces that are exposed to the
system. These interfaces encapsulate a component’s internal functionality,
so that the implementation of the component remains hidden for the clients
accessing it.

Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) add a layer of abstraction on top
of IT environments and thereby overcome obstacles in terms of heterogene-
ity. Loosely coupled Web services as an implementation of such a SOA rest
upon many concepts stemming from component-based approaches, such as
the encapsulation of business relevant information and functionality into a
component or service, respectively. However, CBD bases on tightly coupled
APIs, where a modification of a component in general affects other pieces of
the implementation that access this component, which makes CBD inflexible
and hard to scale.

SOA focuses on a small aspect of component based systems by defining
abstract interfaces that can be dynamically discovered and thus decouple
service provider and consumer. Thereby, SOA extends CBD towards ubiquity
and pervasive access by providing means to reach callable components via
non-proprietary, interoperable protocols and service descriptions that loosen
the interface from its implementation [26]. In the scope of SOA, a component
can model a provider that exposes multiple functions to consumers, which
dynamically discover and integrate these services when needed.

Thus, SOA focuses on an abstraction and dynamic integration of services
on top of programmatic mythologies such as component models. It does not
deal with many of the functionalities provided by components, such as the
ability to move components between nodes. In that sense, the current model
of mashups is closer to the abstraction level of SOA than to component ori-
ented systems. Within the Web, services are made available via well-defined
interfaces and concatenated by means of scripting languages. Moreover, the
Web rests upon an architectural style that bases on the concept of simplicity,
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where all operations are reduced to simple operations on resources. In its
current state, the Web thus exposes functionality by means of well-defined
interfaces rather than by means of components.

Within the remainder of this section, a closer introduction to Service
Oriented Architectures (SOA) is given, bearing in mind their relation and
inheritance from component based systems.

2.3.1.2 Major Layers of SOAs

Papazoglou and Georgakopoulos segment SOA services in three layers [138,
pp. 26 sqq.] [139, pp. 5 - 6].Three main characteristics, however, cut across
the three layers: Quality of Service (QoS), semantics, and non-functional
characteristics. Quality of Service encompasses functional as well as non-
functional aspects: service metering and cost, performance metrics-e.g. re-
sponse time, security attributes, integrity, reliability, scalability, and avail-
ability. For services to interact properly, they have to agree upon the service
description and the semantics that govern the interaction between them.
Non-functional characteristics include service modeling and service-oriented
engineering, i.e. analysis, design and development methods and techniques
crucial to the development of meaningful services and service compositions.

The basic services of a SOA are aggregated in the Foundation Layer.
Service descriptions are used to delineate service capabilities, interface, be-
haviour and quality. This information is needed for service discovery and
selection, binding, and composition of services. The service capability de-
scription states the conceptual purpose and expected results of the service.
The service interface description outlines the nature of the interface, while
the service behaviour description defines expected behaviour during execu-
tion [138, p. 26].

Composite services’ functions are consolidated in the Composition Layer ;
these are coordination, monitoring and conformance.
Coordination, in this context, means control of the execution of composite
services, management of dataflow and output of services. This is realized
with specified workflow processes executed by workflow engines. Monitoring
covers the subscription to information and events produced by the composite
services and the publishing of higher-level events. This is realized by filtering,
summarizing and correlating component events [138, p. 26]. The assurance
of integrity of composite services (Conformance) is realized by constraints,
data fusion, and matching of parameter types with those of the components.

The top layer, or Management Monitoring Layer, aims at two goals.
First, managed services, the service operators, are provided to handle crit-
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ical applications that require enterprises to manage the service platforms,
service deployment and services themselves. They provide statistics about
performance and effectiveness, aim to increase the transparency of individual
business transactions, and usually feature sophisticated eventing mechanisms
[138, p. 26]. Management of service level agreements (SLAs) are found on
this layer as well.
Second, the management layer aims to support open service marketplaces.
Open service marketplaces are open equivalents of vertical marketplaces.
“Their purpose is to create opportunities for buyers and sellers to meet and
conduct business electronically, or aggregate service supply/demand by offer-
ing added-value services and grouping buyer power.” [138, p. 27]. The man-
agement layer’s aim thereby is to enable enterprises to make their offerings
visible and establish industry-specific protocols to carry out transactions.

2.3.1.3 Characteristics of Service Oriented Architectures

Connectivity is realized by HTTP(S); but the data format in SOAs is usu-
ally XML. While the understanding of different services is handled by XML
and XML Schema, it cannot ensure the correct understanding of a message’s
meaning. In legacy systems, XML was already used as standardized data
format, but “it does not resolve how communicated data is to be understood
and processed” [81, p. 4]. So, even if it adheres to standards, problems
with messaging and semantics remain. Service-oriented computing provides
the necessary abstraction and tools to model information and create cross-
boundary processes [81, p. 3].
Service-oriented computing (SOC) can be viewed on several levels of abstrac-
tion: the intra-enterprise level, the inter-enterprise level, the infrastructure
level and the software component abstraction level.
The most abstract level is the inter-enterprise level. It coordinates the co-
operation between several independent business transactions across enter-
prise boundaries. SOC has gained in relevance with the rise of supply-chain
management systems and flexible, on-demand manufacturing, which led to
cross-enterprise processes. The intra-enterprise abstraction level is concerned
with abstraction within the boundaries of an entity. Usually, within an en-
tity different systems are used; some of them can be completely new, some
can be legacy systems. A SOA requires policies to be made explicit and can
therefore enforce compliance with necessary authentication and authorization
enterprise policies that are usually deployed. The infrastructure abstraction
level is concerned with building complex applications over distributed sys-
tems, just like Grid architectures. According to Huhns and Singh [81, pp.
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4 - 5], the Grid research community sees Grid services and Web services as
analogous. SOA abstracts the infrastructure level of an application and en-
ables the efficient usage of distributed resources. The software component
abstraction level focuses on autonomous software components that help im-
prove software development. Abstraction through services leads to software
modules with clear semantics specified in interfaces. “The result is that SOC
provides a semantically rich and flexible computational model that can sim-
plify software development” [81, p. 5].
Benefits that can be reaped by using a SOC system are the reduction of
overhead, more efficient use of legacy systems, the prevention of redundant
work and systems, dynamic selection of business partners, improvement of
responses, simpler satisfaction of individual preferences and, eventually, the
avoidance of unnecessary costs [81, pp. 2 - 3].

The main characteristics of Service Oriented Architectures are described
briefly in the following.

Late binding – Late binding (also referred to as dynamic binding) de-
notes the linking of concrete services to abstract services at runtime, i.e.
an allocation of actual services to service placeholders [147]. During devel-
opment, abstract services are used to define the needed functionality. A
service-oriented system is configured as late and flexibly as possible, i.e. the
components should be bound as late as possible. Thus, dynamic changes
according to predetermined requirements in the system are possible, which
is considered a key benefit of service-oriented systems [176]. During runtime,
the available services are scanned and the one matching the requirements
best is bound. Common requirements are functionality and Quality of Ser-
vice (QoS) [116]. In any case, the binding process should be transparent
to the developer. In SOA, late binding is usually realized with the service
registries holding service descriptions queried during runtime.

Loose coupling – Loose coupling in general refers to the coupling of
services within a system. Loose coupling in the context of service-oriented
systems in particular refers to the minimal knowledge services need about
each other [159]. This means that, during development, the required func-
tionality is specified, i.e. no fixed dependencies between clients and services
are set. It is closely connected to late binding: actual services are discovered
and bound when needed, i.e. if possible at runtime. It is based on minimal
dependencies, which means implementation neutrality needs to be ensured.
Service awareness is maintained through service discoverability, which is en-
sured through the use of registries in turn [139].
Clients communicate with services according to interface descriptions, i.e.
actual service implementations become virtually irrelevant for service re-
questors. Xuanzhe et al. summarize loose coupling as follows: “Services
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in SOA are loosely coupled: they are developed and hosted by different
providers, described in specific standard interfaces (e.g. WSDL), published in
an accessible registry (e.g. UDDI), and can be discovered and requested via
standard protocols (e.g. SOAP)” [211]. Most SOA implementations provide
mechanisms that realize loose coupling between services with regard to loca-
tion, time and protocols. Service-oriented computing provides the necessary
abstraction and tools to model information, create cross-boundary processes,
and assert properties in a loosely coupled way [81].

Reusability – The main driver for businesses to adopt the SOA approach
is the reuse of business services. Legacy applications can be employed as
services and reused for new business requirements with little effort. The
main obstacles to reusing code were the unique characteristics of existing
applications, accompanied by the necessity of fully understanding them in
order to reuse the code. With its implementation neutrality, SOA provides
the opportunity to integrate services in an easy way [176, p. 5]. The effort
that is saved for developing functionality that already exists in the enterprise
or at business partners, can lead to huge savings in development cost and
time. The benefit of reuse grows with the number of services integrated into
a SOA [134]. To maximize reuse, formerly monolithic business logic often
needs to be divided into several independent services.

Distribution – The notions of late binding and loose coupling create
the ability to distribute components and application logic. Since services
are loosely coupled and the mechanisms that permit late binding are pro-
vided – standardization, discoverability, and replaceability in particular –
Service-Oriented Architectures may be used to realize grids with relatively
little additional effort. In contrast, distributed systems were mostly realized
with proprietary technologies until not too long ago [176]. For the creation
of applications that reach beyond organizational boundaries, the involved
parties had to agree on technologies and protocols, thus leading to inflexible,
and often proprietary solutions. This kind of application can be created more
easily if the involved parties use service-oriented systems. Implementation
details and location of the services as well as the environment do not concern
the involved services as long as access is ensured. SOA provides the opportu-
nity to move away from vertical, proprietary grid solutions, to standardized,
cross-boundary service compositions [176].

Service Composition – Realizing business processes through the com-
position of multiple services, which are then offered as services themselves is
one of the “ultimate ideas” behind SOA [111]. The resulting service compo-
sitions may be used by other services in further compositions, or they may
function as complete applications. The composition of services is a logical
and necessary step toward fully utilizing the potential of service-oriented
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systems and especially toward realizing reusability. The ability to automati-
cally compose services is an essential step in reducing development time and
cost [139]. Nonetheless, automatic service composition faces some problems.
These result from several aspects. First, usually complex applications lead
to a high degree of interweaved processes. Second, the statelessness of Web
Services poses a problem when creating complex services. Also, the quality
of generated services is an important factor, e.g. generation and handling
of errors, execution time of the scripts, Quality of Service, and many more
[139].

2.3.1.4 Basic Architecture

Services are the basic components of each SOA, and communicate by ex-
changing messages. They can be accessed via a network, and provide func-
tionality to a service requestor. Services are “self-describing, open compo-
nents that support rapid, low-cost composition of distributed applications”
[138]. The provided functionality can be a discrete function or a set of related
functions. Services that aggregate a set of business functions are said to be
‘coarse-grained’. Moreover, multiple services can then be combined to form
a composition. Service compositions, which are discussed in greater depth
in section 2.3.2, can be used to satisfy more complex business requirements
[134, p. 2]. This means that, although services are loosely coupled in a
SOAs, they can depend upon other services or resources such as databases
[176, p. 3]. Services advertise details about their capabilities, policies and
supported protocols, but due to their loose coupling, implementation details
are completely hidden.

Classic SOAs have three basic roles, as illustrated in Figure 2.9.

Figure 2.9: Classic roles of a SOA.
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Service provider The service provider is the entity that offers a ser-
vice. In a service-oriented environment, the implementation of the service is
of no importance to the provided process itself. The interface of a service
needs to be well-defined and achieved by using an appropriate service descrip-
tion language. The service then advertises its functionality to a well-known
registry. Apart from that, no measures are undertaken to communicate the
existence of a service. Once a service is contacted by a client, the functions
of the service are excecuted accordingly and the result, if there is one, is sent
back. Because of the nature of loose coupling, the actual implementation of
a service can be changed. In fact, it can be replaced completely, as long as
the interface remains the same.

Service registry or service broker The concept of SOA also includes
an optional service registry, which basically contains information about the
interface of the service. Clients can search for and find services that perform
a specific task by examining the registry, i.e. the registry is responsible
for making the interface of Web services available to any service requestors
[178]. The registry can also be coupled with a repository component that
contains additional information about the registered service, e.g. information
about policy statements, preconditions, dependencies and business processes
in general [134].

Service requester - client The client in a service-oriented system is
the service consumer. It either knows the services’ addresses or examines the
registry. The communication between the client and the service provider is
mostly realized by HTTP or HTTPS. Client and provider are bound via a
communication protocol so that the client can make use of the remote service
offered by the provider.

2.3.1.5 Web Services as SOA Implementation: Key Technologies

Web Services constitute today’s most prominent way of realizing a Service
Oriented Architecture, where the communication must be performed with
open Internet protocols such as HTTP or FTP while the exchanged messages
between services must be coded in XML [157].

In general, a Web Service is an application that is uniquely identifiable
by an URI and its interfaces are formally defined and described. Here, Web
Services can communicate with other applications through message exchange.
The W3C defines Web Service as “a software system designed to support
interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a network” [199]. The
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term Web Service is most often used synonymically for WS-* Web Services
(also called W3C Web Services or SOAP Web Services) which use SOAP
for communication and use WSDL as a description language for services
interfaces, as recommended by the W3C [203]. UDDI is used to access the
service repositories. These de-facto standards for Web Services are included
in Figure 2.9 to specify their specific role in realizing a SOA.

Alternatively, services can be accessed with classic HTTP verbs (GET,
PUT, POST, DELETE). Due to the architectural style underlying today’s Web –
the REpresenational State Transfer (REST) architectural style that finds its
implementation in HTTP – these kind of Web Services are also referred to
as REST Web Services.

In the following, an overview of the most important technologies for the
implementation of SOA is given. In this thesis, SOA implementations are
equated with the most often used implementations that meet WS-* stan-
dards.

2.3.1.5.1 SOAP

SOAP was originally an acronym for Simple Object Access Protocol, but
since version 1.2 of SOAP this was officially dropped. It is an XML-based
protocol that specifies envelope information, content and processing infor-
mation for a message [209, 176], [44]. Technically, SOAP is the successor of
XML-RPC, but transport and interaction neutrality as well as the envelope,
the header and the body structure are taken from WDDX [156].

2.3.1.5.2 Web Service Description Language – WSDL

The Web Service Description Language is a platform, protocol and pro-
gramming-language independent, XML-based description language for Web
Services [38]. Specifically, it describes the interface of a Web Service, i.e.
access URI, the available operations, protocol and the procedures to pass on
messages and the structure of messages [156]. WSDL is usually stored in a
repository and administered by registries [44].

Listing 2.1 shows the skeleton of a common WSDL description. Here,
portTypes describe the operations performed by the Web service as well as
the involved messages; thus, a portType can be compared to a class within
classic object-oriented programming languages. A message is used by the
Web Service and defines the data elements of an operation. Therefore, each
message has 1−n parts, which can be compared to a parameter of a function
call within common programming languages. While types define the data
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1 <definitions >

2

3 <types>

4 definition of types

5 </types>

6

7 <message >

8 definition of a message

9 </message >

10

11 <portType >

12 definition of a port

13 </portType >

14

15 <binding >

16 definition of a binding

17 </binding >

18

19 </definitions >

Listing 2.1: WSDL skeleton.

types used by the Web Services, the binding specifies the message format
and protocol details for each port.

2.3.1.5.3 Universal Description, Discovery and Integration - UDDI

Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) is a XML-based,
open industry initiative registry sponsored by OASIS. UDDI-registries are set
up to enable discoverability and manage information about service providers,
service implementations and service metadata [188]. They can be queried by
SOAP messages, and provide access to WSDL documents. Therefore, clients
can easily gain the required knowledge about advertised Web Services by
querying the registry [44].

2.3.1.6 Alternative Types of Service Description

Beside using WSDL to describe classic SOAP Web services, multiple other
service descriptions with varying focuses exist. There are alternative interface
descriptions such as the Web Application Description Language (WADL),
which provides the means to describe the interfaces of REST-based Web ser-
vices from a resource-oriented point of view. In addition, semantic service
descriptions such as WSDL-S aim to extend the classic interface descrip-
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tions such as WSDL or WADL towards a functional description of services.
Within the remainder of this section, a couple of these service descriptions
are outlined.

2.3.1.6.1 Web Application Description Language – WADL

WSDL is tailored for SOAP Web services and therefore provides an action-
oriented perspective on services, while most services made available over open
3rd party APIs possess REST or JavaScript interfaces. There have been
multiple proposals for possible description languages for REST services. Dr.
Marc J. Hadley’s Web Application Description Language (WADL) is a XML-
based format that describes Web applications in a platform independent
manner, and constitutes a machine processable description of HTTP-based
Web applications, typically REST services [73]. WADL for REST services
can therefore be regarded as a counterpart to WSDL for classic SOAP Web
services. A WADL description consists of a set of available resources, the re-
lationship between those resources, methods that can be invoked upon each
resource, and the data formats used [73]. Within his survey, Steiner evalu-
ated these languages and identified WADL as the most suitable one, since
it provides the most well-formed specification and expressiveness [180]. In
addition, WADL also provides means to easily extend its scope from REST
services, for instance towards JavaScript interfaces.

Listing 2.2 shows the skeleton of a WADL file, which consists of three
main parts. The resource tag defines the Web resource that can be accessed
via the included method. While the method tag defines the HTTP verb
used by the method, the representation tag specifies the representation of
the resource when returned.

2.3.1.6.2 Resource Description Framework – RDF

RDF is a collection of W3C specifications that provides syntactic structures
for describing data [153]. While XML can be used arbitrarily, RDF provides
a sufficient basis to encode concepts in a machine-readable way [115]. RDF
enables the description of resources identified via a URI. Therefore, relations
between resources can be expressed through statements. Such statements
are triples, consisting of a subject, a predicate and an object. The sub-
ject is modeled as resource, which is then put in relation to the object by
means of the predicate, which describes a property of the subject. For in-
stance, the statement “Every photo has a caption.” can be expressed by
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1 <resources base="http:// example.company.org">

2 <resource path="employees">

3 <resource path="employee">

4 <method href="#getEmployee"/>

5 </resource >

6 </resource >

7 </resources >

8

9

10 <method id="getEmployee" name="GET">

11 <response >

12 <representation href="#employee"/>

13 </response >

14 </method >

15

16 <representation id="employee" mediaType="text/xml"

17 element="domain: employee"/>

Listing 2.2: WADL skeleton.

the RDF triple (http://www.model.org\#photo, http://www.model.org\
#has, http://www.model.org\#caption).

RDF-Schema (RDF-s) is an extension of RDF that defines additional
elements. For instance, resources can be classified and predicates can be
assigned domain spaces.

2.3.1.6.3 OWL and OWL-S

The Web Ontology Language (OWL) is based upon RDF(-S) in order to
model ontologies; it is recommended by the W3C as standard since 2004 [16,
202]. In general, an ontology constitutes a set of machine-readable objects
and relations among these objects. In addition to the constructs defined
within the scope of RDF and RDF-S, OWL introduces set operations and
elements to help determine a set’s cardinality.

OWL-S is based upon OWL and constitutes a newer version of Darpa
Agent Markup Language (DAML-S) [11]. OWL-S is a language that describes
the behavior of Web services [112]. A Service builds the core element of
OWL-S; it possesses relations to a ServiceProfile, a ServiceGrounding, and a
ServiceModel ; these relations are depicted in Figure 2.108.

The service profile allows for the definition of both the functional and
non-functional properties of a service, which are stored as inputs, outputs,

8Image source: http://www.w3.org/Submission/OWL-S
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Figure 2.10: Top level of the service ontology according to OWL-S.

preconditions, and effects, and are generally referred to as IOPE descriptions
[88]. While the service model specifies the services as a process, the ser-
vice grounding encompasses access details like supported protocol and data
formats.

2.3.1.6.4 WSDL-S

WSDL-S extends the WSDL standard with semantic expressivity. Accord-
ing to the W3C, this semantic expressivity is needed to adequately describe
Web Services. WSDL-S incorporates semantic concepts already developed,
for example in OWL-S [112]. The information WSDL-S holds, in addition
to conventional WSDL descriptions, are preconditions, input, output, and
effects of operations [4].

In contrast to OWL-S, WSDL-S is not based on a concrete domain model.
Instead, WSDL-S supports the annotation of input and output parameters
by concepts stemming from multiple different domains. In addition, WSDL-S
operations can be extended to precondition and effect parameters.

2.3.1.7 Drawbacks of SOAs

In the explanations above, the major advantages of SOC were identified.
Nevertheless, SOA, and especially the current implementations of SOA with
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SOAP Web Services, have significant drawbacks when compared to other ap-
proaches for distributed systems.
Papazoglou et al. discuss future challenges for SOA in detail in [139]. Major
challenges for the basic services aggregated in the foundation layer concern
dynamically configurable runtime architectures, dynamic connectivity capa-
bilities, end-to-end security solutions, infrastructure support for applications,
data and process integration, and service discovery. Also, SOA implementa-
tions with Web Services do not support less standardized technologies com-
mon in the Web, e.g. REST-based services, and especially not the client-side
orchestration that has recently gained momentum [211].
In the composition layer, autonomic composition, QoS-aware service compo-
sitions, business-driven automated composition and syntactic, behavioural
and semantic conformance are identified as the challenges that need to be
addressed in future research. Dynamic and automated creation of composite
services has recently garnered extra attention [82]. Additionally, Huhns and
Singh identify missing recovery mechanisms that would restore consistent
states in service-oriented systems as major drawback [81].
For the top layer, the management & monitoring layer, Papazoglou et al.
identify self-configuring, self-healing, self-optimizing and self-protecting ser-
vices as significant challenges.
Apart from these mostly tangible obstacles, Malek and Milanovic [117] as
well as Srivastava and Koehler [177] identify missing planning and correct-
ness verification mechanisms, i.e. formal specifications, as a main problem.
They admit that formal approaches are difficult to apply in real-world sys-
tems. Nevertheless, they hold that it would be advantageous to be able to
analyze Web Service properties with elaborate mathematics. To realize this,
it would have to be possible to translate WSDL and SOAP into mathemati-
cal solutions.
Next to these technical challenges, Xuanzhe et al. identify the need for highly
skilled developers as an additional issue with SOA, especially for its imple-
mentation with SOAP Web Services [211, 107].

2.3.2 Service Composition Languages: Programming in the Large

The composition of multiple services to fulfill given business needs, which
are offered as services themselves, is one of the ultimate goals for SOA [111].
The resulting service compositions may be used by other services in further
compositions, or they may function as complete applications [139]. The com-
position of services is a logical and necessary step to fully utilize the potential
of service-oriented systems, and especially to realize reusability. While the
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operations grouped in the foundation layer of a SOA provide the basis for a
service-oriented system, specifications in the higher composition layer provide
functionality that leverages services and enables the integration of automated
business processes [117].

For the creation of higher-level composite services, different approaches
can be taken. Nevertheless, several technical requirements have to be met
regardless of the approach: asynchronous service invocation, exception- and
error-handling, as well as transactional integrity, the ability to compose al-
ready composite services and, in order to meet changing needs, the code has
to be dynamic, flexible and adaptable [142].

Two ways of describing a service composition can be distinguished. While
service orchestrations model service compositions from a central point of
view, service choreographies focus on the interactions and message exchanges
between multiple partners. The following two sections introduce these basic
concepts.

2.3.3 Orchestration Languages

A service orchestration is a composition of multiple services, which are con-
trolled by a single, central component, often referred to as orchestrator. The
orchestration itself is commonly described by a high-level programming lan-
guage that enables software developers to specify single services’ execution
order; therefore, these kind of descriptions are often referred to as workflows
or workflow descriptions. They can be expressed by various languages fea-
turing a structured expression of statements, such as, for instance, XML.
Workflow descriptions of service compositions can be executed by an orches-
trator, which is represented by a respective runtime environment.

The usage of workflow descriptions to express service compositions goes
back to the classic workflow management systems as surveyed in 1995 by
Georgakopoulos [67] and discussed extensively by van der Aalst and van Hee
in [194]. Van der Aalst et al. evaluated existing workflow languages later on
with regard to their usage as service composition languages and concluded,
that it “is remarkable how much attention it receives while more fundamen-
tal issues such as semantics, expressiveness and adequacy do not get the
attention they deserve” [193]. Additionally, modern workflow languages for
the description of service compositions do not use established formalisms, but
constitute technologies driven by concrete products and respective companies
[192].

Within this section, the role of workflow-oriented orchestration languages
used to define the execution order of single services within a service composi-
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tion is discussed through the example of BPEL, which is already established
as the de facto standard for service orchestration within today’s SOAs.

BPEL stands for Business Process Execution Language and evolved from
the combination of IBM’s Web Service Flow Language (WSFL) [104] and
Microsoft’s XLANG [183], a block structured language that provides simple
control structures for looping, conditions and sequential as well as parallel ex-
ecution. In contrast to XLANG, WSFL is not block-structured, but is based
on directed graph concepts. In 2002, Microsoft and IBM, together with BEA
Systems, developed the Business Process Execution Language for Web Ser-
vices (BPEL4WS) that combined XLANG and WSFL. The UN/CEFACT
(United Nations Center for Trade Facilitation and Electronic Business) de-
velopedelectronic business using XML (ebXML) [190]. ebXML could define
the choreography and communication protocols between Web Services.

In 2003, BPEL was called BPEL4WS [96]; its version 1.1 was passed to
OASIS for standardization [10]. In 2004 the standardization of BPEL4WS
1.2 started, which was then renamed to WS-BPEL 2.0 in order to align it
with other Web Service related standards [92]. The version jump to 2.0
was chosen to reflect major changes in the language; moreover, version 2.0
is no longer compatible with version 1.1. The standardization of WS-BPEL
version 2.0 was finished in April 2007. Within the following, the abbreviation
BPEL is used for the current version 2.0 of WS-BPEL.

BPEL is a XML-based grammar on top of WSDL that coordinates the
Web Services participating in a composition by describing the required con-
trol logic [142]. The WSDL description defines the interface of services,
while BPEL specifies their execution order. The process description can be
executed by a respective BPEL orchestration engine [82]. BPEL supports
executable processes as well as abstract processes. Executable processes are
those that can be executed by the orchestration engine. It basically models
private workflows for the participating services, and these processes can there-
fore be called orchestration. Abstract processes define the public message
exchange between services, essentially following the choreography approach.
They are not executable and do not contain details about internal flows of
the services. BPEL focuses on orchestration, while the Web Service Chore-
ography Description Language (WS-CDL) focuses on choreography [142];
WS-CDL is later discussed within section 2.3.4.

BPEL composition results are called processes, participating services are
partners, and communication via message exchange and transformation of
intermediate results are called activity. Thus, processes consist of activi-
ties performed by partners. Interaction of a process with external partners
is realized by WSDL interfaces. Processes are defined by two files and an
optional third one. The BPEL source file, with the ending .bpel, describes
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the activities and the process interfaces; later ones are specified in WSDL
(.wsdl) as portTypes of the composed service. The third and optional file is a
deployment descriptor in XML that contains information about the physical
locations of partners [117].

BPEL language components can be grouped into basic activities, struc-
tured activities, and scopes. Basic activities defined in BPEL are listed within
Table 2.2, while predefined structured activities are given in Table 2.3.

Basic Activity Description

〈invoke 〉 Calls a Web service operation

〈receive〉 Waits for a message (blocked waiting)

〈reply 〉 Generates a reply for a I/O operation

〈wait〉 Waits for a predefined time span

〈assign〉 Copies data from one variable to another

〈throw〉 Throws an exception

〈terminate〉 Terminates the whole process instance

〈empty〉 Inserts NOOP (No Operations)

Table 2.2: BPEL: Basic activities.

Structured Activity Description

〈sequence〉 Defines a sequence of actions

〈switch〉 Defines a branching based on given constraints

〈while〉 Defines looping

〈pick〉 Enables the selection of one of multiple alternative
paths (through blocked waiting for a message/time-
out)

〈flow〉 Definition of parallel processes

Table 2.3: BPEL: Structured activities.

Scopes bundle activities. Fault and event handlers can be assigned to
scopes, as well as termination and compensation handlers. Listing 2.3 shows
a BPEL skeleton. A process tag contains the whole definition of a BPEL
process, wherein various header information and the actual BPEL process
itself, i.e. a set of activities, are specified.

While partnerLinks define the roles of the single participants, the variable
tag encloses the definition of variables required to represent the state of the
BPEL process. CorrelationSets define properties of conversations; thereby,
asynchronous messages can be correlated with each other so parts of their
content can be associated. An example is given in Figure 2.11.
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1 <process name="SellThings" targetNamespace =...

2 xmlns =... abstractProcess="no">

3

4 <partnerLinks > ... </partnerLinks >

5 <variables > ... </variables >

6 <correlationSets > ... </correlationSets >

7 <faultHandlers > ... </faultHandlers >

8 <compensationHandlers > ... </compensationHandlers >

9 <eventHandlers > ... </eventHandlers >

10 <!-- (Activities) -->

11

12 </process >

Listing 2.3: BPEL skeleton.

Figure 2.11: A correlation set in BPEL.

Here, the messages of both processes are correlated so that the variable or-
derNumber is common to both processes. While faultHandlers define actions
performed in response to a predefined error, compensationHandlers specify
compensation actions for irreversible errors. Event handlers specify activi-
ties triggered by specific events and have to be processed by another process
executed concurrently. Finally, structured and basic activities describe the
workflow itself.

Thus, BPEL is workflow based and its composition capabilities are char-
acterized by the enabling of flexible integration of services, the ability of
BPEL processes to be offered as services themselves, and the support of im-
plicit life cycle management [96]. Flexible integration is realized through four
characteristics. First, compositions are abstract, i.e. services are composed
using their interfaces. This procedure allows the transparent exchange of
service implementations without requiring adjustments of the service com-
position description itself and is referred to as late binding; it enables loose
coupling of single services. Second, partners can be bound to the client at dif-
ferent times: at design time, deployment time or runtime. Third, through the
availability of assignments in activities enables the manipulation of results of
service for further use. Lastly, inlined logic or extensions, e.g. WS-BPELJ,
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may further address services’ incompatibilities. In this context, life cycle
management means the management of composition instances and the abil-
ity to allocate inbound messages to the correct instances. At design time, the
developer defines the events, i.e. incoming messages, that lead to the creation
of new instances. Thus, life cycle management is implicit. The allocation is
realized through common transaction mechanisms, e.g. IDs or tokens that
are passed on with the messages. BPEL processes only communicate with
Web Services, one of the main disadvantages of BPEL. BPEL processes’ lack
of ability to interact with humans led IBM and SAP to publish the BPEL ex-
tension BPEL4People, which covers interaction with humans. BPEL4People
was first introduced in July 2005 by IBM and SAP in a joint Whitepaper.
The problem that came up during the ongoing work on WS-BPEL 2.0 was
its assumption that interactions are restricted to Web Services. People often
participate in the execution of business processes and require the introduc-
tion of additional patterns. BPEL4People is defined on top of BPEL, so that
its features can be used together with BPEL core features [3].

2.3.4 Choreography Languages

Choreographies provide a more abstract view on service compositions than or-
chestrations, tracking public, i.e. globally visible, message workflows among
multiple participants, rather than the workflow of one specific business pro-
cess. It specifies rules for interactions, agreements among multiple or all par-
ties involved, and has a more collaborative nature than orchestration. The
relation between choreographies and orchestrations is abstractly depicted in
Figure 2.12. While orchestrations specify the internal processing of tasks
by one or multiple services arranged within a workflow, choreographies de-
fine the message exchanged between single orchestrations, thereby enabling
cross-enterprise collaboration.

The Web Service Choreography Description Language (WS-CDL) man-
aged by the W3C is an XML-based language that describes Web Service
peer-to-peer collaboration. Contrary to BPEL, it focuses on Web Service
Collaboration [142]. It defines the common observable behavior from a global
view, i.e. the ordered message exchange between all involved services [94].
WS-CDL does not distinguish between observable messages from applica-
tions and infrastructure based signaling. Here, WS-CDL describes the order-
ing rules for the messages, which dictate the order in which they should be
observed. In contrast to successful orchestration languages such as BPEL,
WS-CDL is not explicitly bound to WSDL. Thus, WS-CDL can be used to
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Figure 2.12: Relation between choreographies and orchestrations.

describe a global model for services with no WSDL descriptions as easily as
describing services that do have or will have WSDL descriptions.

WS-CDL is a layered language that provides various means and levels
of expressiveness to describe collaboration between multiple services. Here,
WS-CDL focuses on the abstract description of message exchanges between
different parties instead of providing the means to execute a set of collabo-
ratively acting services. All choreographies described in WS-CDL include a
number of types that need to be defined; a list of them is given in Table 2.4.

Features Description

informationType Describes general messages in interaction and variables.
roleType Defines a service’s behavior (e.g. by a interface descrip-

tions such as WSDL).
participantType Groups roleTypes into a physical representation of a

service (e.g. aggregating multiple service descriptions
into one location).

relationshipType Describes how roles are connected and thereby defining
the static linkage between roles.

channelType Describe communication links and their constraints be-
tween roleTypes. Instances of such channelTypes can
be used to interact between several roleTypes.

token Alias for informationType.
tokenLocator Describe the derivation of attributes from their carry-

ing informationType.
Table 2.4: WS-CDL: Types.

Based on these type definitions, choreographies that build upon them can
be specified. Beside the attribute’s name and root (which defines a chore-
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ography’s entry point), WS-CDL also features a set of structured activities
that can be used within an choreography description; these activities are
summarized in Table 2.5.

Activities Description

interaction High-level realization of a collaboration between roles.
workunit Set of interactions between two roles.
sequence Defining a sequence of interactions.
parallelisation Specifying interactions that can be executed in parallel.
choice Specifies a choice between multiple actions.
assignment Defines the assignment of a value to a variable.
silentAction Used to hide certain values or conditions that give rise to

one path being taken over another.
noAction Required in case a message receiver should wait without

performing any specific action.
Table 2.5: WS-CDL: Activities.

In addition to type definitions and structured activities to define chore-
ographies based on the previously defined types, the specification of an ex-
ceptionBlock enables WS-CDL to deal with errors while a finalizerBlock can
be used to finalize a choreography.

2.4 Distinguishing Mashups and Business Processes

Business processes and Web mashups both constitute composed applications.
However, they are created with different requirements. While business pro-
cesses are tailor-made to describe large-scale business transactions among
multiple enterprises, mashups are rapidly created Web applications for end-
users aiming at a high degree of interactivity and graphical presentation,
where content from 3rd party providers is also used to add value to the cre-
ated Web application.

The fact that mashups are built on top of the Web protocol stack while
business processes are designed for SOAs is also reflected in the underlying
technologies for remote service invocation and service interworking shown in
Table 2.6.

Moreover, Table 2.6 outlines the focus of both technologies. Business
processes are defined by service composition languages such as BPEL, and
provide late binding mechanisms for services that are described by languages
like WSDL and stored in repositories where they can be accessed via UDDI.
Enterprises can thereby modify the implementations of their single services
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Feature Business Processes Web Mashups

Remote Invocation Web services (WSA),
XML-RPC

XMLHttpRequest
(Ajax), JSON RPC,
COMET

Service Interworking .NET, J2EE EcmaScript (Java Script)

Service Composition Yes No

Composition Languages BPEL4WS, WSFL,
WSCDL

Composition Execution
Engines

Bexee, Oracle BPEL
Process Manager, IBM
WBISF

Late Binding Yes No

Service Description
Languages

WSDL, WSDL-S, OWL-
S

Service Discovery UDDI

Interaction No Yes

Presentation HTML, CSS, XML,
Streamed audio and
video

User Input HTML Forms, XForms,
JS Keyboard/Mouse
Event Models

Table 2.6: Business processes vs. mashups.

(e.g. upgrade them to a new version) without any need to notify service
consumers of their changes since the services are incorporated through their
descriptions only and thereby decoupled from actual service implementation.
Mashups on the contrary do not provide any kind of controlled service exe-
cution or late binding of services. Instead, Web developers directly integrate
the concrete APIs of 3rd party providers into their mashups. In return,
mashups provide a connection to the user by default: Web applications are
built through a Web page that consists of HTML, CSS and Java Script and
therefore possess a presentation and means to interact with the user. Ap-
plication logic is only invoked when an event created by the user triggers a
certain functionality.

The following can be concluded: While business processes enable software
developers to create the application logic of a process without dealing with its
graphical presentation and possible user interaction, mashups are created as
interactive graphic presentations that react to user input and thereby invoke
small parts of application logic to modify the presentation of the application.





Chapter 3

Towards Dynamic and Distributable Web

Applications

This chapter discusses related work within the scope of dynamic Web appli-
cations and proposes novel concepts to overcome identified shortcomings.

Sections 3.1-3.3 deal with the central shortcomings and limitations of
today’s Web mashups and discuss them based on related work; every section
concludes with a proposition to overcome the outlined limitations. Section
3.4 then introduces an embedding of the previous propositions towards an
architecture for dynamic and distributable Web mashups.

3.1 Resource Integration and Orientation

3.1.1 Motivation

Section 2.4 highlighted the differences between service compositions within
the domain of Service Oriented Architectures and the Web, respectively. Ser-
vice composition languages provide the means to enable the paradigm of pro-
gramming in the large and to abstract from concrete service implementations.
Web applications, in contrast, do not possess such high-level programming
languages, but feature a layer for graphical presentation and related user
interaction. The first key shortcoming of today’s Web architecture with re-
gard to the support of dynamic Web mashups is thus the lack of a high-level
description language for service compositions that not only supports the dy-
namic integration of services but also provides a mapping to a graphical
presentation.

3.1.2 Discussion of Related Work

3.1.2.1 Service Composition and Late Binding Concepts for Mashups

In [140], C. Pautasso extends WS-BPEL 2.0 to support RESTful Web Ser-
vices. He states that many assumptions made by existing languages for
service compositions are not tenable anymore because of the following con-
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ditions: first, most RESTful APIs do not use WSDL for service descriptions,
making it impossible for most workflow languages to be applied directly. Sec-
ond, languages that assume static bindings to communication endpoints do
not cope well with the dynamic and changing set of RESTful services’ URIs.
In addition, the assumption that XML data will be dealt with is not appli-
cable anymore, since REST services may well use JSON or other formats for
data exchange. He argues that process-based languages can also be applied
to RESTful services, resulting in service compositions that encompass both
REST services and conventional Web services.

The extension of BPEL to include RESTful services may be sensible for
extending existing SOAs, but it is not viable from a mashup point-of-view.
Mashups have a different focus from SOA: whereas SOA service composi-
tions languages such as BPEL focus on describing processes, i.e. workflows,
mashups focus on resources, data integration, user-interaction, and data pre-
sentation. Therefore, BPEL and other service composition languages based
on SOA are not suitable for mashups [181].
The approach taken by Pautasso is more relevant for enterprises that seek
composed applications with characteristics close to current SOA implementa-
tions in terms of their leverage on the WS-* protocol stack. For instance, the
approach ensures that security can be considered through the WS-Security
specifications or message reliability through WS-Reliability. Nevertheless,
an extended BPEL does not support composed Web applications’ developers
who seek to implement lightweight applications with a focus on presentation
and user-interaction.

In [59] El-Gayyar, Alda and Cremers introduce TailorBPEL, a frame-
work that enables users to adapt workflows during runtime in a personalized
manner based on the ActiveBPEL engine. ActiveBPEL is an open source
BPEL engine [184]. In principle, the framework consists of three layers: a
client layer, an orchestration layer and a service provider layer. However,
TailorBPEL focuses only on the first two layers, based on the assumption
that services are described with WSDL and can therefore be orchestrated
with BPEL. This assumption is justifiable in business environments, but it
ignores Web technologies. While REST services can be described by WSDL
2.0 descriptions, services based on other formats common in the Web, e.g.
Ajax, RSS and Atom, are completely ignored. Admittedly, the authors do
not position TailorBPEL as a workflow engine for use with Web technologies,
but since the user interface itself is based on Web technologies, in particular
Ajax, a logical step would have been to include them. Their argumentation
is based on the assumption that users want to be able to customize service
workflows, but it ignores the probability that users could also want to in-
clude services that are not WS-* based. It therefore might be a reasonable
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extension for BPEL engines in business environments, but it misses out on
the convergence of SOA and the Web.

The DIANE (Dienste In Ad-hoc NEtzwerken) project of the University of
Jena, which is based on the service-oriented paradigm, “aims at developing
and evaluating concepts that allow for an integrated, efficient, and effective
use of resources in the form of services in ad hoc networks” [47]. In order
to reach the goal of enabling ad-hoc service compositions, a language to se-
mantically enhance the description of services named DSD (DIANE Service
Description) was developed [98]. Based on that, service description language
concepts for automatic service discovery, composition and invocation were
developed [101]. Moreover, a service-oriented middleware was developed to
cope with two different kinds of distributed service compositions: first, those
with predetermined compositions, therefore statically bound services in their
context. Second, compositions without a priori knowledge about the config-
uration, i.e. those only the desired effects were known for. Mechanisms for
automatic service compositions as well as for late binding were necessary.
Automatic service composition and late binding are important aspects of the
project. Nevertheless, the focus of the DIANE project is on ad-hoc service
networks in a SOA environment. Although the architecture presented incor-
porates concepts from SOA, e.g. service descriptions and late binding, it aims
to develop Web applications. Therefore, a WS-* compliant SOA environment
is not developed.

3.1.2.2 Abstraction Concepts for Web Applications

In [114] Maximilien et al. address the very problem of abstraction. They state
that two paradigm shifts are currently occurring in the Web. The first is the
increasing availability of APIs, which results in the increase of mashups. The
second is a move towards dynamic programming languages and frameworks
such as the Dojo Toolkit [79], jQuery [155], Ruby on Rails [160], CakePHP
[31] and several others that lead to high-level abstractions. They argue that
these two paradigm shifts are complementary in many ways, but frameworks
that focus on abstraction, creation and deployment of mashups are missing.
Specifically REST, SOAP, RSS and Atom expose its interface differently. In
addition to that, common issues of distributed systems emerge. The pro-
posed domain specific language (DSL) called Swashup for service mashups
based on Ruby on Rails addresses some of the issues. Particularly, a shared
interface representation for diverse service types was created, asynchronous
and synchronous method invocations are supported, a uniform model for
service data and service operations was developed and basic caching mech-
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anisms were included. The authors state that differences between Swashup
and mashup tools are found primarily in the focus: whereas Yahoo! Pipes,
QEDWiki and several others try to make service composition in the Web
iterative and collaborative, Swashup aims to provide common structures and
a language for mashup creation and sharing. When comparing to service
compositions in SOA via BPEL or other workflow languages, the authors
deny similarities because BPEL is not geared towards mashups and Web ap-
plications in general.
Although Swashup introduces a way to abstract from different API inter-
faces, it still requires the developer to specify the service that should be used
instead of introducing late binding mechanisms that select a service depend-
ing on the functionality a developer wants a service to have. Also, Swashup
does not cope with services invoked via JavaScript APIs, therefore avoiding
the client vs. server-side issues that emerge if those services are considered
as well.

The Web Mashup Scripting Language (WMSL) [163] addresses two prob-
lems. First, there is no unified approach for code generation. Second, the me-
diation between different XML schemas is not supported by common mashup
tools. WMSL aims to enable end-users to create mashups that integrate sev-
eral services. To realize this, metadata and JavaScript code is added directly
into the HTML source code. The mapping between different XML schemas
is realized with mapping relations specified in the metadata.
Although WMSL has other objectives than the architecture presented here,
the goal of abstracting from different XML schemas services return is in-
herently addressed by both approaches. Whereas WMSL overcomes differ-
ences by embedded metadata, the architecture presented here not only unifies
the different return schemas, but also provides a mapping from abstract to
concrete services that can be instantiated with multiple programming and
description languages.

3.1.3 Novel Idea

None of the presented approaches has developed a model for the description
of Web mashups that builds upon common service composition languages
supporting a late binding mechanism, and provides means for the direct
derivation of a respective graphical presentation.

This thesis proposes a definition of an underlay system for Web mashups
that supports the structured execution of Web mashups based on a high-
level programming language. Here, the basic concept of resources defined
within the scope of the Web architecture [62] is overtaken in order to realize
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a mapping from the mashups application logic to a graphical presentation.
Every service is considered as an operation on a resource, where resources
can possess multiple representations that serve as a basis for the graphical
presentation of the application’s current state, and provide means to interact
with end-users.

Services within the underlay system are considered abstract, so that they
can be replaced by concrete services dynamically. This proceeding enables
the dynamic integration of resources residing on different user devices, since
the application developer can then abstract from the location of a single
service. For instance, the underlay system encompasses a service that derives
the user’s current position. Since this functionality has only been included
conceptionally, the abstract service can either be replaced by a Web service
that estimates the user’s location based on his or her WLAN cell, or by a
service hosted on a user device that has access to a local GPS device.

This abstraction thus enables the deployment of the same application
into different environments, where different sets of devices and services are
present. In addition, this concept supports the replacement of a service
during runtime, in the case that a service becomes unavailable because its
host device has left the other devices’ connection range.

3.2 Enabling Dynamic Creation of Service Compositions

3.2.1 Motivation

In general, the creation of applications is considered to be a software de-
veloper’s task. However, due to the increasing presence of social platforms
within the Web, user-generated content has gained importance. This de-
velopment raises the question whether common end-users are as capable of
generating services and applications for the Web as they are capable of gen-
erating content.

There are various approaches to support common end-users during the
creation of Web applications. While a certain class of these approaches focus
on the creation of a facilitated, intuitively accessible user-interface, a second
class of approaches concentrates on the automatic creation of composed ap-
plications, based on a given user request. Latter approaches often deal with
the determination of an optimal solution for a given request.

Since the automatic creation of applications is a complex problem, the
contribution of this thesis within the field of automatic service composition
concentrates on the automatic composition of services under the assumption
of a fixed time constraint. Thus, a user requests the automatic creation of
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an application fitting his or her needs, while defining an upper time limit for
the system to come up with an appropriate solution.

3.2.2 Discussion of Related Work

3.2.2.1 Tools for Mashup Creation

Various tools that aim at the facilitated creation of mashups exist. Schroth
and Christ categorize available tools according to three types of platforms
[166]. First, those that facilitate syndication of gadgets with no connections
between these gadgets, e.g. the iGoogle Website1. Second, those that al-
low the connection and processing of resources that are compliant to certain
standards, e.g. RSS or Atom, such as Yahoo! Pipes [148]. These tools usu-
ally collect data from syndication feeds and apply filters to them, therefore
basically filtering the output. At best, geo-coded data can be positioned on
a map as Yahoo! Pipes allows. Yet, even the sources that can be used are
often restricted to those that belong to the providers, limiting these tools sig-
nificantly. Finally, only few platforms exist that allow the mashing of data
on an application logic level, such as Kapow Technologies [93].
Only the approaches falling into the third category can be considered as re-
lated to the approach taken in this thesis, since they provide a model for
services and means to integrate functionality on service level. The tools that
fall into the first and second category are of limited use for developers, be-
cause they either do not enable or concurrently limit the possibilities to mash
data. The tools of the last category, however, offer the ability to integrate
several sources and create application logic on a high level. Nevertheless,
they require the developers to agree at least on the service providers used,
and often restrict the possibilities for user-interaction and presentation pos-
sibilities.

Xuanzhe et al. propose a mashup architecture that extends present SOA
models to incorporate mashup elements. They present a mashup component
model that is supposed to help developers create compositions in a service
component manner [211]. In their work, the conventional SOA roles service
provider, registry and broker and client are extended to help handle mashup
components. First, a Mashup Component Builder (MCB) that is responsible
for creating Mashup Components (MC) for available services is introduced
in order to map the different data formats of the various available services
onto a proprietary JavaScript-based format used within their framework. Xu-
anzhe et al. distinguish three different subcomponents: UI components, a

1http://www.google.com/ig
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set of widgets for the browser, service components representing data manip-
ulation interfaces, and action components that act as connectors between
service and UI components. Second, a Mashup Server (MS) is composed of
three elements: a service catalogue – basically a registry, a repository that
stores the Mashup Components, and a monitoring tool. Finally, the mashup
consumer is the client that uses the available components to create mashups.

Their argumentation is based on the assumption that mashups are com-
positions at the user-interface level only, whereas current SOA service com-
positions reside at the logic level. Whereas this assumption may be true for
current mashups, they disregard the direction that service compositions on
the Web may take in the future. Moreover, while assuming only superficial
UI compositions, they do not provide an easy way to create mashups. Their
model should have been aimed at developers with comparatively low pro-
gramming skills. Nonetheless, it does require significant insight into their
component model.

The presented model contains a service registry and repository for ser-
vice discovery. However, the advantages of dynamic service integration are
not leveraged. Developers can choose the components they want to use, but
cannot abstract from actual services. In essence, the possibilities their com-
ponent model offers are not thereby exploited. This can be explained with
the example given in the paper. A mashup of the tracking service of Fedex
together with a Yahoo! map is given. While the Fedex service can obviously
not be replaced if a package delivered by Fedex needs to be tracked, the de-
veloper might be indifferent to the map provider. Still, he has to decide on
one distinct map provider, likely opting for the best known one, and not the
one best suited to his purposes. Both, the relatively complex usage and the
missing abstraction could be addressed in future extensions.

3.2.2.2 User Interfaces for Service Compositions

In [175], Spillner, Braun and Schill analyze and extend WSGUI (Web Ser-
vices Graphical User Interface), a set of concepts that provides the means
to dynamically generate user interfaces in the context of Web Services by
enriching the data model schema information. With Project Dynvocation
an implementation of the concepts exists [151], which was first introduced
by Spillner et al. in 2006 [174]. Spillner, Braun and Schill suggest that
additional concepts for user interface generation and dynamic Web Service
invocation may help the adoption of SOA for usage in the consumer domain.
Nevertheless, until the end of 2008 the concepts relied solely on services de-
scribable with WSDL. Just recently, additional efforts were announced that
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suggest that services described with WADL will be included [151]. With this
additional support for WADL, common services in the Web may be included.
Although Spillner et al. promise much more appealing user interfaces, the
concepts still depend completely on conventional SOA concepts for service
composition that have failed to be adopted in the Web not only because of the
lack of feasible presentation possibilities, but also because of their complexity
[167, 166].

In 2005, I. Gavran introduced the Simple Service Composition Language
(SSCL) [66] – a statement-based programming language developed as part of
the Programming Internet Environment (PIE), a framework for the design,
development and execution of distributed Web applications [150]. Based on
the assumption that the existing development infrastructure is insufficient to
meet the increasing demands of users, the framework aims at consumer-level
programming. Consumers themselves can then combine the large number of
building blocks provided into more complex applications, so-called gadgets.
The gadget composition is based on HUSKY, a spreadsheet-based method-
ology covered in [170]. This builds on a coordination layer in which the
aforementioned SSCL is used. SSCL eventually translates to common ser-
vice compositions based on CL (Coopetition Language) [171], a composition
language based on BPEL and WSDL. Additionally, the constraints of ser-
vice compositions based on orchestration, multi-agents and choreography are
approached by a tree-tiered distributed architecture for service composition
execution called USCA (Uncoupling Service Composition Architecture) [172].

Whereas the framework takes steps towards the easy creation of mashups
and distributed Web applications, it does not address the heterogeneous types
of services available in the Web. The iGoogle-based Gepetto user interface
addresses the need for easy creation of distributed Web applications with the
combination of building blocks in the form of gadgets. The underlying SSCL
together with CL allows developers to create service compositions without
knowledge of BPEL, WS-CDL or other workflow languages. Nevertheless,
the architecture does not scrutinize RESTful services or JavaScript APIs.
Consequently, late binding for Web applications is not addressed by PIE
or the underlying technologies. Although similar issues are addressed, the
architecture introduced later has a different focus.

3.2.2.3 Towards Automatic Service Composition

The dynamic creation of service compositions addresses the facilitated or
(partially) automated creation of service compositions. Related approaches
commonly strive for a reduction in composed application’s development costs
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of or for an increase in flexibility with regard to their responsiveness to fail-
ures, i.e. to enhance their ability to recover partially failed services.

The creation of service compositions can be achieved by directly assem-
bling concrete services or by the composition of abstract services, where every
abstract service is replaced by a concrete one during a second step. This pro-
ceeding has already been illustrated in Figure 2.1 of section 2.1. Within
the remainder of this section, the intermediate step of abstract services is
neglected, since it does not have an influence of the composition algorithms
and strategies itself.

3.2.2.3.1 Classification of Service Composition Approaches

Figure 3.1 gives an overview of the classic service composition approaches
based on [182]. Here, service composition approaches are divided into static
and dynamic solutions. Static approaches assume a manually-created de-
scription of the service composition, which is bound when invoked by a re-
quest. After its execution has been started, monitoring and maintenance
mechanisms enable adjustments of the composition on parameter level. Dy-
namic approaches enable either dynamic service discovery, binding during
runtime or dynamic modification of the current service composition plan.
This dynamicity is considered as a fundamental prerequisite to enable au-
tonomic service composition, providing adaptability of compositions on a
deeper level than the adjustment of predefined parameters.

Figure 3.1: Classification of service composition approaches.

The ability to automatically compose services is an essential step in re-
ducing development time and costs. The problems of automatic composition
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of services are derived from several aspects. First, usually complex applica-
tions lead to to a high level of interwoven processes. Second, the statelessness
of web services poses a problem when creating complex services, very similar
to the problems that had to be overcome in the Web to create complex ap-
plications. The quality (generation of errors, execution time of the scripts,
etc.) of generated services is also an important aspect [111].

SOAs commonly provide means for static service composition, i.e. define
service composition languages such as WS-BPEL as introduced in section
2.3.3 in order to develop composed applications manually. This concept is
often referred to as “programming in the large”, demonstrating that the de-
velopment of composed applications is still a programming task, though it
is achieved on a higher level of abstraction. Within the following section,
approaches towards the automatic creation of services composition are dis-
cussed.

3.2.2.3.2 Automatic Service Composition

The following distinguishes between semi-automatic and automatic compo-
sition of services.

Semi-automatic service composition commonly requires manual input to
support decision making processes during composition time [105]. Sirin at al.
proposed an algorithm of this type, which is capable of assisting end-users
during the selection of appropriate services required within a composition
[169]. Although this process is not fully automated, it makes user-profiles
and preferences unnecessary. However, services still have to be described
semantically, so the most complex problem of the service discovery, i.e. the
matching of a request description to a certain service, remains. Today, semi-
automatic service composition approaches are mostly found on specific do-
mains, such as a composition algorithm operating on the BioMoby Semantic
Web Framework, which supports the semantic interoperability among multi-
ple life science services stemming from different scientific domains [48].

The area of automatic service composition approaches has a significant
part of its roots in artificial intelligence (AI). Here, classic planning algo-
rithms have been adapted so they can be used to automatically compose
services. The planning algorithms rely on external knowledge of the services
itself and their relations to each other [55]. For instance, SHOP2 constitutes
a hierarchical task planners that operates on a set of tasks. There are prim-
itive, composed, and goal tasks. Primitive tasks can be directly executed,
while composed tasks constitute a sequence of primitive tasks. A goal task is
a constraint that has to be evaluated as true by a combination of composed
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and primitive tasks in order to verify the existence of a composition that
fulfills the requested goal task [127].

Most service composition algorithms based upon classic AI planning al-
gorithms employ the concept of forward or backward chaining. Within the
domain of AI planning, such algorithms are started with a set of constants,
rules, and questions. Here, constants denote information that is always true,
while questions encompass the information that should be verified or falsi-
fied by the algorithm. The set of rules are applied to either the constants or
questions to derive new information. When the rules are applied to the con-
stants, the concept of forward chaining is referred to, otherwise the concept
of backward chaining is employed [141]. The same approach can be fol-
lowed within the domain of services described by their inputs and outputs.
Here, services that only possess outputs are considered to be constants, while
services that only encompass inputs are regarded as questions. The set of
services available to the composition algorithm constitute the rules. Thus,
the algorithm links outputs of some services with inputs of other services.
Thereby, services are continuously added until the inputs of the question are
generated via outputs of services, whose inputs are met by the outputs of
the constants in turn. A forward chaining algorithm starts with the given
inputs, i.e. the constants, and continuously adds services whose inputs are
met by the already generated outputs, until the inputs of the question have
been generated. A backward chaining algorithm, in contrast, starts with the
question and adds services until all services leading to the creation of the
question’s inputs can be derived from the constants [34, 141].

Wu et al. have used this SHOP2 planner to show the automatic compos-
ability of Web services that are extended by semantic DAML-S [11] service
descriptions [206]. Here, the authors derived a method to encode the service
composition problem as a SHOP2 planning problem. Notably, these kinds
of algorithms only create a sequence of service invocations as output capable
of completing the requested task. Complex system behavior such as decision
making and looping is not possible.

Many more algorithms have been proposed outside the domain of AI,
which were all tailored for a specific type of service descriptions and thus
restricted in their usage. Most approaches have already been discussed ex-
tensively in various surveys such as [54, 182, 152]. For instance, Sheshagiri
et al. proposed a planning algorithm for services relying on DAML-S[11], a
language for semantic Web services [168]. Zhang et al. opted for a similar
approach, while focusing on the domain of manufacturing grids. Here, the
external knowledge serving as the basis for the composition algorithm was
represented by a novel ontology referred to as MGOnto [213].
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Silva et al. also presented an algorithm for the automatic creation of
service compositions, focusing on the combination of telecommunication ser-
vices [45]. Their work relies on complex semantic service descriptions by
means of the SPice Advanced service description language for TELecommu-
nication services (SPATEL) [5]. The authors claim to support requests either
formulated by end-users in natural language, or by software developers via a
well-defined request language. However, the complexity of the request formu-
lation increases proportional to the complexity of the composition problem
itself, such that no confirmation is possible as to whether the proposed solu-
tion is able to reduce the actual development costs of composed applications.

In [19], Berardi et al. propose an approach for the automatic creation of
service compositions by means of simulation. Here, they build upon a com-
position model introduced by Calvanese et al. [32], referred to as the Roman
Model, that specifies services compositions as combinations of finite transi-
tion systems, which themselves define the functionality of the single available
services. Berardi et al. consider the available set of services as community
of services. They define a community transition system as the asynchronous
product of the available services, such that this transition system expresses
every possible behavior that can be provided by any combination of the
available services. The authors define a service composition as a function
that is capable of determining whether a service composition request, given
as a sequence diagram itself, can be fulfilled by a set of available services.
Therefore, the algorithm takes the requested service composition (as tran-
sition system) and the community transition system as input, and checks
whether the requested service composition can be simulated by the service
community transition system. This approach constitutes an example of the
application of well-known model checking techniques to the domain of service
compositions. In fact, the authors have defined a product-transition system
and checked, whether it is simulation equivalent to the requested system [39].
The approach of Berardi et al. thus provides a way to facilitate the creation
of service compositions by developing a high-level system, so that its realiz-
ability can be automatically checked based on a given set of services. The
approach exposes two general weaknesses. First, it is still assumed that the
creator of the application is capable of expressing his or her desired behavior
with a finite transition system. Moreover, it has not yet been evaluated,
which degree of facilitation can be reached through this kind of approach.
Second, the solution is likely to remain theoretical, since one of the assump-
tions is that knowledge in form of finite transition systems is available for
every service that is currently available.
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3.2.2.3.3 Heuristics for the Problem of Automatic Service Composition

The most simple approach to finding a service composition for a given request
is the brute-force search, i.e. the exploration of all possible combination of
available services. However, the combinatorial explosion makes this kind of
approach highly inefficient. Here, the explosion of the search state space is
not driven mainly by the number of services itself, but by the theoretically
unrestricted number of inputs and outputs they contain.

Kil et al. highlighted the complexity of the automatic service composi-
tion problem [97]. They base their work on the fact that, when the prob-
lem is solved based on a realistic model for service descriptions, the solu-
tion retrieval is double-exponential [13]. Therefore, the authors proposed an
approximation-based algorithm that abstracts from the actual state space of
the service composition problem by identifying internal variables of single
sub-workflows not connected to parts of other sub-workflows. Here, the au-
thors argue that a solution for the abstracted service composition problem
also constitutes a solution for the origin problem. This, in fact, is true, since
the paper proposes the development of a simulation-equivalent solution as
known for the simplification of finite state machines or finite automata [39].
The simulation results are short and partially incomplete, but show that the
composition procedure has sped up with the restricted number of variables.
However, the authors focus on classic service composition problems, where
the involved services are known beforehand and do not have to be explicitly
discovered.

Such kinds of heuristics used by Kil et al. denote strategies to optimize
search problems with respect to a certain metric. In most cases, heuristics
aim at reducing the search space in order to speed up the composition process.
Here, the search space is restricted in general during the composition process
itself by guiding the search in a way that the concievable following steps of
the procedure are evaluated and the most promising one is selected.

Heuristics can be classified according to the knowledge sources they ac-
cess and use for the composition process. Depending on the source and type
of knowledge, different objectives with regard to the service composition al-
gorithm’s amelioration emerge. Figure 3.2 shows the classification of service
composition algorithms with regard to information from the requesting user’s
side and knowledge on the service domain, i.e. the services itself.

Since heuristics require data to alter the decision making processes within
the algorithm towards a more favorable direction, there are not many of them
devoted to blind service composition, i.e. composition approaches that nei-
ther draw additional information from the user nor from the service domain.
These heuristics are generally search strategies for the traversal of the search
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Figure 3.2: Different classes of service composition (CS) algorithms based on available
knowledge.

space, which may, for instance, be given as a tree or list. Classic examples
are depth-first search (DFS) and width-first search (WFS). The performance
of both strategies is considerably affected by the size of the search space.
The former strategy is afflicted with a high number of services, the latter
one with a high number of services that can be added to the current service
composition at every step [204].

Additional knowledge is used during the automatic composition of ser-
vices for two main reasons. Either the algorithm’s performance should be
increased, or the resulting service composition has to possess a certain prop-
erty, where it is ensured during the composition process that only those
compositions that feature the respective property can result from the algo-
rithm.

In the former case, i.e. domain specific service composition approaches,
learning algorithms or aggregation mechanisms are employed to derive ad-
ditional knowledge concerning services that are a good fit, so that those
combinations are favored in following composition requests [60, 201].

In the latter case, information from the requestor side can be combined
with knowledge on the service domain in order to create service compositions
that possess certain properties. This approach is commonly used to ensure
Quality of Service (QoS) properties of resulting service compositions.

User-centric service composition approaches, where information from the
user side is available, but not on the service domain, have received nearly
no attention thus far. In fact, it is a difficult problem to enhance a service
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composition algorithm if no additional information on the services and their
relation is available. Therefore, user-centric composition approaches often
focus on the incorporation of preferences for the algorithm’s search strategies
[204]. Here, the user has to estimate the potentially optimal strategy for a
given domain.

3.2.3 Novel Idea

Automatic service composition is a much covered research topic. However,
novelty with regard to the composition procedure itself often lies in the us-
age of different semantic service descriptions and not the creation procedure
itself. Many scientific publications concentrate on the semantic matchmak-
ing process – i.e. on finding appropriate services for a given request or task
description – but not on the creation of the control flow of the composition,
which is often assumed to be already in place [32].

Algorithms dealing with the automatic creation of such control structures
focus on two general problems. Some research groups concentrate on the
reduction of the automatic creation process’ complexity, since the problem
has been proven to be double-exponential hard [13]. Most of the attention has
been paid to finding optimal solutions for a given problem. These algorithms
therefore have to be complete and computable, i.e. have to terminate in
every case with either the solution or an unsolvable message as a reply.

Because of the composition problem’s complexity, respective algorithms
are consuming a lot of time in order to derive a service composition for a
given request, especially when an optimal solution is requested. This makes
the algorithms inappropriate for spontaneous usage by end-users. Within the
scope of this thesis, the specification of a service composition algorithm en-
abling the rapid creation of small or medium scale Web applications is focused
on. Here, a user-centric algorithm –as illustrated in Figure 3.2 and discussed
above– is introduced that strives to enhance the composition algorithm based
only on additional information from the user’s side. The algorithm takes the
upper time limit given for the creation of a service composition for a certain
request into account, and adapts during the composition process in order to
increase the odds of finding a solution within the given time span. Thus, the
algorithm tries to solve the composition problem in a time-dependent, best
effort manner instead of looking for an optimal solution within the complete
search space.

Instead of relying on a specific service description language, the presented
algorithm works on abstract structures, thereby defining the information that
is required for the composition process. The algorithm therefore remains
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independent from the concrete service descriptions and can be instantiated
by using a service description of one’s choice that is capable of expressing the
abstract structures on which the algorithm operates.

3.3 Distributed Web Mashups

3.3.1 Motivation

Today’s mashups are tightly bound to the client/server architecture of the
Web. Here, one or more servers act as service and content providers for a
client. This separation of roles hampers the integration of services residing on
client side devices considerably, since a client has to act as a service provider
in order to provide its service capabilities. Thus, a mechanism is required that
enables clients and services to communicate bidirectly independent from their
roles, so that different parts of the mashup can be executed on and controlled
by multiple devices. The distribution of application logic entailed by this
requirement can, at the same time, enhance the Web mashup’s dynamicity
with regard to offline capabilities and assurance of privacy concerns. If the
application logic for a part of a mashup is executed on a single device, the
respective part can be accessed without needing a connection to the Web.
Moreover, private user data processed only by services residing on the user’s
device does not have to be transmitted over the network and is thereby better
protected from misuse.

3.3.2 Discussion of Related Work

3.3.2.1 Communication and Resource Synchronization for Distributed Work-
flows

Andrews [9] discusses a wide range of resource synchronization mechanisms.
Processes can communicate either directly by exchanging messages, or indi-
rectly by reading and writing shared variables. They can also synchronize
in two basic ways: directly by explicit signaling, or indirectly by testing and
setting shared variables.

Synchronization and communication mechanisms can be divided into three
classes: monitors-, buffered-messages- and synchronous(unbuffered)-messages-
based. The first approach is not suitable for distributed systems, because it
needs a memory area which can be shared among multiple communicating
parties. Buffered messages are often employed for process interaction mech-
anisms, where the processes are able to work in a self-contained way for
most of the time, so that synchronization is only rarely performed by pass-
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ing messages. Here, messages interaction only takes place when either one
party attempts to send a message when the buffer space is exhausted, or
when a party attempts to receive a message and none is available. Systems
based on synchronous message passing are based on direct unbuffered mes-
sage exchange between communicating parties. Examples are communicating
sequential processes (CSP) [78] and distributed processes (DP)[74]. For in-
stance, within CSPs, messages are based on I/O commands. Here, a part
of a process can be blocked by waiting for an output command of another
process that matches the process’ input command. Andrews states that each
of parallel programming languages using synchronous message passing for
communication controls synchronization by statements based on Dijkstra’s
guarded commands [50]. This means that using Boolean expressions like
semaphores or conditional variables is preferable to explicit signals.

Nanda and Karnik [126] analyze coordination problems in decentralized
orchestrations of Web Services. The analysis operates on three types of
graphs:

• Workflow Dependence Graph (WDG): Describes a decentralized and
concurrent orchestration.

• Control Flow Graph (CFG): Describes the workflow specification.
• Program Dependence Graph (PDG): Describes the control and data

dependencies between the single components of a CFG.

Each node within a CFG describes a task that can be instantiated by a
component, a Web service, or any other form of application logic. Given a
start and an end note of the CFG, tasks can be executed according to the
order defined by the CFG’s edges until the end state is reached. A related
PDG possesses nodes labeled with predicate expressions from the respective
CFG and edges containing information on the single tasks’ dependencies with
regard to data and control flow.

The system’s starting point is a centralized workflow specification given
as CFG, from which a PDG is build, which is then partitioned to gener-
ate a WDG respectively as described in [125]. The term synchronization
in the context of this paper means communication between nodes, i.e. be-
tween distributed workflow engines. The order and number of exchanged
communication primitives between two nodes depends on the number of the
receiver node’s incoming edges. More than one incoming transition denotes
the presence of concurrency. Depending on the WDG structure, two types
of concurrency are identified for sequential code and five types for branched
code. It is stated that concurrency in an iteration can be reduced to a com-
bination of the above. Additionally, an algorithm that uses static analysis to
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detect different forms of concurrency is introduced. To define during which
points of the workflow’s execution communication takes place between the
single nodes, the following protocols are presented:

• Direct Deposit: sender deposits the data directly into the receiver’s
buffer.

• Request-Response: receiver pulls data after a control message that in-
dicates the availability of data is sent.

• Combined Direct Deposit and Request-Response: a combination of the
two above.

• Pipeline: data are pipelined to minimize the amount of necessary con-
nections.

Experimental results show that there is no protocol that will perform best
in all possible networks and with various concurrencies types.

Eder et al. [56] have discussed the problem of data synchronization in
workflows. They claim that this issue has not yet garnered vast interest in
the literature and it is often presumed that data used by a workflow instance
cannot be changed by another instance or by an external application. Thus,
workflow designers have to find some workarounds; possible methods are:

• developing a guarantee for all activities within a workflow, that data is
changed in a way that may invalidate it,

• implementing condition checks in activities,
• defining pre- and post-conditions,
• rechecking data before critical actions,
• locking data for the execution time.

According to most authors none of above methods solves the general prob-
lem, but each of them may introduce new ones, e.g. locking is unacceptable
if workflow executions take a very long time (e.g. months). They present
another solution by introducing the concept of workflow data guards, a con-
straint defined over specified parts of a workflow. By means of these data
guards, it can be ensured that certain changes in a data set are recognized
by the system in order to guarantee the accuracy of a workflow’s execution.

UPPAAL [191, 102] is a real-time model checker for timed automata based
processes. Timed automata may be composed into a network of timed au-
tomata, where all members share a common set of clocks and variables. In
order to achieve interoperability, UPPAAL extends timed automata with
the concept of channel synchronization. There are two fundamental types
of channels: binary and broadcast. In the first case synchronization mes-
sages are sent between exactly two members, in which both sender and re-
ceiver block until the synchronization is accomplished. In the second case
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the sender may synchronize with an arbitrary number of receivers, in which
only the receivers need to block. The synchronization can be considered as
an exchange of control messages. Since each timed automaton has the same
view on global variables, if one writes a variable, the update is immediately
noticed by other automata and consequently there is no need to exchange
any data implicitly.

3.3.2.1.1 Offline Modes

Nam et al. [124] introduce a distribution method and a Web application
model to enable their execution in offline-mode. Four main requirements
were identified. First, an application has to be easy to install and start in
accordance with the ”click & run” principle. Second, movable storage devices
must be portable. Third, the application should be offline-capable through
data synchronization. Last, it should be possible to develop a GUI easily by
using XML-based languages.

In addition, a classification of Web applications has been made with re-
spect to Internet connectivity and their characteristics. Considering the first
aspect, online and offline with or without occasional synchronization classes
are isolated. With respect to the second characteristic, applications are di-
vided into social and personal. There are also some applications that can
work both in online and offline mode, and manifest personal as well as social
characteristics, e.g. Wikis or Blogs. Offline-based personal applications are
considered to be the best fit for offline applications, since they are character-
ized by occasional connectivity and social characteristics. The publication
presents a framework architecture that enables the creation, deployment, and
execution of Web applications satisfying the requirements specified above.
According to the authors, it demands only minimal modifications to exist-
ing software. Developers can build such software in the same way that the
existing applications are made. After that, configuration files as well as ini-
tialization and launch scripts need to be created and packaged together with
application files for installation.
The offline mode of a Web application’s execution is realized via the Plain
Old WebServer (POW) approach, which integrates a light-weight Web Server
and embedded SQLite database into the Web Browser.

Gears [68] is a widely-used open source framework which extends a Web
browser with the ability to store data locally. Web browsers’ limitations
with regard to restricted file system access are thereby overcome; it offers
a lightweight alternative to the solutions introduced above, where databases
are used at the client side to store local data.
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The W3C also introduces a mechanism to execute Web applications offline
[29]. The specification concentrates on the packaging and the configuration
of Widgets. The term Widget is defined as “an interactive single purpose
application for displaying and/or updating local data or data on the Web,
packaged in a way to allow a single download and installation on a user’s
machine or mobile device.” Thus, a Widget must always be installed in order
to be executable on a certain device; a runtime environment is also needed
to run downloaded Widgets. In general, Widgets do not constitute a novel
category of Web applications, but rather a novel mechanism to package and
deliver Web content.

3.3.2.1.2 Trust

Smetters [173] summarizes the data privacy problems that arise in Web 2.0
environment. He arguments that they are magnified by spread of mashups,
which combine data from several sources. In some cases mashups may reveal
sensitive data by combining information from multiple providers, even though
each of them does not seem to be meaningful on their own. Examples of this
issue can be found in [120].

According to Smetters, the following policies have been used to restrict
access to sensitive data:

• Avoidance: use only public or semi-public data,
• Reduction to a previously solved problem: the service operating on

the data is either the service that holds it or one with whom user has
existing trust relationship,

• Looking under the lamppost: identify a priori collections of data that
may be accessed,

• Building a bridge: employ a dedicated financial data aggregator,
• Outsourcing: maintain a relationship with an identity provider or an

authorization service.

Howell et al. [80] states that the rush mashup evolution has led to an
”inadequate security model that forces Web applications to choose between
security and interoperation”. According to the above, an application can ei-
ther apply no trust and isolate itself, or full trust through incorporating 3rd
party code as libraries. To fill this gap, the authors propose applying operat-
ing system principles to Web browsers. This should enable resource isolation
and data-only message-based communication between service instances and
display sharing.

Jackson and Wang [86] introduce mechanisms for the secure cross-domain
communication. The interactions are sandboxed by a hidden IFRAME. This
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approach has the advantage that it does not require any browser modifica-
tions.

3.3.2.2 Automata Decomposition

An automaton can be considered as a graph with labeled transitions [39].
In the case that a transition is identified with an operation, an automaton
can control the behavior of a process by defining the order of the processes
operations.

The objective of automata decomposition is to decompose a given au-
tomaton into several simple components so that their global behaviour real-
izes the behaviour of the original automaton [109]. The dependency between
the single components is of utmost importance. Dependencies are realized
by redirecting outputs from one automaton into input port of another one.
Each automata acting independently from each other is referred to as a par-
allel decomposition. On the other side of the spectrum, if every automaton
is sensitive to the behaviour of the others, it is referred to as unbounded
feed-back decomposition. There are also more realistic intermediate intercon-
nection models between those two extremes. Although it is desirable to have
a decomposition in which the components are independent from each other,
it is rarely possible. The intermediate model intends to minimize the scope
of dependencies. One way to do this is to allow interconnections only be-
tween automata that are already in the same neighborhood. This presumes
that the automata are located in a metric space. This is the case in cellular
automata, neural nets and systolic computers.
Another way of limiting the scope of dependencies is partitioning the com-
ponents into levels. Then components of higher levels may influence those of
lower levels, but not vice versa. This hierarchical structure of dependencies
is referred to as cascaded decomposition.

Work on automata decomposition started in the early 60s. In 1962, Krohn
and Rhodes announced a method for the decomposition of automata. The
proof for this method was presented in 1965 [99] using the semigroup theory.
A semigroup is basically a set with an associative binary operation. A classic
example is a sequence of symbols under the concatenation operation.

In contrast, Hartmanis and Stearns dealt with parallel composition. Their
publication from 1966 [75] is sometimes referred to as the earliest work on
systematic approach to decomposition [113]. They present a mechanism that
tries to create non trivial orthogonal partitions of the originating automata.
Here, two partitions are orthogonal if each pairwise intersection of the el-
ements yields either the empty set or a singleton set. The partitions are
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created by merging the original locations. A combination of them realizes
the originating automaton. It is an additional requirement for found parti-
tions that each of them has fewer locations then the originating automaton.
Thus, the main aim of automata decomposition is to reduce a given system’s
complexity. This technique can be used to overcome the state explosion
problem in program verification.

There has also been notable work on extending the standard decomposi-
tion theories of automata to timed automata [7]. For instance, Mason and
Krishnan [113] present a decomposition method of timed automata by ex-
tending the standard theory of decomposition of finite automata to timed
automata by Hartmanis and Stearns [75]. In contrast to previous theories,
this paper not only addresses the decomposition of states, but also the de-
composition of clocks. The authors found that an automaton has a parallel
composition, if there is a different clock partition for each partition, such
that the pairs of partition and according clock partitions are admissible.

3.3.2.3 Workflow Logic Distribution

[125] introduces a new code partitioning algorithm, which can be deployed
to distribute a Web Service composition. The main objective of this algo-
rithm is to maximize the throughput of multiple concurrent instances and
minimize the communication costs. Since the centralized control of service
orchestrations has proven to be a bottleneck, a workflow given in BPEL is
partitioned into multiple processes, which can be executed in parallel man-
ner. The algorithm operates on PDG representation and tries to find all
possible partitions. However, it only merges the portable code, i.e. parts of
the logic which do not belong to any of the Web Services. The best solution
is found by the means of a cost function. Experimental results show that
the distributed execution of a Web Service composition can be increased ap-
proximately from 30% under normal system load up to 200% under high load
compared to execution at a single instance.
In this approach, distribution takes place at compile time. Moreover it is
assumed, that parts of the distributed logic, can be deployed directly on the
server that hosts the Web Service.

Liu et al. [106] note a lack of general methods for realizing cross-platform
and distributed applications. In order to fill this gap, they present a workflow
framework whose building blocks are Web services. It supports loose-coupling
of services and is equipped with a distribution module. The framework con-
sists of two components: a process definition tool providing workflow process
definitions through a GUI, and workflow engine. The latter incorporates a
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process definition parser, a Web service selector, and a Web service executor.
The workflow description is given in BPEL4WS and extended with constructs
to enable dynamic process definition.

Barret and Pahl [14] describe distribution patterns, i.e. reusable pat-
terns, that describe how a composed system is assembled and subsequently
deployed. They allow the modeling of the distribution of a system and there-
with facilitate compliance with varying non-functional requirements. They
therefore define where components of a distributed workflow should be de-
ployed with respect to the location of Web services that are part of the
workflow. This improves maintainability and comprehensibility of the sys-
tem. The term distribution pattern originates from [205].
Three categories of patterns are identified:

• Core patterns

– Centralized Dedicated-Hub
– Centralized Shared-Hub
– Decentralized Dedicated-Peer
– Decentralized Shared-Peer

• Auxiliary patterns

– Ring

• Complex patterns

– Hierarchical
– Ring + Centralized
– Centralized + Decentralized
– Ring + Decentralized

The centralized dedicated-hub pattern is simultaneously the most frequently
applied and easiest to implement. However, the central point of control is
a performance bottleneck. In contrast, the decentralized shared-peer pat-
tern provides each cooperation partner with autonomy and reveals only data
necessary to others while keeping sensitive data private. The price for lower
communication costs is the increased development complexity and additional
deployment overheads. The ring pattern provides load balancing and high
availability; the hierarchical one facilitates organizations, whose management
structure consists of multiple levels. The remaining complex patterns are
built up as a combination of the further described, thereupon mixing up
their properties.

Distribution patterns make up, alongside workflow control flow [161] and
service interaction [15] patterns, the third group of defining building blocks
that can be applied to building and analyzing service compositions. All of
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them refer to the high level cooperation of components, even though the first
one considers workflows as compositional orchestrations. In contrast, the two
latter ones deal with compositional choreographies, where only the external
messages flow is modeled.

3.3.2.4 Summary

The majority of approaches dealing with the distribution of application logic
like [106, 37] are focused on extensions or modifications of the SOA stack;
they do not consider integration of Restful Web Services or a fit with the
REST architectural style. For instance, the approach to time error handling
presented in [37] is defined in such a way that it can only be applied to the
distribution of BPEL4WS fault handlers.

The area of late binding mechanisms also focuses on SOA technologies, as
current approaches within the domain of mashups integrate 3rd party APIs
into the service composition description in a fixed manner. The single services
thereby cannot be exchanged during runtime, even though the current service
might be not the one best suited to the user’s requirements. Although both
aspects of late binding and application distribution are named in publication
of Liu et al. [106], there is no detailed explanation for how single modules are
defined or implemented; other publications do not provide deeper information
on this issue.

In contrast to the solution provided in this thesis, where services are dy-
namically integrated during runtime, the distribution approach described in
[125] takes place at compile time and cannot be changed later on. Although
the paper demonstrates a mechanism to partition a workflow given in BPEL
into multiple workflows that can be executed in a distributed manner, the
authors dramatically restrict the applicability of their algorithm. In fact,
fixed and mobile nodes are differentiated between, where mobile nodes can
be dynamically assigned one or another workflow partition while fixed ones
cannot. The invoke construct required for the invocation and thus the exe-
cution of services is considered to be fixed, so that service execution cannot
be distributed. The solution proposed in [125] thus does not deal with the
distribution of workflows with regard to their functionality, but in terms of
their data operations. These data operations are kept within mobile nodes
and can be assigned to devices that host at least one fixed node, i.e. service,
in order to reduce the number of necessary data updates that have to be
communicated between the single involved devices. In that scope, the same
authors have published experimental results on the evaluation of effective
data synchronization methods between multiple devices [126].
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Research in the area of distribution patterns [14] are of only limited use
for the domain of Web applications, since it is assumed that parts of the
distributed logic can be deployed directly at the Web service hosting server.
However, mashups incorporate data and services from 3rd party provides,
whose services cannot be modified by the mashup itself.

Although automata decomposition provides the means to partition a fi-
nite automata, it does not consider problems related to the distribution of
the generated partitions. Moreover, the premises for the automata decom-
position algorithms in general differ from the ones within this thesis, since
automata decomposition tries to minimize the automaton’s structure and not
to achieve a functional distribution of automata and respective communica-
tion and synchronization methods.
In general, the main focus relies on the proof that each automaton can be
built up from and decomposed to some basic structures. However, this ap-
proach of an arbitrary decomposition and thus distribution is not compatible
with the one striven in this thesis since the locations of services, which take
part in the composition, are predefined [75, 109].

No work was found on the distribution of a structured application exe-
cution between client and server, although it brings the advantage of truly
parallel execution. Moreover, it enables binding of local services to meet
abstract functionality descriptions given in service composition. In addition,
it might increase privacy by allowing only the local services to operate on
sensitive data.

Service recovery mechanisms in case of failures is either absent in the
literature or only handled coarsely like in [37]. Even workflow data guards
as introduced in [56] only guarantee that the guard conditions defined on
data are not violated without being noticed. Consequently, when they are
violated the developer has to take care of the situation by him- or herself.

Current approaches to extending Web applications with offline capability
require the installation of additional software, e.g. a Web browser extension.
POW, which was chosen to execute Web application in offline mode by au-
thors of [124], integrates a light-weight Web server and embedded SQLite
database into the Web browser. Also Gears [68], which requires a SQLite
database, needs to be downloaded and installed. The same strategy was
chosen for Widgets [30]. Modifying the Web browser or installing any exten-
sions conflicts with objective of this thesis to guarantee compatibility with the
broadest possible range of heterogeneous user devices by relying on standard
Web browsers. Moreover, the software should be stored offline seamlessly
without user interaction in order to provide the same feeling one has when
using the same application online.
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3.3.3 Novel Idea

In this thesis, an algorithm is presented that enables the distribution of a
given underlay system among multiple devices, so that every device is in
control of the locally available services. Here, the distribution algorithm
automatically generates communication primitives for messages exchanged
between the devices hosting a part of the underlay system, so that the dis-
tributed underlay system’s execution provides the same functionality as the
origin undistributed underlay system.

3.4 An Architecture for Dynamic Web Mashups

This thesis aims to define an underlay system for Web applications that
paves the way towards more dynamic and distributable Web applications.
Within the remainder of this section, requirements for an underlay system
are discussed that overcomes several shortcomings of today’s Web mashups as
laid out in sections 3.1-3.3. In addition, an architectural extension enabling
the embedding of the underlay system within the mashup architecture is
outlined.

3.4.1 An Underlay System for Web Mashups: Requirements

The underlay system itself has to meet five central requirements as abstractly
depicted in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Requirements for the underlay system.

First, the underlay system itself has to support the structured execution
of Web applications so that applications can be developed on a higher level
of abstraction. Here, the underlay system has to bridge the gap between the
composition languages available in other domains such as SOA and a user-
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centric graphical presentation of the application stemming from the Web
domain.

Mobile devices can spontaneously leave and enter the connection range
of the user, leading to a changing availability of services. Therefore, the un-
derlay system should encompass a mechanism that can respond to changing
service availability and deal with the automatic replacement of services in a
self-contained manner.

Instead of incorporating concrete services or APIs, the underlay system
has to build upon abstract services so that an instantiation of the underlay
system can be performed during the deployment of an application. Here, the
underlay system should dynamically incorporate services from the available
devices in order to create an application adapted to the user’s needs and
preferences.

The dynamic integration of services into a given underlay system forms
the basis for the distribution of the underlay system, where the single parts of
the underlay system should become responsible for the control of all services
hosted on the single devices. This distribution of underlay systems promises
to support certain offline capabilities of the Web application in the case that
the only accessible services are those hosted and controlled on the local device.
Moreover, private data does not need to be transmitted over the network
when it is only processed by local services, so a certain degree of privacy can
be ensured for selected data items.

To make the underlay system accessible for common end-users, there
should be a mechanism to derive an underlay system and thus a respec-
tive Web mashup automatically from a given request. The goal here is to
support common end-users in becoming creators and providers of Web appli-
cations in the same way that social networks and applications have enabled
end-users to become data providers on the Web.

3.4.2 Architectural Embedding of Underlay Systems

The key aim of this thesis is to leverage access to services residing on mul-
tiple user devices and combine their capabilities within value-added Web
applications. To ensure the seamless integration of services from highly het-
erogeneous devices into an underlay system, the Web is considered to be
the unifying platform for service integration. Thus, the modifications at the
client side should remain as small as possible to ensure a wide support of
user devices. For mobile user devices, a common Web browser to access the
Web is considered standard.
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To achieve a seamless embedding of the underlay system, the present
mashup architecture as introduced in section 2.2.5 is extended to enable
the dynamic integration of services residing on different user devices and
form a custom Web mashup spread among multiple devices. The respective
architectural extension is illustrated in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Extending the mashup architecture.

In order to abstract from service implementations, interface descriptions
and behavioral descriptions are used that enable the addressing of services
based on their functionality rather than on their endpoints themselves. These
description are kept in Service Repositories either at the client or the server
side. Within Figure 3.4, the client’s repository is drawn at the client side;
however, this repository may as well be kept on a server so no additional
data has to be present at the client side initially. Given a request for a
specific service functionality, a Service Integration Engine –located both on
server and client side– is capable of deriving a service from the local repos-
itory that meets this given request. Based on this abstract request, service
classes featuring the same behavior are addressed instead of concrete service
implementations so that the service integration becomes independent from
the location of the service itself.

When all abstract services within an underlay system have been replaced
by concrete services, the underlay system becomes executable; the Runtime
Environment excecutes the underlay systems, in which parts of the system
can be executed on one or more clients and a server.

Thus, the classic mashup architecture is extended by Service Repositories
that hold service descriptions for the dynamic integration of services via the
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Service Integration Engine. When deploying an underlay system to a set of
devices, the abstract services are replaced by concrete services residing on
the single devices. Afterwards, a sophisticated partitioning algorithm dis-
tributes the underlay system so every device is in control of its local services.
To ensure that the distributed underlay system exposes the same behavior
as the undistributed underlay system, the partitioning algorithm includes
communication structures within the single parts of the underlay system. Its
coherent execution and respective state management is ensured by a novel
communication protocol referred to as Orchestration Synchronization Proto-
col (OSP), which controls the communication and data passage between the
single Runtime Environments executing parts of the underlay system.

The underlay system itself can be automatically generated based on a
user request that specifies the effects the resulting mashup should provide.
Here, the algorithm takes a time limit given by the user into account. The
creation algorithm is tailored to increase the chances of finding an appropriate
solution within the given time span.

All client-side components are realized in pure JavaScript, and can be
pushed to the clients during the initialization phase of the distribution.
Thereby, no modifications of the clients are required, so the distributed un-
derlay systems are usable on every user device featuring a Web browser, such
as smartphones, PDAs, or netbooks.

The reminder of this thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 4, an un-
derlay system for integrated Web mashups is introduced that enables the
structured execution of services within Web mashups. The underlay’s per-
spective on services is resource oriented and thereby enables a direct mapping
to a respective presentation as a Web mashup. Here, the underlay system
is defined in such a way that it meets the lower three requirements illus-
trated in Figure 3.3. Chapter 5 deals with an algorithm for the automatic
creation of the underlay system, while chapter 6 discusses its distribution.
These chapters demonstrate the appropriateness of the underlay system for
the remaining two requirements. Chapter 7 specifies the required compo-
nents to support the previously introduced underlay systems and introduces
a communication protocol for the distributed execution of Web mashups.





Chapter 4

An Underlay System for Dynamic Web

Mashups

In this chapter, an underlay system for composed Web applications is intro-
duced that decouples the development of applications from the heterogeneous
devices hosting the application’s respective services. In addition, it provides
a direct mapping between the underlay system’s state and a graphical presen-
tation by introducing a resource-oriented perspective on services and data.

Section 4.1 derives the central components required for the realization of
an underlay system. Section 4.2 then specifies a service model constituting
the basis for service compositions, while section 4.3 defines the underlay
system based on a bipartite graph concept. Here, special emphasis is put on
the modelling of parallel service execution, the realization of realtime based
timeouts that makes the underlay responsive to environmental changes, and
a resource oriented view on services that enables the underlay’s mapping to a
graphical presentation. Section 4.4 then finally discusses the communication
between multiple underlay systems.

4.1 Central Components of the Mashup Underlay System

The Web’s architecture is distancing itself sharply from other architectural
styles for distributed systems like the Service Oriented Architecture by rely-
ing on a simple design based on a communication protocol featuring a very
limited set of interaction primitives and the concept of resources identified by
URIs. Thereby, Web applications make a strong contrast to other composite
applications such as business processes that rely on a heavy WS*-stack. It is
thus aimed at keeping the definition of the underlay system in line with the
Web’s key concept of simplicity. In addition, the underlay is defined in an
abstract and formal way, so it can be instantiated by various services com-
position languages and thus remains independent from a specific language
itself.

77
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In order to meet the the underlay system’s requirements as discussed in
section 3.4.1, the following components of the underlay system are defined
within the scope of this section.

• Structured service composition execution – A model for the structured
execution of services, supporting the paradigm of programming-in-the-
large, is required to lessen dependency on specific scripting languages
and to separate the concerns of service execution and data passage.
The model must be defined so it can be automatically created and
distributed by respective algorithms.

• Dataflow - One of the key aspects of mashups is their ability to aggre-
gate content from various sources and to integrate it in order to create
value-added Web applications. Therefore, a model that can capture
the passage of data between services in an abstract way and does not
rely on specific single services itself is required.

• Time Awareness – Within a domain featuring mobile devices that act
as service providers, time awareness is considered an integral part of the
underlay system so it can dynamically adapt to environmental changes
and service availability without requiring external triggers. Thus, when
a service is no longer responding, it must be dynamically replaceable
during runtime without requiring external services or triggers.

• Presentation and Interaction Layer – Mashups are user-centric applica-
tions. Therefore, the underlay system must provide a means to derive a
graphical presentation based on the current state of the single services
that can support interaction with end-users.

Within the remainder of this section, the components listed above are
shown to be sufficient to ensure an underlay system’s structured execution,
its presentation mapping, its responsiveness to failures, and its abstraction
from service implementations. Within chapters 5 and 6, algorithms for the
automatic creation and distribution of underlay systems are introduced, re-
spectively, which proove that the underlay system defined within this section
also meets the final two requirements derived in section 3.4.1.

4.2 Service Model and Basic Concepts

Services are considered as stateless, i.e. it is possible to create a response for
every request leading to the invocation of a service without additional knowl-
edge of the preceding or succeeding communication [62]. RESTful services
can be considered as classic representatives of this kind of services. Note that
–on a formal level– statelessness does not restrict the expressiveness of the
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formal service composition model, since stateful services can be considered
a composition of stateless services, where the states are encapsulated in the
composition of the single service itself [18].

The service model comprises four general elements for service description,
which are generally summarized in the following [88]. First, inputs and out-
puts of a service denote the data that is fed into and eventually retrieved
from the services before and after its execution, respectively. Thus, services
are considered as black boxes exposing a certain I/O behavior [53]. Inputs
and outputs of a service are distinguishable by a unique identifier referred to
as port, so an output port of a certain service can be connected to the input
port of another. Here, connections between ports are restricted by port types,
which denote the domain of the input or output data. For instance, a port
type may be a primitive data type like Integer and String, or even a com-
plex data type. Thus, only ports with the same port type can be connected;
it is assumed that additional services will provide transformations between
different (potentially compatible) data types; for instance, there may be a ser-
vice to convert Doubles into Floats. Moreover, preconditions are conditional
statements that have to be fulfilled before a service’s execution, while effects
constitute conditional statements fulfilled after a service’s execution. These
fourfold descriptions of services relying on inputs, outputs, preconditions,
and effects, are commonly referred to as IOPE descriptions [88]. Therefore,
services are described by their IOPE descriptions and are thus considered as
abstract services defined within section 2.1.

This thesis aims to develop an underlay system that fits conceptually
within the REST architectural style. Therefore, it is abstracted from con-
crete service descriptions such as WSMO [46] or OWL-S [112], which are
capable of providing IOPE descriptions for services and already have been
the focal point of extensive research [212, 187, 95]. Instead, it is focused on
the conceptual definition of services by means of inputs and outputs, which
are addressable by ports and can be assigned a certain type of data, and
preconditions and effects, which are either true or false and can thus be re-
garded as a Boolean. Although the handling of preconditions and effects
during the service composition’s execution does not differ from Boolean in-
puts and outputs, they provide a special means to support the automatic
composition of services by representing conceptual correlations between in-
puts and outputs of services. Section 5.2 addresses the capability in greater
detail. Through this abstraction, the proposed model remains independent
from current technologies and promises to have a longer scientific value. As
a proof of concept, the proposed models are instantiated in chapter 8 dealing
with the actual realization of the underlay system for Web mashups.
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To represent service compositions properly as well as to control their
execution, a bipartite graph concept, which is based on a workflow graph
controlling the execution of the single components within a service compo-
sition and a dataflow graph defining the passage of data between services’
output and input ports, is introduced. Each transition of the workflow graph
corresponds to a service containing I/O parameters and a set of effects it
generates during execution as described above.

When a service’s precondition is met, the service can be executed. Thereby,
an action representing the service functionality is performed, which consumes
the service’s input and generates a finite set of effects and a finite set of out-
puts. Transitions between locations are optionally annotated with guards,
which restrict the transition’s passage by requiring the satisfaction of spe-
cific preconditions or previously generated outputs. Notably, the output of a
service is not necessarily required as input for a service reached in the next
transition within the workflow graph; instead, an output may also become
relevant after multiple other services have been executed. Therefore, a sec-
ond graph is defined, specifying the dataflow within a service composition.
This dataflow graph shares the set of locations with the workflow graph, but
represents the flow of outputs from one service component to the input of an-
other with its transitions. A guard for passing a transition within a workflow
graph that would lead to the execution of the next service can thus depend on
the presence of a set of effects (expressed through preconditions) and on the
availability of all inputs that have to be created as outputs of other services
before. Notably, the dataflow graph is not necessarily completely connected,
thus may be a set of graphs.

In the following section, the service composition model is specified for-
mally together with its respective execution semantics.

4.3 Service Composition Model

4.3.1 Workflow Graph

There are several languages used to describe a composition of services; some
of them have already been highlighted in 2.3.2. However, most of them
are redundant in terms of expressiveness, and are driven by concrete prod-
ucts and respective companies [192]. Therefore, the workflow of the service
composition, which is part of the underlay system, is specified according a
well-defined and formal model for the representation of workflows.

Finite automata [22, 58] and Petri nets [121, 165] are the most prominent
representatives for the formal modelling of service compositions. Both pro-
vide a mathematical basis to specify the execution order of single processes
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or services. Both models have been extended through concepts to consider
realtime during the execution of the overall system, leading to the definition
of timed automata [6, 51] and time Petri nets [24]. In 2002, it was shown
that timed automata and time petri nets are equivalent [72]. Although they
are equivalent with timed petri nets in terms of timed language acceptance,
timed automata are more expressive in terms of weak timed bisimilarity, to
the extent that Petri nets have to be extended by the concept of priorities to
obtain the same expressiveness as timed automata [23].

This thesis focuses on the usage of timed automata theory as underlying
concept for the definition of the execution order of services within service
composition, since automata do not require token concepts and are therefore
more human-readable. In [144], a transformation from UML state machines
[52] to timed automata has already proven that automata theory can be easily
accessed by user-friendly modeling languages such as UML. In any case, all
results stemming from this thesis that center on a timed automaton-based
model can be transferred to models based on timed petri nets due to their
functional equivalence; respective translations have already been proposed
[35].

Timed automata are finite automata [22, 58] extended by a set of real-
time valued clocks. The definition provided by Clarke et al. in [39] is referred
to in the following.

Let X be a finite set of real-valued variables standing for clocks. Clock
constraints are then defined as follows.

Definition 4.1 (Clock Constraints). A clock constraint is a conjunctive for-
mula of atomic constraints of the form x ∗ n or x − y ∗ n for x, y ∈ X,
∗ ∈ {≤, <,=, >,≥} and n ∈ N. C(X) denotes the set of clock constraints. If
ϕ1 is in C(X), then ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 is also in C(X).

A Timed Automaton is defined as follows.

Definition 4.2 (Timed Automaton). A timed automaton A is a 6-tuple
{Σ, L, l0, X, I, T}, where

1. Σ is a finite alphabet (standing for actions),
2. L is a finite set of locations,
3. l0 ⊆ L are the initial locations (also called starting locations),
4. X is a set of clocks,
5. I : L →C(X) assigns invariants to locations, i.e., provides a mapping

from locations to clock constraints, and
6. T ⊆ L× C(X)× Σ× 2X × L is the set of transitions.
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As abbreviations, l
g,a,λ→ l′ stands for 〈l, g, α, λ, l′〉, i.e. the transition leading

from location l to l′. The transition is restricted by the constraint g (often
called guard); λ ⊆ X denotes the set of clocks reset during the transition
passage.

Notably, many model checkers such as UPPAAL [191, 102], operating on
timed automata, restrict the location invariants to downwards closed ones,
i.e. only allow invariants of the form x ≤ n or x < n for n ∈ N.

Infinite state transition systems (sometimes called infinite state transi-
tion graphs) are used as a model for a timed automaton A. Deep intro-
ductions into the notion of transition systems can be found in [84, 110].
Here, the definition of Clarke et al. [39] is followed, specifying an infinite
state transition system T (A) for a given timed automaton A as a 4-tuple
T (A) = {Σ, Q,Q0, R}. A state q ∈ Q of this transition system is defined as
a pair (l, v), where l ∈ L is a location and v : x→ R+ is a clock assignment.
The initial states are identified by all initial locations, where all clocks are
set to zero, i.e. Q0 = {(l, v)|l ∈ L0 ∧ ∀x ∈ X [v(x) = 0]}.

The definition of the state transition relation is implied by the two fol-
lowing requirements. First, a notion is required to reset a clock to zero, i.e.,
for λ ∈ X, v[λ := 0] is defined for mapping all clocks in λ to zero. For d ∈ R,
v + d is defined as a clock assignment that maps the current value of v to
v(x)+d for all clocks x ∈ X. Based on this, two different types of transitions
are defined, covering the passage of time and the triggering of actions. Time
can pass while the system is in a specific location as long as the according
state invariant is not violated. This elapsing of time is referred to as delayed

transition, specified as (l, v)
d→ (l, v + d), d ∈ R+, subject to the condition

that the invariant I(l) is not violated for every v + e, 0 ≤ e ≤ d. The second
type of transitions describes the actual execution of an action and is thus
referred to as action transition. If there is a transition 〈l, α, g, λ, l′〉 where
v satisfies g and v′ = v[λ := 0], we note (l, v)

α→ (l′, v′) for a transition
with α ∈ Σ. Together, we receive the transition relation R for T (A) as
(l, v)R(l′, v′) (also written as (l, v)

α⇒ (l′, v′)), if there are l′′ and v′′ so that

(l, v)
d→ (l′′, v′′)

α→ (l′, v′) for some d ∈ R. Thus, an action α can also be
performed without elapsing time, i.e. in the case that d = 0. Moreover, α
may also stand for the empty action τ ∈ Σ, i.e. a transition can also be
passed without entailing the execution of a specific action.

Since actions are supposed to model the behaviour of a service, the exe-
cution of an action α is mapped onto the consumption of inputs, the creation
of outputs and the generations of effects. Inputs and outputs are regarded as
typed variables bounded to specific ports, enabling the definition of I/O pas-
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sage by means of a dataflow graph. The domains of variables thus constitute
their primitive data type.

Workflow graphs Θ are modeled as timed automata as defined in Defini-
tion 4.2, extended by the ability of actions α ∈ Σ to operate on typed vari-
ables and effects. Typed variables are defined as 2-tuples (x,Γ (x)), where x
is a variable and Γ (x) its respective domain. Let V be a finite set of typed
variables. Regarding the treatment of effects, E is defined as a final set of
variables γ∗ ∈ {0, 1} indicating whether an effect γ has been created (γ∗ set
to 1) or not (γ∗ set to 0). It is assumed that V contains at least all variables
of E , thus, E⊆V .

Definition 4.3 (Guard Constraints). A real-value constraint is a proposi-
tional logic formula x ∗ n, where x ∈ V is a typed variable, n ∈ R and
∗ ∈ {<,≤,≥, >,==}. C(R\V) denotes the set of real-value constraints con-
taining only variables of V .

If ϕ1 and ϕ2 are in C(R\V), ϕ1∧ϕ2, ϕ1∨ϕ2 and ¬ϕ1 are also in C(R\V).
Let ϕc ∈ C(X) be a clock constraint as defined in Definition 4.1, ϕr a

real-value constraint.
A guard constraint is a formula ϕ = ϕc|ϕr|ϕc∧ϕr evaluating to a Boolean.

C(X ◦R\V) denotes the set of all guard constraints.

The workflow graph is defined as a timed automaton whose actions and
guards can also operate on typed variables.

Definition 4.4 (Workflow Graph). A workflow graph Θ is a timed automa-
ton as defined in Definition 4.2, where

1. Σ is a finite alphabet. The alphabet represents the actions that are
identified by the single services within the service composition.

2. L is a finite set of locations defining the service compositions’s current
state,

3. l0 ∈ L are the initial locations defining the initial state of the service
composition,

4. X is a set of clocks,
5. I : L→ C(X) assigns invariants to locations, restricting the system in

the amount of time it is allowed to remain in the current state, and
6. T ⊆ L× C(X ◦ R\V) ×Σ × 2X × L is the set of transitions, denoting

the execution of a service (represented by an action α). The passage of
a transition (and thus the execution of a service) thereby depends on
whether the according guard is met.

In order to decide whether an output of a service component is required
as an input for another one, a dataflow graph is introduced in the following
section.
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4.3.2 Dataflow Graph

Dataflow graphs represent the connections of output and input ports. They
keep the same locations as the workflow graph introduced in Definition 4.4
and use labeled transitions to express inter-component data passing.

Definition 4.5 (Dataflow Graph Ω). A dataflow graph Ω is a labeled di-
rected digraph Ω = {N,P,E}, where,

1. N is a final set of labeled nodes, which is equivalent to the set of
locations L held in the corresponding workflow graph Θ,

2. P is a set of port mappings represented by 2-tuples p = (p1, p2) in-
dicating the passage of the output from port p1 to the input port p2,
and

3. E ⊆ N × P ×N is a final set of labeled directed transitions.

Each location represents the data generated by the execution of action
αi; therefore a node is labeled with d(αi) to identify the output data from
action αi. If a transition is passed within a workflow graph Θ entailing the
execution of action αi, all outgoing transitions from location d(αi) within the

corresponding dataflow graph Ω are passed. A transition passage d(αi)
(pm,pn)→

d(αj) within Ω effectuates that the output at port pm from action αi is
redirected to input port pn of action αj in the case that action αi is executed
within Θ.

The definition for a service composition can now be given as follows.

Definition 4.6 (Service Composition S). A service composition S is a 3-
tuple S= 〈Θ,Ω,Υ〉, where

1. Θ is a workflow graph as defined in definition 4.4,
2. Ω is a dataflow graph as defined in definition 4.5, and
3. Υ is a finite set of abstract services.

The following section discusses a small example for service composition
representation and control.

4.3.3 Workflow and Dataflow Graph Interworking

An exemplary service composition is abstractly depicted in Figure 4.1.
The involved abstract services are represented by rectangles labeled with

an action αi describing their functionality. The order of execution, i.e., the
workflow, is depicted by bold arrows, while the passage of inputs and outputs
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Figure 4.1: Abstract depiction of a possible service composition.

is indicated by dashed arrows. They connect the service’s output ports,
drawn as numbered squares, with the input ports of other services.

The example service composition contains five abstract services (labeled
with α1, ..., α5).

After α1 has been started, either α2 or α3 and α4 are executed. In the case
that both execution paths are enabled, i.e. all premises in terms of I/O and
effect availability are met, a path is chosen nondeterministically according to
the notion of transition systems.

While service executions in common service composition representations
like that in Figure 4.1 are represented as nodes within graphs, the service
composition model defined above specifies service executions as actions per-
formed during transitions between locations. The workflow graph deduced
from the example service composition is illustrated in Figure 4.2 (a).

Guards restricting the transition from a location l to a location l′ operate
on the generated effects (through preconditions) and a final set of inputs and
outputs. Outputs are not stored but redirected to input ports by means of
the corresponding dataflow graph. The dataflow graph depicted in Figure
4.2 (b) corresponds to the workflow graph illustrated in Figure 4.2 (a).

For instance, the execution of α1 implies the redirection of the output
from the first output port of α1 to the second input port of α2 and the first
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Figure 4.2: (a) An according workflow graph. (b) A dataflow graph representing the I/O
passing.

input port of α3. Moreover, the output from the second output port of α1 is
forwarded to the second input port of α3 and to the second input port of α5.

4.3.4 From Sequential to Parallel Execution

Because of their relation to automata and their given transition relation in-
troduced in section 4.3.1, workflow graphs already support a wide set of
control structures required to guide the execution order of services; the three
most important ones are abstractly depicted in Figure 4.3. First, nonde-
terministic decisions between multiple possible services are modeled with a
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Figure 4.3: Basic control structures of automata semantics. (a) Nondeterministic selec-
tion. (b) Choice. (c) Looping.

finite set of outgoing transitions labeled with the same guard g. When the
guard is met, all transitions are enabled and the transition relation discussed
in section 4.3.1 selects a transition nondeterministically. Decisions such as
IF/ELSE or SWITCH/CASE statements are represented by multiple outgoing
transitions labeled with different guards g1, ..., gk. Here, deadlocks can oc-
cur when all guards are evaluated as false under a given set of constraints.
Moreover, multiple guards may be true, entailing a nondeterministic decision
making between the enabled transitions. Last, looping can be modeled with
transitions pointing back to the origin state as depicted in Figure 4.3 (c).

However, classic semantics for timed automata define actions as variable
modifications performed during the passage of a transition. For instance,
when a transition is labeled with the action x = 1, the variable x is set to
one during the passage of the transition, so x equals one when the transition
has led to the next location. This semantics do not allow the expression
of parallel behavior, since only sequences of actions can be modeled. Thus,
if actions are identified with service executions, parallel service execution
cannot be modeled.

Therefore, the understanding of actions of timed automata is adapted
in order to support both sequential and parallel service executions. This
can be achieved by identifying actions with service invocations instead of
service executions. Thus, when a transition is passed, the service is invoked
so the finalization of the service’s execution cannot be guaranteed when the
following location is reached. Thereby, the automaton can directly pass the
next transition, which implies the invocation of the next service. Note that
the passage of transitions itself does not consume time, since it is considered
as an action transition as introduced in section 4.3.1. Thus, services that are
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modeled by a sequence of action transitions are invoked sequentially without
time delay so that the services are executed in parallel.

This model for parallel execution of services is insufficient in the case that
the biggest subset of a given set of services should be executed in parallel.
Assume two services α1 and α2 are selected for parallel execution. When the
services are initiated in the order α1 → α2, it may be possible that α1 cannot
be started because an input is missing. The blocking of the transition would
also entail that service α2 does not start, although its guard may be met.
Therefore, a control structure for parallel execution of services is required.
The left-hand side of Figure 4.4 depicts an abstract workflow reflecting the
previously described situation of two services α1 and α2, which should be
executed in parallel.

Figure 4.4: Timed automaton structure ensuring parallel execution.

The right-hand side of the same Figure depicts the timed automaton that
corresponds to the abstract service composition. Here, the execution of α2

would be forestalled in the case that guard g1 is not met although g2 may
be fulfilled. In order to unblock this behavior, an additional idle state is
automatically inserted during the generation of the workflow graph, which
is entered after every execution of a service that may be executed in parallel
to other services. The accordingly modified workflow graph is illustrated in
Figure 4.5.

Because of this modification, the timed automaton moves into the idle
state as soon as the guard of the next service is not met, so that the invocation
of another service can be initiated whose guards have been fulfilled. The
utilization of semaphores ensures that every service is only executed once.
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Figure 4.5: Extended timed automaton structure ensuring parallel execution.

The modelling of parallel service executions by means of sequential ser-
vice invocations as introduced above entails the adaptation of the model for
sequential service executions. Note that a sequence α1 → α2 of two services
is only executed sequentially, if the guard gα2 forestalls the execution of α2

until α1 has finished its execution. When at least one output of α1 is used as
input for α2, this restriction is automatically enacted through the dataflow
graph. However, when α2 should not be executed before α1 is finished, al-
though both services do not have a data related dependency, this restriction
has to be modeled explicitly. Therefore, every service invocation entails the
creation of a Boolean containing a unique process identifier. As soon as α1

is invoked, a variable pidα1 is created and set to zero. When the execution
of α1 is terminated, pidα1 is set to one. The guard protecting the invocation
of α2 is joined with pidα1 == 1, so that α2 cannot be invoked before the
finalization of α1’s execution has been indicated. This model for the guaran-
tee of finished service executions is also used to specify timeouts, which are
introduced in section 4.3.5.

The technique of invoking services sequentially to support their parallel
execution is based on the concept of asynchronous service calls and has been
used more frequently within the Web since the appearance of Ajax and the
XMLHttpRequest object as introduced in section 2.2.4.1. Asynchronous ser-
vices are controlled by means of callback functions, i.e. whenever a service
finishes its execution, it does not return a data set, but invokes a predefined
function, the so-called callback function. This kind of eventing mechanism
has been modeled with polled semaphores. Thus, each service α is assigned
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a unique process identified pidα represented by a Boolean, which is set to
zero when α is invoked and set to one as soon as α has finished its execution.
Thereby, the eventing mechanism realized by callbacks is expressed through
a semaphore concept based on a shared memory, i.e. a set of shared variables.
Section 8.2 later introduces a runtime environment for the underlay system
defined in this section, highlighting the realization of asynchronous service
invocations within the Web domain.

4.3.5 Modelling Timeouts

Workflow graphs are modeled through timed automata in order to make the
underlay system capable of responding to environmental changes in a self-
contained manner. A concrete service composition, i.e. an instance of an
abstract service composition, may fail to work because one or more concrete
services are no longer responding, either because they have crashed or are
no longer available since the device they are hosted on has left the user’s
connection range. By allowing the definition of timeouts via clocks and guard
constraints, such failed services can be dynamically recovered during runtime.

There are multiple ways to model timeouts within workflows, which are
quickly discussed in the following. An abstract service equipped with a time-
out mechanism so that a concrete service bound to this abstract service can
be dynamically replaced when it does not respond within a given time span,
is referred to as protected service in the following.

In general, a clock is created for every protected service invocation and
reset to zero whenever a transition is passed that implies the invocation
of such a protected service. This clock thus measures the time that has
already elapsed since the services has been evoked. However, as introduced in
section 4.3.4, the passage of a transition corresponds to a service invocation
and not to a service execution, so that parallel execution of services can
be expressed by a sequence of services, i.e. by a sequence of asynchronous
service calls. Thereby, the current state of a workflow graph is unpredictable
when a timeout elapses. The workflow graph can be virtually within every
location that succeeds the transition corresponding to the invocation of a
protected service. Thus, every location would require a method to respond
to an elapsing timeout. This method can be realized by the addition of
transitions leading from every location within the workflow graph to the
location that precedes the transition, and labeled with the protected service.
The transitions itself invoke a service that deals with the replacement of the
protected service, then invoke the protected service, which is now instantiated
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by means of another concrete service, and finally lead back to the current
location of the workflow.

This approach exposes multiple weaknesses. First, 2 × (n − 1) ×m ad-
ditional transitions are required, where n denotes the number of locations
within the workflow graph and m is the number of protected services. More-
over, m semaphores are required to guide a workflow to the replaced service
invocation and back to the current location of the workflow graph. In addi-
tion, this proceeding can lead to the replacement of services although their
substitution is not inherently necessary. Consider a protected service α with
a given timeout of 500 milliseconds. Assume further that the results gener-
ated by α are not used by another service or the user within the next 700
milliseconds. Replacing the service after 500 milliseconds would thus neglect
the chance that the service might respond in the following 200 milliseconds,
which would not have affected the overall execution of the service composi-
tion.

Therefore, a time-bound and data-driven replacement is introduced, that
1) reduces the additional transitions required to realize a timeout and 2) only
replaces a service in on-demand fashion, i.e. when the given time boundary
has been exceeded and the results of the service are required within the next
step. Moreover, this structure can be easily generated; appendix A.2.3 makes
use of this property.

The timeout mechanism is realized by a so-called timeout construct ; the
extension is illustrated in Figure 4.6. Figure 4.6 (a) shows a transition with
a guard g and an action α. In the case that α should represent a protected
service, the transition’s annotation is extended to set a special clock cα back
to zero; this clock measures the time that α has elapsed since its invocation.
Figure 4.6 (b) illustrates this minor modification.

Figure 4.6 (c) finally shows the timeout construct. It is attached to every
location that has an outgoing transition that is labeled with a service invoca-
tion which takes at least one output from α as input. Within the illustration,
the invocation of β would thus require at least one output from α as input.

Asynchronous service calls are realized by callbacks as introduced in sec-
tion 4.3.4. This callback is modeled by a Boolean pidα that is set to one when
the service has responded to the service invocation with the corresponding
result; otherwise, the Boolean is zero. When the predefined amount of time
granted for the execution of α has elapsed and the service has not yet re-
sponded (pidα == 0), the timeout construct is entered. Here, the concrete
service is substituted with a special service replace(α). When no appropriate
replacement can be found, the workflow moves into a failure state; the han-
dling of this kind of exception follows the decisions of the software developer.
If a replacement was found, the new service is incorporated and executed.
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Figure 4.6: (a) Origin part of the workflow graph. (b) Modification of the workflow
graph for the protected transition. (c) Timeout construct.

After the invocation of the new service, the workflow moves back into the
current location and resets the respective timer.

Note that this timeout construct can exist multiple times. When β re-
quires two inputs from two different services that are both protected, there
is one timeout construct for the invocation of each service.

4.3.6 Resource Orientation

So far, a service composition has been defined as a 3-tuple consisting of a
workflow graph, a dataflow graph, and a set of abstract services. Within this
section, these service compositions are extended by the concept of resources
and respective presentation mappings to form an underlay system for Web
mashups that supports the generation of a graphic presentation of the un-
derlying service composition to visualize the composition’s current state and
provide means for user interaction. Therefore, the notion of actions, which
have been associated with service invocations so far, is extended by resources
on which the actions are executed.
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An abstract resource is defined by its type, a finite set of attributes that are
expressed by key-value pairs, and a finite set of presentation mappings. For
instance, a resource of the type location possesses two attributes lat and long
that hold the coordinates of the location as Integers. The default presentation
mapping may display the values as a String. A concrete resource possesses
one well-defined type, one presentation mapping, and a unique identifier.
The values of the single attributes can be set to specific values or remain
uninitialized. For instance, the concrete resource userLoc can be of the type
location, where lat = x and long = y denote the user’s current position.
The presentation mapping can be set to none, so that the resource does not
expose a presentation but only serves as input for another service, like a map
service that can visualize the user’s location on a map.

All inputs and outputs of an underlay system are considered as attributes
of resources. That way, a service takes a subset of one or more resources as an
input and generates a set of outputs that constitute attributes of a resource.
Although a service can take attributes from multiple different resources as
input, its output attributes have to operate on a single resource only. This
restriction simplifies the classification of services based on the resource they
are modifying. The extension of resource modifications so that a single ser-
vice can operate on attributes stemming from multiple resources is discussed
within the scope of future work in section 9.2.

This resource-oriented perspective on data and services, which can be
classified by the resource on which they are operating, allows the mapping
of resources to presentations. These presentations are updated every time a
resource is modified and thus provide a graphic presentation of the underlay
system’s state for every point in time. The current specification of resources
and functions is listed in appendix B.

Within the remainder of this thesis, abstract resources and concrete re-
sources are simply referred to as resources when the differentiation is either
obvious or does not matter in the current context.

An action is defined as a 2-tuple consisting of an abstract service and a
concrete resource. When the abstract resource is later replaced by a concrete
service to make the underlay executable, the action is performed upon the
given resource.

Both the abstract service and the resource are required for the replace-
ment of an abstract service by a concrete one. A concrete service matches
an abstract service if it can provide the abstract functionality, and operates
on the same resources, i.e. has the same inputs and outputs.

Each underlay system operates on a final set of resources, which can
be accessed and modified by the involved services; this set is referred to
as resource space in the following. Resources possess two different types
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of properties, which then become important when an underlay system is
distributed among multiple devices. Section 6.2 addresses this issue.

Both the mapping from abstract services to concrete services and the
mapping from resource to corresponding presentation are specified in more
detail in chapter 7.

4.4 Communication among multiple Workflows

Workflows constitute a classic instance of service orchestrations where a sin-
gle, central component, i.e. the workflow graph, manages the execution order
of multiple services. One of the objectives of this thesis is to provide a means
to automatically distribute an existing workflow dynamically onto multiple
devices and to execute the single workflows so that they provide the same
behavior and functionality as if the workflow was executed centrally on a
single device.

As soon as those worklfows are executed on different devices, this central
control is lost. As a result of the distribution, multiple workflows reside on
the single devices, thereby providing the means to centrally orchestrate the
local services. Thus, the workflows have to be extended by a mechanism that
enables the coordination of the workflows itself, resulting in a choreography
of orchestrations expressed by multiple distributed workflows.

Communication between multiple parties can be characterized by three
central aspects. First, the number of receivers of a sent message can vary; this
aspect is covered by the notion of unicast messages, where a single sender
transmits a message to a single receiver, and multicast or broadcast mes-
sages, where multiple receivers are addressed by a single message. Here, it
is commonly differed between multicast messages that address a real sub-
set of possible receivers, and broadcast messages that are transmitted to all
possible receivers [9].

The second central aspect is the behavior of the sender after the trans-
mission of the message. Here, it is differentiated between a blocking sender
where the sender blocks the current process until the receiver consumes the
message, and an unblocked sender, where the process can proceed with the
current computations without waiting for the receiver. Due to the time de-
pendencies between sender and receiver, these interaction styles are referred
to as synchronous communication (blocked sender) and asynchronous com-
munication (unblocked sender), respectively.

The third aspect is related to the receiver’s behavior during the reception
of a message. Here, the receiver may either block its calculation when a
message is expected until the message is received. Alternatively, the incoming
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messages may be stored and processed later on when the respective signal
or data is required. Last, messages may be handled opportunistically, i.e. in
the case that a message arrives when it can be managed, it is received and
processed, while it is discarded if not [40].

Within the following sections, six communication patterns that can be
used for inter-workflow communication are highlighted. A corresponding
adaptation of the formal definition of workflows is then given in section 4.5.

4.4.1 Synchronization Channels

One of the central challenges within distributed systems is the remote exe-
cution of services. Thus, if a service α1 requires some input that can only
be provided by another service α2, α1 may call α2 and move into a waiting
state, so that α1 can be resumed as soon as α2 provides the necessary input
after its execution. This kind of synchronous communication is also referred
to as blocking read, since the sender blocks its execution until it is resumed
by the arrival of the expected piece of data from the called service. The prob-
ably most well-known application of this style is the Remote-Procedure-Call
(RPC) [195].

Within the scope of loosely distributed workflows, synchronous commu-
nication is required for three key reasons.

• Access to shared resources (concurrency)
• Enforcement of proper execution order
• Synchronous data passage

The notion of two workflows interacting via synchronous communication
is depicted in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Synchronized unicast message.
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Here, the synchronization takes place as soon as both the sender and
receiver are in their synchronization locations s1 and r1, respectively. In the
event that one workflow enters the location before the other one, it blocks its
processing until the the other workflow also moves into the synchronization
location. During synchronization, the sender and the receiver pass their
transitions simultaneously. The action annotated at the sender’s transition
is executed first; afterwards, the receiver’s action is initiated. This proceeding
enables the sender to generate a piece of dataD that can be directly processed
by the receiver’s action. In the case that the interaction is only required for
signaling purposes, the data item D may be empty.

For example, a workflow may initiate the transmission of either an SMS or
a MMS via a service residing on a smartphone, where the service is embedded
within a respective workflow. The receiver is already in a receiving state
because it is known a priory that either a message or image will be passed for
transmission. The sender may build a data item D = recipient, content, that
defines whether a text message or image should be sent, together with the
content itself and a method getContent(D) that aggregates the content from
a user. The receiver may then receive the data item D and use it directly
within a service sendMessage() to transmit the message to the addressed
recipient. The proceeding is illustrated in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8: Passing data via synchronous channels.

Note that the interaction style of synchronous communication entails an
implicit invocation acknowledgment for the sender, i.e. as soon as the sender
can pass the transition that sends D to the receiver, the sender can be sure
that the data will be directly processed at the receiver’s side.

4.4.2 Broadcast Channels

Within this section, five broadcast communication patterns are derived. All
patterns are defined as broadcast messages addressing a finite set of receivers.
A specification of a single receiver denotes the usage of the broadcast message
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as a unicast message. Note that synchronous messages as introduced before
can entail serious problems with reagrd to deadlocks.

4.4.2.1 Queued Broadcast Channel

Blocking senders and receivers during synchronous communication can de-
crease the efficiency of the overall system, since processes do not continue
their computation until a certain signal is received or can be transmitted,
respectively. Alternatively, sender and receiver may communicate asyn-
chronously, where the message is transmitted by the sender regardless of
whether the receiver is able to process it directly or not. Instead, messages
are stored at the receiver side and processed as soon as possible. There are
multiple ways to realize such a data space for storing signals, e.g. a unstruc-
tured message heap, a stack or a queue. Here, the former approach requires
an addressing structure for messages such that the required messages can be
looked up by the receiver, while the latter two methods define a processing
order of messages based on their arrival, either in Last In First Out (LIFO)
or First In First Out (LIFO) manner, respectively.

Within this section, buffered asynchronous communication is realized by
means of a signal queue as illustrated in Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9: Multicast message with queued signals.

In this realization, all received messages are inserted into a queue at the
receiver side and processed in the same order. Notably, messages never loose
their importance, i.e. there is no general mechanism to skip a message at
the head of the queue. This is a general problem when a sender transmits
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a message in regular steps in order to communicate the current state of a
certain resource. Here, a message that has not yet been processed by the
receiver may become obsolete as soon as a newer message containing a more
up-to-date state of the resource is received. The following section addresses
the issue of message updates.

4.4.2.2 Updating Broadcast Channel

Updating broadcast channels are queued broadcast channels where messages
within the receiver’s queue are replaced by newer incoming messages of the
same type in the event that they haven’t been processed yet. Thereby, the
temporal relevancy of each queued message item can be ensured. The general
proceeding is illustrated in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10: Multicast message with updated signals.

However, these kinds of channels require additional identification or ad-
dressing schemes, since the message queue has to be searched whenever a
new signal arrives at the receiver side in order to identify older versions of
the same message. This identification mechanism for equal messages can be
avoided by defining a virtual channel for every message type, so that the
queue always holds no or exactly one message, which is then replaced by a
newly incoming one.
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4.4.2.3 Temporally Blocking Broadcast Channel

Synchronous communication channels imply the blocking of either the sender
or the receiver in order to wait for the other workflow’s synchronization mes-
sage, which may reduce the performance of service compositions on single
nodes where the workflow is blocked while waiting for a specific synchroniza-
tion channel although it may process other requests in the meantime.

Moreover, many scenarios do not require a hard synchronization of mes-
sages, but rather expect a tight temporal coupling of communication. Here,
a sender may request a piece of data from multiple services or users and is
only interested in information that is returned within a certain time span.
For instance, a workflow may send out messages to multiple nodes to request
whether the receiver is interested in joining a pervasive game. The sender
may opt to wait for a time span of 20 seconds for positive replies and then
initiates the game with the set of users that have confirmed to join. Replies
that arrive after the given period are discarded since they can no longer be
processed. Alternatively, a method may be defined that processes messages
shortly after the given time span has elapsed to notify the users that their
reply came late.

This communication style is realized by a temporally blocking sender as
depicted in Figure 4.11.

The sender transmits a message that is stored in the signal queue of
the single receivers. Up to this point, the mechanism is equivalent to the
pattern of queued signals. In addition, another process is defined that deletes
messages from the queue after a certain time span has elapsed. This time span
either may have been previously negotiated between sender and receivers, or
was part of the signal message.

4.4.2.4 Discarding Broadcast Channel

When messages are considered optional notifications that may be processed
by the receiver if it currently resides within an idle state, they may be sent
via an discarding channel as depicted in Figure 4.12. Here, messages that
cannot be directly processed by the receiver are dropped.

This type of messages represents a method for best-effort addressing and
can, for instance, be used to search for nodes that are currently available for
a certain processing task.
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Figure 4.11: Multicast message with temporally blocked sender.

Figure 4.12: Multicast message with discarded signals.

4.5 Underlay Systems

Within this section, the definition of an underlay system for distributable
Web application is summarized.

Definition 4.7 (Underlay System). An underlay system Ψ is a service com-
position S= 〈Θ∗,Ω,Υ〉 as defined in definition 4.6, where the modified work-
flow graph Θ∗ contains resource-oriented actions and supports communica-
tion via virtual channels.
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Θ∗ is a timed automaton as defined in Definition 4.2, where

1. Σ is a finite alphabet. The alphabet represents the actions that are
given as 5-tuples as outlined in section 4.3.6,

2. L is a finite set of locations defining the service compositions’s current
state,

3. l0 ∈ L are the initial locations defining the initial state of the service
composition,

4. X is a set of clocks,
5. I : L→ C(X) assigns invariants to locations, restricting the system in

the amount of time it is allowed to remain in the current state, and
6. T ⊆ L× C(X ◦R\V) ×Σ×S×2X×L is the set of transitions, denoting

the execution of a service (represented by an action α). The passage of
a transition (and thus the execution of a service) thereby depends on
whether the according guard is met.

7. R is set of resources,
8. S is a set of synchronizations, and
9. C is a set of channels types.

As abbreviations, l
g,a,s,λ→ l′ stands for 〈l, g, α, s, λ, l′〉, i.e. the transition

leading from location l to l′. The transition is restricted by the constraint g
(often called guard); λ ⊆ X denotes the set of clocks that is reset during the
transition passage. s denotes a signal that is transmitted via the affiliated
channel. While s! denotes the sending of a signal, s? stands for the receiving
of a signal. When the channel cannot be derived from the signal’s name
itself, s/c denotes the transmission of a signal s via a channel c ∈ C.





Chapter 5

Automatic Creation of Underlay Systems

This chapter deals with the automatic creation of underlay systems. While
section 5.1 discusses general approaches for the creation of underlay systems,
the remainder of this chapter deals with an algorithm for the automatic
creation of underlay systems based on a given user request. Special emphasis
is put on enhancing the chances of finding an underlay system to match the
user’s request when given an upper creation time limit. Here, heuristics are
introduced and evaluated that decouple the dependencies of the algorithm’s
performance from the underlaying service domain and thereby increase the
algorithm’s average success rate.

5.1 Towards Creation Methods for Underlay Systems

There are three general approaches to the creation of underlay systems, which
feature different advantages and disadvantages; these approaches are summa-
rized in Table 5.1.

First, the underlay system can be directly created by software devel-
opers through a graphical user interface. Here, tools such as the realtime
model checker UPPAAL [102] can be used as graphical front-end to create
the workflow of the underlay system; a transformation has been developed
that supports the translation from the notion of UPPAAL to the notion of
underlay systems as introduced in section 4.3. This engineering approach
allows the rapid creation of Web applications with the same expressiveness
as any common programming language. However, fundamental program-
ming skills are required to understand the concept of service compositions
and service invocations, so that a usage of this approach is limited to soft-
ware developers only. But because of its expressiveness and flexibility, the
engineering approach is recommended for large-scale complex applications.

Since the challenge of this approach’s realization mostly lies within the
area of software engineering rather than in the area of research, the approach
is not discussed in more detail. However, an example for an engineering
approach towards the creation of underlay systems is presented later within
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Method Applicability Expressiveness Required Skills

Underlay
Engineering

Large-scale
applications

Classic programming
language

For software
engineers only

Markup
Language

Medium-scale
applications

Sequential and parallel
execution via markup
language; other ex-
pressions can be easily
incorporated with
JavaScript.

For skilled end-
users with basic
knowledge on
computers and
simple program-
ming languages.

Effect-driven
Underlay
Creation

Small
applications

Sequential and parallel
execution, as well as
decision making (if/else
or switch/case) possi-
ble, but no looping.

For common
end-users or
software devel-
opers of larger
applications to
automatically
generate an appli-
cation skeleton.

Table 5.1: Methods for the creation of underlay systems.

section 8.4, where some application scenarios based on the concepts developed
within this thesis are presented.

Second, a markup language can be used that abstracts from actual service
implementations and thereby supports the dynamic integration of services of
a given underlay system although the services might be residing on multi-
ple heterogeneous devices. Here, the semantics of the markup language are
restricted to sequential and parallel execution of services. The markup lan-
guage requires a very basic knowledge of markup languages such as HTML;
additional knowledge of simple scripting languages such JavaScript support
a greater expressiveness of the language on top of parallel and sequential ex-
ecution. Since rudimentary programming skills are required to develop Web
applications via the markup language, it is limited to software developers or
skilled end-users (so-called power users). The syntax and the semantics of
the markup language can be found in appendix A.

The main focus of this chapter relies on the third approach, which ex-
tends the concept of dynamic integration of services. In fact, by using the
markup language, the software developer or power user already defines the
structure of the workflow implicitly through the order of the single elements
of the markup language. The third approach is based on an effect-driven
creation of underlay systems, where the complete underlay system (including
the workflow and the dataflow graph) is automatically created based on a
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given user request that defines the behavior of the desired Web application
by naming the effects that it should create. This approach does not require
explicit programming skills and is thus open to common end-users. However,
since the complexity of the request formulation is linearly dependent on the
size of the requested application and the creation method does not support
the concept of loops within applications, this approach is best suited to the
rapid creation of small Web applications.

As discussed in section 3.2, the complexity of creating applications auto-
matically, i.e. the problem of automatic service composition, has been proven
to be double-exponentially difficult [13]. Thus, a major shortcoming of ex-
isting algorithms for the automatic creation of service compositions is their
complexity and entailed time consumption, which hinders their execution on
mobile user devices since users are not willing to wait for an indefinable time
span to possibly create the desired application. Therefore, the contribution of
this work puts special emphasis on the time restricted automatic creation of
underlay systems, where it is focused on the creation of a functionally correct
system within a short time span instead of concentrating on the creation of
an optimal solution. Here, an algorithm is presented that features heuristics
to increase the probability of finding an underlay system for a given request
and a given time boundary. For instance, in the event that a user is willing to
wait three seconds for the automatic creation of an application at most, the
algorithm adapts during composition time based on the currently developed
partial solutions and the remaining time in order to increase the chances of
successfully coming up with a solution before the given time elapses.

The following sections discuss the automatic creation of underlay systems
in greater detail and evaluate it with regard to its ability to comply with a
given time limit. Here, section 5.2 introduces service descriptions on an
algorithmic basis that are required for the automatic composition algorithm,
while section 5.3 discusses the creation algorithm itself in detail. Section
5.4 introduces a heuristic for the dynamic adaptation of the composition
algorithm to the remaining time, while simulation results and a discussion of
the algorithm’s performance are outlined in section 5.5.

5.2 Modeling Service Descriptions

Service descriptions can occur on multiple levels, ranging from descriptions
for programmatic interfaces to descriptions defining a service’s behavior. A
couple of these descriptions have already been introduced in section 2.3.1.6.
In order to enable an automatic creation of underlay systems, three key pieces
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of information on services have to be available. The related descriptions are
abstractly depicted in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Three layers of service descriptions.

First, an interface description is required that supports the formal descrip-
tion of endpoints of a service. These descriptions are essential for the auto-
matic generation of a respective service call. Second, a functional description
allows the dynamic integration of services by making services addressable by
the function they provide instead of relying on the concrete interfaces they
expose. Third, dependency descriptions are required to formalize the relation
between multiple services, i.e. to relate their input and output data.

Within this section, an interface description as well as a description cap-
turing a service’s functionality and relation to other services are introduced
on an algorithmic basis. Both descriptions may later be instantiated and re-
alized by different existing service descriptions, so all introduced algorithms
remain independent from concrete service descriptions. Instead, the struc-
tures defined in this section can be considered requirements for appropriate
service descriptions enabling the automatic creation of underlay systems.

Endpoint descriptions operate at the syntactic level of Web services, and
therefore lack the semantic expressiveness to represent the requirements and
capabilities of Web services necessary to enable the discovery and auto-
matic composition of Web services. Input, Output, Precondition, and Ef-
fect (IOPE) descriptions significantly facilitate the automatic composition of
Web services, where preconditions and effects are described as triples of sub-
ject, predicate and object [88, 28]. The inputs and outputs are the semantic
annotations of the service parameters. However, such a language to describe
IOPEs in this way does not yet exist. WSDL-S provides a similar concept to
associate semantic annotations with Web services described using WSDL [4].
However, WSDL-S only extends the IO descriptions of existing WSDL docu-
ments with semantic annotations; the definition of preconditions and effects
as triples over inputs and outputs is not possible. The Resource Description
Framework (RDF), which is a framework for representing information in the
Web, adapts the concept of triples, each consisting of a subject, a predicate
and an object [1]. A set of such triples builds a RDF graph. Therefore, both
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approaches are combined to a language that bases on the triple concept of
RDF and semantic IOPE annotations for services.

The basic elements of these service descriptions’ model are the two data
types Parameter and Statement listed in Algorithms 5.1 and 5.2, respectively.
The keyword structure is used to define a new data type. Basic data types like
STRING or BOOL are written in capital letters and are used according to
their general meaning. A Parameter has the property name used as a label.
The property modelRef annotates the parameter with an URI identifying the
data type of the parameter similar to the data typing concept in RDF. The
property type identifies whether the parameter is an input (I ) or an output
(O), while the property internal indicates whether the parameter can only
be used within an operation.

Algorithm 5.1 Parameter structure
1: structure Parameter
2: name : STRING
3: modelRef : URI
4: internal : BOOL
5: type : {I,O}
6: end structure

The structure Statement links two parameters together using a URI,
building a triple of subject, predicate and object. subject and object are pa-
rameters within the same operation as the statement, while the predicate is
a URI reference as defined in RDF. The property type identifies if the state-
ment is a precondition (P) or an effect (E ). The structure Operation listed

Algorithm 5.2 Statement structure
1: structure Statement
2: subject : Parameter
3: predicate : URI
4: object : Parameter
5: type : {P,E}
6: end structure

in Algorithm 5.3 defines the IOPE behavior of a service similar to the IOPE
concept in OWL-S [185]. The properties inputs and outputs are both sets of
Parameter and the preconditions and effects are sets of Statement. A State-
ment within an Operation is a triple over parameters of the same operation.
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Algorithm 5.3 Operation structure
1: structure Operation
2: inputs : P(Parameter)
3: outputs : P(Parameter)
4: preconditions : P(Statement)
5: effects : P(Statement)
6: end structure

A Service is built by a set of operations as shown in Algorithm 5.4. If
the value of the property user is not empty, the defined service works as a
context service for this user. Context services are special services that only
contain operations encompassing output parameters and effects. Since these
services do not contain operations featuring preconditions or input parame-
ters, its inputs are available and its effects are true without any restrictions.
Within the scope of section 3.2.2.3.2, these services were defined as constants,
i.e. denote information that does not require any prerequisites. Thus, con-
text services can be used to model information that is always available for
a given user, such as his or her personal preferences. A ServiceRepository is

Algorithm 5.4 Service structure
1: structure Service
2: operations : P(Operation)
3: user : USER
4: end structure

defined as a container of services as listed in Algorithm 5.5. A simple ex-

Algorithm 5.5 ServiceRepository structure
1: structure ServiceRepository
2: services : P(Service)
3: end structure

ample demonstrating the usage of this model is depicted in Figure 5.2. The
service operation ’upload photo’ has three input parameters where i1 repre-
sents a photo (modelRef=http://example.org/photo), i2 the file that should be
uploaded (modelRef=http://example.org/file), and i3 the title of the photo
(modelRef=http://example.org/title). Furthermore, the operation has one
output parameter o1 representing the URL of the photo after the upload
(modelRef=http://example.org/url). The two preconditions p1 = (i1, http :
//example.org/has, i2) and p2 = (i1, http : //example.org/has, i3) are used
to ensure that the file and the title belong to the same photo. The same
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applies to the effect e1 = (i1, http : //example.org/has, o1) which ensures
that the output parameter URL denotes the same photo as represented by
parameter i1.

Figure 5.2: Example for semantic service descriptions.

5.3 An Algorithm for the Automatic Creation of Service
Compositions

Based on the lightweight model for the semantic description of services out-
lined in the previous section, an algorithm for the automatic composition of
services is introduced in the remainder of this section. The algorithm con-
ceptually combines forward and backward chaining principles and thereby
reduces the algorithm’s dependencies on a certain search strategy. The al-
gorithm can develop multiple services compositions for a given request in
parallel and decide within every step which partial service composition is
chosen for the next step. Section 5.5 evaluates possible configurations of the
algorithm and identifies strategies to enhance the algorithm’s success rate for
a given time boundary.

Data types necessary to describe composition requests are defined in sec-
tion 5.3.1, which represent the entry point of the algorithm. In section 5.3.2,
a service discovery mechanism is discussed that enables the lookup of ser-
vices that can be added to the partial service composition within a next
step. Section 5.3.3 deals with the concept of composition nodes that describe
partial service compositions during the composition process. In addition,
appropriate service discovery requests are derived based on the current state
of the service composition nodes. A detailed description of the composition
algorithm can be found in sections 5.3.4-5.3.9. Within section 5.4, a pool
of composition nodes is introduced that can be dynamically adapted in its
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size by means of heuristics and supports the development of multiple ser-
vice compositions in parallel. Section 5.5 finally evaluates different heuristics
operating on the pool of compositions nodes with regard to their capability
of increasing the odds to find an appropriate service composition within a
predefined time span.

5.3.1 Request Definitions

The composition request builds the entry point of the composition algorithm,
which creates its initial context (using CreateInitialNode()) based on the
information represented by this composition request. Such requests define
available parameters and preconditions available as inputs in the produced
final composition, and desired parameters and effects that represent the re-
spective outputs of the composition. The structure CompRequest listed in
Algorithm 5.6 encapsulates the properties necessary to define a new composi-
tion request. The property avInputs denotes a set of parameters representing
the available inputs, and deOutputs is a set of parameters representing the
desired outputs. Similarly, avPreconditions constitutes a set of statements
representing the available (or fulfilled) preconditions and deEffects holds a set
of statements describing the desired effects of the composition. The property
requestor contains an identifier from the user making the request and is nec-
essary to incorporate context information of this user during the composition
process.

Algorithm 5.6 CompRequest structure
1: structure CompRequest
2: avInputs : P(Parameter)
3: deOutputs : P(Parameter)
4: avPreconditions : P(Statement)
5: deEffects : P(Statement)
6: requestor : user
7: end structure

5.3.2 Service Discovery

The service discovery function is used by the Automatic Service Composition
(ASC) algorithm to look up new services during the composition process.
In each composition step, the algorithm generates a new discovery request
and sends it to the discovery module using the interface discover(). The
discovery module operates on the semantic repository where the semantic
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descriptions of all available services are stored. Based on the received request,
the discovery algorithm initiates the search for suitable service operations
that are compatible with the information in the request defined in the data
type DiscoveryRequest listed in Algorithm 5.7. The property avParameters of
a discovery request contains a set of parameters available during the current
composition step, and opParameters holds a set of parameters that are not
available before this composition step. Coevally, the properties avStatements
and opStatements define two sets of available and open statements before
the current composition step. The property requestor has the same meaning
as in Algorithm 5.6 and identifies the user who has originated the request.
The requestor is necessary to restrict the selection of services, which acts
as source of semantically described context information related to the user
defined in the property user of Algorithm 5.2. Such special kind of services
are referred to as context services and expose the following restrictions in
contrast to non-context services:

cs.user 6= nil (5.1)

∀op ∈ cs.operation : op.inputs = φ ∧ op.preconditions = φ (5.2)

where cs is a context service. For the composition algorithm, there are no
differences between context and non-context services because it acts on ser-
vice operation and not on services itself. In contrast, the discovery algorithm
has to consider these restrictions by selecting context services. The following

Algorithm 5.7 DiscoveryRequest structure
1: structure DiscoveryRequest
2: avParameters : P(Parameter)
3: opParameters : P(Parameter)
4: avStatements : P(Statement)
5: opStatements : P(Statement)
6: requestor : user
7: end structure

statements must be fulfilled for each service operation op in the result set
rsp of the discovery algorithm for a discovery request req :

∀in ∈ op.inputs : (∃op1 ∈ Operation :

(op 6= op1 ∧ in ∈ op1.outputs) ∨ in ∈ req.avParameters)
(5.3)

∀pre ∈ op.preconditions : (∃op1 ∈ Operation :

(op 6= op1 ∧ pre ∈ op1.effects) ∨ req.avStatements)
(5.4)
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(op.outputs ∩ req.opParameters 6= φ)∧
(op.inputs ∩ req.avParameters 6= φ)∧
(op.effects ∩ req.opStatements 6= φ)∧

(op.preconditions ∩ req.avStatements 6= φ)

(5.5)

∀op1 ∈ rsp, s ∈ Service : s = op1.service∧
s.user 6= nil⇒ s.user = req.requestor

(5.6)

Equation 5.3 denotes that each input in of the operation op can be connected
with at least one output parameter of any other operation in the repository
or with an available parameter from the discovery request. The same applies
to preconditions and effects described in Equation 5.4. Equation 5.5 makes
sure that the IOPE descriptions of the operation op can be connected with
at least one parameter or statement of the discovery request. Equation 5.6
constitutes that only context service operations of the same user as in the
discovery request can be selected.

5.3.3 Composition Nodes as Partial Compositions

Partial compositions describe uncompleted compositions during the compo-
sition process. Here, a partial composition contains at least one open input
parameter or one open precondition and is represented by the data type
CompNode listed in Algorithm 5.8. The property operations defines a set
of service operations used in the current composition. Furthermore, the
property dataflow defines the flow of data between different operation pa-
rameters and statements of the partial composition and is defined as a set of
Parameter-Parameter or Statement-Statement mappings. An input param-
eter in or a precondition pre in a composition node n is defined as ’open’ if
the following statements are fulfilled for in and pre:

∀op ∈ n.operations : ∀out ∈ op.outputs : (out, in) /∈ n.dataflow (5.7)

∀op ∈ n.operations : ∀eff ∈ op.effects : (eff, pre) /∈ n.dataflow (5.8)

Equation 5.7 means that the input parameter in is not connected with any
output parameter of any operation in the composition node. The same ap-
plies to the precondition pre for effects of any operation in the composition
node as stated in Equation 5.8.

The layer assigns a natural number to each service operation in the par-
tial composition representing the layer of the operation in the composition
node. It is necessary to detect cycles in the composition. The following
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Algorithm 5.8 CompNode structure
1: structure CompNode
2: operations : P(Operation)
3: dataflow : Parameter → Parameter ∪ Statement→ Statement
4: layer : Operation→ N
5: end structure

statement must be fulfilled for all operations of a composition node n:

∀op1, op2 ∈ n.operations :

(op1.outputs× op2.inputs ∪ op1.effects× op2.preconditions)
∩n.dataflow 6= φ⇒ n.layer(op1) < n.layer(op2)

(5.9)

Equation 5.9 states that if at least one outputs parameter or effect of an
operation op1 is connected to an input parameter or precondition of another
operation op2 of the same composition node, the layer number of op1 must
be smaller than the layer op2. Thus, the operation op2 can only be executed
when the execution of op1 is finished. If the node contains at least one
cycle, then the statement defined in Equation 5.9 is never fulfilled for any
layer numbering of operations in the composition node. This means that
when cycles are created, the cyclic dependencies between input and output
parameters forestall the service composition’s execution at runtime. The
challenge of layers is discussed in section 5.3.7 in more details.

5.3.4 General Overview of the Algorithm

Based on the elementary data types, procedures, and semantic service de-
scriptions defined in the previous sections, this section deals with the au-
tomatic service composition algorithm in detail. The main structure of the
algorithm is listed in Algorithm 5.9. The single input of the algorithm is a
composition request cReq as defined in Algorithm 5.6. The algorithm returns
a set of composition nodes cRsp, representing the response of the algorithm,
i.e. a set of complete service compositions. If the result set is empty, the
algorithm has not found a composition for the given request. When the re-
sult set contains multiple nodes, MAX NODES represents the upper bound
of the number of nodes in the result set.

During the composition process, the algorithm stores open nodes in a pool
named NodePool which provides the methods insertNode() and removeNode()
to insert or remove a node to or from the pool. The algorithm terminates di-
rectly when the pool is empty. The variable node represents the active node
in each composition step. The initial node is created from the composition
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Algorithm 5.9 Composition algorithm
1: procedure compose(cReq : CompRequest)
2: cRsp : P(CompNode) := φ
3: dReq : DiscoveryRequest
4: dRsp : P(Operation) := φ
5: pool : NodePool new
6: busy : BOOL := true
7: node := createInitialNode(cReq)
8: copy : CompNode
9: insertNode(pool, node)

10: while pool.openNodes 6= φ ∧ busy do
11: node := removeNode(pool)
12: dReq := nextDiscoveryRequest(node)
13: dRsp := discover(dReq)
14: for all op ∈ dRsp do
15: copy := node
16: if insertOperation(copy, op) then
17: if isOpen(copy) then
18: insertNode(pool, copy)
19: else
20: cRsp := cRsp ∪ {copy}
21: if |cRsp| ≥MAX NODES then
22: busy := false
23: break
24: end if
25: end if
26: end if
27: end for
28: end while
29: return cRsp
30: end procedure

request using createInitialNode() and constructs the entry point for the next
composition steps.

In a composition step, the algorithm removes a node from the pool using
removeNode(). This node represents the active node in this step. Afterwards,
a discovery request is generated from the active node using nextDiscoveryRe-
quest() and sent to the discovery module using the interface discover(). The
procedure nextSearchRequest() derives the discovery request as defined in Al-
gorithm 5.7 from a partial composition represented by the composition node
n.
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The first step for the generation of a new discovery request is the selection
of all open inputs and preconditions from the partial composition represented
by the composition node n. The data is stored in the sets opParameters
and opStatements of the discovery request, respectively. The same applies
to available outputs and effects. The value of the property requestor in the
discovery request is the same as the requestor in the composition request. The
discovery algorithm as represented in section 5.3.2 searches for new service
operations in the semantic repository and holds the result set in the discovery
response dRsp.

For each service operation op of the discovery response, the algorithm
clones the active node and tries to insert op in the copy of the active node
using insertOperation(). In the event that the operation can be successfully
inserted and the node is still open, the algorithm adds the new node to the
pool. The procedure isOpen() checks if a composition node is open or not. If
the new node is no longer open, the algorithm inserts it into the final result
set.

5.3.5 Inserting Operations

The operation insertOperation() listed in Algorithm 5.10 describes the inser-
tion of a new operation into a partial composition represented by a compo-
sition node. It constitutes the elementary operation to update an existing
node with a new operation. Initially, the new operation is inserted in the

Algorithm 5.10 Insert new operation in the partial composition
1: procedure insertOperation(node : CompNode, op : Operation)
2: node.operations := node.operations ∪ {op}
3: updateStmts(node, op)
4: updateParams(node, op)
5: return updateLayers(node, op)
6: end procedure

operations set of the given node. Afterwards, the dataflow of the node is
updated using the operations updateStmts() and updateParams() listed in
Algorithm 5.11 and Algorithm 5.12, respectively. The insertion of an op-
eration is successfully accomplished if it does not entail the creation of a
cycle within the resulting dataflow. To check the creation of cycles caused by
added operations, a layer concept is introduced in the following section that
assigns a layer to every operation and thereby detects cyclic dependencies
between the dataflow of multiple services; the exact proceeding is detailed in
the operation updateLayers() listed in Algorithm 5.13.
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5.3.6 Updating Statements and Parameters

The operation updateStmts() listed in Algorithm 5.11 specifies the update
mechanism for the statement mapping in the dataflow of a given node af-
ter inserting a new operation. First, all open and available statements
are selected from the given node using the operations selectOpStmts() and
selectAvStmts(). Afterwards, the update operation checks for each effect of
the operation and for each open precondition in the node, whether both
triples can be connected using canConnect(), i.e., whether a new connection
from the effect to the precondition can be added in the dataflow graph. If a
connection between the two statements can be added, the mappings between
subjects of the statements and mappings between objects of the statements
are also added. The same applies to the mapping between available state-

Algorithm 5.11 Update statements after inserting new operation
1: procedure updateStmts(node : CompNode, op : Operation)
2: opStmts := selectOpStmts(node)
3: avStmts := selectAvStmts(node)
4: for all eff ∈ op.effects do
5: for all pre ∈ opStmts do
6: if canConnect(eff, pre) then
7: node.dataflow := node.dataflow ∪ {(eff.subject, pre.subject)}
8: node.dataflow := node.dataflow ∪ {(eff.object, pre.object)}
9: node.dataflow := node.dataflow ∪ {(eff, pre)}

10: end if
11: end for
12: end for
13: for all eff ∈ avStmts do
14: for all pre ∈ op.preconditions do
15: if canConnect(eff, pre) then
16: node.dataflow := node.dataflow ∪ {(eff.subject, pre.subject)}
17: node.dataflow := node.dataflow ∪ {(eff.object, pre.object)}
18: node.dataflow := node.dataflow ∪ {(out, pre)}
19: end if
20: end for
21: end for
22: end procedure

ments in the given node and preconditions of the operation to insert.
Similar to the operation updateStmts(), the operation updateParams() listed
in Algorithm 5.12 updates the parameters after the insertion of a new op-
eration. Here, the operation selects open and available parameters from the
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given node using selectOpParams() and selectAvParams() and checks if out-
put parameters of the new operation can be connected with open parameters
or not. When two parameters can be connected, a new mapping between
these parameters is added to the dataflow of the given node. The same
applies to input parameters of the inserted operation and the available pa-
rameters in the given node. The helper method canConnect() checks if two

Algorithm 5.12 Update parameters after inserting new operation
1: procedure updateParams(node : CompNode, op : Operation)
2: opParams := selectOpParams(node)
3: avParams := selectAvParams(node)
4: for all out ∈ op.outputs do
5: for all in ∈ opParams do
6: if canConnect(out, in) then
7: node.dataflow := node.dataflow ∪ {(out, in)}
8: end if
9: end for

10: end for
11: for all out ∈ avParams do
12: for all in ∈ op.inputs do
13: if canConnect(out, in) then
14: node.dataflow := node.dataflow ∪ {(out, in)}
15: end if
16: end for
17: end for
18: end procedure

parameters or statements in a composition node can be connected or not.
When called with two parameters, canConnect() returns true if the parame-
ters have the same modelRef. In the case of statements, the method returns
true if the parameters representing the subjects and the objects of the state-
ments can be connected and both statements contain the same predicate.

5.3.7 The Challenge of Cycles and Layers

The following example shows why cycles in the dataflow graph are a problem
for the composition algorithm and why it is necessary to detect and elimi-
nate cycles from a composition node. To simplify the example, a semantic
repository with the following service operations and the IO parameters DOC,
PS and PDF representing a Word-, PS- and PDF-document, respectively, is
assumed:
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• doc2ps : DOC → PS
• ps2pdf : PS → PDF
• pdf2ps : PDF → PS

The composition request only contains DOC as available input and PDF as
desired output. Figure 5.3 (a) shows the initial composition node generated
by the composition algorithm. The composition node in Figure 5.3 (b) rep-
resents a partial composition after inserting the service operation ps2pdf. In
the next composition step, the algorithm tries to insert the operation pdf2ps
without success because the method updateLayers() detects a cycle in the
dataflow graph. If the composition algorithm ignores this cycle, the compo-
sition node depicted in Figure 5.3 (c) is returned as result in the response
set of the algorithm, since there are no open inputs or preconditions in this
node. Here, the algorithm would have produced an incorrect composition,
since the plan described in Figure 5.3 (c) is neither executable nor does it
generate the desired output PDF.

Figure 5.3: Cyclic dependencies between I/O parameters.

Figure 5.3 (d) shows the composition after inserting the service operation
doc2ps. After updating parameters and statements of the given composition
node, the layer numbering for operations of the current node is no longer
consistent with the statement defined in Equation 5.9, since the layer number
of the new operation is undefined. The updateLayers() method listed in
Algorithm 5.13 tries to change the layer numbering so that the statement
defined in Equation 5.9 is correct.

The starting point of this method is to set a default value as initial layer
number for the new operation. Afterwards, a new initially empty set is
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declared to store all moved operations during the update layer process. An
operation is moved if its corresponding layer number is changed. After setting
an initial value for the layer of the new operation the main algorithm calls
updateLayersRec(), which then tries to update the layers recursively. First,

Algorithm 5.13 Update Layers after inserting new operation
1: procedure updateLayers(node : CompNode)
2: node.layer := node.layer ∪ {(op,DEF LAY ER)}
3: mvOps : P(Operation) := φ
4: return updateLayersRec(node,mvOps)
5: end procedure

the algorithm checks whether the layer of the source operation (operation
with output out) is greater than or equal to the layer of the target operation
(operation with input in) for each mapping (out,in) in the dataflow of the
given node. In this case, the algorithm tries to move the source operation in
front of the target operation and mark the source operation as moved, or to
move the target operation behind the source operation and mark the target
operation as moved. In both cases the algorithm completes the updating
of the layer recursively. Finally, the algorithm returns true if the statement
defined in Equation 5.9 is correct, otherwise false.
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6: procedure updateLayersRec(n : CompNode,mvOps : P(Operation))
7: for all (out, in) ∈ n.dataflow do
8: src := operation(out)
9: trg := operation(in)

10: if n.layer(src) ≥ n.layer(trg) then
11: if src /∈ mvOps then
12: oldL := n.layer(src)
13: newL := n.layer(trg)− 1
14: if newL > MIN LAY ER then
15: n.layer := n.layer ∪ {(src, newL)}
16: mvOps := mvOps ∪ {src}
17: if updateLayersRec(n,mvOps) then
18: return true
19: else
20: mvOps := mvOps/ {src}
21: n.layer := n.layer/ {(src, newL)} ∪ {(src, oldL)}
22: end if
23: end if
24: end if
25: if trg /∈ mvOps then
26: oldL := layer(trg)
27: newL := layer(src) + 1
28: if newL < MAX LAY ER then
29: n.layer := n.layer ∪ {(trg, newL)}
30: mvOps := mvOps ∪ {trg}
31: if updateLayersRec(n,mvOps) then
32: return true
33: else
34: mvOps := mvOps/ {trg}
35: n.layer := n.layer/ {(trg, newL)} ∪ {(trg, oldL)}
36: end if
37: end if
38: end if
39: end if
40: return false
41: end for
42: return true
43: end procedure
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5.3.8 Enabling Runtime Decision Making for Varying Effects

In general, it is assumed that effects are always generated during a service’s
execution, i.e. that the value of the annotated effect is true. In this case,
the notion of “effect” is sufficient. However, in some cases the generation of
an effect cannot be predicted during the designtime of a composition. In-
stead, the decision of whether a service generates an effect or not may only
be made during runtime (since it may, for instance, depend on the service’s
inputs). Based on the current realization of the composition algorithm and
the semantic model for service description, it is only definable if an operation
produces some effects during design time, although multiple cases exist where
the generation of effects depends on input parameters of the service opera-
tion. Therefore, the semantic model is extended to support runtime effects
and runtime preconditions. Those runtime statements can either be true or
false during design time, so that both cases have to be covered by the con-
nected preconditions or effects, respectively. Thus, either a runtime effect is
connected with a runtime precondition so that the decision making based on
the value of the returned effect is considered in scope of the following service,
or the runtime effect is connected with two preconditions of different services
via an IF/ELSE branch so that both possible values of the runtime effect
can be considered. For this reason, the two datatypes Operation and State-
ment of the semantic model are extended as listed in Algorithm 5.14 and
Algorithm 5.15, respectively. Within the updated definition, the datatype

Algorithm 5.14 Modified Statement structure
1: structure Statement
2: subject : Parameter
3: predicate : URI
4: object : Parameter
5: type : {P,E}
6: correct : BOOL
7: end structure

Statement contains the new property correct to indicate whether the state-
ment must be correct to be considered as fulfilled or not. If the value of
correct is undefined, the related statement is either a runtime precondition
or a runtime effect. The value of correct is then available at runtime. The
adapted structure Operation contains the new properties rtPreconditions and
rtEffects that define two sets of statements representing the runtime effects
and runtime precondition of the operation. There are four possibilities for
mappings between (runtime) preconditions and (runtime) effects:
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Algorithm 5.15 Modified Operation structure
1: structure Operation
2: inputs : P(Parameter)
3: outputs : P(Parameter)
4: preconditions : P(Statement)
5: effects : P(Statement)
6: rtPreconditions : P(Statement)
7: rtEffects : P(Statement)
8: end structure

1. Mapping from a runtime effect to a runtime precondition (rtEff →
rtPre): This mapping is similar to the mapping between output and
input parameter. The value of the runtime effect is forwarded to the
runtime precondition at runtime.

2. Mapping from a runtime effect to a precondition (rtEff → pre): This
mapping defines a decision (IF or ELSE) at the composition time, since
the value of the runtime effect is not available at the design time but
only at the runtime so that the composition algorithm must make sure
that the precondition is fulfilled at the composition time.

3. Mapping from an effect to a runtime precondition (eff → rtPre): In
this case the value of the runtime precondition can directly be set at
the composition time.

4. Mapping from an effect to a precondition (eff → pre): The value of
correct must be equal for both effect and precondition.

5.3.9 From Composition Nodes to Underlay Systems

The result of the composition algorithm is a set of composition nodes. Within
a final step, every node is transformed into an abstract service composition.
An abstract composition is represented by the dataflow and workflow graphs
defined in the datatype AbstractPlan of Algorithm 5.16. The dataflow is the
same as that in CompNode and connects parameters. The connection (o, i) ∈
dataflow denotes that the output parameter o is forwarded to the input
parameter i when it becomes available. In contrast, the workflow connects
operations in order to define their execution order.

The procedure createAbstractComposition() describes the creation of an
abstract composition from a composition node and the transformation from
a resulting dataflow into a workflow. The first step in the algorithm is the
addition of a connection between two operations o1 and o2 if there is at least
one output parameter of o1 connected with an input parameter of o2 in the
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dataflow. The goal of the following step is to eliminate redundant connections
in the workflow using the operation isReachable(). A connection between two
operations o1 and o2 is redundant if there is a path to reach o2 from o1.

Algorithm 5.16 CompNode to AbstractP lan
1: structure AbstractP lan
2: dataflow : Parameter → Parameter
3: workflow : Operation→ Operation
4: end structure

5: procedure createAbstractPlan(node : CompNode)
6: p : AbstractP lan new
7: p.dataflow := node.dataflow
8: p.workflow := φ
9: src : Operation

10: trg : Operation
11: for all (out, in) ∈ p.dataflow do
12: src := operation(out)
13: trg := operation(in)
14: if (src, trg) /∈ p.workflow then
15: p.workflow := p.workflow ∪ {(src, trg)}
16: end if
17: end for
18: for all (src, trg) ∈ p.workflow do
19: if isReachable(p, src, trg) then
20: p.workflow := p.workflow/ {(src, trg)}
21: end if
22: end for
23: return p
24: end procedure

25: procedure isReachable(p : AbstractP lan, src : Operation, trg :
Operation)

26: if ∃op ∈ Operation : op 6= src ∧ op 6= trg
27: ∧(src, op) ∈ p.workflow ∧ isReachable(p, op, trg) then
28: return true
29: else
30: return false
31: end if
32: end procedure
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5.4 Adapting the Composition’s NodePool: Heuristics

The definition of the composition algorithm so far is independent from the
realization of the node pool, which is used as a container for composition
nodes with two operations insertNode() and removeNode() to insert into or
remove a composition node from the pool. Here, a queue constitutes one
possible realization of the node pool. The disadvantage of a queue is that it
works according to the FIFO principle, where removeNode() always removes
the first node from the pool, but not necessary the best node. Furthermore,
the size of the queue can grow quickly during the composition. To reduce the
time and space complexity, a heuristic-based concept is introduced to adapt
the composition node pool. The idea behind heuristics is to use a rating
function to evaluate the quality of each node in the pool. Nodes with higher
rating values have better chances to be selected in the next composition steps.
The data type listed in Algorithm 5.17 declares properties necessary to de-
fine a new NodePool. The property node defines a mapping between order
values of nodes in the pool and composition nodes itself. The rating defines a
mapping between composition nodes in the pool and rating values. Further-
more, the pool stores a limited number of nodes described in the property
capacity. The property access represents the access count to the pool. The

Algorithm 5.17 NodePool structure
1: structure NodePool
2: node : N→ CompNode
3: rating : CompNode→ R
4: capacity : N := MAX CAPACITY
5: access : N := 0
6: end structure

node pool provides the two operations insertNode() and removeNode() listed
in the Algorithms 5.18 and 5.19, which can be used to manipulate the pool
during the composition. The function insertNode() calculates the rating of
the new composition node using the operation calcRating(), inserts the new
node in the pool, and resorts the pool by rating values. If the size of the
pool is greater than the maximum capacity after inserting the new node, the
node with the smallest rating value is removed from the pool. The proce-
dure removeNode() removes a node from the pool and returns it as output.
After every call of this operation, the access counter is increased. If the
access limit has been reached (access>ACCESS LIMIT ), the pool capacity
is decreased every ACCESS STEP steps to make sure that the composition
algorithm terminates after a certain time. The index of the node to remove
depends on the strategy used, which is defined in the method getIndex(). If
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Algorithm 5.18 Insert node in the NodePool
1: procedure insertNode(pool : NodePool, node : CompNode)
2: r := calcRating(node)
3: pool.rating := pool.rating ∪ {(node, r)}
4: idx := max(domain(pool.node)) + 1
5: pool.node := pool.node ∪ {(idx, node)}
6: sort(pool)
7: if |pool.node| ≥ pool.capacity then
8: idx := max(domain(pool.node))
9: tmpNode := pool.node(idx)

10: pool.node := pool.node/ {(idx, tmpNode)}
11: end if
12: end procedure

the “First Fit” strategy is used, the method getIndex() returns always the
index of the node with the best quality value. However, it is possible that
nodes other than the first one will derive the end result. For that reason,
heuristics are applied to get the index of the node that is selected for removal.
The probability of removing a node from the head of the list is greater than
the probability of removing it from the tail. The probability value of select-
ing a node is calculated using the rating value of the node. These kind of
algorithms feature a probability distribution for the selection of promising
individuals, and are often referred to as evolutionary algorithms [12], since
they follow the “survival of the fittest” principle introduced by Darwin in
1860 [64]. The rating value of a node depends on multiple factors such as the

Algorithm 5.19 Remove node in the NodePool
1: procedure removeNode(pool : NodePool)
2: idx := getIndex(pool)
3: node := pool.node(idx)
4: pool.node := pool.node/ {(idx, node)}
5: pool.access := pool.access+ 1
6: ∆ := pool.access−ACCESS LIMIT
7: if ∆ > 0 ∧∆ mod ACCESS STEP = 0 then
8: pool.capacity := pool.capacity − 1
9: end if

10: return node
11: end procedure

number of operations in the partial composition, the number of open param-
eters and statements, the number of available used and unused parameters
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and statements, and so forth. The operation calcRating() listed in Algorithm
5.20 shows a part of the rating function. R PARAM, R OP PARAM and
R AV PARAM are rating constants for available used parameters, open pa-
rameters and available not used parameters, respectively. A used parameter
denotes that the parameter is at least involved in one mapping within the
dataflow. In this case, it is possible to give available and used parameters a
better rating value than available but unused parameters. The same applies
for the rating of preconditions and effects.

Algorithm 5.20 Rating function
1: procedure calcRating(node : CompNode)
2: rating : R := 0.0
3: for all p ∈ Parameter do
4: if ∃p1 ∈ Parameter : (p, p1) ∈ node.dataflow
5: ∨(p1, p) ∈ node.dataflow then
6: rating := rating +R PARAM
7: else if isOpen(p) then
8: rating := rating +R OP PARAM
9: else

10: rating := rating +R AV PARAM
11: end if
12: end for
13: for all s ∈ Statement do
14: . . .
15: end for
16: return rating
17: end procedure

5.5 Evaluation and Validation

In this section, how the algorithm introduced above can be tailored to in-
crease the chances of finding an appropriate solution in a given time span
is demonstrated. Therefore, the algorithm’s pool size, i.e. the number of
service compositions that are developed in parallel, is dynamically adapted.
This adaptation is performed during the algorithm’s runtime based on the
actual time left for the finalization of a service composition matching the
user’s request. Thereby, the algorithm also becomes tailored to the comput-
ing capabilities of the single devices on which it is executed, since it adapts
based on the absolute time left and therefore neglects the time required by
the different devices to perform a single step of the algorithm.
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5.5.1 Simulation Environment

The simulation environment consists of three central parts, which are ab-
stractly depicted in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: Elements of the simulation setting.

First, there is a service repository which holds a predefined number of
services. A service only exists in its abstract form, i.e. IOPE descriptions
of services are generated without the underlying application logic, because
it is not required for the automatic creation process itself. For a targeted
service repository size of n, the single services can be generated; the following
parameters can be used for the automatic generation of services:

• Input range
• Output range
• Precondition range
• Effect range
• Average number of inputs
• Average number of outputs
• Average number of preconditions
• Average number of effects
• Input types
• Output types
• Predicate types

A range value defines a minimal and maximal number of parameters,
while an average value defines the average number of parameters. For ex-
ample, setting the input range to 2-6 and the average number of inputs to 3
would result in the creation of n services that have an average of 3 inputs,
where no service has more than 6 or less then 2 input parameters.

The second element of the simulation environment is a service request,
which essentially is a service itself. Commonly, a set of requests is generated
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for a given service repository, so that which percentage of the given requests
can be fulfilled can be evaluated. Requests can have a different difficulty,
depending on the number of parameters they are requesting. The set of
requests also encompasses a time limit tlimit, which denotes the maximal
time span allowed to complete a service composition for a given request.

The third element is built by the composition algorithm itself. The algo-
rithm takes a service request and a service repository as input, and tries to
create service compositions matching the given requests in time.

5.5.2 Enhancing the Algorithm’s Success Rate

Operating on a single partial service composition leads to a low success rate,
since the chances are high that the integration of service into the current
partial composition makes the resulting solution harder or even impossible
to find. Classic forward and backward chaining constitute greedy algorithms
that do not support means to reevaluate a prior decision during runtime.

Successful algorithms for the automatic creation of service compositions
operate on a set of partial service compositions [12].

The algorithm presented in the previous section holds a set of partial
service compositions within a node pool. Here, the single nodes are evaluated
after every iteration and sorted according to their fitness. A higher fitness
of a node results in a higher probability for the selection of the node for
the next iteration. Since the pool size is limited, only the most promising
partial service compositions are kept. Such algorithms featuring a probability
distribution for the selection of promising individuals are often referred to as
evolutionary algorithms [57, 12].

The development of multiple service compositions in parallel outperforms
blind forward and backward chaining algorithms in every simulation setting.
Heuristic-based approaches that dynamically select between multiple partial
service compositions within every step are evaluated to be extremely depen-
dent on the request and service domain. In most cases, either an heuristic
based backward chaining algorithm considerably outperforms the heuristic
based forward chaining algorithm or vice versa. The algorithm presented
in this chapter combines forward and backward chaining mechanisms and
thereby eases the dependency on the respective search strategy.

Figure 5.5 shows an exemplary simulation result for all five algorithms.
Here, the backward chaining approaches perform better than their pendants
based on forward chaining; nevertheless, other simulation results demonstrate
the exact opposite behavior. All simulations have in common that the com-
bination of both strategies as proposed by the algorithm introduced above
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performs slightly worse than the optimal search strategy, but much better
than the other search strategy. Thus, without knowledge on the service do-
main, the proposed algorithm performs better on average than the straight
forward or backward chaining strategies.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of the success rates for blind forward chaining (BF), blind back-
ward chaining (BB), heuristic forward chaining (HF), heuristic backward chaining (HB),
and the novel algorithm for the automatic service composition creation (ASC) introduced
in this chapter.

The main objective of the presented algorithm is the reduction of the re-
quired time for a given service composition request. Here, the node pool’s size
has a considerable impact on the speed of the algorithm. While a smaller pool
size promises to find a solution more quickly, it increases the risk of running
into local optima. Within the remainder of this section, different strategies
for the modification of the automatic service composition algorithm’s pool
size during runtime are investigated. Thus, multiple functions are defined in
relation to the user’s given time span in order to evaluate the influence of the
node pool’s size on the composition speed and success rate. The hypothesis
followed here is that the pool size should be initially set to a higher value to
decrease the chances of running into a local optimum, while it is continuously
decreased based on the remaining time, in order to enhance the chances of
finding a composition within the given time span.

5.5.2.1 Simulation Settings

A general overview of the simulation setting is depicted in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Abstract overview of the simulation setting.

For each combination of 3 different time limits and 3 different request
difficulties, 30 requests are generated; thus, there are 810 requests in total.
The time limits are chosen as 5, 10 and 15 seconds.

The three types of request difficulties are defined by the varying number
of inputs, outputs, effects and preconditions they possess. A higher number
of parameters leads to a more complex composition process, since the search
space has been expanded. Table 5.2 lists the three requests difficulties.

Parameter R1 R2 R3

Input range [1− 5] [2− 6] [3− 7]
Output range [1− 3] [2− 4] [3− 5]
Precondition range [1− 4] [1− 4] [1− 4]
Effect range [1− 4] [1− 4] [1− 4]
Average number of inputs 3 4 5
Average number of outputs 2 3 4
Average number of preconditions 2 2 2
Average number of effects 2 2 2

Table 5.2: Simulation settings for request difficulties.

The requests are applied to six different service repositories containing
500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, and 5000 services, respectively. The services
within the repositories are generated based on multiple different settings; the
values assumed for the generation of the services itself are listed in Table 5.3
for two exemplary settings S1 and S2.
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Parameter S1 S2

Input range [1− 2] [2− 2]
Output range [1− 2] [5− 5]
Precondition range [1− 2] [2− 2]
Effect range [1− 2] [5− 5]
Average number of inputs 1 2
Average number of outputs 2 5
Average number of preconditions 1 2
Average number of effects 2 5
Input types 10 10
Output types 10 10
Precondition types 10 10
Effect types 10 10
Verb types 10 10

Table 5.3: Simulation settings for the generation of services.

In total, 35 different types of node pool functions, and therefore algo-
rithms are investigated. The five functions listed in Figure 5.4 are invoked
with 7 different initial pool sizes: 5, 25, 50, 75, 100, 500, and 1000.

Thus, 810 different requests are applied to 18 different service repositories;
two values are measured. First, the success rate denotes the percentage of
requests for which a service composition was found within the given time
limit. The duration is the average time that was consumed by an algorithm
for the processing of all requests. For instance, in the event that none of
the given 30 requests can be met within a given time limit of 5 seconds,
the success rate is zero and the average duration of the algorithm equals 5
seconds.

The simulations were performed on a cluster server with 4GB of RAM
and 4 kernels running at 2,33 GHz each.

5.5.2.2 Node Pool Functions

Five different functions are evaluated that are defined in accordance to the
time limit tlimit given by the user, where p denotes the initial pool size; the
functions are listed in Table 5.4 and illustrated in Figure 5.7.
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Name Function

PLAT-0 PLAT-0(t)= p− p t
tlimit

PLAT-h PLAT-h(t)=

{
p, 0 ≤ t < tp

p− p2·t−tlimit

tlimit
, t ≥ tp

PLAT-1 PLAT-1(t)= p

EXP EXP(t)= 1 + p · ea·t, a = log(1+p)
tlimit

LOG LOG(t)= p · ea·t, a =
log( 0.99

p
)

tlimit

Table 5.4: Functions operation on the algorithm’s pool size.
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Figure 5.7: Functions operating on the composition algorithm’s pool size.

There are three different types of plateau functions, which start at t0
with an initial pool size p and remain on the same level until tp is reached.
Henceforward, the function falls linearly, so that p equals 1 at tlimit. The
different types of plateau function are derived from the definition of tp. The
plateau function either falls linearly from the very beginning (tp = t0), falls
linearly after half the given time limit has elapsed (tp = tlimit

2
), or does not

fall at all, i.e. remains constant (tp = tlimit). The exponential function EXP
remains close to the initial pool size and falls shortly before tlimit is reached,
while LOG rapidly decreases the initial pool size and runs asymptotical to
the ordinate for most of the given time.

In addition to the function for the modification of the pool size itself,
the initial size of the node pool has an impact on the respective algorithm’s
performance. Note that an initial pool size of 1 makes the algorithm greedy,
since only one partial service composition is developed over the whole time
span.
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For the remainder of this section, the node pool functions are considered
to imply a novel algorithm. Thus, algorithm EXP(p) denotes the automatic
service composition algorithm introduced above that uses the EXP function
to regulate the algorithm’s pool size, where the initial pool size is set to p.

In the following section, the quality of the single algorithms is evaluated.

5.5.2.3 Evaluation

In section 3.2, the difference between optimization heuristics was discussed.
Here, user-centric algorithms are characterized by the use of additional in-
formation stemming from the user, but not from the service domain. In fact,
assuming the possession of knowledge on services within the Web domain is
highly unrealistic. There are no numbers or evaluation reports on the aver-
age number of service parameters. In addition, such results would become
rapidly inaccurate due to the continuously changing availability of services
and their appearance.

To illustrate the difference between user-centric and targeted algorithms,
assume that the number of services within a repository is known by the
algorithm. In that case, the optimal initial pool size can be chosen for every
function. When this optimal pool size can be selected for every algorithm
based on the knowledge of the repositories’ size, all functions lead to a similar
success rate; the comparison is illustrated in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of the algorithms’ success rate when the service repository’s size
is known.

It is notable that, while the success rate for all functions is similar when
their initial pool size is optimally chosen, the algorithms differ in their dura-
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tion. Figure 5.9 shows the average time consumption of the different functions
within a given time limit of 5 seconds.
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Figure 5.9: Duration of the single functions in average, where the initial pool size is
optimally chosen in dependence of the service repository’s size.

The logarithmic function considerably outperforms the remaining ones.
In average, the algorithm equipped with the LOG function is 26.9% faster
than the any other algorithm. Notably, the LOG algorithm outperforms the
PLAT-1 algorithm, which does not perform any modifications on the node
pool’s size, by 34.5%. The fact that the second best performance is reached
by the linearly decreasing function supports the theory that a greater initial
pool size and its fast reduction over time enhances the composition algorithm.

Since the functions should be optimized for a user-centric algorithm, no
additional knowledge of the service domain is assumed to be present within
the remainder of this section. Therefore, the average over all repository sizes
is built for the following evaluations. When neglecting the service reposi-
tories’ size, it can be observed that all algorithms perform the best with a
similar initial pool size. However, the optimal initial pool size for the single
functions depends considerably on the complexity of the services within the
service repositories. Figure 5.10 shows the different optimal initial pool sizes
for the single algorithms with settings S1 and S2, respectively.

The evaluations above have shown that the optimal initial pool size is
dependent on the service repository’s size and the included services. Thus,
without domain knowledge, the optimal initial pool size cannot be deter-
mined. However, the initial pool size has a great impact on the performance
of the composition algorithm. Figure 5.11 shows the performance of the sin-
gle algorithms with regard to their initial pool size. Here, it can be observed
that an initial pool size between 25 and 100 leads to good success rates, while
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Figure 5.10: Different optimal pool sizes depending on the service settings.

a smaller pool size or a pool size greater than 100 leads to a considerably
lower success rate.
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Figure 5.11: Success rates for all algorithms based on their initial pool size.

Since there is no additional information on the service domain, the sin-
gle functions are evaluated with regard to their independence to the given
domain.

In the next evaluation step, the deviation between the single algorithms’
performance with different initial pool sizes and the algorithms’ performance
with an optimal initial pool size is computed. It can be observed that the
logarithmic function is less dependent on the initial pool size as the other
functions; Figure 5.12 illustrates this independence. Especially higher pool
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sizes can be better absorbed by means of a logarithmic function. Figure 5.13
shows the average deviation of the single algorithms by a varying initial pool
size. The figure confirms the conclusion that functions with faster decreasing
pool sizes expose less deviation in their performance. While the LOG algo-
rithm performs on average only 5.32% less than the optimal algorithm, the
PLAT-1 algorithm dramatically depends on a proper initial pools size and
performs on average 15.29% less than with an optimal initial pool size.
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Figure 5.12: Deviation of the algorithms’ success rates depending on their initial pool
size.
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Figure 5.13: Average deviation of the algorithms’ success rate depending on their initial
pool size.

The same result holds for the duration of the single algorithms. Fig-
ures 5.14 and 5.15 illustrate the algorithm’s total and average deviation with
regard to their duration, respectively.
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Figure 5.14: Deviation of the algorithms’ duration depending on the initial pool size.
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Figure 5.15: Average deviation of the algorithms’ duration depending on the initial pool
size.

5.5.3 Conclusion and Discussion

When an upper time limit is given by the user, functions can be defined
that adapt the algorithm’s pool size based on the remaining amount of time.
Thus, after every iteration of the algorithm, the pool size is decreased in order
to enhance the chances of finding a solution for the given user request within
the predefined time span. This optimization was evaluated for user-centric
algorithms, i.e. algorithms that do not build upon additional knowledge on
the service domain, but only receive information from the user’s side.

Notably, the evaluated algorithms expose no change in their success rate
when domain knowledge is available. However, the configuration of the algo-
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rithm, especially the initial pool size, denoting the number of partial service
compositions developed in parallel, is highly dependent on the service domain
itself.

It can be observed that the logarithmic function leading to a rapid diminu-
tion of the node pool’s size is less dependent on the initial node pool size and
consequently on the service domain. Thus, algorithms incorporating a loga-
rithmic function for the adaptation of the algorithm’s node pool size over time
considerably increase the odds of finding an appropriate service composition
for a given request and speed up the creation of the respective composition
at the same time.



Chapter 6

Distributing Underlay Systems

This chapter deals with the automatic distribution of underlay systems to
support the distributed execution of Web applications. Three key phases are
distinguished. First, a protocol handles the allocation of concrete services to
abstract services. Thus, multiple devices, each hosting a finite set of concrete
services, negotiate the allocation of concrete services to the abstract services
of the underlay system. Second, the underlay system is partitioned so that
each device receives a sub-underlay system that is responsible for the execu-
tion of its local services. Third, the sub-underlay systems are deployed on
the single devices and executed in parallel, where the partitioning algorithm
has split up the given underlay system in a way that is preserves its original
undistributed behavior.

This chapter concentrates on the partitioning algorithm itself. The spec-
ification of the communication protocol ensuring the negotiation of services
bindings, as well as the coherent execution of the distributed underlay system
is discussed in chapter 7.

6.1 Motivation

The benefits of distributing underlay systems are mainly threefold. First,
services are incorporated dynamically during runtime, which enables a QoS-
based and personalized selection of services and supports the dynamic re-
covery of a Web application during runtime when a single service fails. By
incorporating local services preferentially, parts of the application logic can
be executed in an offline mode, i.e. without communication to Web servers.
Second, the execution of Web applications can be optimized by the distri-
bution of application logic, where services requiring a high degree of user
interaction can be outsourced to the client side. Third, private user data can
be handled locally or at a single, trusted site, and do not necessarily have to
be sent to untrustworthy or unknown 3rd party service providers.

In the event that multiple concrete services are available to replace an
abstract one in a given underlay system, multiple strategies may be applied
to guide the decision making process. A user may want to create a mashup

139
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that possesses offline capabilities. In that case, services are always integrated
at the client side so that they do not require Web access and thus are part
of the application that remains executable in times of disconnection.

Alternatively, a user may want to reduce the communication during the
applications’s execution in order to increase its responsiveness and limit data
transfer and thus costs. In that case, the allocation of services can be per-
formed in a way that the greatest possible set of services possessing data
related dependencies are executed on single devices so no inter-device com-
munication is required.

There are many other methods to determine the allocation of concrete ser-
vices to abstract ones. Most of them (except the ones outlined above) require
additional information on the services itself. The most simple additional in-
formation on services may be a server or client tag attached to a service,
which indicates whether a service is better suited for a client or server-side
execution. Moreover, additional information on the quality of a single ser-
vice may be present and could be employed for the decision making process.
For instance, it is possible to measure the resource consumption of a service
during its execution and to store it in a lightweight model so that the infor-
mation of a service’s quality can be considered during succeeding decisions. A
fuzzy logic based model for the representation of such non-functional service
properties, and a proof-of-concept application by employing the model for
the measurement of a service’s memory consumption and response time have
been published in [146] and [100], respectively. However, since the scope of
possible additional information on services is broad and requires the concep-
tual extension of a service’s description, this thesis focuses on the definition
of interfaces for the integration of additional knowledge of services and does
not deal with the respective mechanisms themselves.

The partitioning algorithm presented in the next section thus abstracts
from the decision making process that has led to the allocation of concrete
services to abstract services. It operates on a given underlay system, whose
abstract services have already been replaced by concrete ones, so every tran-
sition can be uniquely imputed to the device that hosts the annotated service.

During the specification of the components required for the realization of
the underlay systems conceptually introduced in chapter 7, the allocation of
services is exemplary performed by the means of additional QoS properties
and user profiles.
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6.2 State Management and Presentation Mapping

Within the Web, state management and presentation mapping is designed
according to the Model View Controller (MVC) pattern [103]. The MVC
pattern defines a model that captures the application logic, and a controller
that communicates changes in the application’s state to the view, which can
then be adapted accordingly.

Within the scope of the discussed approach, the underlay system repre-
sents the application logic and is thus identified with the model. As intro-
duced in section 4.3.6, the underlay operates on a set of resources, which is
then referred to as resource space. Every resource is represented by a set of
key-value pairs that specify the current state of the resource. The controller
of the MVC pattern is conceptually realized by a resource listener operating
on the resource space, i.e. whenever a resource is modified, the modification
is transmitted to the view, i.e. the client-side representation of the applica-
tion. In the event that the modified resource possesses a presentation, the
application’s presentation, i.e. its view, is adapted accordingly.

For instance, the resource space may contain a resource map, which con-
tains its position given by coordinates of the center of the map and a zoom
level. When the position of the map is modified, e.g. because a user has
searched for a city and a service has centered the map accordingly, the coor-
dinates of the resource are modified by the service’s execution. The modifi-
cation is translated to the view, which then performs an update so that the
map is centered on the city the user has requested.

The following section introduces a mechanism to split up an underlay
system into multiple sub-underlay systems, which can then be executed in a
distributed way while retaining the same behavior as the original underlay
system. Here, every device hosting one of the sub-underlay systems holds a
copy of the application’s resource space. In the event a resource is modified
within the scope of a service execution of a sub-underlay system, the changes
have to be communicated to the other involved devices. In order to reduce
the communication overhead, resource modifications are only updated if they
are required directly as input for a service invocation within a remote sub-
underlay system or when the resource modification possesses a presentation
that requires an update of the view at the clients’ side. The following section
addresses this problem in greater detail.

In order to support the protection of private data within composed appli-
cations as well as to deal with multi-user scenarios, two additional properties
are assigned to resources. First, a resource may be declared private. A pri-
vate resource can only be read or modified by services of the device that
hosts the resource. Moreover, no service that receives input from a remote
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service can be applied to a private resource, since this external input may
cause a behavior in the local service that modifies the resource in a malicious
manner.

Multi-user scenarios are supported by defining a scope for every resource,
which specifies the set of devices aware of the resource’s state. By default,
this property is set to all, so that every device holds a copy of the resource’s
state. In the event that a service accesses a resource, it first aggregates the
most recent state of the resource, locks access to it, executes its operation
on the resource and finally releases it again. Thereby, every service ensures
that it is operating on the most up-to-date version of a resource. When a
resource is only of interest to a subset of devices, the scope can be reduced
so only the selected subset of services has access to the respective resource.
Section 7.3 discusses access to resources in greater detail.

A possible scenario for the usage of resources with restricted scopes is a
competitive geo-caching game. In this example, each user gets a map that
is centered on his or her current position, together with a marker on the
map that indicates a target location. The users compete to the reach the
given location, where the user entering a certain vicinity of the given target
location first is granted a point and a new target location is generated. Given
n clients and a server, n + 1 location and n map resources are defined. The
scopes of the resources are restricted in a way that every client has access
to a personal map that is centered on his or her current location. All clients
are shown the same location by a marker on their maps. The first client that
enters a predefined vicinity of the target location gets a point and the target
location is then changed by the server. The scopes of the single resources are
depicted abstractly in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Visualization of a possible resource scope for a multi-client geo-caching game.
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Here, each client i holds its current location within the resource <loc -
i> and its personal map <map i> that is centered on <loc i>. The other
clients do not have access to the other clients’ maps or locations and are thus
unaware of their position. The target location <loc 0> is defined within the
scope of all clients and the server, so that all clients share the same target
location. The server is also capable of taking the single clients’ locations and
matching them against the target location and thereby determines which
client has reached the target location first.

6.3 Partitioning Algorithm

In this section, an algorithm for the automatic distribution of underlay sys-
tems is given.

The algorithm’s main objective is the generation of multiple sub-underlay
systems from a single underlay system, so that the single parts of the un-
derlay can be distributed among multiple devices and executed concurrently.
The algorithm ensures that the distributed execution of the underlay system
is equivalent to the execution of the holistic underlay, independent of the
allocation of the involved services.

The distribution of a given underlay system must thus be invariant with
regard to

1. the execution order of services as defined by the workflow graph,
2. the data passage between the single services as defined by the dataflow

graph,
3. the communication between workflows, and
4. the invariants and guards defined within the workflow including clocks.

6.3.1 General Terminology

The algorithm takes an underlay system, as defined in chapter 4, as input.
Within chapter 7, a method for the allocation of concrete services stemming
from different devices to abstract services is introduced. For the distribu-
tion algorithm presented in this section, it is assumed that this allocation
has already been performed. Here, the result of this allocation is considered
abstractly as a coloring of the underlay system’s workflow graph. Each tran-
sition 1 of the workflow graph is assigned a color, which reflects the allocation

1A transition is commonly related to a service invocation that is initiated when the
transition is passed. Since this chapter deals with the distribution of workflow structures,
it is focused on the respective terminology of timed automata. Nevertheless, a colored
transition is always considered a service invocation.
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of the respective service to a device. All transitions with the same color in-
voke services that are hosted on the same device. A coloring can thus be
considered as a function ϕ : T → C ∪ null operating on a finite set of transi-
tions T and a finite set of colors C that assigns a color to each transition. In
case a transition is assigned null, the transition is considered as uncolored.

Figure 6.2 shows an exemplary workflow graph, whose transitions are
marked with two different colors.

Figure 6.2: Colored transitions. A, C, D and H build the first partition (blue dashed
arrows), B, E, F and G the second one (orange bold arrows).

.

The distribution algorithm operates mainly on an underlay system’s work-
flow graph and derives the dataflow graph from the distributed version of the
workflow. The result of the distribution algorithm is a set of partitions. A
partition is a workflow graph that results from the distribution algorithm
and is capable of the execution of all services of one specific device. The
number of partitions that are created is therefore dependent on the number
of different colors present in the original underlay system’s workflow graph.

A transition group is defined as a set of transitions which possess the
same coloring. Every transition group is part of exactly one partition. Given
a partition p and a colored transition t, t is considered as local transition if
it belongs to the transition group that is identified with p; otherwise, it is
considered as remote transition. Uncolored transitions are neither local nor
remote.

Given the exemplary workflow graph depicted in Figure 6.2, the distri-
bution algorithm creates two portions, since there are two different colors of
transitions. The transitions A, C, D and H build a transition group and are
thus part of the same partition p. They are local to p, while the transitions
B, E, F and G are remote to p.
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6.3.2 Conceptual Process of the Partitioning Algorithm

Within this section, the general process of the algorithm is introduced and
discussed with the background of a concrete example.

6.3.2.1 General Proceeding

The algorithm creates a partition that contains the initial location for ev-
ery color found within the origin workflow graph. Starting with the initial
location, the partitioning algorithm traverses the origin workflow graph in
Breath-First-Search (BFS) manner, while it adds every passed transition to
one of the partitions so that all partitions only encompass transitions from
one transition group. This distribution of transitions breaks the inter-service
communication determined by the original structure of the workflow graph.
Therefore, additional synchronization messages are generated and added to
the single partitions, which ensure that the execution and communication
flow between the single partitions remains invariant with regard to the origin
workflow.

For instance, given a sequence of service executions represented by tran-
sitions t1 and t2, the origin workflow ensures that t2 is not invoked before t1
has finished its execution. When t1 and t2 are labeled with different colors,
an additional communication primitive is required to notifiy the partition
containing t2 that the execution of the services invoked via t1 has been fin-
ished.

Although the distribution of underlay systems provides advantages, as
discussed in section 3.4, it might also lead to increased communication costs.
Their size depends on the allocation of services to devices and the dependen-
cies between services with regard to both data passage and execution order.
Thus, the level of communication depends on the coloring of the underlay
system’s workflow graph.

Despite the fact that the coloring of transitions takes place before the
partitioning mechanism begins, the partitioning algorithm aims at a reduc-
tion of the communication overhead caused by the partitioning itself, thus,
aims at partitions that cause the least possible amount of additional message
exchange.

In particular, a synchronization signal that notifies other partitions should
not be issued after each service execution. Instead, the synchronization mes-
sage is held back as long as the partition can still execute local services.
When the partition can no longer invoke local services, a synchronization is
sent that represents the set of service invocations performed by the partition.
This mechanism is referred to as delayed synchronization in the following.
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The process of copying transitions to the partitions works as follows. For
each location of a partition p, all outgoing transitions are examined in the
origin workflow graph. The transitions with the matching color are copied.
Other transitions may be copied as well in order to provide exchange of
synchronization primitives or checking of conditions. Nevertheless, they are
deprived of the annotations given in the origin workflow graph.

The new target location is determined by a getNext() procedure. The
procedure takes a partition p and a transition t as input. If t is local to p, the
target location of t within the origin workflow graph is returned. Thereby,
the transition and its corresponding service invocation are taken into the
partition. When t is remote to p, the algorithm follows the path indicated
by t in Depth-First-Search (DFS) manner until a location is reached, which
either has an outgoing transition local to p or possesses multiple outgoing
transitions. By combining BFS and DFS, all transitions that do not belong
to p and form a path within the origin workflow graph can be substituted by
a single transition within p.

In the case that the DFS ends because a location with a local outgoing
transition was found, the location becomes the target location within p. In
the case that a location initiating a split is discovered, i.e. a location pos-
sessing multiple outgoing transitions, a BFS is applied to discover the next
transition local to p.

Within the following section, the general proceeding of the algorithm is
discussed by means of a working example.

6.3.2.2 Working Example

This section discusses the application of the partitioning algorithm to the
workflow graph depicted in Figure 6.2. The core functionality of the algo-
rithm is given in Algorithm 6.1.

The algorithm operates on a number of sets. Here, partitions keeps
the workflow’s partitions, which are continuously built up during the algo-
rithm’s execution. The set currentLocations encompasses all locations that
are added to partitions within the next step of the algorithm. Here, steps of
the partitioning algorithm are defined as iterations over all locations found
within the last BFS step, which have not yet been discovered during a prior
step. In other words, a step encompasses an iteration over all members of
currentLocations. The procedure runs until the set is empty. At the begin-
ning, it contains the initial location of the originating workflow. After each
step, the set is updated with new locations found during the BFS.
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In addition, each workflow partition holds a corresponding nextLocations
set. It contains locations, whose outgoing transitions are investigated next
and are, if required, copied into the partition. These locations are targets of
transitions which were added in the last algorithm’s step. They are obtained
by calling the getNext() procedure and are required to check the relevance
of the current locations for each partition. Initially, it contains the origin
workflow’s initial location.

Within the remainder of this section, the partitioning of the workflow
graph given in Figure 6.2 is discussed. Since the originating graph’s transi-
tions are two-colored, two new partitions p1 and p2 are created by the algo-
rithm. Table 6.1 shows the state of the sets currentLocations and the two
partitions’ nextLocations for every step of the algorithm. Table 6.2 lists the
parameters for the invocation of getNext() after each step and its respective
result. The partitions resulting from each step are illustrated in Figure 6.3.

During every step of the algorithm

1. each partition’s nextLocations are extended with results returned by
getNext() for the specified partition, and

2. currentLocations are subtracted from nextLocations.

Finally, currentLocations is overwritten with new locations found by the al-
gorithm’s BFS.

Initially, all sets contain the workflow’s initial location l0.
Within the first step, getNext() is called for each outgoing transition from

each partition’s nextLocations’ member. As there are two outgoing transi-
tions from l0, which is the only member of both sets, the getNext() function
is called four times. The function’s outputs are added to nextLocations. At
the end of the first step, p1’s nextLocations contains l1 and l2, since they
were returned by getNext() and called with the parameter p1. l0 was re-
moved from the set, because it was contained in currentLocations. The other
nextLocations were modified accordingly.

Transition A is copied to p1 without any modifications. Transition B is
also added to p1; however, its action is removed, since it is executed within
the scope of partition p2. Instead, it is annotated with a receive synchro-
nization b?, which keeps the partition within the current location until a
corresponding signal is received. As soon as B has been executed within p2,
a synchronization b! is sent to indicate the finalization of B’s execution. In the
same way, p2 is assigned the transition A, but the action is removed because it
is invoked within p1. Instead, a receive synchronization c? is inserted, which
suspends the invocation until the action C is executed. currentLocations is
updated to l1 and l2, since they were returned by the BFS algorithm.
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Figure 6.3: The two partitions of the example workflow shown in 6.2 after every step of
the partitioning algorithm.

Steps 2 and 3 of the algorithm are performed similarly, as outlined in
Table 6.1 and 6.2. At the end of step 3, getNext() only returns l0, which has
already been visited. Therefore, currentLocations is empty in step 4, so that
getNext() is not invoked. The algorithm is thus terminated.
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Step Current locations p1’s next locations p2’s next locations

1 l0 l0 l0
2 l1, l2 l1, l2 l2, l3
3 l3, l4, l5 l3, l4 l3, l5
4 ∅ l0 l0

Table 6.1: Partitioning Algorithm: Content of the key structures.

Step Parameters Result Comment

1

A, p1 l1 A is local to p1
B, p1 l2 l2 has local outgoing transition
A, p2 l3 l3 has local outgoing transition, but l1 has not
B, p2 l2 B is local to p2

2

C, p1 l3 C is local p1
D, p1 l4 D is local p1
E, p1 l0 l0 has local outgoing transition, but l5 has not
D, p2 l0 l0 has local outgoing transition, but l4 has not
E, p2 l5 E is local to p2

3

F, p1 l0 l0 has local outgoing transition
H, p1 l0 H is local to p1
F, p2 l0 F is local to p2
G, p2 l0 G is local to p2

Table 6.2: Partitioning Algorithm: Calling the getNext() method.

6.3.3 Creating Workflow Partitions

In the following, the workflow distribution algorithm is described in detail,
together with its key subroutines getNext() and copyTransition(). Some
steps are discussed on the basis of the workflow graph depicted in Figure 6.4.

6.3.3.1 The Core Algorithm

Algorithm 6.1 lists the partitioning algorithm in pseudo-code notation. The
main() procedure builds the core of the partitioning algorithm and takes a
workflow workflow and a set transitionGroups as input. The latter parameter
contains groups of the same-colored transitions within the origin workflow
graph. The procedure traverses workflow and distributes it into multiple
partitions.

Four sets of data are defined. Here, partitions keeps the single partitions
and currentLocations holds the locations that are entered within the next
step of the algorithm; they have already been introduced in section 6.3.2.2.
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Algorithm 6.1 Core Algorithm for the Distribution of Underlay Systems
1: procedure (workflow : Workflow, transitionGroups : {x|x : {y|y :
Transition}})

2: partitions := ∅
3: currentLocations := {workflow.initialLocation}
4: visitedLocations := ∅
5: newCurrentLocations := ∅
6: for all transitionGroup ∈ transitionGroups do
7: partition := newWorkflow()
8: partition.initialLocation := workflow.initialLocation
9: partition.nextLocations := {workflow.initialLocation}

10: partition.transitionGroup := transitionGroup
11: partitions := partitions ∪ {partition}
12: end for
13: repeat
14: for all currentLocation ∈ currentLocations do
15: for all transition ∈ currentLocation.outgoings do
16: newCurrentLocations := newCurrentLocations ∪
{transition.target}

17: for all partition ∈ partitions do
18: if currentLocation ∈ partition.nextLocations then
19: nextLocation := getNext(transition, partition)
20: if nextLocation 6= null then
21: copyTransition(partition, transition, nextLocation)
22: partition.nextLocations :=

partition.nextLocations ∪ nextLocation
23: end if
24: end if
25: end for
26: end for
27: for all partition ∈ partitions do
28: . remove current location from next locations
29: partition.nextLocations := partition.nextLocations \
{currentLocation}

30: end for
31: end for
32: visitedLocations := visitedLocations ∪ currentLocations
33: newCurrentLocations := newCurrentLocations \ visitedLocations
34: currentLocations := newCurrentLocations
35: until currentLocations 6= ∅
36: return partitions
37: end procedure
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Figure 6.4: Example of a colored workflow graph.

A step of the algorithm is defined as an iteration over all members of this set.
Its content is overwritten with locations found within the next BFS’s step
as soon as all of the current locations are visited. Initially, the set contains
the initial location of the origin workflow. For instance, when the algorithm
is applied to the workflow depicted in Figure 6.4, currentLocations would
initially contain l0, l1 in the first step, and l2 and l3 in the second.

The set newCurrentLocations has an auxiliary function, as it builds the
basis for the content of currentLocations during the next step. It stores loca-
tions that can be reached from a current location within one hop. For each of
these locations, an incoming transition exists, which has a currentLocations’s
member as source. For instance, when currentLocations encompasses l4,
newCurrentLocations consist of l4, l5, and l7 at the end of the iteration.

At the beginning of the algorithm, the partitions set is initialized; a new
partition partition is created for each given transitions group. It is initialized
as a new, empty workflow and is put into the partitions set. Each partition is
assigned its corresponding transition group and the respective nextLocations
set is created. It contains locations, whose outgoing transitions are copied
into partition within the next step.
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The loop (line 13), which builds the core of the algorithm, repeats until
the set currentLocations is empty. Within the loop, the outgoing transitions
for all locations of currentLocations are explored; their target locations are
added to newCurrentLocations.

Afterwards, the algorithm iterates over all partitions. When the cur-
rentLocation is an element of the partition’s nextLocations set, all outgoing
transitions of the current location are investigated. Their target location is
derived by calling the getNext() procedure and is stored within nextLocation.
The input of the getNext() procedure consists of the outgoing transition of
currentLocation and the partition itself. After deriving the target location of
the transition with regard to the given partition, the copyTransition() proce-
dure is called to include the transition into the partition. It takes the parti-
tion, the transition itself, and nextLocation as input and creates a transition
or a set of transitions that is capable of representing the origin transition’s
functionality within the given partition. Finally, nextLocation is added to
the partition’s nextLocations set. After all outgoing transitions of current-
Location have been copied, it is removed from the nextLocations sets of all
partitions.

After the algorithm has iterated over all members of the currentLoca-
tion set, its locations are moved to the visitedLocations set. The visited-
Locations are then removed from the newCurrentLocations set, so that it
only contains locations that have not yet been visited. Finally, the content
of currentLocations is overwritten with newCurrentLocations. If the set is
empty, the algorithm finishes and the distributed partitions are returned.
Otherwise the iteration continues.

6.3.3.2 The getNext() Procedure

The getNext() procedure discovers the new target location of a given transi-
tion within a selected partition. The target location depends on the coloring
of the origin workflow graph and is retrieved by a combination of a BFS and
DFS. The procedure is shown in Algorithm 6.2.

Initially, visitedLocations is initiated, so locations that have once been
visited by the procedure are not visited again. Thereby, the termination of
recursive procedure calls is ensured, given a final set of locations within a
workflow graph.

The procedure returns the location next. It may be null if transition does
not have to be copied. This is the case if the transition is remote and its
source equals its target, i.e. if the transition is a remote loop (line 4). next
is set to the current transition’s target if the target has either no or just a
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Algorithm 6.2 Combined BFS and DFS for the retrieval of relevant loca-
tions for each step.
1: procedure getNext(transition : Transition, partition : Workflow)
2: next := null
3: visitedLocations := partition.locations ∪ {transition.source}
4: if transition.source = transition.target and transition /∈
partition.transitionGroup then

5: next := null
6: else if transition.target ∈ visitedLocations then
7: else
8: targetOutgoings := transition.target.outgoings
9: if targetOutgoings = ∅ or transition ∈ partition.transitionGroup or

#targetOutgoings = 1 and {targetOutgoings∩partition.transitionGroup} 6=
∅ then

10: next = transition.target
11: else if #targetOutgoings > 1 then
12: if {targetOutgoings ∩ partition.transitionGroup} 6= ∅ or

isLastInParallelBlock(transition.target) then
13: next := transition.target
14: else
15: locations := ∅
16: for all outgoing ∈ outgoings do
17: if !isIDLE(outgoing.target) then
18: locations := locations∪{getNext(outgoing, partition)}
19: end if
20: end for
21: if #locations > 1 then
22: next := transition.target
23: else if #locations = 1 then
24: next := location|location ∈ locations
25: end if
26: end if
27: else
28: next := getNext(outgoing ∈ targetOutgoings, partition)
29: end if
30: end if
31: if next 6= null and isIDLE(transition.source) and next 6=

transition.target then
32: next := null
33: end if
34: return next
35: end procedure
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single local outgoing transition, or transition is local. Otherwise, if the target
has a single outgoing transition, getNext() is called recursively on the target
location.

When the target location has multiple outgoing transitions, wherefrom
at least one is local, or the target is the last location in a parallel execution
block, next is set to transition’s target. The handling of structures expressing
the parallel execution of services is discussed later in section 6.3.4. Otherwise,
getNext() is called concurrently on each outgoing transition in order to find
transition’s new target. Finally next is returned.

6.3.3.3 The copyTransition() Procedure

The copyTransition procedure requires a partition partition, a transition tran-
sition and a location target as input parameters. It copies transition into the
specified partition, while setting its target location to target. The procedure’s
functionality is listed as pseudo-code in Algorithm 6.3.

First, a new transition copy is created. Its source location and guard
are set to the source location and guard of transition, respectively. The
target is set to target. The source and target location of copy are then
added to partition. Afterwards, whether the current transition has an action
or not is checked, since the presence of an action may render the addition
of synchronization messages necessary. In the event that the transition is
labeled with a local action α, the action is copied to copy. If there is a remote
outgoing transition from transition’s target location, a send synchronization
is added to the partition in order to signal the finalization of α’s execution to
other workflow partitions responsible for a service invocation that succeeds
α.

Therefore, a new transition newTransition and a new location newLo-
cation are added to partition. newLocation, which is the source location of
newTransition, becomes the target of copy. Consequently, newTransition’s
target location is set to target. The new send synchronization is added to
the new transition. That way, a new transition containing a send synchro-
nization is inserted between copy and its target location that indicates the
finalization of α’s execution. Finally, transition’s origin synchronization is
copied to copy.

If transition is not local, a receive synchronization is added to copy. This
receive synchronization can be considered a counterpart to a send synchro-
nization as described above, which is part of the partition for which transition
is considered local. The receive synchronization ensures that the partial work-
flow graph blocks its execution until a send synchronization has indicated the
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Algorithm 6.3 Copying transitions into workflow partitions.
1: procedure copyTransition(partition : Workflow, transition :
Transition, target : Location)

2: copy := newTransition()
3: copy.source := transition.source
4: copy.target := target
5: copy.guard := transition.guard
6: partition.locations := partition.locations ∪ {transition.source, target}
7: targetOutgoings := transition.target.outgoings
8: if transition.action 6= null then
9: if transition ∈ partition.transitionGroup then

10: copy.action := transition.action
11: if isOneTransitionRemote(transitions, transitionGroup) then
12: newLocation := newLocation()
13: newTransition := newTransition()
14: newTransition.source := newLocation
15: newTransition.target := copy.target
16: newTransition.synchronization :=

newSendSynchronization(copy.action)
17: copy.target := newLocation
18: copy.synchronization := transition.synchronization
19: else if !(#targetOutgoings = 1 and

hasReceiveSyncFromTransitionGroup(target, transitionGroup))
then

20: copy.synchronization := getLastRemoteAction(transition)
21: end if
22: end if
23: end if
24: end procedure

finalization of the preceeding service’s execution. During execution, workflow
blocks until a send synchronization primitive is issued for the transition’s ac-
tion. Note that a receive synchronization is only added if the succeeding
transition in partition does not already possess a receive synchronization. In
that case, the addition of a synchronization to copy is dispensable, since the
succeeding signal can be used to acknowledge the execution of both services
and would only lead to a communication overhead.

Thus, copyTransition() copies a transition from the origin workflow graph
to a given partition, where the action on the transition entails the addition
of a send or receive synchronization. The former one is used to indicate the
finalization of a local service’s execution, while the latter one ensures that
the workflow is blocked until the preceding service’s execution has finished.
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Transitions, which neither have an action nor a synchronization, do not
have to be joined to any partition.

As the algorithm finishes, each partition of the workflow contains the
following transitions.

1. Its local transitions,
2. its remote transitions, if

(a) they are followed by a local transition, or

(b) their source locations has multiple outgoing transitions.

They are deprived of their action as well as the original synchroniza-
tions, but can be supplied with a new send or receive synchronization,
thus they are used to synchronize the control flow of the workflow’s
execution.

3. Transitions connected with the IDLE location, and
4. transitions, which were not present in the original workflow graph.

They are added for synchronization reasons, but may also be employed
to optimize some execution characteristics, e.g. to minimize the syn-
chronization overhead.

6.3.3.4 Examples for Workflow Partitions

To illustrate the varying appearance of partitions resulting from the presented
algorithm, two examples for distributed workflows are given. Figure 6.5 shows
the algorithm’s output for the workflow shown in Figure 6.4.

Here, both partitions look almost like copies of the originating work-
flow graph, which is mainly caused by the coloring of the workflow graph,
where neighboring transitions have different colors in most cases. This leads
to intensified synchronization overhead, since a synchronization message is
exchanged whenever the control flow is passed between two partitions. The
transitions and locations added for synchronization reasons enlarge the single
partitions more.

Figure 6.6 shows the same workflow as in Figure 6.4, but with a different
coloring.

The result of the distribution algorithm is illustrated in Figure 6.5.

The structure of the partitions is less complex, since the dependencies
between the single services of different partitions are small. Thus, the syn-
chronization overhead is minimal, since there are long sequences of transitions
with the same color. Consequently, synchronization messages are only rarely
required to synchronize the state of the single partitions.
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Figure 6.5: Two partitions derived from the workflow depicted in Figure 6.4.

Note that the coloring of transitions corresponds to the allocation of ser-
vices to devices, i.e. the decision making with regard to the replacement of
abstract services with concrete ones possibly residing on different devices.
As demonstrated by the examples above, the allocation has a considerable
influence on the workflow’s partitions and overall synchronization. For in-
stance, when a user prefers an application that can execute larger parts of
its application logic in an offline mode, it is favorable to allocate sequences
of services to the same device, as done for the workflow depicted in Figure
6.6, which leads to a clearer separation of the workflow structures and thus
to fewer synchronizations.

6.3.4 Partitioning Parallel Execution Blocks

In section 4.3.4, a structure supporting the parallel invocation of services has
been introduced. This special structure, based on the concept of an IDLE
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Figure 6.6: Exemplary workflow as depicted in Figure 6.4, but with different coloring.

Figure 6.7: Two partitions derived from the workflow graph depicted in Figure 6.6.
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location, requires a particular treatment during the partitioning algorithm.
Figure 6.8 (a) shows an excerpt of a workflow supporting the parallel invoca-
tion of services. Here, the services A and B have to be executed sequentially,
while C can be executed in parallel to them. All three services have to be
executed before D can be invoked.

The coloring of the workflow graph indicates that the transitions A and
B are associated with a different partition than transition C. As the remain-
ing transitions have neither an action nor a synchronization, they are not
associated with any partition. The distribution of this automaton into two
separate partitions in accordance to the algorithm 6.1 is depicted in Figure
6.8(b) and 6.8(c), respectively. Both resulting partitions encompass transi-
tions which were not assigned to a specific partition in the origin workflow
graph.

Figure 6.8: Parallel execution block. (a) Exemplary colored parallel execution block.
(b) First partition of the parallel execution block. (c) Second partition of the parallel
execution block.

The distribution shown in Figure 6.8 has the drawback that the con-
currency of the services’ execution is limited due to the new inserted send
synchronization primitives. After the execution of action B, the send syn-
chronization b! is transmitted. The synchronization does not occur until B’s
execution terminates and thus would suspend the execution of the second
branch in the event that it was local. For this reason, the synchronization is
attached to a new transition, which becomes the successor of B’s transition.
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The guard, which checks if B has terminated, is not explicitly given, but is
attached to the new transition.

In order to remove this drawback, each new location added to the parallel
execution block has to be connected with the IDLE location, as depicted in
Figure 6.9. Here, actions in parallel branches can be executed in the time
between B’s invocation and termination.

Figure 6.9: Modified partitions of the parallel execution block shown in Figure 6.8 (a).
(a) Shows the modification of the partition depicted in Figure 6.8 (b). (b) Shows the
modification of the partition depicted in Figure 6.8 (c).

6.3.5 Dealing with Nondeterministic Choices

The partitioning algorithm presented so far assumes that choices between
transitions are deterministic, i.e. that the guards on outgoing transitions from
a single location split the decision domain disjointly. In the event that the
nondeterministic choice between services should be supported, the algorithm
has to be adapted accordingly.

Assume that all outgoing transitions A, B, and C of l0 depicted in Figure
6.10(a) are enabled. The partitions resulting from a distribution according to
the algorithm 6.1 are presented in Figure 6.10(b)-(d), respectively. Here, each
partition is assigned its local action and synchronization primitives in order
to synchronize with the other partitions. There is a receive synchronization
for every remote transition; complementary, a notification is sent after a local
action’s execution.
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Figure 6.10: Resolving nondeterministic choices. (a) A nondeterministic choice between
three transitions. (b)-(d) Three possible partitions.

The nondeterminism of the origin workflow is manifested within every
resulting partition, where the choice of the single partitions is decoupled
from the decision making within the remaining partitions. Therefore it is
possible that each partition resolves the nondeterministic choice differently,
which potentially leads to incoherent states of the partitions and no longer
guarantees a behavior equivalent to the behavior of the origin workflow graph.

In general, the problem of nondeterministic choices can only be solved by
inspecting and evaluating the guards of all outgoing transitions from the same
location. Without additional knowledge of the guards and the domain space
they are covering, it cannot be decided whether multiple outgoing transitions
from a single location represent a deterministic or non-deterministic choice.
When at least one of the outgoing transitions does not possess a guard, the
choice can be considered as nondeterministic. If all transitions are labeled
with guards, the guards’ evaluation cannot be circumvented.

The evaluation of guard domains is considered to be out of scope of this
thesis, since nondeterminism is usually undesirable in the application logic.
Especially workflows, which are generated from the mashup language as intro-
duced in appendix A or via the algorithm for the atomic creation of underlay
systems as discussed in section 5.3, never expose such behaviour. In the fol-
lowing, the process of localizing nondeterminism is not considered; instead,
it is assumed that the affected locations are known beforehand. For instance,
they may be marked by the software developer when the underlay system is
directly engineered. Note that this assumption only simplifies the detection
of locations entailing nondeterministic choices; the treatment of such loca-
tions and their respective outgoing transitions remains the same as described
below.

There are multiple ways to avoid an incoherent behavior of partitions
during execution. For instance, partitions could compete for the right to
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resolve the nondeterministic decision. Here, the competition would result in
the assignment of the decision directly to one partition, so that the remaining
partitions have to follow its decision. The competition process would require
an additional workflow graph that serves as a central entity to coordinate the
competition procedure.

The definition of a master partition constitutes a similar possibility. Here,
one partition –the master partition– is responsible for the decision making
and the communication of the decision to the remaining partitions. This al-
ternative generates less communication and leads to smaller partition graphs,
since no additional workflow graph is required and the competition phase is
substituted by a plain assignment of the master role to one partition. The
application of this approach to the nondeterministic workflow depicted in
Figure 6.10(a) is illustrated in Figures 6.11(a)-(c), where the partition shown
in Figure 6.11(a) is selected as the master. It can either execute the action
A or let a remote action be executed. The decision is then communicated to
other partitions. As a complement, the partitions shown in Figure 6.11(b)
and Figure 6.11(c) forestall the execution of any action until a synchroniza-
tion signal is received.

Figure 6.11: Resolving nondeterministic choices with a master automaton. (a) The
master partition derived from the nondeterministic automaton shown in Figure 6.10(a).
(b)-(c) The two slave partitions derived from the nondeterministic automaton shown in
Figure 6.10(a).

6.3.6 Dataflow Distribution Algorithm

The distribution of the dataflow graph is directly derived from the partition-
ing of the workflow graph. For every service within a partition, the mapping
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between the service’s outputs and the inputs of other (possibly remote) ser-
vices has to be known. The respective algorithm for the extraction of the
necessary information from the origin dataflow graph is listed in pseudo-code
notation in Algorithm 6.4.

The algorithm takes the dataflow dataflow of the origin not-distributed
workflow and one of its partitions workflow, which was returned by the work-
flow distribution algorithm listed in Algorithm 6.1. As result of the algo-
rithm’s execution the part of dataflow relevant for services present in the
given workflow is returned.

Algorithm 6.4 Distribute Dataflow
1: procedure distributeDF(dataflow : Dataflow,workflow : Workflow)
2: newDataflow := ∅
3: for all location ∈ dataflow.locations do
4: if location.action ∈ workflow.actions then
5: newDataflow.locations := newDataflow.locations ∪ {location}
6: end if
7: end for
8: return newDataflow
9: end procedure

The structure newDataflow holds the created sub-dataflow graph. The
algorithm iterates over dataflow ’s locations and copies those to newDataflow
which refer to actions present within the given workflow, i.e. one of the par-
titions resulting from the workflow partitioning algorithm presented above.
Finally, the new dataflow is returned.

The algorithm has to be invoked once for each partition of the original
workflow graph in order to distribute the dataflow completely.

6.3.7 Evaluation of Invariance

Distributed underlay systems have to be functionally equivalent to the origin
underlay system. Thus, the following aspects have to remain invariant to the
distribution:

1. Invariants and guards defined within the workflow, including clocks,
2. the execution order of services as defined by the workflow flow,
3. communication between workflows defined before the distribution pro-

cess, and
4. the dataflow.

Although the origin workflow’s structure changes due to the distribution,
the effects that are enforced by invariants and guards persist. An action
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is never allocated to another transition so that the guard, which is associ-
ated with the action and consequently with the transition, remains at the
right spot and must be evaluated before the action is executed. Despite the
fact that a transition’s target location may change, the source location holds
potential invariants that must be met before entering the location and there-
fore the outgoing transition never changes. Since a timed automaton only
defines upper bounds for a clock as invariants, they do not get violated, as
the relative order between transitions and therefore actions is persistent.

However, since the underlay system’s workflow graphs have a timed au-
tomaton structure, the synchronization of all distributed clocks must be en-
sured. In the distributed architecture that underlies the approach presented
in this thesis, a time synchronization protocol such as the Network Time
Protocol (NTP) [118, 91] is assumed for the management of the clocks’ syn-
chronization.

The execution order of services is constant, since the control flow in the
distributed execution is controlled by synchronization primitives. When the
origin workflow executes an action α1 after an action α0 and the services are
allocated to different partitions, synchronization primitives are generated for
both partitions that ensure the services’ coherent execution order. A send
synchronization transmitted via channel c is added to the transition that
entails the invocation of α0 or the succeeding transition if the previous tran-
sition already holds a synchronization. In the same way, the other workflow
is extended by a receive synchronization that listens on the same channel c.
It is appended to the transition preceding the transition labeled with α1. As
a consequence α1 cannot be executed until α0’s execution has finished.

The algorithm for the distribution of the underlay system’s dataflow graph
discussed above simply extracts the part of the I/O mapping that is relevant
for the services of every device. Thus, each partition is granted access to a
sub-dataflow graph, which defines the passage of the local services’ output
data to the inputs of other services. Thereby, dependencies between services’
inputs and outputs are resolved as if the dataflow and the services were
executed in a centralized manner.



Chapter 7

Specification

This chapter deals with the specification of components that enable the auto-
matic creation and distribution of underlay systems among multiple devices.
Section 7.1 deals with the embedding of single components into the extended
mashup architecture discussed in section 3.4. While section 7.2 focuses on
the single components and their respective communication interfaces, section
7.3 deals with the specification of a communication protocol that enables the
negotiation of service bindings required to apply the partitioning algorithm
introduced in chapter 6 and the succeeding coherent execution of the resulting
sub-underlay systems.

7.1 Architectural Embedding

For the specification of single components as well as the communication
protocol, the roles introduced in the architectural extension of server-side
mashups depicted in Figure 3.4 are overtaken. A client is considered as a
user device that generates the request to start an application. A proxy acts as
intermediate component that deals with the aggregation and transformation
of data retrieved from one or more servers, i.e. 3rd party content providers.

In that scope, only the distribution between a client and a proxy is focused
on, where the proxy encapsulates the additionally required components and
thereby frees the client from necessary extensions. The same mechanisms can
be applied to the distribution between multiple parties without any changes
in the presented algorithms itself.

Figure 7.1 gives a general overview of the single activities that dynamically
create, distribute, and execute Web applications.

Initially, the mashup is requested by a client via a URI (#1). The URI
may contain information on the IOPE description of the requested service or
point to a Web page that contains markup tags. Based on the given infor-
mation, i.e. either the requested service’s IOPE descriptions or the markup,
an underlay system is created at the proxy-side. When the mashup’s under-
lay system has been directly engineered by a software developer, this step is
skipped (#2). The proxy checks the availability of services from 3rd party
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Figure 7.1: Distributing Web applications: General overview.

providers that may serve as implementations for abstract services of the un-
derlay system (#3). Information on the discovered services is sent back to
the client, together with a special runtime environment that allows the client
to execute a part of the underlay system locally later (#4). The client checks
out which services should be integrated from the client side (#5) and com-
municates its decision to the proxy (#6). Based on the available services
on the proxy and the client side, the proxy allocates concrete services to the
abstract services within the underlay system. Based on the allocation of the
single services, the underlay system is split up into a client-side partition for
the controlling and execution of client side services, and a partition that is
executed on the proxy side controlling the integration of services stemming
from remote 3rd party providers (#7). Finally, the sub-underlay systems
are deployed at the proxy and client side and their execution is initiated
(#8, #9). The distribution of the services between client and proxy as well
as the coherent execution of the dynamically distributed underlay system is
performed by the means of a novel communication protocol (#10).
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The specification contains two central parts. Section 7.2 deals with the
specification of the involved components and their respective communication
interfaces. Here, most components are required exactly once, so that they
can be deployed on the proxy of the extended mashup architecture introduced
in section 3.4. Some components must be available multiple times, i.e. an
instance of the respective components is required for each involved device.
Section 7.3 concentrates on the communication among the single instances of
those components by specifying a communication protocol that supports the
allocation of concrete services stemming from different devices to an abstract
underlay system. Moreover, it ensures the coherent execution of a partitioned
underlay system distributed among the single devices.

7.2 Component Specification

7.2.1 Component Overview

In total, eleven functional components are defined. These are mainly hosted
on a proxy server; only a smaller subset of these components has to also
be present on the client side. An overview of these components and their
respective interaction interfaces is given in Figure 7.2.

A user requests a Web application via a URI, which either contains infor-
mation on a requested service by means of its IOPE descriptions or points
to a Web page possibly containing markup tags. The Web page is forwarded
to the request processor, which then determines whether an underlay system
has to be created from a IOPE based request or markup tags (#1). In the
latter case, the syntax of the markup is validated by a respective validator
(#2). The IOPE descriptions of the service request or the validated set of
markup tags are then passed to the underlay creation engine, where a cor-
responding underlay system is generated based on the algorithms introduced
in chapter 5 (#3). The descriptions of the single abstract services of the
underlay system are passed to the late binding engine (#4); there is a late
binding engine on both the client and the proxy side. Both engines com-
municate via the orchestration synchronization protocol (OSP) to negotiate
which services will be allocated to which device (#5). Given the respective
abstract services, the late binding engines look up concrete services from
the service repositories (#6). In the event that there are multiple services
matching an abstract service, the user preferences can contain information
on the preferred service integration style as introduced in section 6.1 (#7.1).
For example, when the user prefers the create an application with the highest
possible offline capability, services from the client side are favored. Alterna-
tively, additional information on the services’ quality may be employed and
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Figure 7.2: Component overview.

considered against the user’s preferences, so that the most suitable service
can be selected (#7.2). After every abstract service has been substituted by
a concrete service either from the client or the proxy side, the call generator
is accessed to automatically create service calls from the services’ interface
descriptions (#8). The resulting concrete underlay system is then passed to
the partitioning engine, which can split up a given underlay system based on
the allocation of services to devices as introduced in chapter 6 (#9). The
single sub-underlay systems are finally deployed in the underlay execution
engines hosted on the devices that provide at least one concrete service to
the given underlay system (#10); the single services involved in the underlay
system are invoked by the underlay execution engines when required (#11).
The coherent execution and respective synchronization of the dynamically
created sub-underlay systems is ensured through the orchestration synchro-
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nization protocol (OSP) (#12). Every time the execution of a service leads
to a modification of a resource that possesses a representation, the user’s in-
terface is adapted accordingly via a view controller, which holds a listener on
the resource space of the client and can therefore respond to resource changes
(#13). When a service fails during runtime, the service can be replaced dy-
namically via the local late binding engine (#14) or by communicating the
failure via the OSP (#12) to call the proxy side late binding engine (#15),
which then deals with the recovery of the failed service through the OSP’s
negotiation phase (#5).

In general, a solution that requires no modification of the client is the
goal. Here, an echo server holds the descriptions of the locally available
services present at the client side, i.e. the client’s repository can be stored at
a respective server. All remaining components can either be transferred as an
executable Java Script library to the client during the initialization process
–such as the execution engine and the late binding engine– or the respective
functionalities are provided by the proxy.

In the following, the single components and their respective communica-
tion primitives are described. All primitives are understood as local service
calls with regard to the setup depicted in Figure 7.2, i.e. as communication
between components hosted on the same device. In order to render the spec-
ification independent from the concrete setup of the components, the style of
the defined communication primitives is not differentiated between.

There is a special set of primitives coercively exchanged between multiple
devices. With regard to the abstract depiction of the components presented
in Figure 7.2, the allocation of services to the single devices is negotiated
between late binding engines located on different devices (#5). Moreover,
the coherent execution of a distributed underlay system within multiple exe-
cution engines also requires communication primitives sent over the network
to communicate data and synchronize application states (#12). These prim-
itives are specified as part of the Orchestration Synchronization Protocol
(OSP) in section 7.3.

7.2.2 Data Elements and Parameters

The components introduced in the previous section interact by the means
of well-defined communication primitives. Their possible data types and
parameters are listed and explained in Table 7.1. Table 7.2 encompasses an
overview of the error codes that may originate in a primitive’s execution.

In the following sections, the single components required to support the
distribution and respective execution of underlay systems are specified, fo-
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Parameter name Description

File Data file that can contain markup tags (MashupXML) or
abstract service requests (ServiceRequest)

MashupXML XML document containing markup

Workflow Serialized workflow graph

Dataflow Serialized data flow graph

Underlay Workflow graph, dataflow graph, and set of abstract ser-
vices

ServiceDescription Concrete service specified by its interface description, e.g.
a WADL file

ServiceCall Service call, e.g. a REST call

UserPreferences Description of the user’s preferences.

ServiceQuality Information on the service’s quality.

Mapping One-to-one mapping of an abstract service to a concrete
service

AbstractService Abstract service description (IOPE)

ServiceRequest Abstract service requested by the user (IOPE)

TimeLimit Time limit given by the user for the automatic creation of
an underlay system

MashupID ID of a mashup as String

InputID ID of an input parameter as String

ChannelID ID of a channel as String

ChannelType Defines the type of a virtual channel; the type may cor-
respond to one of the inter-workflow communication pat-
terns introduced in section 7.16.

ResID ID of a resource as String

ResState Object containing a resource’s state

Object Data object that is passed from one service’s output to
another service’s input port.

Location Location in workflow

Transition Transition in workflow

Action Action associated with an abstract service or markup tag;
the action corresponds to a service invocation.

Table 7.1: Parameters and data types.

cusing on their interaction primitives that operate on the previously listed
parameters and data types.
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Error Code Primitives Description

100 all ACK (No error). Returned in case the
operation was successful.

201 checkXML() XML parsing error.

202 checkMarkup() Markup parsing error.

301 createUnderlay() Underlay cannot be created.

401 mergeBindings() At least one abstract service cannot be
replaced.

501 createService() Service cannot be created.

502 deleteService() Service cannot be deleted.

503 updateService() Service cannot be updated.

504 createMapping() Mapping cannot be created.

505 deleteMapping() Mapping cannot be deleted.

506 updateMapping() Mapping cannot be updated.

507 getService() No service available.

601 evalServiceQos() QoS cannot be evaluated.

602 evalServicePref() Preferences cannot be evaluated.

701 generateCall() Call cannot be generated.

801 partitionUnderlay() Partitioning error.

901 deploy() Underlay system cannot be deployed. No
correct underlay system.

902 deploy() Underlay system cannot be deployed.
Other underlay system running.

903 remove() Underlay system cannot be removed.

904 replaceService() Service cannot be replaced.

905 executeAction() Action cannot be executed.

1001 replace() Service cannot be recovered.

1101 update() View error.

Table 7.2: Error codes.

7.2.3 Request Processor

The request processor is the central component for the processing of a user
request by means of distributed applications. Initially, the component trans-
forms the given user request into a corresponding underlay system and is
henceforth responsible for its execution. Here, a request may either be a
service request given as an abstract service, i.e. containing IOPE descrip-
tions, or a Web page that contains markup tags. In the former case, the user
has requested a service via a user interface that supports the specification
of desired outputs and effects that should be created by the application, as
well as the definition of available inputs and preconditions. These statements
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are encapsulated within the URI and extracted at the proxy side. In turn,
these statements are included in a special environment within the header of
the Web page, where they can be extracted from the request processor when
the page is initially loaded. In the latter case, the request processor can
detect the presence of mashup markup by parsing the file and searching for
<mashup> tags as introduced in appendix A.

In general, the request processor executes the following activities (in the
given order):

1. Retrieval of an abstract service request from the Web server (#1).
2. Validation of the markup with regard to the XML and markup schema

definitions in the event that markup was detected (#2).
3. Creation of an underlay system based on the identified markup tags or

the abstract service request via the algorithm for automatic underlay
creation as introduced in section 5.3 (#3).

4. Replacement of abstract services with concrete services via the late
binding engine. (#4).

5. Requesting service calls for the selected concrete services via the call
generator (#8).

6. Requesting the creation of multiple sub-underlays from the partitioning
engine (#9).

7. Deployment of the sub-underlay systems within the workflow execution
engines (#10).

Table 7.3 holds the primitive for initiating the parsing and interpretation
process of a Web application; it is called directly when the Web page is
loaded. In the event the document contains markup, the tags are extracted
together with a dataflow description between the single services; the tags are
stored as abstract services. If the document encompasses a service request,
i.e. an abstract service description, it is returned within ServiceRequest.
The single return types are null when the respective information cannot be
found.

Primitive Description Caller

parseMashup(File):
list〈AbstactService〉,
Dataflow,
ServiceRequest

Parses the Website when loaded
and extracts additional infor-
mation describing a service re-
quest or markup tags.

Application Server

Table 7.3: OSP component: Request processor.

Note that the dataflow between the single markup tags can be directly
derived from the nesting of the single tags as introduced in appendix A.
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7.2.4 Markup Validator

The markup validator component validates the correctness of the extracted
markup tags as introduced in annex A.3. Here, one primitive deals with the
evaluation of the correctness with regard to the current XML standard, while
the second primitive validates the correctness of the markup with regard to
its own semantic restrictions; the respective primitives are listed in table 7.4.
The algorithms for the validation of the markup language are introduced in
appendix A.3.

Primitive Description Caller

checkXML(File):
Boolean, ErrorCode

Validates whether the received
file with regard to the XML
standard.

Request processor
(#2)

checkMarkup(File):
Boolean, ErrorCode

Verifies the correctness of the in-
cluded markup.

Request processor
(#2)

Table 7.4: OSP component: Markup validator.

7.2.5 Underlay Creation Engine

The underlay creation engine supports the generation of an underlay system
based on a given service request or list of abstract services and a related
dataflow between them. Other methods for requesting underlay systems can
be implemented by simply overriding the createUnderlay() function.

7.2.6 Late Binding Engine

The late binding engine provides the means to dynamically select and inte-
grate a concrete service for an abstract service. Here, the late binding engine
does not only support the dynamic selection of services based on additional
knowledge, such as information on the quality of a service, but also the dy-
namic replacement of a service by an alternative one in the case that the
current service fails or leaves the communication range of the user.

Thus, the late binding engine is supposed to support two major function-
alities:

1. Lookup of appropriate services given an abstract description of the
required functionality. Therefore, the late binding engine needs access
to a service repository where the actual services are stored together
with their mapping to concrete services.
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Primitive Description Caller

createUnderlay
(ServiceRequest,
TimeLimit): Underlay,
ErrorCode

Creates a underlay system based
on the given service request by
means of the algorithm pre-
sented in 5.3. TimeLimit de-
notes the upper time boundary
that was given by the user for
the creation of the underlay sys-
tem. An error code specifies the
failure of the creation process.

Request processor
(#2)

createUnderlay
(list〈AbstactService〉,
Dataflow): Underlay,
ErrorCode

Creates an underlay system for
the given set of abstract services
by means of the dataflow be-
tween die single services. An er-
ror code specifies the failure of
the creation process.

Request processor
(#2)

Table 7.5: OSP component: Underlay creation engine.

2. Selection of a service with the best fit in the case that multiple services
are returned by the lookup procedure.

The primitives for looking up appropriate services, as well as for the selec-
tion between multiple concrete services for a given abstract service, are listed
in Table 7.6. While the lookup primitives are used to access the service
repository in order to match an abstract service against a (possible empty)
set of concrete services, the selection primitives deal with the selection be-
tween the multiple concrete services that were found for the abstract one.
Here, additional information on the services itself – information on the ser-
vices’ quality for example–, or on the preferences of the user can support the
decision making process. The user preferences can capture preferences of the
user that might not require additional information on the services.

For instance, the user preferences may show that the user favours a high
degree of offline capabilities in the resulting application, or that the user
wants to reduce the communication required between the distributed parts
of the underlay system. The allocation of services can then be made according
to these preferences. In the former case, the allocation aims to include as
many services as possible on the client side, while it aims to assign long chains
of services to a single part of the underlay system in the latter case.

The selection primitives can also be invoked when the user preferences
or the information of the single services are null; in that case, a service is
selected randomly.
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Primitive Description Caller

lookupService
(list〈AbstractService〉):
list〈list〈ServiceDescription〉〉

The late binding requests
concrete services for multi-
ple abstract services simulta-
neously and is thus returned
a list of lists (henceforth re-
ferred to as matrix) of service
descriptions.

Request
processor
(#4),
Underlay
Execution
Engine (#15)

selectService
(list〈ServiceDescription〉,
list〈ServiceQuality〉):
ServiceDescription

Selects a service from a set
of services based on the given
additional information on the
single services.

local

selectService
(list〈ServiceDescription〉,
UserPreferences):
ServiceDescription

Selects a service based on
given user preferences.

local

mergeBindings
(list〈AbstractService〉,
list〈list〈ServiceDescription〉〉,
UserPreferences):
list〈AbstractService〉,
list〈ServiceDescription〉,
ErrorCode

Evaluates the bindings from
multiple parties in order to
derive exactly one concrete
service for every abstract one.

local

Table 7.6: OSP component: Late binding engine.

7.2.7 Service Repository

The service repository holds the service descriptions of the available services
as well as the mapping of their concrete functionality to abstract functions. It
provides an interface for service providers to create, edit, and delete current
service descriptions and mappings, and a second interface to accept requests
for a service lookup from the late binding engine. The mapping may either
be provided by the vendor of the proxy or the single service providers. In the
latter case, the service provider has to be trusted to add only non-malicious
mappings of services.

Assume that the proxy vendor defines an abstract service center()operating
on a resource map and requires the attributes lat and long of a resource lo-
cation as input. A service provider X now creates a service description for
its service and includes it within the repository. It moreover maps its con-
crete function xCenter() to center() and the attributes xLat and xLong to
lat and long, respectively. In the event that the late binding engine now
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gets a request of the form (center(), map), the repository returns the service
description of the service included by the service provider X.

A set of primitives for the insertion, deletion and modification for concrete
services as well as for mappings from abstract to concrete services is given in
Table 7.7.

Primitive Description Caller

createService
(ServiceDescription):
Boolean, ErrorCode

Includes the description of a service
within the service repository. The
proxy vendor may also provide de-
scriptions for 3rd party services.

Service
provider,
Proxy vendor

updateService
(ServiceDescription):
Boolean, ErrorCode

Updates the description of a service
within the service repository. Only
the service provider who has cre-
ated the description can update it
later on.

Service
provider

deleteService
(ServiceDescription,
MappingDescription):
Boolean, ErrorCode

Deletes the description of a service
within the service repository. Only
the service provider who has cre-
ated the description or the proxy
vendor can delete such a descrip-
tion.

Service
Provider,
Proxy Vendor

createMapping
(ServiceDescription,
MappingDescription):
Boolean, ErrorCode

Includes a mapping of an already
existing service description to an
abstract service.

Service
provider,
Proxy vendor

updateMapping
(ServiceDescription,
MappingDescription):
Boolean, ErrorCode

Updates a mapping of an already
existing service description to an
abstract service.

Service
provider,
Proxy vendor

deleteMapping
(ServiceDescription,
MappingDescription):
Boolean, ErrorCode

Deletes a mapping of an already ex-
isting service description to an ab-
stract service.

Service
provider,
Proxy vendor

getService
(AbstractService):
list〈ServiceDescription〉,
ErrorCode

Matches the abstract service to the
available mappings. The identified
services are returned by their ser-
vice description.

Late binding
engine (#4)

Table 7.7: OSP component: Service repository.
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7.2.8 QoS Evaluator and User Preferences Evaluator

The Quality of Service (QoS) evaluator measures the resource consumption
of services during their execution, i.e. their memory consumption or response
time. When multiple service descriptions have been returned from the service
repository, the late binding engine may request QoS specific properties of
the single services in order to make a selection decision. Here, the QoS
evaluator may return complex QoS information (which has to be processed
and evaluated by the late binding engine) or a simple value between 0 and
1. The latter approach enables an easy merging of the feedback from the
QoS evaluator and the user preferences evaluator. A potential model for
the evaluation of a service’s quality with respect to given user preferences
has been published in [146], but is not discussed in greater depth in this
thesis. The primitives for deriving a service’s quality are given in Table 7.8,
while Table 7.9 lists primitives to match a QoS aspects of services to user
preferences.

Primitive Description Caller

evalServiceQoS
(list〈ServiceDescription〉):
list〈ServiceQuality〉,
ErrorCode

Looks up the QoS parameters
of a set of services and re-
turns them either as a list or
a 2x2 matrix (in case multi-
ple QoS parameters are avail-
able).

Late binding
engine(#7.1)

Table 7.8: OSP component: QoS Evaluator.

Primitive Description Caller

evalServicePref
(list〈ServiceDescription〉,
UserPreferences):
list〈ServiceQuality〉,
ErrorCode

Evaluates the quality of a set
of services with respect to the
current context and prefer-
ences of the user. The values
are returned as a list.

Late binding
engine(#7.2)

Table 7.9: OSP component: User preferences evaluator.

7.2.9 Call Generator

The call generator component automatically creates a service call from a
given service description that can be used to invoke the respective service.
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This call is included within the workflow graph and invoked when the respec-
tive transition is passed. Table 7.10 specifies the primitives for the generation
of service calls for one or more services.

Primitive Description Caller

createCall
(list〈ServiceDescription〉):
list〈ServiceCall〉, ErrorCode

Automatically creates and
returns a set of service
calls for the given set of
service descriptions.

Request processor
(#8)

Table 7.10: OSP component: Call generator.

Service calls for a given service description can be cached by underlay
execution engines, which increases the chances of a local service recovery
when a service fails during service execution. Section 7.3.5 addresses this
issue in greater detail.

7.2.10 Partitioning Engine

The partitioning engine receives an underlay system from the request proces-
sor, where every abstract service has been replaced by a concrete service. This
allocation also contains information on the location of the single services, so
that the underlay system can be split up into multiple sub-underlay-systems
as introduced in section 6.3; the according primitive is listed in Table 7.11.

Primitive Description Caller

partitionUnderlay
(list〈list〈ServiceCall〉〉,
Dataflow): list〈Workflow〉,
ErrorCode

Automatically creates and
returns a list of under-
lay systems for the given
sets of services, taking into
account the dataflow be-
tween all services within
the lists.

Request processor
(#9)

Table 7.11: OSP component: Partitioning engine.

7.2.11 Underlay Execution Engine

The underlay execution engine executes the workflow of services, ensures
their correct data passage and handles the state management of the Web
application. When the application is distributed between the client and the
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proxy side, two workflows are executed in parallel while they ensure the
correctness of the execution by means of the orchestration synchronization
protocol introduced in section 7.3.

The primitives of the underlay execution engine listed in Table 7.12 can
be divided into three groups. First, there are two basic primitives for the
deployment and removal of an underlay system that can be called by the
request processor to initiate or abort the execution of a concrete underlay
system, respectively. Second, services can be replaced during runtime. Here,
primitives are available to exchange a concrete service for another one in the
case that both services are hosted on the same device, and to delete a service
from an underlay system. The latter primitive is called if a failed service is
replaced by a service from another device. In that case, the origin service
has to be deleted while the substituting service is inserted into the underlay
system hosted on the respective remote device. The primitive for communi-
cating the insertion of a service into an underlay system is discussed in section
7.3. Third, there is a primitive that initiates the execution of a service. The
output data generated by the service is passed to other services’ inputs by
means of the dataflow graph. In the case that the service’s execution led
to a modification of a resource, the resource state is updated accordingly.
This modification is communicated to other sub-underlay systems as soon as
a remote service requires access to the resource as described in section 6.3.
The mapping of the resource’s modification to an update of the resource’s
graphical presentation is realized through the view controller that is notified
via an event as soon as a resource state is changed.

7.2.12 View Controller

When an underlay system is deployed within a client side underlay execution
engine, a resource listener is instantiated that listens on the client’s resource
state. Every time a resource modification is detected, the update() primitive
is invoked that passes the new state of the resource to the view controller,
which adapts the presentation of the view accordingly; the primitive is listed
in Table 7.13.
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Primitive Description Caller

deploy(Underlay):
Boolean, ErrorCode

Deploys an underlay system. Request processor
(#10)

remove(Underlay):
Boolean, ErrorCode

The underlay system is removed
from the engine such that an-
other system can be deployed.

Request processor
(#10)

replaceService
(ServiceCall,
ServiceCall)

Replaces a service within an un-
derlay system, e.g. since the ori-
gin service failed and can be re-
placed by another service hosted
on the same device.

Request processor
(#10)

deleteService
(ServiceCall)

Deletes a service from an under-
lay system, e.g. since the ori-
gin service has failed and was re-
placed by service from another
device.

Request processor
(#10)

executeAction(Action) Initiates a service’s execution. local

Table 7.12: OSP component: Underlay execution engine.

Primitive Description Caller

update(list〈ResState〉):
Boolean, ErrorCode

Updates the state of a resource. Underlay
Execution Engine
(#13)

Table 7.13: OSP component: View controller.

7.3 The Orchestration Synchronization Protocol (OSP)

7.3.1 General Overview

The Orchestration Synchronization Protocol (OSP) enables the distribution
and coordinated execution of underlay systems. In the following, it is as-
sumed that only the underlay execution engine, the late binding engine, and
the view controller are present at the client side. This assumption is in-
line with the extended mashup architecture introduced in section 3.4. Here,
the late binding engine constitutes the service integration engine, while the
runtime environment consists of the underlay execution engine and a respec-
tive view controller. In the interest of improving readability, all client sided
components are referred to as client runtime within the remainder of this
section.

Figure 7.3 illustrates the embedding of the OSP into the extended server-
side mashup architecture introduced in section 3.4.2.
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Figure 7.3: Embedding of the orchestration synchronization protocol (OSP).

Initially, the Web site or application requested by a user (identified via
a URI) is inspected via the parse() primitive in order to check whether it
contains a service request or markup tags. If this is the case, the respective
information is extracted and transformed into an underlay system by the
underlay creation engine. If markup tags were extracted they are validated
beforehand. As a response to the user’s request, the application’s presenta-
tion and a client-side runtime environment is sent back to the user1.

When applying the introduced underlay system to the domain of Web
applications, the response contains an HTML page that is cleared from the
additional service request or markup tags. The transmitted runtime is writ-
ten in pure JavaScript, so that it can be executed by every common Web
browser without any modifications.

1The initial request of the user its related response has been dispensed with in favor of
improving clarity in Figure 7.3.
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By invoking the lookupService() primitive, the request processor com-
ponent invokes the involvement of the OSP to handle the distribution and
execution of the underlay system. In general, the OSP can be divided into
two phases, namely the negotiation and the execution phase. The first phase
starts after the client receives its runtime environment and is then followed
by the second one. During the negotiation phase, the concrete services re-
quired within the scope of the underlay system are dynamically allocated to
either the client or the proxy side. Therefore, the late binding engines on
the proxy and the client side look up the services that they are potentially
able to provide, while a selection of those services is performed based on
additional knowledge or user preferences. The OSP’s negotiation phase re-
turns a set of concrete services that replace the abstract services within the
previously created underlay system. This allocation of concrete services to
abstract services is equal to the coloring of transitions of the underlay sys-
tem’s workflow graph, where all concrete services hosted on the same device
are assigned the same color. The concrete underlay system is then passed
to the partitioning engine, which splits up the underlay system into multiple
sub-underlay systems as discussed in section 6.3. The single partitions, i.e.
sub-underlay systems, that are derived from the partitioning engine, are de-
ployed to the respective underlay execution engines at the client and proxy
side. The deployment initiates the execution of the underlay systems, in
which the execution phase handles the distributed execution of the single
underlay systems by synchronizing their resource access and managing the
passage of input and output data. Here, a resource that has been created by
means of an execution of a service within the workflow graph is dynamically
integrated into the presentation of the Mashup at the client side.

The following three sections deal with more detailed descriptions of the
negotiation and execution phase, respectively, as well as their related com-
munication primitives.

7.3.2 Negotiation Phase

The negotiation phase realizes the allocation of concrete services residing
on multiple devices to abstract services of the given underlay system. This
allocation serves as input for the underlay partitioning algorithm introduced
in section 6.3. The general action flow of the OSP’s negotiation phase is
illustrated in Figure 7.4.

The negotiation phase of the OSP is initiated when

1. the user requests a document containing a service request or markup
tags, or
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Figure 7.4: OSP Negotiation phase - Activity diagram.

2. markup is dynamically generated on the client side, e.g. as a result of
client-side script execution.

In both cases, the proxy selects appropriate concrete services for the ab-
stract services that can create the requested resources. The binding decision
may be improved by additional knowledge, e.g. in the case that user prefer-
ences are available. The following alternatives for preferences exist:

• Private preferences: Preferences are only available on the client and
can be used during the binding of client side services.

• Public dynamic preferences: Preferences can be sent to the server dur-
ing the negotiation phase.

• Public static preferences: Preferences are available on the server and
are uploaded before the negotiation phase.
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For the following diagrams (including Figure 7.4), the second alternative
is chosen, thus, the user preferences are explicitly transmitted from the client
to the proxy.

The proxy first requests the user’s preferences and inspects them. Here,
the preferences can contain general preferences with regard to the allocation
style. For instance, the user may prefer to create an application with the
largest possible offline capability, which leads to the favored integration of
client side services as discussed in sections 6.3 and 7.2.6. In addition, the
preferences may define a certain type of service quality preferred by the
user, such as services with a short response time. When the preferences
contain such additional information, the late binding engine can access the
QoS evaluator and user preferences evaluator as introduced in section 7.2
to select between multiple possible concrete services for the same abstract
service.

The proxy sends a message to the client, which contains information on
the services that can be bound at the proxy side. The client then inspects
the proxy’s propositions for the replacement of the abstract services and itself
looks up concrete services that can match the given abstract services. The
proxy receives the client’s selection of services and considers it against its
own selection.

In general, three constellations can occur. First, all services may be al-
located disjunctively to the client and the proxy; in this case, the binding
process is completed. Second, there may be a service that has been allocated
to neither the client nor the proxy. Here, the execution of the underlay sys-
tem is aborted since the required functionality cannot be provided by means
of the currently available services. Third, all services might be allocated to
the proxy or the client, where some services have been allocated to both of
them. In this case, the preferences of the user are employed to support the
decision making process. For instance, when the user prefers an application
with a high degree of offline capabilities, client-side services are favored and
the respective proxy bindings are deallocated. The negotiation phase is con-
cluded by returning either the final set of concrete services that match all
abstract services of the given underlay system or an error code, which indi-
cates that at least one service can neither be provided by the proxy, nor by
the client.

The negotiation phase is finalized by returning the set of selected con-
crete services for a given underlay system. Given the disjoint allocation of
services, the request processor component initiates the partitioning of the
underlay system into a client side and a proxy side underlay system as intro-
duced within section 6.3, such that both underlay systems can be executed in
parallel while ensuring their coherent execution by means of synchronization
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primitives. The deployment of the single underlay system’s partition denotes
the initialization of the OSP’s execution phase.

7.3.3 Execution Phase

The OSP’s execution phase deals with the execution of distributed under-
lay systems, where additional synchronization messages stemming from the
partitioning algorithm introduced in section 6.3 ensure that the distributed
underlay system exposes an equivalent behavior as the undistributed one.

The execution phase encompasses the message exchange between multiple
underlay execution engines deployed on the involved devices. Figure 7.5
illustrates the general activities within one underlay execution engine.

At every point in time, the execution engine is within one of the following
states:

RUNNING : while passing a transition and thus invoking a service,

SUSPENDED : when a failed service is recovered, or

IDLE : when there is no enabled transition.

The RUNNING state is considered as the execution engine’s default state
and thus not explicitly depicted in Figure 7.5. If the execution engine is
neither in state SUSPENDED nor IDLE, it is in the RUNNING state until
the execution terminates.

The execution engine traverses the underlay system’s workflow beginning
with the initial location. The actually considered location is called current,
thus, the initial location is set as current when initiating the execution of an
underlay system. When a new location is set as current, the guards of all
outgoing transitions from current are evaluated; exactly one enabled tran-
sition is selected and the respective service is invoked. The invocation for
a service starts a thread that waits for the finalization of a service’s execu-
tion. This concept has already been introduced in section 4.3.4 and supports
the parallel execution of services through asynchronous service invocations.
More details on the respective realization are given in section 8.2.2.1. Af-
ter the service’s invocation, the transition’s target location is set to current.
The execution continues until a location is entered that does not have any
outgoing transitions; these kind of locations are referred to as end locations
and denote the successful finalization of the underlay system’s execution.

Each time current is set to a new location, whether the engine is in-
terrupted or suspended is checked. In the former case, all threads of the
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execution, i.e. all current service executions, are interrupted and the work-
flow’s execution fails. In the latter case, the SUSPENDED state is entered,
denoting that the engine will be blocked until the execution is resumed. If the
engine is neither suspended nor interrupted, the current location’s outgoing
transitions are inspected.

If current has no outgoing transition, the engine waits for all running
threads to complete before terminating successfully. In contrast, if there are
outgoing transitions, but none are enabled, i.e. all guards are evaluated as
false, the execution engine enters the IDLE state. The execution engine
waits in the IDLE state until an event occurs, which may change the values
returned by the guards of current ’s outgoing transitions. Otherwise, if at
least one guard returns true, the respective enabled transition is selected. If
there are multiple enabled transitions, one is selected randomly.

When a transition has been selected, it is checked whether the transition
is labeled with a receive or send synchronization.

If the selected transition has a synchronization of the receive type, it is
listened on the respective channel in order to receive data from a sending ser-
vice. If no data can be received immediately, the synchronization is blocked
while listening on the channel until the response is received or a time-out oc-
curs. Multiple receive synchronizations can be active concurrently. If there
are multiple enabled outgoing transitions with a receive synchronization, they
start listing simultaneously until one of them returns data. The remaining
transitions stop listening on their respective channels and the action of the
transition whose receive synchronization was matched by an incoming signal
is executed. When there is a send synchronization attached to the transition,
the synchronization primitive is not executed until the action finished, while
the setting of the new current location takes place after the synchronization
signal is sent.

In order to remain responsive to service failures, a timer is started when a
service is invoked. If the action does not finish until the timer expires, its exe-
cution is interrupted, the whole execution is suspended and a replacement for
the unresponsive service is looked up. Section 7.3.5 discusses this procedure
in greater detail. If the recovery process is successful, the action containing
the new found service is restated. Otherwise the workflow’s execution ends
with an error message.

If the action finishes successfully, i.e. before the according timeout oc-
curs, it is marked as executed (via its process ID as introduced in section
4.3.4 and the delivered outputs are sent to services awaiting them as defined
in the underlay system’s dataflow graph. If the transition has a send synchro-
nization, the message is sent. After that the workflow’s execution continues
with transition’s target as current location.
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In addition to the mechanism described above that triggers the replace-
ment of a potentially failed service, two more situations are equipped with
a timeout mechanism. A recovery request can be considered as a service
invocation itself, i.e. the invocation of a service that handles the replacement
of another service. Therefore, the recovery process can also be stopped by
a timeout mechanism. In addition, the listening on one or more channels to
receive data can lead to a starvation of the overall process. Therefore, signals
are only listened for a predefined amount of time, until a timeout occurs and
the workflow’s execution is interrupted.
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Figure 7.5: OSP Execution phase - Activity diagram.
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7.3.4 Communication and Synchronization

In this section, the communication primitives of the OSP are introduced.

There are three general classes of messages within the scope of the OSP.
Negotiation messages are applied during the negotiation phase in order to
derive the allocation of concrete services to the abstract services of a given
underlay system. These messages are exchanged between the single late
binding engines deployed on the respective devices and listed in Table 7.14.
Execution and synchronization messages are exchanged between the single
underlay execution engines and ensure the coherent execution of distributed
underlay systems with regard to resource access and execution order. The
related primitives are listed in Table 7.15 and 7.16, respectively.

The negotiation phase encompasses two primitives; their embedding into
the general sequence of action is depicted in Figure 7.6. The getPreferences()
primitive is called by the late binding engine located on the proxy and re-
quests the user’s preferences, which contain information on the preferred al-
location style of service as described in section 7.2. The returned preferences
are used at the proxy side to look up services suited for the given prefer-
ences. For instance, when the user prefers services with a short response
time, the proxy side late binding engine can select an appropriate service in
the event that it found multiple concrete services suited for the replacement
of an abstract service.

The bindServices() primitive is first invoked to transmit the proxy’s se-
lection of services to the client, which in turn invokes the same primitive
to notify the proxy of the client’s binding decision. The primitive carries a
matrix as parameter, where the first column contains a list of abstract ser-
vices αi. The second column holds a list of concrete services for each service
αi, i.e. a list of mi concrete services d0i , ...d

mi
i that can replace αi. When

a service cannot or should not be replaced, the list of concrete services is
null. The parameter transmitted to the client thus defines which services
can be replaced by the proxy side and which abstract services still need a
replacement.

The proxy only transmits those abstract services to the client, which
operate on resources within the client’s scope as defined in section 6.2.

The client-side late binding engine looks up concrete services for the ab-
stract ones, where also abstract services that are already affiliates with one
or more concrete services provided by the proxy can be matched. The list
of service descriptions sent back to the proxy as a reply to the bindService()
primitive is then merged with the list created by the proxy itself. When the
merging process is successful, i.e. there is at least one concrete service for
every abstract service as described within section 7.3.2, the negotiation phase
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Figure 7.6: Embedding of the OSP’s negotiation phase.

finishes by returning the derived list of service descriptions; otherwise, the
process is aborted.
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Primitive Description Caller

getPreferences():
UserPreferences

Gets user preferences. Proxy

bindServices
(list〈AbstractService〉,
list〈list〈ServiceDescription〉〉):
list〈list〈ServiceDescription〉〉

Communicates an initial allo-
cation of concrete services to
abstract services and requests
possible bindings for the ab-
stract services.

Proxy, Client

Table 7.14: OSP: Negotiation messages.

The execution phase handles the communication between underlay exe-
cution engines deployed on multiple devices; three general messages may be
sent. First, a message can contain input data transfered between multiple
underlay systems running in parallel. The transmission of this data is di-
rected by the dataflow graph, specifying which output data is used as input
for other services. Second, a message is available to insert a new service into
the workflow; this may become necessary if a failed service from a device A
is replaced by a service hosted on a device B. Third, an abort() primitive is
available to notify the aborting of a workflow’s execution. All communication
primitives of the OSP’s execution phase are listed in Table 7.15.

A fourth primitive recoverService() can only be invoked at the client-side
underlay execution engine. When a service fails at the client side and cannot
be replaced locally, this primitive is called to notify the proxy side execution
engine that the OSP’s negotiation phase has to be re-initiated to look up an
appropriate replacement. Section 7.3.5 discusses this issue in greater detail.

The coherent execution of multiple underlay systems is ensured by a set
of synchronization messages, which are divided into two groups. First, there
are primitives to get the current state of a shared resource as well as to lock
and unlock the access to a resource. Second, a synchronization message can
be sent and received through a virtual channel with a specific ID. Receivers
listening on a channel with the same ID may block until a message is received.
Here, the type of the channel is given as a parameter, which specifies which
kind of communication is desired; the different supported channel types have
been introduced as part of the underlay system in section 4.4. All synchro-
nization messages are listed in Table 7.16; they can be invoked by all underlay
execution engines independent of their location, i.e. whether they are proxy
or client side execution engines.

An example flow of messages during the OSP’s execution phase is illus-
trated in Figure 7.7.
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Primitive Description

updateInput
(list〈InputID, Object〉):
Boolean, ErrorCode

Updates input parameters in a workflow. This is
needed to resolve data dependencies between services
that are part of different workflows.

insertService (Location,
list〈Transition〉)

Inserts service into existing a workflow. A new transi-
tion T and a new location L is appended. T goes out
of existing location given as first parameter and goes
into L. Existing transitions given as second parame-
ter go out of L. This primitive can be used together
with replaceService() to move service between work-
flows e.g. if in the recovery case the replacement was
found on another peer.

abort (MashupID) Aborts mashup execution.

recoverService
(AbstractService):
ServiceCall

Forwards a replacement request to the proxy side late
binding engine, such that the OSP’ negotiation phase
is started again via the lookupService() primitive.

Table 7.15: OSP: Execution messages.

Primitive Description

getState(list〈ResID〉):
list〈ResID, ResState〉

Gets the resources’ current states.

lockState(list〈ResID〉):
list〈ResID, ResState〉

Gets and locks the resources’ current states.

unlockState(list〈ResID〉):
Boolean, ErrorCode

Unlocks the resources’ states.

sendSynchronization
(ChannelID, ChannelType)

Sends synchronization signal on channel with
ChannelID. Receivers behave according the
ChannelType as defined in section 4.4.

receiveSynchronization
(ChannelID, ChannelType)

Starts listening for a synchronization signal on
a channel with the given ChannelID. Receivers
behave according the ChannelType as defined
in section 4.4. Listening on multiple different
channels at the same time is possible; the first
incoming signal releases the listening to other
channels.

Table 7.16: OSP: Synchronization messages.

Before executing a service, the state of the corresponding resource is re-
trieved. States can either be accessed in a read-only or read-write mode. In
the first case, the getState() primitive is used to access a resource’s state; this
primitive is not blocking so that the process can proceed with its processing,
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but modifications on the returned object are not allowed. In the latter case,
the state object must be locked by the lockState() primitive, which blocks the
caller until the object is write-accessible. After issuing changes on the state
object it is unlocked by the unlockState() primitive. Finally, dataflow infor-
mation, i.e. the transmitting of content between services, is communicated
via the updateInput() primitive.

Each transition in the workflow graph can have an additional synchroniza-
tion action, which either listens for signals on a specified channel by means of
the receiveSynchronization() primitive or initiates the transmission of a sig-
nal via the sendSynchronization() primitive. Within the sequence diagram
shown in figure 7.7, the client blocks after it has sent the input update since
it waits for a synchronization message sent by the proxy, for example, be-
cause it requires some data from the proxy that has yet to be produced by a
proxy-side service execution. As soon as the proxy sends the synchronization
message, the client- and the proxy-side workflow graphs pass their respective
transitions synchronously and (possibly) exchange data. When a resource
has been created by the execution of a service that possesses a graphical
presentation, it is embedded at the client side.
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Figure 7.7: Embedding of the OSP’s execution phase.
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7.3.5 Recovery: Replacing Failed Services

Service recovery is realized by a multi-layered approach. It is aimed at a
local replacement of services, so that the proxy does not necessarily have to
be involved when a client-side service fails. Thereby, services may also be
replaced during an offline mode of the application.

Three general cases can be distinguished.

1. A service replacement is found locally,
2. a service replacement is found on another device, or
3. no service replacement is found at all.

When a service failure is detected by a client-side underlay execution
engine, it calls the bindServices() primitive of the local late binding engine
directly to look up a potential replacement. Here, the abstract service related
to the failed concrete service is passed as parameter. When the late binding
engine is able to discover another concrete service that matches the respective
abstract service, the underlay execution engine checks whether it has a service
call cached for the discovered service description as introduced in section
7.2.9. If that is the case, the service can be directly replaced. Otherwise,
service recovery is realized by the partial repetition of the OSP’s negotiation
phase.

If a service drops out at the client side that cannot be replaced locally as
described above, the local underlay execution engine notifies the proxy-side
execution engine by invoking the recoverService() primitive. The proxy-side
execution engine then calls the late binding engine via the lookupService()
primitive, which triggers the OSP’s negotiation phase as described in section
7.3.2. Finally, a call is generated for the returned service description so that
the service can be integrated at the client side.

Assume a service at the client side drops out as shown in Figure 7.8. If a
replacement is found locally, the service can be substituted via the replace-
Service() primitive without notifying the proxy. If no replacement can be
found, the proxy has to be requested for assistance, thus, the late binding
engine of the proxy has to look for an appropriate replacement for the failed
service. When a service is found, it is integrated into the underlay system
via the insertService() primitive, while the client removes the failed service
by means of the deleteService() primitive. If no replacement can be found on
either the client or proxy side, the recovery fails and the underlay system’s
execution is aborted, i.e. the abort() primitive is executed on the proxy as
well as on the client side.
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Figure 7.8: OSP: Service recovery - Sequence diagram



Chapter 8

Creating Dynamic and Distributable Web

Mashups

In this chapter, the underlay system introduced in chapter 4 as well as the
algorithms for its automatic creation and distribution presented in chapters
5 and 6, respectively, are embedded within the Web’s architecture to demon-
strate the instantiation of the theoretical results within the Web domain.
Here, the implementation follows the specification of components and inter-
faces defined in chapter 7.

This chapter does not try to discuss the concrete implementation details,
but rather to create a mapping from an abstract specification to the real
world domain of the Web. Most of the related components are bundled
under the name of MashWeb and made available at myLab1, a laboratory
for research of technologies for Web and Web2.0 driven by the Fraunhofer
Institut FOKUS.

The following three sections 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3 deal with the realization
of service integration, the execution of distributed underlay systems with
respect to their required runtime environment and communication protocol,
and their automatic creation. Finally, section 8.4 discusses three application
scenarios built on top of these components2.

8.1 Dynamic Integration of Resources

Resource integration is realized by a late binding engine that performs a
mapping from abstract services to concrete services. Here, an abstract ser-
vice encompasses the service’s abstract name, its IOPE description, and the
resource on which the service operates. Three different layers are distin-
guished. The abstract services constitute the late binding engine’s request
interface, i.e. an abstract service is considered as a request for the lookup of
one or more concrete services. A concrete service is a service description that

1http://mylab.fokus.fraunhofer.de/service/mashweb/overview
2These demos do not constitute the author’s sole achievements, but were jointly devel-

oped at the Fraunhofer institut FOKUS in the scope of various projects and activities on
top of MashWeb.
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defines the service’s interfaces. Both layers are mediated by a mapping layer,
which relates the single parts of an abstract service to a concrete service.

An example is depicted in Figure 8.1.

Figure 8.1: Mapping abstract services to concrete services.

Here, a service that derives the latitude and longitude of a city given
as string, is specified as an abstract function set() operating on a resource
location. It possesses an abstract input value city and two abstract output
values lat and long. The mapping layer contains two maps, in which the
abstract services are related to concrete services. The services themselves
are given in the third layer. The separation of the mapping between abstract
and concrete services by means of a mapping layer decouples the concrete
service description from the abstract one, so that the mapping can be taken
up although a different interface description language is used to model the
concrete service.

Since most services within the Web are made available via REST or
JavaScript interfaces, the Web Application Description Language (WADL)
[73] has been chosen as the interface description language in the prototype.
Thus, a mapping is provided that receives an abstract service description as
input and can –in turn– respond with a set of matching concrete services
identified via their respective WADL descriptions.

A simple implementation allows the generation of a REST service call
from a corresponding WADL file [123]. A small extension was implemented
in order to support also the addressing of services exposing a JavaScript API.
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1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8" standalone="yes"?>

2 <application xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema"

3 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema -instance"

4 xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema"

5 xmlns="http:// research.sun.com/wadl /2006/10">

6

7 <resources base="http://maps.google.com/">

8 <resource path="staticmap">

9 <method name="GET" mref="getMapImage">

10 <request >

11 <param style="query" required="true" name="key"

12 fixed="xxx"/>

13 <param style="template" required="true" name="lat"

14 type="xs:double"/>

15 <param style="template" required="true" name="lng"

16 type="xs:double"/>

17 <param style="query" required="true" name="center"

18 fixed="{lat},{lng}"/>

19 <param style="template" required="true" name="width"

20 type="xs:int"/>

21 <param style="template" required="true" name="height"

22 type="xs:int"/>

23 <param style="query" required="true" name="size"

24 fixed="{width}x{height}"/>

25 <param style="query" required="true" name="zoom"

26 type="xs:int"/>

27 <param style="query" required="false" name="maptype"/>

28 <param style="query" required="false" name="markers"/>

29 </request >

30

31 <response >

32 <param name="map_url" style="plain" fixed="{request.uri}"/>

33 <representation mediaType="application/octet -stream">

34 </representation >

35 </response >

36 </method >

37 </resource >

38 </resources >

39

40 </application >

Listing 8.1: WADL description for Google Maps (static).

Listing 8.1 shows the WADL description for the static Google Map used
within the prototype implementation; it is included in the service repository
to make it accessible during the binding procedure.
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The mapping shown in Table 8.1 enables the access to this concrete service
via an abstract service.

Abstract functions Google Static Map API

Action Mapping

create getMapImage

Request Parameter Mapping

lat center(lat,lng)

lng center(lat,lng)

width size(widthxheight)

height size(widthxheight)

type maptype

ZoomLevel zoom

maptypeControl

panControl

zoomControl

dragableMap

zoomOnDoubleClick

Response Parameter Mapping

uri map url

Table 8.1: Mapping for Google Maps (static).

Note that only the inputs and outputs of a service are required during
the late binding mechanism. The services’ preconditions and effects are part
of their dependency description and are therefore only required during the
automatic service composition process. Their usage is later discussed in
section 8.3.

Abstract services can be derived from multiple kinds of inputs tailored
for specific purposes. For instance, the markup language is considered as a
special way to describe abstract services, as every tag encompasses a resource,
an abstract function, and a set of inputs and outputs given as attributes.

In order to support the engineering approach for the creation of underlay
systems, an abstract JavaScript API has been developed that enables Web
developers to access resources via a unified JavaScript API. An example of
the integration of a map is shown in Listing 8.2. Here, a resource myMap is
generated by the createMap() function, which dynamically includes a map
into a Web application via a service capable of creating the resource with
the given parameters, i.e. that is dragable, can be zoomed, and so forth.
Through the optional attribute provider, the dynamic binding procedure can
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1 <script type="text/javascript">

2 mapManager.createMap ({

3 id: "mymap",

4 provider: "google",

5 width: inputs.width ,

6 height: inputs.height ,

7 lat: inputs.lat ,

8 lng: inputs.lng ,

9 maptypeControl: true ,

10 zoomOnDoubleClick: true ,

11 dragableMap: true ,

12 zoomControl: true

13 });

14 </script >

Listing 8.2: Creating a map with the MashWeb JavaScript API.

be circumvented, so a service can be explicitly be chosen instead of selecting
one dynamically based on user preferences or other additional information.

8.2 Executing Underlay Systems

In this section, a Web conform realization of the underlay system is intro-
duced. Section 8.2.1 discusses the realization of the workflow model in detail,
highlighting the central aspects of resource orientation, state management,
and inter-workflow communication. Section 8.2.2 deals with a respective
runtime environment and describes the implementation of the OSP to realize
communication between multiple underlay systems.

8.2.1 The Workflow Model

Figure 8.2 shows the abstract model of workflow graphs as defined in section
4.3. The root element of a workflow graph is represented by an instance of
the class TimedAutomaton. This class declares a set of locations representing
the locations of the workflow graph, in which initialLocation holds the initial
location. The same applies to transitions, which defines a set of instances
from the class Transition representing the transitions of the workflow graph.
Furthermore, the property variables of the class TimedAutomaton hold all
declared variables represented by the interface Variable. A clock (instance of
class ClockVariable) is a special kind of variable which accepts only values
from type integers representing the number of clock ticks. Finally, the prop-
erty actions declares a set of actions (interface Action) used in the transitions
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of the workflow graph. Assignments are represented by the class Assignment
and constitute a simple kind of actions that only assign a new value to a
variable. Class Location holds all outgoing and incoming transitions defined
in the properties outgoings and incomings of this class and an invariant as
instance of class Constraint. Similar, class Transition holds the source and
target locations (bidirectional references between Locations and Transitions)
of the transition, the action, a set of assignments, and a guard from type
Constraint. The interface Constraint provides the single method isValid()
which checks if the constraint is valid or not.

Transition

source : Location
target : Location
action : Action
assignments : List
guard : Constraint

TimedAutomaton

locations : Collection
initialLocation : Location
transitions : Collection
variables : Collection
actions : Collection

ClockVariable

getValue() : Integer
setValue(value : Integer) : void

<<interface>>

ComparableVariable

getValue() : ComparableType

<<realize>> Assignment

newValue : ValueType
variable : SimpleVariable<ValueType>

<<interface>>

Variable

getValue() : ValueType

Location

incomings : Collection
outgoings : Collection
invariant : Constraint

<<interface>>

Action

execute() : void

<<realize>>

<<interface>>

Constraint

isValid() : boolean

 ValueType

actions

0..*
0..*

variables

locations

0..* 0..*

transitions

0..*
assignments

guardinvariant

0..1 action

source

target

incomings 0..*

outgoings 0..*

SimpleVariable

getValue() : ValueType
setValue(value : ValueType) : void

value : ValueType

 ValueType

<<realize>>

 ComparableType

 ValueType

ClockAssignment

Figure 8.2: UML diagram of the workflow model.

Workflows are represented as XML files in which actions and variables
of the underlying timed automaton are identified with WADL methods and
parameters. The respective WADL files can be parsed during runtime; the
respective REST calls are generated automatically based on the WADL de-
scriptions and included in the timed automaton.
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Listing 8.3 shows a partial skeleton of a XML file holding a timed au-
tomata based workflow with WADL descriptions, specifying the import of an
external WADL file.

The root element <element name="ta"> defines a new XML element with
the name ta containing all sub-elements. An import element contains one
(minOccurs="1") or more (maxOccurs="unbounded") wadl elements defining
<complexType name="wadl"> elements. These complex types specify the
wadl elements with the attribute location containing the URL of the WADL
document and one or more method elements. Here, method elements are
defined by the attributes’ id and wadlName required to locate the WADL
method in the WADL document.

The timed automata based workflow description itself is mainly specified
by two elements. A <location> element describes a location of a timed
automaton; it possesses four attributes as listed in Table 8.2.

Attribute Description

initial Specifies whether the location is an
initial location or not

invariant Contains the invariants that have to
be fulfilled in the location

id Unique identifier of the location

label Name of the location (optional)

Table 8.2: Attributes of locations.

A <transition> element describes the transition connecting two loca-
tions, featuring six attributes as enumerated in Table 8.3.

Attribute Description

initial Restricts the passage of the transition

invariant Assigns values to clocks or variables

source Contains the id of the source location

target Contains the id of the target location

action Contains the id of the action

label Name of the transition (optional)

Table 8.3: Attributes of transitions.
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1 <element name="ta">

2 <element name="import" minOccurs="0">

3 <complexType >

4 <sequence >

5 <element name="wadl"

6 type="tns:wadl"

7 minOccurs="1"

8 maxOccurs="unbounded"/>

9 </sequence >

10 </complexType >

11 </element >

12 ...

13 Other Timed Automaton Elements

14 ...

15 <complexType name="wadl">

16 <sequence >

17 <element name="method"

18 minOccurs="1"

19 maxOccurs="unbounded">

20 <complexType >

21 <attribute name="id"

22 type="ID"

23 use="required"/>

24 <attribute name="wadlName"

25 type="string"

26 use="required"/>

27 </complexType >

28 </element >

29 </sequence >

30 <attribute name="location"

31 type="anyURI"

32 use="required"/>

33 </complexType >

34 ...

35 Other timed automaton type definitions

36 ...

37 </element >

Listing 8.3: Part of the timed automaton specification.

8.2.1.1 Realizing Inter-Workflow Communication

In order to enable a distributed execution of underlay systems, the workflow
model is extended by the concept of synchronizations. The new classes are
depicted in 8.3.

The Synchronization interface enables the exchange of primitives between
distributed workflows. It has two subinterfaces ReceiveSynchronization and
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<<interface>>
Synchronization

synchronize() : void

<<interface>>
ReceiveSynchronization

<<interface>>
SendSynchronization

<<interface>>
Channel

TimedAutomaton

locations : Collection
initialLocation : Location
transitions : Collection
variables : Collection
actions : Collection
synchronizations : Collection
channels : Collection

Transition

source : Location
target : Location
guard : Constraint
action : Action
assignments : List
synchronization : Synchronization

transitions

0..*

synchronizations

0..*

1

1..*

Figure 8.3: UML diagram of the workflow model’s extension towards inter-workflow
communication.

SendSynchronization. The former is responsible for receiving messages, while
the latter is used to send synchronization primitives.

Communication takes place over abstract channels specified by the in-
terface Channel. Each synchronization has exactly one channel referenced
by the channel attribute. The TimedAutomaton class contains a collection
of synchronizations used within its execution. In addition to a source, a
target, an action, assignments, and guards, a transition can encompass a
synchronization, which is either of receive or of send type.

8.2.1.2 Considering the Notion of Resources

To realize a resource-oriented view on services as introduced in section 4.3.6,
an action is identified with the service invocation and the respective resource
it is executed upon. The corresponding class diagram is shown in Figure 8.4.

The resource class hierarchy is depicted in Figure 8.5. A resource is cre-
ated by the ResourceFactory class. Simultaneously, it is placed inside of the
ResourceRepo repository, which represents the resource space as introduced
in section 6.2; here, resources can be looked up later on.
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<<interface>>
Action

MashResourceAction

resource : Resource
method : Method

Resource

<<realize>>

1..* 1

Figure 8.4: UML diagram for the consideration of resource-oriented actions.

Each resource possesses a Semaphore object which handles accesses to the
resource’s state. The semaphore has two methods acquire and release. The
first one is called before acquiring access to the state. If the resource is used
by another action, the method blocks until it is freed by calling the release
method. Calling a resource’s method always incorporates acquire and release
calls, respectively, in order to guarantee a unique access to the current state
of the resource.

Currently, there are sixteen resource types defined, i.e. classes deriv-
ing from Resource as depicted in Figure 8.5, where resources’ methods and
attributes were left out in order to accomplish a clearer arrangement of ele-
ments. A full overview of the current classification is listed in appendix B.
The class structure can be extended if required.

8.2.1.3 State Management

Since a resource’s state is identified by its attributes’ values, it can be se-
rialized to a JSON object [128], which is a key-value pair structure. This
notation is more space efficient than XML, which is used in the standard
SOA stack. It is advantageous as it minimizes the data amount that needs
to be communicated by resource state synchronization. Moreover, the pro-
cessing of JSON, particularly at the client side, is quicker and less expensive,
as it is native to JavaScript. The implementation for Java facilitates the
mapping between the native types and JSON. In addition, the content of
two JSON objects can be easily compared. This has a significance for the
state synchronization, since not all elements of a resource have to be ex-
changed when communicating a resource’s new state, but only those that
have changed since the last update.

The generation of resources’ state updates that only contain the modified
version of the resources’ state is achieved by looking up the current holder of
the lock at the proxy side. When a client-side service wants to gain access to
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<<realize>>

<<create>>

resourceRepo

semaphore

Figure 8.5: UML diagram: Resource hierarchies.

a specific resource, it checks whether it is already the holder of the resource’s
lock itself by calling the resource’s monitor acquire method. If the client
is the lock’s owner, the service can directly access the resource. Otherwise,
a getState() or lockState() request is sent to the proxy, where the former
primitive requests a read-only access to the resource and the latter one a
read-write access3.

In the following the process for the lockState() primitive is described.
After receiving the request, the proxy looks up the lock locally. If the proxy
itself is the lock’s owner, the resource’s state update is sent back to the
requesting client as soon as the lock is released. The requesting client becomes
the new lock owner. Due to its central position, the proxy serves as mediator
for requesting a resource’s lock. Thus, if the lock is kept by another client,
the proxy forwards the lockState() request to the corresponding client, which
responds with the actual resource’s state as soon as the lock is freed. The
id of the new lock owner is saved at the proxy in order to enable a quick

3See section 7.3.4 for details
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retrieval of the next request. Moreover, a time stamp is recorded in order
to facilitate the comparison in a state update. The lock owner’s response is
forwarded to the requesting client as soon as it is received at the proxy side.

The treatment of the getLock() primitive, i.e. the request for accessing a
resource in a read-only mode, is similar. However, since there is no need to
wait until the lock has been released by the current lock’s owner, the state
update is issued immediately. Note that the requester does not become the
resource’s lock owner in that case.

8.2.2 The Underlay Execution Engine

Within this section, the underlay execution engine’s realization is discussed.
Section 8.2.2.1 introduces the runtime environment for workflow and related
dataflow graphs, while section 8.2.2.2 concentrates on the realization of the
OSP.

8.2.2.1 Server and Client Side Runtime Environments

The underlay system’s runtime environment4 is implemented in Java and
can be either located on the Web (where it is accessible by a REST inter-
face) or locally on the client side; the basic workflow execution engine has
been published in [145]. For the latter case, a respective runtime has been
implemented in pure JavaScript, so that it can be transfered to the client
during the negotiation phase of the OSP as introduced in section 7.3. After
compression, the client-side runtime encompasses less then 50KB code and
can be rapidly transfered to client-side devices. Thereby, the client does not
need to be modified to support the usage of the proposed components; a Web
browser featuring a JavaScript engine is the only requirement.

A key advantage of the runtime’s realization is its abstraction from con-
crete service implementations. Instead, appropriate 3rd party services can be
dynamically integrated into the workflow during runtime based on the IOPE
descriptions of the abstract services. Thus, the runtime engine is independent
of the internal structures of services and relies on the restricted I/O behav-
ior of services instead. By passing a transition within the workflow graph,
postulating that all inputs of the action related to this transition are avail-
able, the workflow runtime engine delegates the input parameter values to
an invoker component, which calls the real third party service and delegates
the resulting output parameter values to the workflow runtime engine after

4As in the scope of section 7.3.1, the term runtime is abstractly used for all components
required at either the client or server side to improve readability.
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the service has been executed. Through this clear separation between the
execution semantic of underlay systems and the execution semantic of third
party services, the runtime engine is capable of integrating heterogeneous
third party services, i.e. services with varying kinds of binding methods such
as WSDL or WADL.

The UML statechart diagram depicted in Figure 8.6 models the compo-
nents necessary for describing the semantics of the runtime engine.

The two main components are represented by the two parallel states (stat-
echart states) Executor and Timer. Furthermore, there is a parallel state
called ActionThreadi for each action αi that is necessary to call the service
bound to the action αi. The parallel state Receiver is needed to notify the
Executor process when data is available to read from a channel queue. In this
case, transitions with receive synchronizations related to the same channel
can read and remove the received data from the channel.

The Timer process acts as global clock that holds the time in the variable
time. The value range of time is N and represents the count of clock ticks
since the start of the system; the duration of a clock tick is configurable. In
the current implementation, the duration of a clock tick is equal to the time
between two following events (i.e. state charts events) TimerInterrupt. The
Timer process consists of the two states ACTIVE and PAUSED and a final
state that can be reached through the event Terminate triggered by calling
the method Terminate() in the Executor process. Note that –within the
scope of this state chart diagram– all methods trigger events with the same
name, e.g. the event Terminate triggers the method Terminate(). The two
processes run concurrently. If the Timer process is in the state ACTIVE, the
Executor process is in the state WAITING. The same applies if the Timer
process is in the state PAUSED, which implies that the Executor process
is active (and not in state WAITING). These two cases represent delayed
transitions and action transitions of the related transition system to the given
timed automata as introduced in section 4.3.

After selecting the initial location l0 from the timed automaton using
selectInitialLocation(), the runtime engine moves into the state (START,
PAUSED), which means that the Executor process moves into its initial state
START and the Timer process in the state PAUSED. Therefore, the Execu-
tor process marks the initial location as current location l = l0 and moves
into the next state SELECT OUTS. Afterwards, all outgoing transitions of
the current location l are selected. If the returned list outs is empty, the
runtime terminates and the Executor process moves into its final state. If
the current location has at least one outgoing transition, a random transition
ti = (li, gi, αi, si, λi, l

′
i) is selected, where li is the current location l in step i

and the guard gi is true. The guard gi is false if si is a receive synchroniza-
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tion and the current queue of si’s channel is empty. If ti is not empty, the
Executor process sets the current location l to l′i, resets all clocks in λi using
resetClocks(), and calls action αi. Here, αi is started via Starti(), which
triggers the event Starti of ActionThreadi, sends data to the channel of si
using sendData(si) if si is a send synchronization, and moves into the state
SELECT OUTS to begin a new iteration (SELECT OUTS→ CHECK END
→ CHECK ENABLED). Otherwise, if ti is empty, denoting that all guards
of all outgoing transitions are false, the Executor process moves into the state
WAITING after calling Resume(), which triggers the Event Resume and the
Timer process proceeds into state ACTIVE.

The Timer process increments all clocks after T clock ticks using Update-
Clocks(). In this case, T represents the time unit for incrementing clocks.
Afterwards, the Timer process moves back into state STOPPED after calling
Notify() triggering the event Notify in the Executor process to start a new
iteration. In this case, the value of some guards may change from false to
true after incrementing the clocks. Similarly, the value of a guard can change
from false to true if the execution of an action αi terminates. In this case
the ActionThreadi calls Notify() such as within the Timer process.

The Receiver process continuously waits for a Receive event in state
RECEIVING. When receiving data, the process updates all related chan-
nel queues and notifies the Executor process by triggering the event Notify.
In this event, the Executor process starts a new iteration and checks if new
transitions are enabled.

The UML class diagram depicted in Figure 8.7 shows the main classes of
the workflow execution engine.

The entry class of this component is TimedAutomatonExecutor which
provides the single method execute(). This method operates on a work-
flow graph from type TimedAutomaton and returns an object from class
RuntimeHandler necessary to control the execution of the given workflow
graph. Furthermore, it is possible to change some configuration parame-
ters such as the time for a clock tick in milliseconds using an instance of
class ExecutionConfig. The RuntimeHandler provides methods necessary to
start, suspend, terminate, or resume the execution of a workflow graph. It
is also possible through a RuntimeHandler instance to get information on
the current state of the execution represented by class RuntimeInfo, which
provides methods to get the current location and all active transitions of
the workflow graph, i.e. all transitions whose actions are currently running.
Furthermore, the RuntimeHandler provides methods to subscribe and un-
subscribe to instances from the type RuntimeListener to notify registered
applications when entering or exiting a location (methods locationEntered()
and locationExited()) or when passing a transition(transitionEntred() or tran-
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sitionExited()). The implementation class RuntimeHandlerImpl of the inter-
face RuntimeHandler manages all threads of running actions represented by
the class ActionThread ; a timer thread is represented by the class Timer.
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Figure 8.6: UML statechart diagram of the workflow execution engine.
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<<interface>>

RuntimeHandler

getRuntimeInfo() : RuntimeInfo
addRuntimeListener(listener : RuntimeListener) : void
removeRuntimeListener(listener : RuntimeListener) : void
getRuntimeListeners() : List<RuntimeListener>
getStatus() : int
start() : void
suspend() : void
terminate() : void
resume() : void

<<interface>>

RuntimeInfo

getTimedAutomaton() : TimedAutomaton
getCurrentLocation() : Location
getActiveTransitions() : List<Transition>

<<interface>>

RuntimeListener

locationEntred(event : RuntimeEvent) : void
locationExited(event : RuntimeEvent) : void
transitionEntred(event : RuntimeEvent) : void
transitionExited(event : RuntimeEvent) : void

RuntimeHandlerImpl

<<realize>>

TimedAutomatonExecutor

execute(tAutomaton : TimedAutomaton,executionConfig : ExecutionConfig) : RuntimeHandler

RuntimeInfoImpl

<<realize>>

ExecutionConfig

timeUnit : long

RuntimeEvent

eventObject : Object

<<use>>

<<use>>

<<use>>

rtListeners

0..*

runtimeInfo

TimedAutomaton

<<use>>

<<create>>

TimerActionThread

java.lang.Thread

actionsThreads

0..*
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Figure 8.7: The workflow execution engine.
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8.2.2.2 jOSP: A Java-based Implementation of the Orchestration Synchro-
nization Protocol (OSP)

Rose distinguished three general approaches to the design of application pro-
tocols [158].

• Employing an already existing protocol
• Defining an exchange model on top of an already existing infrastructure
• Defining a novel protocol from scratch

To minimize implementation effort and avoid unnecessary protocol frag-
mentation, the options should be checked in the order given above.

There is no protocol in place that mediates the distributed execution of
underlay systems on the Web, but the OSP can be specified on top of HTTP
so that synchronization messages are transfered via HTTP. By relying on
HTTP, the OSP inherits the whole HTTP infrastructure, e.g. authentication
mechanism, proxies, MIME data encoding and so forth, and thereby ensures
a smooth embedding of the OSP into today’s Web architecture.

The proxy-side runtime environment is addressable via a REST interface
and communicates with the client side runtime environment in accordance
with the Web’s architectural style by means of the request/response pat-
tern. This classic pattern implies that communication is always initiated by
a client’s request that is –in turn– answered by a server’s response. Thus,
communication between Web service consumer and provider in SOA as well
as for RESTful services is generally synchronous, since their messaging pro-
tocols depends on HTTP.

However, in order to support the distribution of Web applications that
run on multiple devices, bidirectional communication between the underlay
execution engines is required. Most notably, the proxy must be able to initial-
ize primitive exchanges. There are multiple solutions in place to realize server
initiated communication within the Web as discussed in section 2.2.4.1. Can-
didates are technologies for the realization of a server push such as Comet
[41]. Many of those approaches fail to work across multiple different Web
browsers. The Direct Web Remoting (DWR) framework is capable of pro-
viding the required functionality, as it constitutes a RPC library that makes
it possible to call Java functions from JavaScript and to call JavaScript func-
tions from Java [164]. It works also among different kinds of Web browsers.

In the following, the server-side implementation of the synchronization
protocol is described, but the realization at the client also has a similar class
structure.

There are two Java classes, namely the Receiver and AsynchResponseLis-
tener, that are provided by DWR and referenced within a Web browser.
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Both classes inherit from AbstractReceiver and are responsible for handling
the synchronization protocol’s primitives received from a client. More pre-
cisely, the first handles interactions initiated by client, while the latter accepts
responses to prior server’s requests. The reason for such a realization is the
simulation of a synchronous request/response message exchange pattern in
an environment which does not allow such interaction types. The UML class
diagram 8.8 shows the inheritance of the two classes.

AbstractReceiver

getCurrentSession()
getMashWebExecutor()

Receiver

init()
executeMashup()
bindServices()
abort()
updateInput()
replaceService()
deleteService()
insertService()
getState()
lockState()
unlockState()
sendSynchronization()

AsynchResponseListener

onResponseToBindServices()
onResponseToGetPreferences()
onResponseToGetState()
onResponseToLockState()

Figure 8.8: Receiving Messages: UML Class Diagram.

There are further classes defined by DWR employed to send protocol
primitives. A Sender, a ProxySender, and AsynchResponder class are inher-
ited from the abstract class AbstractSender as depicted in Figure 8.9. The
super class implements common methods used to send a message. They
employ DWR to generate a JavaScript tag dynamically and add it to the
HTML site that is opened by the receiver. Methods in the Sender class are
used when a server initiates primitive exchanges. The AsynchResponder re-
sponds to prior client’s requests. The ProxySender class is used to forward
messages that originate from a client or a server and are addressed to multiple
clients.

8.2.2.3 Presentation Mapping

Resources are represented as JSON objects, where the single key-value pairs
encompass the resource’s attributes. Every resource defined within the scope
of an underlay system can be uniquely addressed by its id. To provide a
mapping from a resource to a respective presentation, a HTML <div> tag is
included within the HTML page containing the mashup. This tag is linked to
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Sender

getPreferences()
abort()
executeWorkflow()
bindServices()
updateInput()
replaceService()
deleteService()
insertService()
getState()
unlockState()
sendSynchronization()
lockState()
unlockState()

AbstractSender

getMashWebExecutor()

AsynchResponder

respondToLockState()
respondToGetState()
respondToBindServices()

ProxySender

abort()
updateInput()
sendSynchronization()
lockState()
getState()
unlockState()

Figure 8.9: Sending Messages: UML Class Diagram.

a resource via its id, so that the resources presentation is included within the
scope of the <div> tag. Here, a presentation mapping defines the exact way
a resource is presented. A resource listener monitors operations on resources
and updates the resource’s presentation via a common Ajax request.

8.3 Creating Underlay Systems

In this section, the implementation of the mandatory components for the
automatic creation of service compositions is described. Here, section 8.3.1
outlines the modeling and instantiation of semantic service descriptions, while
section 8.3.2 encompasses the realization of the discovery and the composition
module.

8.3.1 Semantic Description Specification and Discovery

Based on the lightweight model for semantic service descriptions introduced
in section 5.2, the model’s specification is given based on XML Schema (XSD)
[200] so that the semantic service descriptions can be defined as XML docu-
ments with respect to the language specification.

There are a lot of tools which can parse XML documents and convert
them to an internal representation based on the specification defined in the
XML Schema document. A new Java API called Java Architecture for XML
Binding (JAXB) [89] is one of these tools which generate a Java model from
the XML Schema definition. Listing 8.4 shows a part of the XSD specifica-
tion of services as defined in the semantic model. The <service> element
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constitutes the XML document’s root element and holds the semantic ser-
vice description. It contains a set of <operation> elements as defined in the
operation specification shown in Listing 8.5, and two attributes id and name

used as identifier and label for the service, respectively.

1 <element name="service">

2 <complexType >

3 <sequence >

4 <element ref="tns:operation" minOccurs="0"

5 maxOccurs="unbounded"/>

6 </sequence >

7 <attribute name="id" type="int"/>

8 <attribute name="name" type="string"

9 use="required"/>

10 </complexType >

11

12 <!-- Restrictions definition -->

13 ...

14 </element >

Listing 8.4: Service specification.

An <operation> element as specified in Listing 8.5 contains the sub-
elements <inputs>, <outputs>, preconditions>, <effects>, <rtPreconditions>,
and <rtEffects> representing the corresponding sets defined in the semantic
model as introduced in section 5.2. Listing 8.5 shows the specification of the
elements <inputs> and <preconditions>. The <inputs> element contains a
set of sub-elements <input> specified in the XML data type parameter. The
element <preconditions> contains a set of sub-elements <precondition>

specified in the XML data type statement. The same applies to the other
elements that were left out in the listings for reasons of clarity.

1 <element name="operation">

2 <complexType >

3 <sequence >

4 <element name="inputs" minOccurs="0">

5 <complexType >

6 <sequence minOccurs="1">

7 <element name="input" type="tns:parameter"

8 minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>

9 </sequence >

10 </complexType >

11 </element >

12

13 <element name="preconditions" minOccurs="0">

14 <complexType >

15 <sequence >

16 <element name="precondition" type="tns:statement"

17 minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
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18 </sequence >

19 </complexType >

20 </element >

21

22 <!-- Other element definitions -->

23 ...

24 </sequence >

25 <attribute name="id" type="int"/>

26 <attribute name="name" type="string"/>

27 </complexType >

28

29 <!-- Restrictions -->

30 ...

31 </element >

32

33 <!-- Complex types definitions -->

34 <complexType name="parameter">

35 <attribute name="id" type="ID"/>

36 <attribute name="name" type="string" use="required"/>

37 <attribute name="modelRef" type="anyURI" use="required"/>

38 <attribute name="internal" type="boolean" default="false"/>

39 </complexType >

40

41 <complexType name="statement">

42 <attribute name="id" type="ID"/>

43 <!-- The subject references a parameter element -->

44 <attribute name="subject" type="IDREF" use="required"/>

45 <attribute name="predicate" type="anyURI" use="required"/>

46 <!-- The object references a parameter element -->

47 <attribute name="object" type="IDREF"/>

48 <attribute name="correct" type="boolean"/>

49 </complexType >

Listing 8.5: Operation specification.

After converting a service description document to an internal represen-
tation –here, a Java model as depicted in Figure 8.10 was chosen– it can
be easily saved in a database representing the service description repository
using object-relational mapping (ORM) APIs, which convert data between
object-oriented programming languages and relational databases. Hibernate
[76], which is an ORM library for Java, is used in the implementation to de-
couple the algorithms from the underlying database. The discovery module
operates on the database representing the semantic repository and selects
operations using the Hibernate Query Language (HQL), which operates on
classes instead of relational database tables. The implementation class Dis-
coveryMediatorImpl of the interface DiscoveryMediator, which builds the en-
try point for this module, shows that the discovery module operates on the
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semantic repository using HQL. Furthermore, the Spring Framework [186] is
used to provide a set of useful components like Spring-ORM and Inversion
of Control (IoC) container that facilitate the usage of Hibernate.

<<interface>>

DiscoveryMediator

discover(dRequest : DiscoveryRequest) : DiscoveryResponse

DiscoveryMediatorImpl

<<realize>>

org.springframework...

HibernateDaoSupport

sessionFactory : SessionFactory

org.hibernate...

SessionFactory

<<extends>>

semantic.model...

Service Operation
Parameter

Statement

0..*

0..*

0..*

HQL over Semantic model O-R mapping

Figure 8.10: UML diagram of the discovery module.

8.3.2 Composition Module

This section outlines a part of the realization of the composition module.
The UML diagram of this module is depicted in Figure 8.11 and gives an
overview of the classes necessary for the realization of the composition al-
gorithm. The interface CompositionMediator builds the entry point for the
module and handles discovery requests represented by the class Composition-
Request. Furthermore, a configuration object of the class CompositionConfig
is required to set configuration parameters such as MAX CAPACITY for the
capacity limit of the pool size and MAX NODES for the maximal number
of nodes in the composition response.

The output of the composition component interface is an instance of the
class CompositionResponse representing the set of composition nodes gen-
erated by the composition algorithm. An implementation of the interface
CompositionMediator is represented by the class CompositionMediatorImpl,
which has a reference to the discovery module to find new service operations
in each composition step. Other classes in the UML diagram like Compo-
sitionNode and CompositionNodePool represent data types defined in the
previous sections with the same functionality. In another part of the compo-
sition module, the converter generates workflow and dataflow graphs from the
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abstract compositions, i.e. composition nodes, returned by the composition
component.

<<create>>

CompositionNodePool

maxSize : int
accessCounter : int
openCompositionNodes : SortedList

<<interface>>

CompositionMediator

compose(cRequest : CompositionRequest,cConfig : CompositionConfig) : CompositionResponse

DataFlowGraph

parameterConnectors : Map

CompositionResponse

finishedCompositionNodes : List

CompositionMediatorImpl

discoveryMediator : DiscoveryMediator

<<realize>>

ParameterConnector

incomings : Set
outgoings : Set

CompositionNode

operationLayers : Map
rating : Double
dataFlowGraph : DataFlowGraph

CompositionConfig

ParameterStatement

<<interface>>

DiscoveryMediator

Entry<Parameter,ParameterConnector>

key : Parameter
value : ParameterConnector

<<extends>> outgoings0..*

incomings0..*

key value

Entry<Operation,Layer>

key : Operation
value : Layer

Operation Layer

layer : Integer

key value

operationLayers 0..* dataFlowGraph 1

discoveryMediator

CompositionRequest

parameterConnectors 0..*

openCompositionNodes 0..* finishedCompositionNodes 0..*

<<create>>

<<use>>

<<use>>

Figure 8.11: UML diagram of the composition module.

8.4 Application Scenarios

Within this section, three application scenarios for the components intro-
duced above are sketched. The first scenario deals with the creation of a
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request pane that can serve as user interface for the automatic creation of
Web mashups. While the second scenario focuses on the integration of clas-
sic telecommunication services within Web mashups, the third application
highlights private data handling, integration of heterogeneous devices, and
inter-workflow communication.

8.4.1 A Web Client for Effect Driven Mashup Creation

The algorithm for the automatic creation of service compositions introduced
in section 5.3 enables end-users to rapidly create custom mashups in an effect-
driven way. Thus, users can specify which effect a mashups should have or
generate; the creation algorithm then automatically builds a service compo-
sition that meets the users’ request. That way, users do not have to specify
how an application works, but only how it behaves.

Figure 8.12 shows a browser with an integrated request pane on the left
hand side that allows for the specification of a user request and displays the
resulting mashup in the remaining space at the righthand side of the Web
browser.

Figure 8.12: A Web client that enables users to request a mashup in an effect-driven
way (left) and the relating workflow graph.

The user can optionally specify which input data should be used for the
mashup and whether any connections between those data elements are known
(preconditions). On the bottom of the request pane, an effect can be re-
quested that should be created by the mashup. Moreover, the user may
define a upper time limit that is granted for the creation of the Web mashup
as discussed in section 5.5.
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In the small example shown in Figure 8.12, a user’s photo should be up-
loaded somewhere so that other users can access it through the Web. On the
right side of the figure, the workflow graph of the underlay system automat-
ically created based on the request inserted in the request pane is shown.

8.4.2 sendAround: Incorporating Telecommunication Services

Mobile phones expose telecommunication services that generally cannot be
found on other portable user-devices. For instance, a mobile phone enables
users to set up a call to one or more other users, to send short text messages
or messages containing images and videos. With current technologies, those
features cannot be easily integrated into Web mashups, since they reside on
different devices than the one executing and rendering the mashup itself, e.g.
the user’s netbook.

The sendAround application lets users search for photos, videos, events,
and special events within a certain vicinity and communicate the results to
other users through classic telecommunication services. A screenshot of the
application is illustrated in Figure 8.13. Assume user looks for a restaurant
in Berlin. With the sendAround application, the user may search for places
and events in Berlin, which are then drawn on a map. By clicking on the
markers on the map, a dialog appears that lets the user transmit the selected
content by means of telecommunication services residing on its mobile phone
to other users.

If sendAround was implemented with classic Web technologies, users
would have to use their mobile phone to manually type a message containing
the content that was retieved from the map. For instance, when the user
was interested in sending a photo along with the message to show another
user an image of the restaurant he or she selected, the user would have to
use his or her mobile phone’s browser to search for the respective image and
manually attach it to the text message.

However, sendAround was implemented with the markup language which
incorporates services abstractly and thus works as follows. All resources
within the mashup were described by abstract mashup tags, e.g. Mashup
Markup, thus, there is a <map>, a <photo>, a <video>, a <place> and an
<event> tag to integrate the respective resources via underlying services.
When the user’s profile contains information on the user’s preferences, the
application is automatically tailored accordingly. For instance, Google maps
can be dynamically integrated instead of other alternatives for maps in the
event that the user prefers the look-and-feel of Google. Note that different
users may get a functionally equivalent application with different services
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Figure 8.13: sendAround Demo: Sending Places around that surround you.

included, although the code written by the software developer was exactly
the same.

To include a telecommunication service, the software developer has made
use of the <message> tag to integrate a SMS and MMS service. When the
user called the mashup, this tag was substituted dynamically by the SMS
and MMS services running at the user’s mobile phone. Note that this kind
of service integration is impossible during the designtime of an application,
since it is of utmost importance that the services are integrated with the
user’s mobile phone (which cannot be known at designtime).

After the successful integration of a SMS and MMS service, two but-
tons “Send SMS” and “Send MMS” are displayed in the balloon tip of the
restaurant as shown in Figure 8.13. These buttons correspond to a selected
presentation mapping of the respective resource. By clicking on the “Send
MMS” button, a dialog opens where the user can specify the receiver of the
message. The message body contains the description found in the balloon
tip together with the image of the restaurant. When sent, the message is
transmitted from the proxy to the user’s mobile phone. Here, the client-side
runtime engine running within the user’s Web browser takes the data as input
for the MMS service, which transmits the message, signals its transmission
to the proxy-side runtime environment, and moves back into an idle state.

Note that this procedure not only allows the dynamic integration of
telecommunication services, but also provides a mechanism to pass any kind
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of content dynamically between multiple end-user devices and a mashup
server. Modifications at the single user devices are not needed; a JavaScript
engine within the devices’ browser that executes the dynamically deployed
runtime is sufficient.

8.4.3 ScatterPoker: A Distributed Interactive Community Web Application

ScatterPoker is a distributed Poker application based on several MashWeb
components; a screenshot is given in Figure 8.14.

Figure 8.14: ScatterPoker Table

ScatterPoker allows multiple users who are possibly at different locations
to play a digital poker game against each other. The setting is as follows.
Assume that six users want to play poker against each other, where three
friends are sitting together in a living room in Berlin while the others are
sitting in New York. Information within poker games can be abstractly
divided into two types, namely common information such as playing cards
shared by all users, the money each user possesses, the current size of the
pot and so forth. At the same time, there is some information that remains
private, i.e. the cards each user holds. This setting requires the handling of
private data as motivated in section 3.4, i.e. some data has to be processed by
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local services from the single users. Here, each user has a personal device such
as a smartphone, PDA or netbook which handles and displays the private
data for each user. The large screen in the living room is then used to
display shared content; Figure 8.14 shows the information viewable by all
users. The application moreover integrates a location service that determines
the current position of the users. Whether this location is provided by a
Web service or by a local service on the user devices accessing a local GPS
module is determined during runtime, i.e. when the abstract location service
is replaced by a concrete service. Since the three users in Berlin cannot see
the other players staying in New York, the local cameras of the user devices
are integrated to show a video stream of the other users at the left hand side
of the playing table.

The underlay system for ScatterPoker was directly engineered. Here, the
graphical user interface of the UPPAAL model checker [191] was used to
draw the workflow graphs required for the definition of the underlay system
directly. A transformation from UPPAAL to JavaScript and JSON was im-
plemented, so that the drawn graphs can be directly exported to underlay
systems expressed as JSON objects with functions and guards implemented
in JavaScript. In addition to the user-friendly interface, UPPAAL provides
an easy way to formally verify the correctness of the developed applications,
i.e. software developers can guarantee that the underlay system is working
properly.

For ScatterPoker, two communicating workflow graphs have been de-
signed. The graph controlling the functionality on the table is shown in
Figure 8.15, while the graph running on the users’ mobile devices is illus-
trated in Figure 8.16.
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Figure 8.15: ScatterPoker: Workflow graph of the underlay system running on a com-
munity device such as a TV screen.
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Figure 8.16: ScatterPoker: Workflow graph of the underlay system running on mobile
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Chapter 9

Conclusion and Future Prospect

9.1 Conclusion

In the course of thesis, an underlay system for Web mashups has been pre-
sented that leverages access to services residing on multiple user devices,
combining their capabilities within value-added Web applications. The un-
derlay system bridges the gap between classic service composition languages
and Web applications characterized by a high degree of user interactivity
and a rich presentation. A resource-oriented view on services enables the
mapping of the underlay’s current state to a Web mashup’s presentation.

The abstraction of services beyond resources also paves the way towards
a dynamic integration of services based on their functionality rather than on
their interface descriptions. This abstraction enables the dynamic integration
of services residing on multiple possibly highly heterogeneous devices into an
underlay system.

Two central algorithms have been discussed within the scope of underlay
systems. First, an algorithm for the automatic creation of underlay systems
has been presented that supports the creation of underlay systems based on
a given user request. In this case, the request encompasses a set of effects
and outputs that the resulting mashup should generate. Since the automatic
creation of service compositions is complex and time consuming, special em-
phasis was put on the optimization of the composition algorithm with regard
to the maximum amount of time the user is willing to wait. It has been shown
that the development of multiple service compositions in parallel, in which
the number of active partial service compositions is dynamically adapted over
time, can considerably enhance the chances of finding a solution for a given
request. Especially if no additional knowledge about the service domain is
available, it has been proven that a logarithmic decrease in the number of
service compositions developed in parallel decouples the algorithm’s depen-
dencies from the given service domain considerably.

Second, an algorithm was presented that distributes an underlay system
among multiple devices, so that each device holds a part of the underlay sys-
tem that is in control of the locally available services. During the partitioning
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process, the single partitions are extended by communication structures that
ensure the coherent execution of the underlay system independent from its
distribution.

All components required for the realization of automatically producible
and distributable underlay systems have been specified, together with their
respective communication primitives. In that direction, the Orchestration
Synchronization Protocol (OSP) has been introduced, which mediates be-
tween the single parts of a distributed underlay system. The OSP is respon-
sible for both the negotiation between the available devices for the allocation
of concrete services to abstract services and the coherent execution of the
single partitions of the underlay system.

Finally, the specification of the underlay system has been grounded in
the domain of the Web. Here, a substitution for the abstractly introduced
concepts is given, paving the way towards the implementation of an underlay
system for dynamic Web Mashups. Application scenarios demonstrate the
feasibility of the realization.

9.2 Future Work

There are multiple opportunities for expanding the outcomes presented so
far.

9.2.1 Establishment of the MashWeb JavaScript API

The MashWeb API has been made accessible to registered users at http:

//www.mylab.fokus.fraunhofer.de/mashweb/demo via API keys. To rate
the acceptance of the API and evaluate the categorization and abstract func-
tionalities in more real-world scenarios, the API is planned to be opened
to Web developers for field trials and will then be adjusted based on the
gathered feedback.

9.2.2 Client to Client Communication

The need to support unmodified clients led to a proxy centric communication
between clients, i.e. client-to-client communication would always mediated
by the proxy, since the classic Web architecture does not support direct
browser to browser communication. Thereby, the offline capabilities of ap-
plications are restricted to single devices.

The evaluation of methods for the communication between multiple user
devices is part of ongoing work.
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9.2.3 Integration with sophisticated Policy Mechanisms

For now, the OSP’s negotiation phase is driven by the user’s preferences with
regard to the application’s offline capabilities. A detailed discussion about
employing additional knowledge to enhance the decision-making process of
the OSP’s negotiation phase was considered to be out of the scope of this
thesis. Nevertheless, promising steps towards the consideration of services’
quality were undertaken and are worth continuing [146, 100].

In addition, linking the allocation of services with policy systems can
be beneficial, especially when integrating services from within managed net-
works such as the telecommunications domain, in which service access is
commonly restricted by the service provider. Here, a policy decision point
(PDP) holding policies for access to certain services can be used to grant ac-
cess to such telecommunication services, where the OSP’s negotiation phase
would act as the corresponding Policy Enforcement Point (PEP). A possible
policy model with a focus on the exposure of telecommunication services to
the Web has been introduced by Blum et al. in [25].

9.2.4 Services Accessing Multiple Resources

For now, the service model assumes that the service operates on a single
resource, i.e. only modifies the attributes of one resource. It should be eval-
uated whether an extension towards services operating on multiple resources
would be advantageous. It certainly provides less restriction on services and
thereby eases the classification of services. Thus, it would allow a more
coarse-grained view on services. However, the classification of services can
become too complex. A deeper evaluation would be required to identify the
number of services suffering from the current restrictions.

9.2.5 Measuring the Web’s Service Domain

In order to better adapt the automatic service composition algorithm to the
domain of the Web, a measurement of the current service and API landscape
should be undertaken. Here, programmableweb.com can service as central
repository for open Web APIs. At this point in time, there are approximately
1500 APIs listed. However, an API such as the Google Maps API encom-
passes more than 90 methods, which have to be considered as single services
within the scope of the given underlay system. A script can be implemented
that runs over all listed APIs and extracts the number of contained methods.
For each method, the number of input parameters and number of directly
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modified object can be derived. Moreover, a realistic number of different
data types can be gathered. This measurement of the Web’s service domain
can serve as an input for the automatic underlay creation mechanism and
compare the current user-centric algorithm’s performance with a targeted
algorithm’s performance that builds upon realistic domain knowledge.

9.2.6 Offline Capabilities through Caching

Approaches to enhancing applications’ offline capabilities by caching Web
content at the client side already exist. The most prominent example is
Google Gears [68], which is tailored for Google’s Web application and is
made available as browser plug-in. A promising research area encompasses
the combination of the offline capabilities provided by local services and the
estimation of data required by services within a certain future time span.
That way, input data for local services can possibly be derived in advance
and ensure a greater depth of the client’s offline capabilities.

9.2.7 Instantiation of the Underlay System within the Domain of SOA

Enterprise mashups, i.e. mashups tailored to support enterprises and enter-
prise interoperability, are becoming more important recently [65]. Therefore,
the underlay system is currently evaluated with regard to its instantiation
within the scope of the SOA domain, where the underlay can facilitate access
to business processes via automatically generated user interfaces. Since busi-
ness processes commonly constitute large-scale processes, the application’s
view has to be restricted based on a user’s role. For instance, users with
different access rights to a certain part of the application should be provided
with different views and other means to interact with the applications.

In 2007, a specification that aims at the integration of user interaction into
BPEL in a reverse engineering style and is referred to as BPEL4People was
published. However, BPEL4People only extends BPEL through a task for
the processing of user inputs and does not cope with the actual presentation
of the service composition [3, 2].

The mapping between the underlay system’s workflow and dataflow to
BPEL is a matter of engineering. Note that especially the workflow was de-
fined in a very general and mathematical way to simplify its instantiation
with multiple different workflow languages. Two key problems can be iden-
tified. First, the timeout mechanism has to be re-modeled through BPEL’s
wait, terminate, and empty activities, which trigger the replacement of a ser-
vice. There is already some research on recovery processes for BPEL [119].
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Second, the achievement of resource orientation is also challenging, since
there are considerably more different resources available within the scope of
business process than on the Web. Fortunately, the resources that require a
presentation should remain limited, and similar to the ones identified within
the scope of the Web. However, the mapping will become more complex.
Especially with regard to business processes spanning multiple enterprises,
challenges, in terms of semantic interoperability, will constitute the main ob-
stacle [43]. While the problem of semantic interoperability is still discussed,
most solutions focus on special closed application domains [162, 83, 20].





Appendix A

A Resource-oriented Markup Language

for Web Mashups

In this section, an HTML-based mashup language is introduced and speci-
fied. Section A.1 outlines the motivation and discusses the objectives of the
mashup language, while section A.2 deals with its specification. Section A.3
presents the validation of created markup code beyond the correctness of the
XML structure itself.

A.1 Motivation and Objectives of the Mashup Language

The common method of creating Web pages is resource oriented. However,
in the relatively new kind of composed Web applications, i.e. mashups, this
notion cannot be followed. The remote services that mashups integrate into
one application need to be embedded in a function-oriented fashion via cus-
tom application code.
This section introduces an abstract mashup language and a description of
the necessary underlying architecture components. The mashup language
abstracts from services and introduces a new set of resources to easily create
mashups. While the resources are represented by HTML-like tags, the in-
tegration of data from multiple services is represented by the tree-structure
of these tags. The resulting advantages are resource abstraction and rapid
mashup creation.

Derived from the current architecture and the current approach to creat-
ing mashups, including the resulting complexity, two major objectives for a
mashup language emerge.
First, the language should provide a way to create mashups in a resource-
oriented manner. This essentially means that the language should be the
foundation of abstraction from actual services. An important aspect that
has to be considered during the specification is the different nature of APIs.
While a large part of available APIs are accessible either by JavaScript or
server-side code, several APIs are based solely on JavaScript. These are usu-
ally run client-sided and involve heavy user interaction. Respective APIs
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include most map APIs such as Google Maps [70] or Yahoo! Maps. Eventu-
ally, the language needs to provide placeholders for services which developers
can use to implement mashups independently of the nature of the underlying
APIs.
The second key objective is providing a way to easily mash services. Mashups
integrate data, i.e. the output of several services is mixed and reused [115].
The language needs to reflect this and needs to be kept simple at the same
time. Although rather simple compared to service compositions within SOA,
the integration of external services into mashups requires programming skills
that go well beyond basic HTML knowledge. Therefore, the language should
provide developers with low programming skills and the means to integrate
at least basic functionality from external services. The language should not
necessarily require scripts when used in combination with HTML. Return
data of services should be automatically and seamlessly integrated into the
Website, just like audio and video data is with the newly introduced audio

and video tags of HTML 5 [198].
On the other hand, the language should integrate well with more advanced
technologies and programming languages in order to serve the needs of more
skilled Web developers. Thus, it should offer possibilities to access and ma-
nipulate the return data before it is integrated into the HTML passed to the
client’s browser.

A.2 Language Specification

An example and fragments of an extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF) de-
veloped based on the XML specification [197] are used to explain the syntax
and semantics of the language.
In the mashup language, services providing the same resources are grouped
together. Currently, 16 categories are defined; a list of identified resources
can be found in appendix B. The language provides a universal set of tags
that represent these resources, their related actions and input data. The
markup is embedded into valid HTML documents and therefore appears to
be an extension of them1. It provides the desired simplicity and ease of
use since Web developers are familiar with its syntax without depending on
any specific programming language. The presentation possibilities are not
affected because the mashup markup is substituted with valid HTML, CSS

1The mashup markup is an XML-based language that seeks to ease the development
of mashups and was designed to extend HTML 5. Since XHTML 1.1 allows modular
extensions [196, 208] the embedding of mashup markup in current XHTML is also possible.
For reasons of simplicity, the term HTML is used to refer to all versions of HTML and
XHTML that are in use in the Web today when no version is explicitly named.
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and JavaScript that is then seamlessly integrated into the HTML document.
Thus, the rich interaction possibilities that the combination of HTML, CSS
and JavaScript provide remain possible to use.

In order to create a defined and self-contained part in an HTML document
that contains mashup markup, each mashup part is embedded in a <mashup>

tag. This forms the root-tag of the mashup as shown in the following EBNF:

MashupElement ::= ’<mashup’ [S ’id’ Eq ’"’ (Letter)+ ’"’] ’>’

(MElement)* ’</mashup>’

Since the syntax is XML-based, two basic elements exist: empty elements
and elements that contain content, starting with a start tag and ending with
an end tag. The EBNF below specifies empty tags and tags that may contain
content.

MElement ::= MEmptyElement | MSTag MContent METag

The services are classified in distinct service categories, named resources.
These are used in the mashup language to realize the abstraction from actual
services. Each tag in the mashup markup represents one resource.

MEmptyElement ::= ’<’ MResourceS S?’/>’)

MSTag ::= ’<’ MResourceS S? ’>’

METag ::= ’</’ MResourceE S? ’>’

MResourceS ::= Mmap | Mlocation | Mphoto

MResourceE ::= ’map’ | ’location’ | ’photo’

Each resource can have one of multiple methods, referred to as actions,
and a set of attributes that may be mandatory or optional. Thus, every
resource has an action attribute used to set the action that is defined as a
placeholder in the mashup markup just as resources are. In addition to the
action attribute, additional attributes can be defined for either mandatory
or optional input. During a binding process, the triple of resource, action
and attributes are dissolved into actual service calls.
Below, the EBNF for a map resource is shown with one example action
center. centerMapAtr refers to attributes that are specifically defined for
the resource map and its center action.

Mmap ::= ’map’ (MapAction)? (IDAtr)?

MapAction ::= centerMap | unknownAction

centerMap ::= S ’action’ Eq ’"’center’"’ centerMapAtr
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centerMapAtr ::= S ’address’ Eq (’"’(Letter)+’"’ | subsAtr )

Every resource as well as the <mashup> tag can optionally define an id

whose value identifies the element unambiguously. If used more than once
in a document and for resources of the same type, it references the identical
element. Thus, the id attribute permits the simple reuse of a resource in the
document. If a resource is used more than once, the action and mandatory
attributes can be omitted on the second occurrence.
In the following EBNF IDAtr refers to the id attribute.
IDAtr ::= S ’id’ Eq ’"’ (Letter)+ ’"’

Up to now, the language has provided the means to abstract from actual
services. Service calls are represented by a triple of resource, action and at-
tributes, while these can be mandatory or optional.
Based on this, a simple example for the use of mashup markup can be intro-
duced. In listing A.1, the inclusion of a map is shown in mashup markup. A
<mashup> tag with the identifier usecase represents the start of the mashup
markup part. Within this mashup, a map resource represented by the tag
<map> is used.

1 <mashup id="usecase">

2 <map action="create" id="map_canvas"

3 width="720" height="500">

4 </map>

5 </mashup >

Listing A.1: Basis of a use-case that is implemented with Mashup Markup.

A.2.1 Integrating Hybrid Content

So far, the specification of the mashup markup does not address data inte-
gration, although this is major characteristic of mashups. In order to allow
the development of mashups with mashup markup, the easy transformation
of the output data of one resource as input data for another resource is a
central construct of the language. For the integration of resources a tree
structure provides an intuitive way to define the dataflow between mutliple
elements of the mashup language. This is defined with regards to the HTML
paradigm to group-nested elements which are for example described in [198,
section 4.9]. Just like the table element in HTML can contain a number
of children that alter the table’s structure or representation, each resource’s
children have effects on it.
In the mashup markup, the tree is dissolved from the leaf nodes to the root
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node. The output data from the leaf node is used as input for their parent
nodes, thus providing a direct mapping from output to input data.
As shown in the EBNF below, the content of each tag may be empty, plain
text, other HTML elements or other mashup elements.

MContent ::= (element | PCData | Reference | CDSect | PI | Comment |

MElement)*

The specifications for nested resources provide the means to truly create
mashups with the language. In Listing A.2, the resources for photos and
the user’s location are nested into the <map> tag, implying that the resource
“location” is used as input for the creation of the resource “map”.

1 <mashup id="usecase">

2 <map action="create" id="map_canvas"

3 width="720" height="500">

4 <location action="getCurrentPosition"

5 id="user_position" />

6 </map>

7

8 <map action="addMarker" id="map_canvas"

9 html="You are here">

10 <location id="user_position" />

11 </map>

12

13 <map action="addMarker" id="map_canvas">

14 <photo action="searchPhotos"

15 id="photo_collection">

16 <location id="user_position" />

17 </photo>

18 </map>

19 </mashup >

Listing A.2: Use-case implemented with Mashup Markup.

A.2.2 From Resource Integration to Service Composition

To further ease the use of the mashup markup, attributes of a resource can
be substituted with the output of embedded elements. This is realized as
follows: the output of nested resources, which matches the compulsory at-
tributes of a parent element but is omitted there, is automatically included.
If output that corresponds to optional attributes should be included in the
parent element, this has to be stated explicitly for each attribute in the outer
resource with the special attribute value ’###’. Output from embedded el-
ements that is neither needed as input for compulsory attributes of their
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parent element nor marked to be included is disregarded.
The EBNF below introduces the special value ’###’:

subsAtr ::= ’###’

In order to run the example, the mashup markup needs to be integrated
into a valid HTML document. Evidently, modifications to the known mashup
architecture must be made, and will be described in the next section. Even-
tually, the mashup markup is substituted with HTML, CSS and JavaScript
during runtime and a valid document is passed to the client’s browser.

A.2.3 Dynamic Replacement of Services

The workflow graphs of the underlay system introduced in section 4.3 are
based on timed automata and thus provide a natural means for the expression
of realtime behavior within the the underlay system itself. The markup
language defines an optional attribute that allows the automatic generation
of a workflow substructure, which deals with the dynamic replacement of
services when they do not respond within a given timespan.

timeout ::= (Number)

The attribute timeout can be included within every resource tag. When
a timeout attribute is detected during the parsing of the markup, a timeout
construct is appended to the locations of the workflow graph that have outgo-
ing transitions labeled with actions that consume at least one of the outputs
of the service protected by the timeout attribute. The timeout construct
itself has already been introduced in section 4.3.5.

For example, assume that the current location of the user may be provided
by either a GPS module on the user’s smartphone or a Web service that
derives the user’s location through his or her current WLAN cell. When
the Web service is integrated within the current mashup and the user goes
offline, the Web service is no longer able to respond. The GPS deviceshould
overtake the duty of the Web service seamlessly.

In such cases, the user may include the timeout attribute into the <location>
tag, where the number defines the time span in milliseconds that the service
is granted to finish its computation.
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A.3 Mashup Markup Validation

In this section, the algorithm that is used in the mashup markup validator
is shown and explained subsequently with the help of pseudocode.

First, as shown in Algorithm A.1, the complete document, at this time
consisting potentially of HTML 5, XHTML 5, XHTML 1.x, client-side scripts,
server-side scripts and mashup markup, is checked for XML syntax errors
(line 2). This can be done by any available XML processor, e.g. Xerces
[207], since the mashup markup is XML-based and a document that contains
valid mashup markup is fully XML compliant.
The semantics, however, cannot be validated by common XML processors.
Therefore, the mashup markup validator is necessary. For the validation,
the mashup markup is extracted (line 3) and processed as a tree, which is
common in XML processing [27, 210].

Algorithm A.1 Pseudocode for validation of XML compliance of code.
1: procedure validateMarkup(Markup)
2: if document.validXML then
3: tree : markup = ExtractMashupMarkup()
4: array : validNodes
5: array : invalidNodes
6: postorder(tree.rootnode)
7: else
8: abort()
9: end if

10: end procedure

One of the central concepts of the mashup markup is the reflection of
the data integration of different services. Therefore, the output of inner
elements is mapped to the input of outer elements, i.e. elements in outer
resources can be omitted. Moreover, optional attributes can be marked to be
substituted by the output of inner elements as well. In order to check each
resource for completeness, the tree of elements needs to be resolved from
the innermost elements outwards. This traversal algorithm is well-known as
post-order traversal [49]. In the post-order traversal algorithm, the subtrees
are followed from left to right and eventually the root node is processed.
In Algorithm A.2, the post-order traversal through the mashup markup is
shown in pseudocode.

In line 2 and 3 of Algorithm A.2, the currently processed node is checked
for children. If any children are found, the post-order traversal function is
called recursively for the leftmost child node. If either all children are pro-
cessed or none exist, i.e. the node is a leaf, the node itself is processed. The
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Algorithm A.2 Pseudocode for post-order traversal through Mashup
Markup tree.
1: procedure postorder(node)
2: if node.hasUncheckedChildren then postorder(node.children.leftmost)
3: else
4: if node.resourceID.is(′mashup′) then recheckInvalid()
5: else
6: if node.resourceID.invalid then abort()
7: else
8: if node.action.inexistent then
9: if node.ID.exists then

10: invalidNodes << node
11: elseabort()
12: end if
13: else
14: if action.invalid then abort()
15: else
16: if validateManInputData(node) ∧

validateOptInputData(node) then
17: validNodes << node
18: else
19: invalidNodes << node
20: end ifpostorder(node.parent)
21: end if
22: end if
23: end if
24: end if
25: end if
26: end procedure

complete tree has been traversed once when the node itself is the <mashup>

node. Nonetheless, as reflected in line 6, the tree has to be traversed several
times due to the possible references within the code.
If the node is not the <mashup> element, its components are checked subse-
quently. First, the element’s resource type is validated (line 9). This means
that the mashup markup tag has to be defined. If the resource stated in the
mashup markup does not match any defined tags, it is not supported and
therefore invalid: the mashup validation fails (line 10, 11). If the resource is
defined, the validation process continues.
Subsequently, the existence of an action attribute is checked (line 14). When
it does not exist, the node is checked for the existence of an id (line 16). If
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an id exists, it is possible that the node refers to another resource which is
valid. In this case, the node is buffered (line 17). The buffering is necessary
because the failed nodes need to be rechecked to be able to dissolve references
after the complete XML tree has been traversed once. This is reflected in
Listing A.5.
If no id is found, the validation is aborted (lines 18-20). Each resource needs
either a valid triple of resource, action and attributes, or a valid tuple of
resource and id that refers to another valid resource.
When an action attribute is identified, this is validated in line 24. Again, as
for the resource type, a mashup markup definition is utilized. If the action
is not available for the resource, the validation is aborted (lines 25, 26).
If the action is valid, the mandatory and optional input data is validated in
two separate functions shown in Algorithms A.3, A.4 (lines 29 - 32).
If the input data is valid and thus the tag is valid, it needs to be buffered
for the rechecking of referencing nodes (line 33). There are three reasons for
doing this: first, to allow the data integration, the output of subtrees needs
to be available to validate their root. Second, referencing resource instances
need to be resolved eventually. Third, actions can depend on another action
to be executed first. This is handled by the service execution engine. Here,
however, just the possible existence of a workflow that provides all necessary
input data needs to be ensured.
If the check of the input data is invalid, the node is buffered for later recheck-
ing (line 35).
Independent of the check of the input data, the post-order traversal is re-
cursively called for the parent node. Eventually, after the complete tree has
been traversed once, it is rechecked for to possible references or substituted
input data (line 6). The function recheckInvalid() is shown in Algorithm A.5.

In Algorithm A.3, the validation of the input data is shown. Each input
element defined as necessary (lines 2, 3) is handled according to its type.
If the input element is an attribute, the node is searched for this attribute
(lines 4 - 6). If it exists, the next input element is checked (line 7). If it is
not found in the node itself, its children are checked (line 10) and if it does
exist, the next input element is checked (line 11). If the input element is not
found, the input data validation is aborted (line 14).
Input elements that are not attributes, but rather the tag’s content, are
handled in analogy (lines 17 - 28).

Algorithm A.4 shows the validation of optional input data. The flow
to validate optional input data is fundamentally different from the flow to
validate mandatory input data. Instead of searching each mandatory element
defined in the mashup markup definition in the code at hand, the definition
is searched for those attributes stated within the code (lines 3 - 7). If the
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Algorithm A.3 Pseudocode for the validation of the mandatory input data.
1: procedure validateMandatoryInputData(node)
2: while TagDefinition.MandatoryInput != NULL do
3: if MandatoryInput.isAttribute? then . Search atr in node
4: if node.contains?(MandatoryInput) then next()
5: else
6: if node.children.contains?(MandatoryInput) then next()
7: elseabort(”Mandatoryinputmissing”)
8: end if
9: end if

10: else . Check node for content
11: if node.content.emtpy? then . Search subtree for content
12: if subtree.empty? then abort(Mandatoryinputmissing)
13: elsenext()
14: end if
15: end if
16: end ifnext()
17: end whilereturn true
18: end procedure

Algorithm A.4 Pseudocode for the validation of the optional input data.
1: procedure validateOptionalInputData(node)
2: while node.OptionalInput != NULL do
3: if OptionalInput.isAttribute? then . Check if input is usable
4: if TagDefinition.OptionalInput.isIn?OptionalInput then

next()
5: elsewarning(”Dataofattributenotusable”) next()
6: end if
7: else . Check if tag content is usable
8: if TagDefinition.OptionalInput.contentUsable? then next()
9: elsewarning(”Tagcontentnotusable”) next()

10: end if
11: end if
12: end while
13: end procedure

additional input is usable, the next element is checked (line 8). If not, a
warning is thrown (line 9 - 11) and the next optional input element is checked
(line 12). Again, tag content is handled analogous to attributes (line 15 - 23).

In Algorithm A.5, all resources that failed during the validation of their
input data but have an id are re-considered. For every failed resource, the
buffer with valid resources is checked (line 9). If a valid resource with the
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Algorithm A.5 Pseudocode for rechecking of the tags.
1: procedure recheckValid
2: if invalidNodes.empty? then exit()
3: else
4: if invalidNodes.noChanges then abort()
5: else
6: if validNodes.contains?(invalidNodes.first) then
7: if inputData.valid? then
8: invalidNodes.delete(node)
9: validNodes << node recheckInvalid()

10: else
11: node.updateInputdata recheckInvalid()
12: end if
13: else
14: invalidNodes.pushFirstToLast recheckInvalid()
15: end if
16: end if
17: end if
18: end procedure

same id exists, the output is considered as input data for the corresponding
failed resource (line 12). Possibly, the dissolved triple provides the needed in-
put data for another failed triple. Therefore, the tree has to be traversed once
for every dissolved tuple of resource and id. Each dissolved tag is deleted
from the list of invalid nodes and added to the one containing the valid ones
(lines 13, 14).
The rechecking and thus the validation process ends when either all invalid
nodes are dissolved or no more changes can be made (lines 2 - 7).





Appendix B

Resource Definitions

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8"?>

2 <tagdef xmlns="http://www.fokus.fhg.de/mashweb/tagdef/v3"

3 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema -instance"

4 xsi:schemaLocation="http: //www.fokus.fhg.de/mashweb/tagdef

5 /v3 ../../ spec/v31.xsd">

6 <tag name="map">

7 <action name="create" type="constructor">

8 <request >

9 <requestParam name="id"/>

10 <requestParam name="lat" type="float" required="true"/>

11 <requestParam name="lng" type="float" required="true"/>

12 <requestParam name="width" type="integer"

13 required="true"/>

14 <requestParam name="height" type="integer"

15 required="true"/>

16 <requestParam name="type" def="street"/>

17 <requestParam name="zoomlevel" type="integer"/>

18 <requestParam name="maptypeControl" type="boolean"

19 def="false"/>

20 <requestParam name="panControl" type="boolean"

21 def="false"/>

22 <requestParam name="zoomControl" type="boolean"

23 def="false"/>

24 <requestParam name="dragableMap" type="boolean"

25 def="false"/>

26 <requestParam name="zoomOnDoubleClick" type="boolean"

27 def="false"/>

28 <requestParam name="continousZoom" type="boolean"

29 def="false"/>

30 <requestParam name="scrollwheelZoom" type="boolean"

31 def="false"/>

32 </request >

33 <response >

34 <responseParam name="uri" required="true"/>

35 </response >

36 </action >

37 <action name="center">

38 <request >

39 <requestParam name="id" required="true"/>

245
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40 <requestParam name="lat" type="float" required="true"/>

41 <requestParam name="lng" type="float" required="true"/>

42 <requestParam name="pan" type="boolean" def="false"/>

43 </request >

44 <response >

45 <responseParam name="uri" required="true"/>

46 </response >

47 </action >

48 <action name="setZoomlevel">

49 <request >

50 <requestParam name="id" required="true"/>

51 <requestParam name="zoomlevel" type="integer" def="12"

52 required="true"/>

53 </request >

54 <response >

55 <responseParam name="uri" required="true"/>

56 </response >

57 </action >

58 <action name="addMarker">

59 <request >

60 <requestParam name="id" required="true"/>

61 <requestParam name="markerId"/>

62 <requestParam name="lat" type="float" required="true"/>

63 <requestParam name="lng" type="float" required="true"/>

64 <requestParam name="html"/>

65 <requestParam name="icon" type="uri"/>

66 </request >

67 <response >

68 <responseParam name="uri" required="true"/>

69 </response >

70 </action >

71 <action name="updateMarker">

72 <request >

73 <requestParam name="id" required="true"/>

74 <requestParam name="markerId" required="true"/>

75 <requestParam name="lat" type="float" required="true"/>

76 <requestParam name="lng" type="float" required="true"/>

77 <requestParam name="html"/>

78 <requestParam name="icon" type="uri"/>

79 </request >

80 <response >

81 <responseParam name="uri" required="true"/>

82 </response >

83 </action >

84 <action name="removeMarker">

85 <request >

86 <requestParam name="id" required="true"/>

87 <requestParam name="markerId" required="true"/>

88 </request >
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89 <response >

90 <responseParam name="uri" required="true"/>

91 </response >

92 </action >

93 <action name="removeAllMarkers">

94 <request >

95 <requestParam name="id" required="true"/>

96 </request >

97 <response >

98 <responseParam name="uri" required="true"/>

99 </response >

100 </action >

101 </tag>

102 <tag name="location">

103 <action name="getPosition" type="constructor">

104 <request >

105 <requestParam name="address" required="true"/>

106 </request >

107 <response >

108 <responseParam name="lat" required="true" type="double"/>

109 <responseParam name="lng" required="true" type="double"/>

110 <responseParam name="accuracy" type="double"/>

111 <responseParam name="city"/>

112 <responseParam name="country"/>

113 <responseParam name="zipCode"/>

114 <responseParam name="street"/>

115 <responseParam name="nr"/>

116 </response >

117 </action >

118 <action name="getAddress" type="constructor">

119 <request >

120 <requestParam name="lat" required="true" type="float"/>

121 <requestParam name="lng" required="true" type="float"/>

122 </request >

123 <response >

124 <responseParam name="city" required="true"/>

125 <responseParam name="country" required="true"/>

126 <responseParam name="zipCode" required="true"/>

127 <responseParam name="street" required="true"/>

128 <responseParam name="nr" required="true"/>

129 </response >

130 </action >

131 <action name="getPositionByIP" type="constructor">

132 <request >

133 <requestParam name="id"/>

134 <requestParam name="ip"/>

135 </request >

136 <response >

137 <responseParam name="lat" required="true" type="double"/>
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138 <responseParam name="lng" required="true" type="double"/>

139 <responseParam name="accuracy" type="double"/>

140 <responseParam name="city"/>

141 <responseParam name="country"/>

142 <responseParam name="zipCode"/>

143 <responseParam name="street"/>

144 <responseParam name="nr"/>

145 </response >

146 </action >

147 <action name="getCurrentPosition" type="constructor">

148 <request >

149 <requestParam name="id"/>

150 </request >

151 <response >

152 <responseParam name="lat" required="true" type="double"/>

153 <responseParam name="lng" required="true" type="double"/>

154 <responseParam name="accuracy" type="double"/>

155 <responseParam name="city"/>

156 <responseParam name="country"/>

157 <responseParam name="zipCode"/>

158 <responseParam name="street"/>

159 <responseParam name="nr"/>

160 </response >

161 </action >

162 </tag>

163 <tag name="photo">

164 <action name="searchPhotos" type="constructor">

165 <request >

166 <requestParam name="query"/>

167 <requestParam name="tags"/>

168 <requestParam name="uploadDate" type="date"/>

169 <requestParam name="uploadDateRange" type="integer"/>

170 <requestParam name="takenDate" type="date"/>

171 <requestParam name="takenDateRange" type="integer"/>

172 <requestParam name="lat" type="float"/>

173 <requestParam name="lng" type="float"/>

174 <requestParam name="radius" type="float" def="0.5"/>

175 <requestParam name="geocoded" type="boolean"/>

176 <requestParam name="width" type="integer"/>

177 <requestParam name="height" type="integer"/>

178 <requestParam name="album"/>

179 <requestParam name="owner"/>

180 <requestParam name="sort" def="Taken Date Desc"/>

181 <requestParam name="resultSet" type="integer" def="10"/>

182 <requestParam name="offset" type="integer" def="0"/>

183 </request >

184 <response >

185 <responseParam name="photoList">

186 <listElem name="photo" minOccurs="0"
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187 maxOccurs="unbounded">

188 <attribute name="provider"/>

189 <attribute name="title"/>

190 <attribute name="photoId"/>

191 <attribute name="uri" type="uri"/>

192 <attribute name="lat" type="double"/>

193 <attribute name="lng" type="double"/>

194 <attribute name="width" type="integer"/>

195 <attribute name="height" type="integer"/>

196 <attribute name="uploadDate" type="date"/>

197 <attribute name="takenDate" type="date"/>

198 <attribute name="album"/>

199 <attribute name="owner"/>

200 </listElem >

201 </responseParam >

202 </response >

203 </action >

204 <action name="searchGroup" type="constructor">

205 <request >

206 <requestParam name="query"/>

207 </request >

208 <response >

209 <responseParam name="groupId" required="true"/>

210 </response >

211 </action >

212 <action name="getPhotosFromGroup" type="constructor">

213 <request >

214 <requestParam name="groupId"/>

215 </request >

216 <response >

217 <responseParam name="uri" required="true"/>

218 </response >

219 </action >

220 <action name="getPhotoSizes" type="constructor">

221 <request >

222 <requestParam name="photoId"/>

223 </request >

224 <response >

225 <responseParam name="width" required="true">

226 </responseParam >

227 <responseParam name="height" required="false"/>

228 <responseParam name="uri" required="true"/>

229 </response >

230 </action >

231 <action name="getPhoto" type="constructor">

232 <request >

233 <requestParam name="id"/>

234 <requestParam name="photoId" required="true"/>

235 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>
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236 </request >

237 <response >

238 <responseParam name="provider"/>

239 <responseParam name="title"/>

240 <responseParam name="photoId"/>

241 <responseParam name="uri" type="uri"/>

242 <responseParam name="lat" type="double"/>

243 <responseParam name="lng" type="double"/>

244 <responseParam name="width" type="integer"/>

245 <responseParam name="height" type="integer"/>

246 <responseParam name="uploadDate" type="date"/>

247 <responseParam name="takenDate" type="date"/>

248 <responseParam name="album"/>

249 <responseParam name="owner"/>

250 </response >

251 </action >

252 <action name="uploadPhoto" type="constructor">

253 <request >

254 <requestParam name="id"/>

255 <requestParam name="file" required="true"/>

256 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

257 <requestParam name="title"/>

258 <requestParam name="desc"/>

259 <requestParam name="tags"/>

260 <requestParam name="permissions" def="private"/>

261 <requestParam name="lat" type="float"/>

262 <requestParam name="lng" type="float"/>

263 </request >

264 <response >

265 <responseParam name="uri" type="uri"/>

266 </response >

267 </action >

268 <action name="deletePhoto">

269 <request >

270 <requestParam name="id"/>

271 <requestParam name="photoId" required="true"/>

272 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

273 </request >

274 <response >

275 <responseParam name="dummy"/>

276 </response >

277 </action >

278 <action name="updatePhoto" type="constructor">

279 <request >

280 <requestParam name="id"/>

281 <requestParam name="photoId" required="true"/>

282 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

283 <requestParam name="title"/>

284 <requestParam name="desc"/>
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285 <requestParam name="tags"/>

286 <requestParam name="permissions" def="private"/>

287 <requestParam name="lat" type="float"/>

288 <requestParam name="lng" type="float"/>

289 </request >

290 <response >

291 <responseParam name="uri" type="uri"/>

292 </response >

293 </action >

294 <action name="commentPhoto" type="constructor">

295 <request >

296 <requestParam name="id"/>

297 <requestParam name="photoId" required="true"/>

298 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

299 <requestParam name="author" required="true"/>

300 </request >

301 <response >

302 <responseParam name="uri" type="uri"/>

303 <responseParam name="comment" type="string"/>

304 </response >

305 </action >

306 <action name="getComments" type="constructor">

307 <request >

308 <requestParam name="id"/>

309 <requestParam name="photoId" required="true"/>

310 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

311 <requestParam name="resultSet" type="integer" def="10"/>

312 <requestParam name="offset" type="integer" def="0"/>

313 <requestParam name="sort" def="Date Desc"/>

314 </request >

315 <response >

316 <responseParam name="commentList">

317 <listElem name="comment" minOccurs="0"

318 maxOccurs="unbounded">

319 <attribute name="commentId"/>

320 <attribute name="user"/>

321 <attribute name="email"/>

322 <attribute name="dateCreated" type="date"/>

323 <attribute name="permalink" type="uri"/>

324 <attribute name="comment" type="string"/>

325 </listElem >

326 </responseParam >

327 </response >

328 </action >

329 </tag>

330 <tag name="video">

331 <action name="searchVideos" type="constructor">

332 <request >

333 <requestParam name="query"/>
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334 <requestParam name="tags"/>

335 <requestParam name="uploadDate" type="date"/>

336 <requestParam name="uploadDateRange" type="integer"/>

337 <requestParam name="takenDate" type="date"/>

338 <requestParam name="takenDateRange" type="integer"/>

339 <requestParam name="lat" type="float"/>

340 <requestParam name="lng" type="float"/>

341 <requestParam name="radius" type="float" def="0.5"/>

342 <requestParam name="geocoded" type="integer"/>

343 <requestParam name="channel"/>

344 <requestParam name="sort" def="Taken Date Desc"/>

345 <requestParam name="resultSet" type="integer" def="10"/>

346 <requestParam name="offset" type="integer" def="0"/>

347 </request >

348 <response >

349 <responseParam name="videoList">

350 <listElem name="video" minOccurs="0"

351 maxOccurs="unbounded">

352 <attribute name="provider"/>

353 <attribute name="title"/>

354 <attribute name="videoId"/>

355 <attribute name="uri" type="uri"/>

356 <attribute name="lat" type="double"/>

357 <attribute name="lng" type="double"/>

358 <attribute name="width" type="integer"/>

359 <attribute name="height" type="integer"/>

360 <attribute name="uploadDate" type="date"/>

361 <attribute name="takenDate" type="date"/>

362 <attribute name="channel"/>

363 <attribute name="owner"/>

364 <attribute name="length" type="time"/>

365 </listElem >

366 </responseParam >

367 </response >

368 </action >

369 <action name="getVideo" type="constructor">

370 <request >

371 <requestParam name="id"/>

372 <requestParam name="videoId" required="true"/>

373 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

374 <requestParam name="content" def="active"/>

375 </request >

376 <response >

377 <responseParam name="provider"/>

378 <responseParam name="title"/>

379 <responseParam name="videoId"/>

380 <responseParam name="uri" type="uri"/>

381 <responseParam name="lat" type="double"/>

382 <responseParam name="lng" type="double"/>
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383 <responseParam name="width" type="integer"/>

384 <responseParam name="height" type="integer"/>

385 <responseParam name="uploadDate" type="date"/>

386 <responseParam name="takenDate" type="date"/>

387 <responseParam name="channel"/>

388 <responseParam name="owner"/>

389 <responseParam name="length" type="time"/>

390 </response >

391 </action >

392 <action name="uploadVideo" type="constructor">

393 <request >

394 <requestParam name="id"/>

395 <requestParam name="file" required="true"/>

396 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

397 <requestParam name="title"/>

398 <requestParam name="desc"/>

399 <requestParam name="tags"/>

400 <requestParam name="permissions" def="private"/>

401 <requestParam name="lat" type="float"/>

402 <requestParam name="lng" type="float"/>

403 </request >

404 <response >

405 <responseParam name="uri" type="uri"/>

406 </response >

407 </action >

408 <action name="deleteVideo">

409 <request >

410 <requestParam name="id"/>

411 <requestParam name="videoId" required="true"/>

412 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

413 </request >

414 <response >

415 <responseParam name="dummy"/>

416 </response >

417 </action >

418 <action name="updateVideo" type="constructor">

419 <request >

420 <requestParam name="id"/>

421 <requestParam name="videoId" required="true"/>

422 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

423 <requestParam name="title"/>

424 <requestParam name="desc"/>

425 <requestParam name="tags"/>

426 <requestParam name="permissions" def="private"/>

427 <requestParam name="lat" type="float"/>

428 <requestParam name="lng" type="float"/>

429 </request >

430 <response >

431 <responseParam name="uri" type="uri"/>
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432 </response >

433 </action >

434 <action name="commentVideo" type="constructor">

435 <request >

436 <requestParam name="id"/>

437 <requestParam name="videoId" required="true"/>

438 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

439 <requestParam name="author" required="true"/>

440 </request >

441 <response >

442 <responseParam name="uri" type="uri"/>

443 </response >

444 </action >

445 <action name="getComments" type="constructor">

446 <request >

447 <requestParam name="id"/>

448 <requestParam name="videoId" required="true"/>

449 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

450 <requestParam name="resultSet" type="integer" def="10"/>

451 <requestParam name="offset" type="integer" def="0"/>

452 <requestParam name="sort" def="Date Desc"/>

453 </request >

454 <response >

455 <responseParam name="commentList">

456 <listElem name="comment" minOccurs="0"

457 maxOccurs="unbounded">

458 <attribute name="commentId"/>

459 <attribute name="user"/>

460 <attribute name="email"/>

461 <attribute name="dateCreated" type="date"/>

462 <attribute name="permalink" type="uri"/>

463 <attribute name="comment" type="string"/>

464 </listElem >

465 </responseParam >

466 </response >

467 </action >

468 </tag>

469 <tag name="blog">

470 <action name="createPost" type="constructor">

471 <request >

472 <requestParam name="id"/>

473 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

474 <requestParam name="blogId" required="true"/>

475 <requestParam name="title" required="true"/>

476 <requestParam name="content"/>

477 <requestParam name="date" type="date"/>

478 <requestParam name="category"/>

479 <requestParam name="tags"/>

480 <requestParam name="draft" type="boolean" def="false"/>
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481 </request >

482 <response >

483 <responseParam name="uri" required="true"/>

484 </response >

485 </action >

486 <action name="getPosts" type="constructor">

487 <request >

488 <requestParam name="blogId" required="true"/>

489 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

490 <requestParam name="date" type="date"/>

491 <requestParam name="dateRange" type="integer"/>

492 <requestParam name="resultSet" type="integer" def="10"/>

493 <requestParam name="offSet" type="integer" def="0"/>

494 </request >

495 <response >

496 <responseParam name="postList">

497 <listElem name="post" minOccurs="0"

498 maxOccurs="unbounded">

499 <attribute name="postId"/>

500 <attribute name="user"/>

501 <attribute name="email"/>

502 <attribute name="category"/>

503 <attribute name="tags"/>

504 <attribute name="draft" type="boolean"/>

505 <attribute name="dateCreated" type="date"/>

506 <attribute name="permalink" type="uri"/>

507 </listElem >

508 </responseParam >

509 </response >

510 </action >

511 <action name="updatePost" type="constructor">

512 <request >

513 <requestParam name="id"/>

514 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

515 <requestParam name="blogId" required="true"/>

516 <requestParam name="postId" required="true"/>

517 <requestParam name="title"/>

518 <requestParam name="date" type="date"/>

519 <requestParam name="category"/>

520 <requestParam name="tags"/>

521 <requestParam name="draft" type="boolean" def="false"/>

522 </request >

523 <response >

524 <responseParam name="postId"/>

525 <responseParam name="user"/>

526 <responseParam name="email"/>

527 <responseParam name="category"/>

528 <responseParam name="tags"/>

529 <responseParam name="draft" type="boolean"/>
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530 <responseParam name="dateCreated" type="date"/>

531 <responseParam name="permalink" type="uri"/>

532 </response >

533 </action >

534 <action name="deletePost">

535 <request >

536 <requestParam name="id"/>

537 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

538 <requestParam name="blogId" required="true"/>

539 <requestParam name="postId" required="true"/>

540 </request >

541 <response >

542 <responseParam name="dummy"/>

543 </response >

544 </action >

545 <action name="commentPost" type="constructor">

546 <request >

547 <requestParam name="id"/>

548 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

549 <requestParam name="blogId" required="true"/>

550 <requestParam name="postId" required="true"/>

551 <requestParam name="author" required="true"/>

552 </request >

553 <response >

554 <responseParam name="uri" type="uri"/>

555 </response >

556 </action >

557 <action name="getComments" type="constructor">

558 <request >

559 <requestParam name="id"/>

560 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

561 <requestParam name="blogId" required="true"/>

562 <requestParam name="postId" required="true"/>

563 <requestParam name="resultSet" type="integer" def="10"/>

564 <requestParam name="offSet" type="integer" def="0"/>

565 <requestParam name="sort" def="Date Desc"/>

566 </request >

567 <response >

568 <responseParam name="commentList">

569 <listElem name="comment" minOccurs="0"

570 maxOccurs="unbounded">

571 <attribute name="commentId"/>

572 <attribute name="user"/>

573 <attribute name="email"/>

574 <attribute name="dateCreated" type="date"/>

575 <attribute name="permalink" type="uri"/>

576 <attribute name="comment" type="string"/>

577 </listElem >

578 </responseParam >
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579 </response >

580 </action >

581 </tag>

582 <tag name="bookmark">

583 <action name="searchBookmarks" type="constructor">

584 <request >

585 <requestParam name="query"/>

586 <requestParam name="tags"/>

587 <requestParam name="date" type="date"/>

588 <requestParam name="dateRange" type="integer"/>

589 <requestParam name="sort" def="Date Desc"/>

590 <requestParam name="resultSet" type="integer" def="10"/>

591 <requestParam name="offset" type="integer" def="0"/>

592 </request >

593 <response >

594 <responseParam name="bookmarkList">

595 <listElem name="bookmark" minOccurs="0"

596 maxOccurs="unbounded">

597 <attribute name="user"/>

598 <attribute name="uri" type="uri"/>

599 <attribute name="screenshot" type="uri"/>

600 <attribute name="description"/>

601 <attribute name="tags"/>

602 <attribute name="dateTimeCreated" type="datetime"/>

603 <attribute name="comment" type="string"/>

604 <attribute name="noOfUsers" type="integer"/>

605 </listElem >

606 </responseParam >

607 </response >

608 </action >

609 <action name="getBookmark" type="constructor">

610 <request >

611 <requestParam name="id"/>

612 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

613 <requestParam name="bookmarkId" required="true"/>

614 </request >

615 <response >

616 <responseParam name="user"/>

617 <responseParam name="uri" type="uri"/>

618 <responseParam name="screenshot" type="uri"/>

619 <responseParam name="description"/>

620 <responseParam name="tags"/>

621 <responseParam name="dateTimeCreated" type="datetime"/>

622 <responseParam name="comment" type="string"/>

623 <responseParam name="noOfUsers" type="integer"/>

624 </response >

625 </action >

626 <action name="createBookmark" type="constructor">

627 <request >
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628 <requestParam name="id"/>

629 <requestParam name="uri" type="uri" required="true"/>

630 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

631 <requestParam name="title"/>

632 <requestParam name="desc"/>

633 <requestParam name="tags"/>

634 <requestParam name="date" type="date"/>

635 </request >

636 <response >

637 <responseParam name="user"/>

638 <responseParam name="uri" type="uri"/>

639 <responseParam name="screenshot" type="uri"/>

640 <responseParam name="description"/>

641 <responseParam name="tags"/>

642 <responseParam name="dateTimeCreated" type="datetime"/>

643 <responseParam name="comment" type="string"/>

644 <responseParam name="noOfUsers" type="integer"/>

645 </response >

646 </action >

647 <action name="deleteBookmark">

648 <request >

649 <requestParam name="id"/>

650 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

651 <requestParam name="bookmarkId" required="true"/>

652 </request >

653 <response >

654 <responseParam name="dummy"/>

655 </response >

656 </action >

657 <action name="updateBookmark" type="constructor">

658 <request >

659 <requestParam name="id"/>

660 <requestParam name="bookmarkId" required="true"/>

661 <requestParam name="uri" type="uri" required="true"/>

662 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

663 <requestParam name="title"/>

664 <requestParam name="desc"/>

665 <requestParam name="tags"/>

666 <requestParam name="date" type="date"/>

667 </request >

668 <response >

669 <responseParam name="user"/>

670 <responseParam name="uri" type="uri"/>

671 <responseParam name="screenshot" type="uri"/>

672 <responseParam name="description"/>

673 <responseParam name="tags"/>

674 <responseParam name="dateTimeCreated" type="datetime"/>

675 <responseParam name="comment" type="string"/>

676 <responseParam name="noOfUsers" type="integer"/>
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677 </response >

678 </action >

679 </tag>

680 <tag name="event">

681 <action name="searchEvents" type="constructor">

682 <request >

683 <requestParam name="query"/>

684 <requestParam name="tags"/>

685 <requestParam name="Date" type="date"/>

686 <requestParam name="DateRange" type="integer"/>

687 <requestParam name="lat" type="float"/>

688 <requestParam name="lng" type="float"/>

689 <requestParam name="radius" type="float" def="0.5"/>

690 <requestParam name="category"/>

691 <requestParam name="venue"/>

692 <requestParam name="sort" def="Date Desc"/>

693 <requestParam name="resultSet" type="integer" def="10"/>

694 <requestParam name="offset" type="integer" def="0"/>

695 <requestParam name="provider"/>

696 </request >

697 <response >

698 <responseParam name="eventList">

699 <listElem name="event" minOccurs="0"

700 maxOccurs="unbounded">

701 <attribute name="eventId"/>

702 <attribute name="uri" type="uri"/>

703 <attribute name="title"/>

704 <attribute name="description"/>

705 <attribute name="tags"/>

706 <attribute name="startTime" type="datetime"/>

707 <attribute name="endTime" type="datetime"/>

708 <attribute name="city"/>

709 <attribute name="country"/>

710 <attribute name="address"/>

711 <attribute name="zipCode"/>

712 <attribute name="lat" type="double"/>

713 <attribute name="lng" type="double"/>

714 <attribute name="created" type="datetime"/>

715 <attribute name="user"/>

716 <attribute name="price" type="double"/>

717 <attribute name="image" type="uri"/>

718 <attribute name="category"/>

719 <attribute name="venue"/>

720 <attribute name="venueId"/>

721 </listElem >

722 </responseParam >

723 </response >

724 </action >

725 <action name="getEvent" type="constructor">
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726 <request >

727 <requestParam name="id"/>

728 <requestParam name="eventId" required="true"/>

729 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

730 </request >

731 <response >

732 <responseParam name="eventId"/>

733 <responseParam name="uri" type="uri"/>

734 <responseParam name="title"/>

735 <responseParam name="description"/>

736 <responseParam name="tags"/>

737 <responseParam name="startTime" type="datetime"/>

738 <responseParam name="endTime" type="datetime"/>

739 <responseParam name="city"/>

740 <responseParam name="country"/>

741 <responseParam name="address"/>

742 <responseParam name="zipCode"/>

743 <responseParam name="lat" type="double"/>

744 <responseParam name="lng" type="double"/>

745 <responseParam name="created" type="datetime"/>

746 <responseParam name="user"/>

747 <responseParam name="price" type="double"/>

748 <responseParam name="image" type="uri"/>

749 <responseParam name="category"/>

750 <responseParam name="venue"/>

751 <responseParam name="venueId"/>

752 </response >

753 </action >

754 <action name="createEvent" type="constructor">

755 <request >

756 <requestParam name="id"/>

757 <requestParam name="title" required="true"/>

758 <requestParam name="startTime" type="datetime"

759 required="true"/>

760 <requestParam name="stopTime" type="datetime"

761 required="true"/>

762 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

763 <requestParam name="desc"/>

764 <requestParam name="permissions" def="public"/>

765 <requestParam name="tags"/>

766 <requestParam name="price"/>

767 <requestParam name="venue"/>

768 <requestParam name="venueId"/>

769 </request >

770 <response >

771 <responseParam name="status"/>

772 </response >

773 </action >

774 <action name="updateEvent" type="constructor">
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775 <request >

776 <requestParam name="id"/>

777 <requestParam name="eventId" required="true"/>

778 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

779 <requestParam name="title"/>

780 <requestParam name="startTime" type="datetime"

781 required="true"/>

782 <requestParam name="stopTime" type="datetime"

783 required="true"/>

784 <requestParam name="desc"/>

785 <requestParam name="permissions" def="public"/>

786 <requestParam name="tags"/>

787 <requestParam name="price"/>

788 <requestParam name="venue"/>

789 <requestParam name="venueId"/>

790 </request >

791 <response >

792 <responseParam name="status"/>

793 </response >

794 </action >

795 <action name="deleteEvent" type="constructor">

796 <request >

797 <requestParam name="id"/>

798 <requestParam name="eventId" required="true"/>

799 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

800 </request >

801 <response >

802 <responseParam name="status"/>

803 </response >

804 </action >

805 <action name="searchVenues" type="constructor">

806 <request >

807 <requestParam name="id"/>

808 <requestParam name="query"/>

809 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

810 <requestParam name="resultSet" type="integer" def="10"/>

811 <requestParam name="offset" type="integer" def="0"/>

812 <requestParam name="sort" def="Name Desc"/>

813 </request >

814 <response >

815 <responseParam name="venueList">

816 <listElem name="venue" minOccurs="0"

817 maxOccurs="unbounded">

818 <attribute name="venueId"/>

819 <attribute name="uri" type="uri"/>

820 <attribute name="name"/>

821 <attribute name="desc"/>

822 <attribute name="venueType"/>

823 <attribute name="city"/>
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824 <attribute name="country"/>

825 <attribute name="address"/>

826 <attribute name="zipCode"/>

827 <attribute name="lat" type="float"/>

828 <attribute name="lng" type="float"/>

829 <attribute name="createdAt" type="datetime"/>

830 <attribute name="user"/>

831 <attribute name="price" type="double"/>

832 <attribute name="image" type="uri"/>

833 <attribute name="categories"/>

834 <attribute name="tags"/>

835 </listElem >

836 </responseParam >

837 </response >

838 </action >

839 </tag>

840 <tag name="sms">

841 <action name="sendMsg" type="constructor">

842 <request >

843 <requestParam name="id"/>

844 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

845 <requestParam name="to" required="true"/>

846 <requestParam name="message" required="false" def=""/>

847 <requestParam name="from"/>

848 </request >

849 <response >

850 <responseParam name="status"/>

851 </response >

852 </action >

853 </tag>

854 <tag name="mms">

855 <action name="sendMsg" type="constructor">

856 <request >

857 <requestParam name="id"/>

858 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

859 <requestParam name="from"/>

860 <requestParam name="to" required="true"/>

861 <requestParam name="subject"/>

862 <requestParam name="message" def=""/>

863 <requestParam name="attachmentUrl"/>

864 </request >

865 <response >

866 <responseParam name="status"/>

867 </response >

868 </action >

869 </tag>

870 <tag name="place">

871 <action name="searchPlaces" type="constructor">

872 <request >
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873 <requestParam name="query"/>

874 <requestParam name="category"/>

875 <requestParam name="lat" type="float"/>

876 <requestParam name="lng" type="float"/>

877 <requestParam name="radius" type="float" def="0.5"/>

878 <requestParam name="resultSet" type="integer" def="10"/>

879 <requestParam name="offset" type="integer" def="0"/>

880 <requestParam name="sort" def="Name Desc"/>

881 </request >

882 <response >

883 <responseParam name="placesList">

884 <listElem name="place" minOccurs="0"

885 maxOccurs="unbounded">

886 <attribute name="placeId"/>

887 <attribute name="website" type="uri"/>

888 <attribute name="name"/>

889 <attribute name="description"/>

890 <attribute name="categories"/>

891 <attribute name="tags"/>

892 <attribute name="city"/>

893 <attribute name="country"/>

894 <attribute name="address"/>

895 <attribute name="zipCode"/>

896 <attribute name="lat" type="double"/>

897 <attribute name="lng" type="double"/>

898 <attribute name="created" type="datetime"/>

899 <attribute name="phone"/>

900 <attribute name="rating"/>

901 <attribute name="image" type="uri"/>

902 </listElem >

903 </responseParam >

904 </response >

905 </action >

906 <action name="getPlaceDetails" type="constructor">

907 <request >

908 <requestParam name="id"/>

909 <requestParam name="placeId" required="true"/>

910 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

911 </request >

912 <response >

913 <responseParam name="placeId"/>

914 <responseParam name="website" type="uri"/>

915 <responseParam name="name"/>

916 <responseParam name="description"/>

917 <responseParam name="categories"/>

918 <responseParam name="tags"/>

919 <responseParam name="city"/>

920 <responseParam name="country"/>

921 <responseParam name="address"/>
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922 <responseParam name="zipCode"/>

923 <responseParam name="lat" type="double"/>

924 <responseParam name="lng" type="double"/>

925 <responseParam name="created" type="datetime"/>

926 <responseParam name="phone"/>

927 <responseParam name="rating"/>

928 <responseParam name="image" type="uri"/>

929 </response >

930 </action >

931 </tag>

932 <tag name="search">

933 <action name="webSearch" type="constructor">

934 <request >

935 <requestParam name="id"/>

936 <requestParam name="query" required="true"/>

937 <requestParam name="region" type="country" def="us"/>

938 <!-- The regional search engine to use -->

939 <requestParam name="country" type="country" def="us"/>

940 <!-- The country to restrict the search results to -->

941 <requestParam name="language" type="language"

942 def="en"/>

943 <requestParam name="childSafe" type="boolean"

944 def="false"/>

945 <requestParam name="resultSet" type="integer" def="10"/>

946 <requestParam name="offset" type="integer" def="0"/>

947 <requestParam name="sort" def="Name Desc"/>

948 </request >

949 <response >

950 <responseParam name="resultList">

951 <listElem name="result" minOccurs="0"

952 maxOccurs="unbounded">

953 <attribute name="title"/>

954 <attribute name="resultPosition" type="integer"/>

955 <attribute name="summary"/>

956 <attribute name="mimeType"/>

957 <attribute name="modDate" type="date"/>

958 <attribute name="website" type="uri"/>

959 <attribute name="cache" type="uri"/>

960 </listElem >

961 </responseParam >

962 </response >

963 </action >

964 <action name="spellingSuggestions" type="constructor">

965 <request >

966 <requestParam name="id"/>

967 <requestParam name="query" required="true"/>

968 </request >

969 <response >

970 <responseParam name="resultList">
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971 <listElem name="result" minOccurs="0"

972 maxOccurs="unbounded">

973 <attribute name="result"/>

974 <attribute name="resultPosition" type="integer"/>

975 </listElem >

976 </responseParam >

977 </response >

978 </action >

979 </tag>

980 <tag name="product">

981 <action name="searchProduct" type="constructor">

982 <request >

983 <requestParam name="id"/>

984 <requestParam name="query" required="true"/>

985 <requestParam name="category"/>

986 <requestParam name="language" type="language" def="en"/>

987 <requestParam name="resultSet" type="integer" def="10"/>

988 <requestParam name="offset" type="integer" def="0"/>

989 <requestParam name="sort" def="Name Desc"/>

990 </request >

991 <response >

992 <responseParam name="productList">

993 <listElem name="product" minOccurs="0"

994 maxOccurs="unbounded">

995 <attribute name="productId"/>

996 <attribute name="isbn"/>

997 <attribute name="upc"/>

998 <attribute name="author"/>

999 <attribute name="title"/>

1000 <attribute name="subtitle"/>

1001 <attribute name="resultPosition" type="integer"/>

1002 <attribute name="category"/>

1003 <attribute name="producer"/>

1004 <attribute name="vendor"/>

1005 <attribute name="netPrice" type="double"/>

1006 <attribute name="currency"/>

1007 <attribute name="thumbnail" type="uri"/>

1008 <attribute name="image" type="uri"/>

1009 </listElem >

1010 </responseParam >

1011 </response >

1012 </action >

1013 <action name="getProductDetails" type="constructor">

1014 <request >

1015 <requestParam name="id"/>

1016 <requestParam name="productId" required="true"/>

1017 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

1018 </request >

1019 <response >
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1020 <responseParam name="productId"/>

1021 <responseParam name="isbn"/>

1022 <responseParam name="upc"/>

1023 <responseParam name="author"/>

1024 <responseParam name="title"/>

1025 <responseParam name="subtitle"/>

1026 <responseParam name="resultPosition" type="integer"/>

1027 <responseParam name="category"/>

1028 <responseParam name="producer"/>

1029 <responseParam name="vendor"/>

1030 <responseParam name="netPrice" type="double"/>

1031 <responseParam name="currency"/>

1032 <responseParam name="thumbnail" type="uri"/>

1033 <responseParam name="image" type="uri"/>

1034 </response >

1035 </action >

1036 </tag>

1037 <tag name="call">

1038 <action name="createCallback" type="constructor">

1039 <request >

1040 <requestParam name="id"/>

1041 <requestParam name="fromNumber" required="true"/>

1042 <requestParam name="toNumber" required="true"/>

1043 <requestParam name="provider"/>

1044 </request >

1045 <response >

1046 <responseParam name="status"/>

1047 </response >

1048 </action >

1049 </tag>

1050 <tag name="email">

1051 <action name="countNewMail" type="constructor">

1052 <request >

1053 <requestParam name="id"/>

1054 <requestParam name="userId" required="true"/>

1055 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

1056 <requestParam name="folder" def="inbox"/>

1057 </request >

1058 <response >

1059 <responseParam name="newMailCount" type="integer"/>

1060 </response >

1061 </action >

1062 <action name="getNewMail" type="constructor">

1063 <request >

1064 <requestParam name="id"/>

1065 <requestParam name="userId" required="true"/>

1066 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

1067 <requestParam name="folder" def="inbox"/>

1068 <requestParam name="resultSet" type="integer" def="10"/>
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1069 <requestParam name="offset" type="integer" def="0"/>

1070 <requestParam name="sort" def="Date Desc"/>

1071 </request >

1072 <response >

1073 <responseParam name="newMailList">

1074 <listElem name="mail" minOccurs="0"

1075 maxOccurs="unbounded">

1076 <attribute name="mailId"/>

1077 <attribute name="from"/>

1078 <attribute name="cc"/>

1079 <attribute name="bcc"/>

1080 <attribute name="replyTo"/>

1081 <attribute name="subject"/>

1082 </listElem >

1083 </responseParam >

1084 </response >

1085 </action >

1086 <action name="sendMail" type="constructor">

1087 <request >

1088 <requestParam name="id"/>

1089 <requestParam name="from" required="true"/>

1090 <requestParam name="to" required="true"/>

1091 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

1092 <requestParam name="cc"/>

1093 <requestParam name="bcc"/>

1094 <requestParam name="replyTo"/>

1095 <requestParam name="subject"/>

1096 <requestParam name="body"/>

1097 </request >

1098 <response >

1099 <responseParam name="status"/>

1100 </response >

1101 </action >

1102 <action name="getMailList" type="constructor">

1103 <request >

1104 <requestParam name="id"/>

1105 <requestParam name="userId" required="true"/>

1106 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

1107 <requestParam name="folder" def="inbox"/>

1108 <requestParam name="resultSet" type="integer" def="10"/>

1109 <requestParam name="offset" type="integer" def="0"/>

1110 <requestParam name="sort" def="Date Desc"/>

1111 </request >

1112 <response >

1113 <responseParam name="mailList">

1114 <listElem name="mail" minOccurs="0"

1115 maxOccurs="unbounded">

1116 <attribute name="mailId"/>

1117 <attribute name="from"/>
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1118 <attribute name="cc"/>

1119 <attribute name="bcc"/>

1120 <attribute name="replyTo"/>

1121 <attribute name="subject"/>

1122 </listElem >

1123 </responseParam >

1124 </response >

1125 </action >

1126 <action name="getMail" type="constructor">

1127 <request >

1128 <requestParam name="id"/>

1129 <requestParam name="userId" required="true"/>

1130 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

1131 <requestParam name="mailId" required="true"/>

1132 </request >

1133 <response >

1134 <responseParam name="mailId"/>

1135 <responseParam name="from"/>

1136 <responseParam name="cc"/>

1137 <responseParam name="bcc"/>

1138 <responseParam name="replyTo"/>

1139 <responseParam name="subject"/>

1140 <responseParam name="body"/>

1141 </response >

1142 </action >

1143 </tag>

1144 <tag name="calendar">

1145 <action name="getEvents" type="constructor">

1146 <request >

1147 <requestParam name="id"/>

1148 <requestParam name="userId" required="true"/>

1149 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

1150 <requestParam name="tags"/>

1151 <requestParam name="date" type="date"/>

1152 <requestParam name="dateRange" type="integer"/>

1153 <requestParam name="resultSet" type="integer" def="10"/>

1154 <requestParam name="offset" type="integer" def="0"/>

1155 <requestParam name="sort" def="Date Desc"/>

1156 <requestParam name="updatedOnly" type="boolean"

1157 def="false"/>

1158 <requestParam name="newOnly" type="boolean" def="false"/>

1159 </request >

1160 <response >

1161 <responseParam name="eventList">

1162 <listElem name="event" minOccurs="0"

1163 maxOccurs="unbounded">

1164 <attribute name="title"/>

1165 <attribute name="description"/>

1166 <attribute name="startTime" type="datetime"/>
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1167 <attribute name="endTime" type="datetime"/>

1168 <attribute name="tags"/>

1169 <attribute name="allday" type="boolean"/>

1170 <attribute name="repeat" type="boolean"/>

1171 <attribute name="repeatEnd" type="date"/>

1172 <attribute name="reminder" type="integer"/>

1173 </listElem >

1174 </responseParam >

1175 </response >

1176 </action >

1177 <action name="getEvent" type="constructor">

1178 <request >

1179 <requestParam name="id"/>

1180 <requestParam name="userId" required="true"/>

1181 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

1182 <requestParam name="eventId" required="true"/>

1183 </request >

1184 <response >

1185 <responseParam name="title"/>

1186 <responseParam name="description"/>

1187 <responseParam name="startTime" type="datetime"/>

1188 <responseParam name="endTime" type="datetime"/>

1189 <responseParam name="tags"/>

1190 <responseParam name="allday" type="boolean"/>

1191 <responseParam name="repeat" type="boolean"/>

1192 <responseParam name="repeatEnd" type="date"/>

1193 <responseParam name="reminder" type="integer"/>

1194 </response >

1195 </action >

1196 <action name="createEvent" type="constructor">

1197 <request >

1198 <requestParam name="id"/>

1199 <requestParam name="userId" required="true"/>

1200 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

1201 <requestParam name="title" required="true"/>

1202 <requestParam name="desc"/>

1203 <requestParam name="startTime" type="datetime"

1204 required="true"/>

1205 <requestParam name="endTime" type="datetime"

1206 required="true"/>

1207 <requestParam name="tags"/>

1208 <requestParam name="allDay" type="boolean" def="false"/>

1209 <requestParam name="repeat"/>

1210 <requestParam name="repeatEnd" type="date"/>

1211 <requestParam name="reminder" type="integer"/>

1212 <!-- Time in minutes before event to send reminder -->

1213 </request >

1214 <response >

1215 <responseParam name="status"/>
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1216 </response >

1217 </action >

1218 <action name="updateEvent" type="constructor">

1219 <request >

1220 <requestParam name="id"/>

1221 <requestParam name="userId" required="true"/>

1222 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

1223 <requestParam name="title" required="true"/>

1224 <requestParam name="desc"/>

1225 <requestParam name="startTime" type="datetime"

1226 required="true"/>

1227 <requestParam name="endTime" type="datetime"

1228 required="true"/>

1229 <requestParam name="tags"/>

1230 <requestParam name="allDay" type="boolean" def="false"/>

1231 <requestParam name="repeat"/>

1232 <requestParam name="repeatEnd" type="date"/>

1233 <requestParam name="reminder" type="integer"/>

1234 </request >

1235 <response >

1236 <responseParam name="status"/>

1237 </response >

1238 </action >

1239 <action name="deleteEvent" type="constructor">

1240 <request >

1241 <requestParam name="id"/>

1242 <requestParam name="userId" required="true"/>

1243 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

1244 <requestParam name="eventId" required="true"/>

1245 </request >

1246 <response >

1247 <responseParam name="status"/>

1248 </response >

1249 </action >

1250 </tag>

1251 <tag name="realEstate">

1252 <action name="searchProperties" type="constructor">

1253 <request >

1254 <requestParam name="id"/>

1255 <requestParam name="type" required="true"

1256 def="appartment"/>

1257 <requestParam name="rentOrBuy" required="true"

1258 def="rent"/>

1259 <requestParam name="lat" type="float"/>

1260 <requestParam name="lng" type="float"/>

1261 <requestParam name="radius" type="double"/>

1262 <requestParam name="netPrice" type="integer"/>

1263 <requestParam name="pricePerSqrMtr" type="integer"/>

1264 <requestParam name="noOfRooms" type="double"/>
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1265 <requestParam name="noOfBathrooms" type="integer"/>

1266 <requestParam name="netArea" type="double"/>

1267 <requestParam name="netRent" type="double"/>

1268 <requestParam name="rentPerSqMtr" type="double"/>

1269 <requestParam name="heating" type="string" def="all"/>

1270 <requestParam name="constructionYear" type="integer"/>

1271 <requestParam name="renovationYear" type="integer"/>

1272 <requestParam name="balcony" type="boolean"/>

1273 <requestParam name="garden" type="boolean"/>

1274 <requestParam name="kitchen" type="boolean"/>

1275 <requestParam name="elevator" type="boolean"/>

1276 <requestParam name="parking" type="boolean"/>

1277 <requestParam name="basement" type="boolean"/>

1278 <requestParam name="barrierFree" type="boolean"/>

1279 <requestParam name="terrace" type="boolean"/>

1280 <requestParam name="newBuilding" type="boolean"/>

1281 <requestParam name="furnished" type="boolean"/>

1282 <requestParam name="excludeWithoutPhoto" type="boolean"/>

1283 <requestParam name="latestUpdate" type="date"/>

1284 <requestParam name="resultSet" type="integer" def="10"/>

1285 <requestParam name="offset" type="integer" def="0"/>

1286 <requestParam name="sort" def="Price Desc"/>

1287 </request >

1288 <response >

1289 <responseParam name="propertyList">

1290 <listElem name="property" minOccurs="0"

1291 maxOccurs="unbounded" content="html">

1292 <attribute name="propertyId"/>

1293 <attribute name="type"/>

1294 <attribute name="rentOrBuy"/>

1295 <attribute name="lat" type="float"/>

1296 <attribute name="lng" type="float"/>

1297 <attribute name="radius" type="double"/>

1298 <attribute name="netPrice" type="integer"/>

1299 <attribute name="pricePerSqrMtr" type="integer"/>

1300 <attribute name="noOfRooms" type="double"/>

1301 <attribute name="noOfBathrooms" type="integer"/>

1302 <attribute name="netArea" type="double"/>

1303 <attribute name="netRent" type="double"/>

1304 <attribute name="rentPerSqMtr" type="double"/>

1305 <attribute name="heating" type="string"/>

1306 <attribute name="constructionYear" type="integer"/>

1307 <attribute name="renovationYear" type="integer"/>

1308 <attribute name="balcony" type="boolean"/>

1309 <attribute name="garden" type="boolean"/>

1310 <attribute name="kitchen" type="boolean"/>

1311 <attribute name="elevator" type="boolean"/>

1312 <attribute name="parking" type="boolean"/>

1313 <attribute name="basement" type="boolean"/>
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1314 <attribute name="barrierFree" type="boolean"/>

1315 <attribute name="terrace" type="boolean"/>

1316 <attribute name="newBuilding" type="boolean"/>

1317 <attribute name="furnished" type="boolean"/>

1318 <attribute name="image" type="uri"/>

1319 <attribute name="latestUpdate" type="date"/>

1320 </listElem >

1321 </responseParam >

1322 </response >

1323 </action >

1324 <action name="getProperty" type="constructor">

1325 <request >

1326 <requestParam name="id"/>

1327 <requestParam name="provider" required="true"/>

1328 <requestParam name="propertyId" required="true"/>

1329 </request >

1330 <response >

1331 <responseParam name="propertyId"/>

1332 <responseParam name="type"/>

1333 <responseParam name="rentOrBuy"/>

1334 <responseParam name="lat" type="float"/>

1335 <responseParam name="lng" type="float"/>

1336 <responseParam name="radius" type="double"/>

1337 <responseParam name="netPrice" type="integer"/>

1338 <responseParam name="pricePerSqrMtr" type="integer"/>

1339 <responseParam name="noOfRooms" type="double"/>

1340 <responseParam name="noOfBathrooms" type="integer"/>

1341 <responseParam name="netArea" type="double"/>

1342 <responseParam name="netRent" type="double"/>

1343 <responseParam name="rentPerSqMtr" type="double"/>

1344 <responseParam name="heating" type="string"/>

1345 <responseParam name="constructionYear" type="integer"/>

1346 <responseParam name="renovationYear" type="integer"/>

1347 <responseParam name="balcony" type="boolean"/>

1348 <responseParam name="garden" type="boolean"/>

1349 <responseParam name="kitchen" type="boolean"/>

1350 <responseParam name="elevator" type="boolean"/>

1351 <responseParam name="parking" type="boolean"/>

1352 <responseParam name="basement" type="boolean"/>

1353 <responseParam name="barrierFree" type="boolean"/>

1354 <responseParam name="terrace" type="boolean"/>

1355 <responseParam name="newBuilding" type="boolean"/>

1356 <responseParam name="furnished" type="boolean"/>

1357 <responseParam name="image" type="uri"/>

1358 <responseParam name="latestUpdate" type="date"/>

1359 </response >

1360 </action >

1361 </tag>

1362 </tagdef >
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